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ABSTRACT
The 200 MWe Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station operated over a
period of 18 years from 19bb to 1984 when it was retired from service for
economic reasons.
It uses a CANDU type reactor and is located in the
Province of Ontario on the shores of Lake Huron. This paper describes
some of the experiences in servicing the reactor where remotely operated
equipment had to be used because of the high radiation fields. The four
particular servicing programs covered are as follows with the location of
the reactor components Involved being identified in the cut-away view of
the reactor in Figure 1-1.
1)
2)
3)

Repair of Calandria Vessel Cooling Supply Piping.
Video Inspection of Calandria Support Rods.
Pressure Tube Removal From Fuel Channels.

4)

Booster Fuel Removal.

Repair of Calandria Vessel Cooling Supply Piping
Background
In 197 7, after 11 years of operation, leakage of heavy water at .i rate of
125 kg/hr was detected and it was traced to the calandria vessel cooling
supply piping located in the reactor vault where the radiation fields
during shutdown ranged up to 51)00 R/hr.
The calandria vessel contains
the 306 horizontal fuel channels and heavy water moderator. Because of
the potential for further leaks and the high costs involved with tiie loss
of heavy water, corrective action had to be taken. An extensive repair
plan was subsequently undertaken in the form of a joint venture of the
designer owner Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and the builder operator
Ontario Hydro. The contributions made by the various groups within these
two organizations during the piping repair are given in reference 1.
The reactor vault in the area where the leakage occurred is shown in
Figure 1-2 along with the facilities and equipment used for the piping
repair. The pipes, all 304L SS were part of a system of 10 ranging in
diameter from 19 mm to 76 mm that supplied cooling water to the calandria
structural components. They run parallel to each other along the top of
the dump tank from the calandria and then through a region called the
lower labyrinth where they make two right angle turns and finally pass
through the stainless steel liner and biological shielding to the
moderator room outside the vault. They are supported at two locations at
the inner and outer brackets using U-bolt clamps. Leakage occurred where
these U-bolts had worn through the pipe wall due to fretting caused by
vibration.
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Repiir Approach and KquipmenL Layout (Figure 1-2;
Access to the piping in the vault tor repair was providi-d by removing
some biological shielding blocks at the 180 m level and catting two holes
(t>4 cm x 7k era) in the 3 mm thick vault liner.
Because of the high
radiation fields (up Co 5000 R/hr near the calandria) it was necessary to
use
remotely
operated
equipment
controlled
by personnel
behind a
shielding wall.
All the remotely operated equipment had to be specially
designed because although a search was trade for standard equipment none
could be found that was suitable for this particular application.
During the conceptual design of the tooling, bench tests were carried out
to prove out the more difficult design features and tliis was followed by
prototype tests on all the tools using a full-scale mock-up of the
reactor vault lower labyrinth. Design features were built into the tools
so they could be retrieved in case of lailure during the pipe repair.
Procedures were developed for each of the repair tasks and tnoroughly
rehearsed under simulated remote operating conditions.
Remote operations on the piping were carried out using tile basic
manipulator mounted to a shielding module.
There were actually two of
these used side by side. Special tools or end eflectors required tor the
various repair activities were attached to the end ol the manipulator.
The basic manipulator (Figure 1-5) could extend 2.3 m into the reactor
vault by telescopic horizontal motion and could carry an HO kg load. It
also had vertical and angular motion and which gave it access to the work
areas as required. Access was particularly difficult due to the array of
piping which included a 41 cm 00 He pipe. TV cameras were mounted on it
and al-io on a second manipulator to provide 'vision' tor the operating
techni c ians.
A temporary plastic tent was installed for housing the control units and
operating personnel. The tent was pressurized with clean filtered air to
keep out airborne contaminated particles and also tritium.
A shielding wall made from lltnenite concrete blocks erected between the
tent and the reactor vault access area reduced radiation dose rate to
about 5 mR/hr.
A special overhead travelling crane (2500 kg capacity) was erected in
front of the reactor vault where X, Y and Z motion could be manoeuvred
within
2 mm. This crane was remotely operated by personnel in the tent
and was used mainly for removing the shielding blocks, supporting some of
the tooling during actual repairs and moving the basic manipulator in and
out of positionSpecial lighting and TV cameras were mounted in the
crane area to provide good visibility during remote operations.
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Repai r Sequence
This was as follows:
1.

Remove concrete biological shielding blocks using crane.

2.

Cut two access holes (64 cm x 74 cm) in 3 mm thick vault liner using
plasma arc cutter.
General pipe inspection using camera.
Remove U-bolt clamps using grinding wheels and plasma arc cutter.
Clean piping using wire brushes and mold impressions to determine
degree of fretting damage on pipes.
Repair of pipes using sleeve segments and T.l.G. welding.
Install new pipe supports.
Install vault liner closure plates over access holes using T.I.G.
welding.
Replace biological shielding blocks using crane.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Operations 1, 2, 8 and 9 used the crane and special lifting devices and
booms.
Operations 3 to 7 all used the basic manipulator with different
special tools mounted on the end.
Description of Two Major Repair Activities
Cutting Access Holes in the Vault Liner
The equipaent used for cutting the access holes is shown in Figure 1-3.
Removal of the concrete biological shielding blocks exposed the 3 minthick stainless steel vault liner so that the two 64 cm by 74 era access
holes could be cut.
The framework shown attached to the liner was
installed prior to cutting the liner. It was used to support Che cutting
tool and provided a rigid surface to which plates could be welded at the
end of the repair in order to close up the access holes. The frame was
attached to the liner using studs welded to the liner.
Equipment for cutting the access holes consisted of a plasma arc cutter
mounted on a structure that was attached to the frame on the liner.
Motorized drives on the structure moved the plasma arc cutter in the 'X1
and ' i" direction to achieve the cuts. The cut pieces of stainless steel
were removed using suction cups and placed in lead flasks for disposal.
Their gamma fields ranged from 10 to 13 R/hr.
A view of the piping through the two access holes is shown in Figure 1-4.
The U-bolt clamps that caused the fretting damage during pipe vibration
are visible.
Weld Repair of Pipes
Inspection of the piping showed that in general the wear grooves on the
pipes due to fretting consisted of narrow (approximately 1 cm wide)
circumferential grooves on the pipe outer surface, one-quarter
to
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one-half pipe circumference long with various depths up to through the
wall (leakers)Although there were only two leakers, it was decided to
repair six pipes-, three 38 mm and two 5U rain diameter pipes at outer
support locations and one 19 mm pipe at both outer and inner support
locations.
The weld repair method selected was to place one or two sleeve segments
over the wear grooves and fillet weld the segment edges to the pipe using
a T.l.G. electrode (Figure 1-b). The number of sleeves used depended on
the length of the wear grooves.
Three welding tools were used, one for each size of pipe repaired.
All
were similar in basic concept and design.
Those tools with a sleeve
segment attached
to them were supported on the end of the basic
manipulator which located the tool over the pipe to be repaired.
The
tool then clamps the segment on the pipe. A second manipulator assembly
was also used during these operations with TV cameras mounted to it to
allow viewing of the welding.
L'p to seven Macr-is woi"^ used on the two
manipulators. During actual welding, the segment is first tack welded to
the pipe and then the tongue which holds the sleeve segment is withdrawn
so that the welding torch can move along the periphery of tile segment. A
programmable microprocessor unit and stepping motors were used to control
the welding torch movements and a commercial weld programmer was used to
control weld currents. Hos,t weld inspection was done using a TV camera.
Repair Time
The estimated repair time for the complete job was four to five months
but in fact took seven months because of additional inspections in the
vault unrelated to the piping repair and al?",o because of unexpected
problems that were encountered.
The total anticipated dose expenditure was 4'J K but the actual dose was
58 R.
Over the seven month repair period, tne highest individual dose
expenditure was 3.1 R and the average individual expenditure was 1.2 K.
These compare with a limit of 3 K per quarter ana 5 R/yr per individual
as recommended
by the International
Commission
on
Radiological
Protect ion.
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Video Inspection of Calandria Supports
Background
The calandria vessel is suspended by eight 9.2 cm diameter hollow rods
from the vault roof with a pair of rods being located at each corner of
the reactor vessel (Figures 1-1 and 2-1). The rods are 7 m long and the
lower ends are screwed into stainless steel lugs on the calandria vessel.
The rods are fabricated from Invar 36, a nickel-iron alloy and there was
concern about corrosion weakening them due to abnormal wet and acidic
conditions in the reactor vault over a three-year period due to the
leaking pipes whose repair was described earlier. The radiation fields
in the region of the rods during reactor shutdown were 15,000 R/hr.
To determine the extent of the corrosion it was decided to visually
examine the rods remotely with a closed circuit video system.
The
inspection was carried out when the reactor vault was opened for the
repair of piping.
Description of Repair Approach and Equipment
The arrangement used for the inspection is shown in Figure 2-1. A closed
circuit colour television camera with associated lighting (4 - 500 watt
quartz halogen lamps) was mounted on top of a pneumatic 5-stage
telescopic mast made from aluminium which provided approximately 4 m of
vertical travel to locate the camera at the correct elevation. A colour
camera was used for its ability to discern corrosion. It had a remotely
controlled zoom lens and a pan and tilt mechanism. 2.5 cm of lead was
used to protect the camera from radiation damage. A high pressure jet
spray nozzle was also attached to the side of the camera to allow the
operators to clean the surface of the Invar rods to provide a better view
of any corrosion damage.
Several steps were required to position the camera in place with all but
the first step being controlled from the remote operations centre. All
steps were rehearsed on a full-scale mock-up beforehand.
1)

The basic manipulator with its horizontal boom retracted was mounted
to the special crane outside the vault with the two biological
shielding 64 cm x 74 cm access holes closed off with shielding.

2)

The camera and retracted pneumatic mast which weighed 36 kg were
then mounted in turn to the end of the basic manipulator
(Figure 2-2).

3)

The special crane positioned the basic manipulator in front of one
of the access holes.

4)

The basic manipulator telescopic horizontal boom fed the camera
inspection equipment into the vault a distance of 4.5 m which
required very careful guidance because of the array and congestion
of pipes in the vault.
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5)

The pneumatic mast was
platform.

then oriented vertically by its rotatable

6)

The mast was then secured to a 20 cm pipe in the vault by a clamping
mechanism built into its platform. This took the load off the basic
manipulator and provided a fixed support base.

7)

Air pressure was then supplied to the pneumatic mast to raise it to
the required elevation (approximately Urn)-

During the above manoeuvring inside the vault a second basic manipulator
was also installed with a set of TV.cameras to provide additional viewing
that assisted in positioning the Invar rod inspection camera.
Once the camera was positioned in place the pan and tilt mechanism with
electric servo-motors allowed the operators to direct the camera lens and
heavy water jet accurately. About 30 minutes of taping could be obtained
before the zoom lens turned brown.
Inspection showed that there was undercutting of about 0.3 cm deep
adjacent to the threaded areas at the bottom of the Invar rod.
Subsequently, one of the eight rods was unthreaded and further
inspection showed the threads to be essentially in an "as new"
condition.
Stress calculations were carried out to determine the effect of the
undercutting and it was determined that the rods would still carry the
weight of the calandria vessel safely.
Also with the piping repair
completed as described earlier, no furthei serious corrosion was
expected.
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Pressure Tube Removal
Background
The Douglas Point reactor fuel channel pressure tubes are made from
Zircaloy-2 which was the same material as the one that failed in
Pickering 'A' Unit 2 in 1983. It was decided to remove a tube from
Douglas Point for metallurgical examination. A program was undertaken to
design, manufacture and develop special tools and equipment to carry out
the removal operation. Since the general radiation fields at the face of
the reactor were up to 2 R/hr, a key feature of the approach taken was to
have most of the tools remotely operated by personnel in shielding
cabinets mounted onto the fuelling machine carriage. Approximately 100
tools were required with some already available at the site. Although
the tools were completed and preparations at the station well underway,
the decision to retire the station resulted in the cancellation of the
actual pressure tube removal. However, a description of how the program
was to be implemented is given in the following sections.
Fuel Channel Arrangement in Reactor (Figure 3-1)
The fuel channels horizontally transverse the 5 m long calandria vessel
and project
through the end shields in the which they are
supported.
They consist basically of a pressure tube and two end
fittings and contain the fuel. The pressure tubes are 5.3 mm long and
8.25 cm inside diameter with a wall thickness of 0.39 cm.
They are
located inside calandria tubes and separated from th<;m by annulus spacers
also called garter springs. The pressure tube is connected to an end
fitting at each end by means of rolled joints.
Reactor Vault Layout During Pressure Tube Removal
The reactor vault layout, with the areas from which access to the
pressure tubes was obtained, is shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
The
fuelling machine carriages with the personnel shielding cabinets in place
are also shown and can move in and out of the vault on tracks through a
passageway between the vault and the fuelling machine service area. The
passageway can be closed off by a sliding shielded door. The personnel
shielding cabinets made from one-inch thick steel plates are mounted onto
the fuelling machine carriages in the service area. (Figure 3-8). The
end fitting and pressure tube shielding flasks are mounted to the
carriage in a similar way.
Temporary platforms are required at both sides of the reactor with
elevations the same as the floor of the personnel shielding cabinets.
These are required to provide support for the longer tools and are also
used by personnel during withdrawal of the end fittings into the
shielding flask.
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Removal Operations
Prior to starting the removal, fuel is removed from the channel, the
feeders are isolated using ice plugs and blanked off, then the fuel
channel shield plugs and closure plugs are removed and temporary
shielding plugs installed.
West End Fitting Removal
A pressure tube cutting tool is inserted through the east end fitting and
the first cut is made close to the west end fitting leaving a 12 cm
pressure tube stub (Figure 3-4). The tool uses an air motor to drive the
rotating tube cutter type wheels through the pressure tube walls. No
swarf is produced.
With the end fitting flask mounted on the fuelling machine carriage and
lined up with the west end fitting, a trough and winch are used to draw
the fitting into the flask by personnel standing on a temporary platform
(Figures 3-4 and 3-10).
The flask is then transferred to the fuelling
machine service area and replaced with the west shielding cabinet.
East End Fitting and Pressure Tube Removal
An extension sleeve extending from the west end of the calandria tube to
just inboard of the reactor end fitting face, and with a bore slightly
larger than that of the calandria tube, is then installed in the west end
shield lattice tube (Figure 3-5).
This forms a bridge between the
calandria tube and the working platform.
A calandria tube protective sleeve is then passed through the extension
sleeve and through the annulus between the pressure tube and calandria
tube until it reaches tlie far east end of the pressure tube. While
passing through the annulus, it pushes the two annulus spacers ahead of
it. This protective sleeve prevents damage to the calandria tube during
the remaining cutting operations where clearance between the pressure
tube and calandria tube is small, and also supports the pressure cut
sections as they are being inserted into the shielding flask.
A pressure tube pusher tool and expandable bung are then inserted into
the protective sleeve and advanced so that it just enters the pressure
tube.
The pressure tube cutting tool which was previously inserted
through the east end fitting is used to cut the pressure tube into four
sections of about 100 cm each.
After each cut the pusher tool with
expandable bung gripping the cut section of pressure tube is withdrawn
about 2 cm to ensure the cut has been completed.
Following this
operation, the east shielding cabinet is replaced with the end fitting
flask and the east end fitting is removed in the same manner as for the
west end fitting and then a calandria tube extension sleeve is
installed.
The east end fitting flask is now replaced by a four barrel flask to
accommodate the four pressure tube sections (Figures 3-6 and 3-11). An
aluminium basket and shield box are also mounted on the fuelling machine
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carriage for collecting the annulus spacers.
Once the pressure tube
flask is aligned at the east reactor face, the pressure tube push tool is
pushed forward through the four sections of cut pressure tube until it
reaches the last section at the east end and there a bung on it is
expanded to grip the pressure tube section. Using closed circuit TV, the
pressure tube push tool and protective sleeve are manipulated to push the
annulus spacers off the pressure tube into the annulus spacer basket from
which they are dropped into the shield box located on the lower fuelling
machine carriage structure.
The sections of the pressure tube are then
pushed sequentially into the four barrel flask and the flask doors are
closed.
All flasking operations at the east end are observed by a
remotely operated TV camera.
Installation of Dummy End Fittings
It was planned to run the reactor with the fuel channel empty and
isolated.
Dummy end fittings weight 136 kg would replace the original
end fittings to provide anchors for the blanked off feeders and shielding
against reactor radiation beams. These are installed from the shielding
cabinet using a mandrel inserted in the end fitting and counterbalance
(Figure 3-7) supported by a hoist attached to a monorail in the cabinet.
This essentially completed the pressure tube removal operation which was
expected to require 14 days to carry out with an estimated man-rem
expenditure of 16.
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Booster Fuel Removal
Background
The Douglas Point reactor has boosters which are used mainly to overcome
Xenon (Xe 135) transients to permit re-starting the reactor following
shutdown. After it was decided to shutdown the station permanently it
was necessary to defuel the reactor. The fuel bundles in the horizontal
fuel channels were removed used the existing fuelling machine and
transfer equipment and stored in the fuel bay under water.
However,
there was no suitable existing equipment for removing the booster fuel
elements which contain U-235 and were located vertically at eight
positions in the reactor. As a result, AECL and Douglas Point undertook
the design and development of tooling and shielding flasks to remove the
highly radioactive booster fuel with estimated fields of up to
96,000 R/hr at contact and 200 R/hr at one metre. These estimates were
found to be very conservative based on actual measurements taken at the
site.
Booster Arrangement in the Reactor
The booster fuel elenents and their drive mechanisms are shown
schematically in Figure 4-1. There are two elements at each of the eight
booster positions, one being supported by the inner flow tube (6.9 m
long) and the other by the outer flow tube (8.7 m long). The in-core
portions of these tubes were made from Zircaloy-2. The fuel elements are
normally in a parked position just outside the reactor core, one at the
top of the reactor and the other at the bottom. When required, they are
driven into the core by the electric motors and ball screws with nuts
attached to the flow tubes. The fuel elements are cooled by heavy water
flowing through the flow tubes.
General Approach to Booster Removal
The general approach used was to cut the long flow tubes which contained
the fuel into shorter lengths (maximum 3.9 m) which could be withdrawn
into a lead filled station flask whose overall length was manageable
within the headroom available in the reactor building. The station flask
was then brought out to the reactor service area where the fuel was then
transferred to a shipping flask that was used to transport the fuel to
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) for storage.
Personnel were shielded from the flow tubes and fuel elements at all
times by the station flask, shield plugs inside the flow tubes, and
removal equipment such as the cutting tool encased in thick walled steel
housings.
Control stations for many of the removal operations were
located several metres from the booster position to minimize radiation
exposure.
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Removal Operations for Flow Tubes and Booster Elements
1)

The reactor deck was prepared for the removal operations by lowering
the inner and outer flow tubes into the reactor and removing the
drive mechanisms and ball screw housings to provide access to the
flow tubes (Figure 4-2).

2)

A grapple adapter and shield plug were attached to the inner flow
tube to allow it to be pulled into the section flask (Figure 4-3;.

3)

Using the reactor building crane and slings, the steel stationary
donut and rotating cutter assembly were positioned over the
protruding ends of the flow tubes and grapple adapter (Figure 4-4).

4)

Again using the crane and slings, the station flask was positioned
vertically on top of the rotating cutter assembly (Figure 4-5).
This operation is also shown in Figure 4-8 during training on the
mock-up.
After connecting the flask cable grapple to the inner flow tube
grapple adapter lifting pin, the inner flow tube is withdrawn into
the flask and a hole is drilled through it just below where it is to
be cut using access holes in the stationary support donut.
Radioactive cuttings from the drilling operations are vacuumed into
a shielded filter.
After the hole is drilled, a pin is installed
through it- Pin extensions that, protrude through the access holes
in the stationary donut prevent the inner flow tube fron turning
during the cutting operation. The cutter wheels are then moved in
to contact the inner flow tube and an air motor drive rotates the
cutter assembly.
When the cut is complete the pin extensions
prevent the lower section of the inner flow tube which contains the
booster fuel from falling.

5)

The first cut section of the flow tube which contains no fuel is
then withdrawn further into the flask using the motorized flask
winch (Figure 4-6) and a stop bar inserted to secure it from falling
out at any time.
The sliding shield plug in the rotating cutter
assembly was closed to protect personnel from radiation streaming
from the booster fuel element and a lower shield plug was also
inserted into the bottom of the flask, to protect personnel from
radiation during flask handling while flask is transferred to the
station fuel bay. The inner flow tube is removed from the station
flask and stored under water.

6)

The station flask is then returned to the same booster position in
the reactor and again positioned on top of the cutter assembly. The
lower section of the inner flow tube with the booster fuel is then
withdrawn into the station flask (Figure 4-7) and the flask
transported to the reactor service building where the booster fuel
is transferred to a shipping flask (Figure 4-9) for shipment to
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories where it is to be stored.
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The outer flow tube and the booster fuel it contains is removed in a
similar way to the inner flow tube only an additional cut is
required because of its longer length and an unscrewing action was
required using the air clamp assembly in Figure 4-4 to pass the
outer flow tube bearing through the upper thimble.
The time taken to remove all eight boosters and ship them to Chalk
River was 10 weeks.
Conclusions
Although the experiences with remotely operating equipment described in
this paper were specific to Douglas Point, the technology is being used
on other CANDU reactors where remote inspection and servicing is required
and also has potential application to any nuclear generating station.
The successful way in which these difficult operations are being carried
out demonstrates that the capability for servicing reactors in highly
radioactive environments has been clearly established.
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ABSTRACT
In order to accommodate elongation of pressure tubes in Pickering NGS 'A'
reactors H U P m
radiation enhanced creep effects, Ontario Hydro has
implemented a program for shifting the fuel channel assemblies on their
support
bearings
that
makes
maximum
use of
existing
dimensional
allowances.
This paper describes the design, manufacture and application of a special
machine for completing the shifting program. The machine includes a bank
of ten positioning ram-heads mounted on a carriage which is arranged to
traverse along the top of the fuelling machine bridge. Together with the
bridge's vertical motion, all lattice positions on the reactor face can
be accessed by the machine. The equipment also includes a remote control
system and a laser system for control and position indication of the
shifted channels.
The Fuel Channel Shifting Machine was designed by DSMA ATCON LTD., a
consulting engineering firm, and built by ATCON Services Limited, a firm
specializing in test equipment and assembly of precision components. It
was designed, developed and delivered in twelve-and-a-half months. Using
the machine, trained Pickering NGS personnel were able to relocate
reactor fuel channels on Unit 1 at the rate of 10 per eight-hour shift.
This rate improved with the shifting program for Units 3 and 4.
The concept employed in the design of this machine has since been
extended for use in a similar fuel channel repositioning program on Bruce
NGS "A" reactors (Units 1, 2, 3 ) .
W.L. Wardrop & Associates Limited has now succeeded
in the design and supply of such equipment.

the ATCON

companies

BACKGROUND
When the fuel channels were designed for Pickering NGS-"A", it was
expected that the pressure tubes would undergo some dimensional changes
due to temperature, pressure, and fast neutron fluence. The fuel channel
assemblies were designed with two bearing journals shrunk-fit onto the
end fittings (Figures 1 and 2 ) .
The journals are seated on bearing
sleeves which are part of the lattice tube assembly. Taking into account
design and installation tolerances, there was 35.4 nnn allowance for
movement of the journal on each bearing sleeve when the units started up.
The thermal and pressure expansion of the fuel channels from shutdown to
operating conditions causes a length increase of 12 mm.
Therefore, in
the hot and operating condition there was approximately 23 mm of bearing
sleeve available for pressure tube growth on the free end.
Referring to Figure 2a, it can be seen that at installation the fuel
channel assemblies were fixed on the west end. The east end was free to
move within the gap set between the yoke and restraining nut.
The
original "cold" yoke nut gap (YNG) was about 17 mm which meant that in
the operating condition, the gap was reduced to 5 mm.
When the units came into service, it was soon discovered that the growth
rate of the pressure tubes was much higher than had been expected.
To
prevent the fuel channel assemblies from loading up in compression due to
this growth, the YNG was periodically opened up.
The gap could not be
opened indefinitely, however, since the journal ring would eventually
falJ off the bearing sleeve (Figure lc) . If bearing fall-off occurs in
the "hot" state, the journal may not climb back easily onto the sleeve as
the channel cools and contracts on shutdown.
This could cause high
tensile stresses to develop in the channel and consequent loading of the
end shields.
Eventually (in 1977 on Unit 1, 1980 on Units 3, A ) , the east end fitting
in the "hot" state had reached the end of bearing position for the
fastest growing channels, Figures lb and 2b (in the cold state a 12 mm
gap would exist).
It was, therefore, decided that reconfiguration would
be carried out.
reconfiguration is an operation in which the east end
fitting is clamped in place with a "C" clamp on the accessible stud and a
locking nut on the other stud.
On the west end the restraining nut is
removed and replaced by a locking nut. The YNG on the west end was set
according to the remaining length of bearing sleeve available on the west
side (Figure 2 c ) .
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Recently (in 1982 on Unit 1, in 1984 on Units 3 and 4 ) , the west end
fitting journals were reaching the end of the bearing sleeves for the
fastest channels (Figure 2 d ) .
To allow the reactors to operate for
another three to four years before REFAB/LSFCR 1 implementation, an East
Shift operation was carried out.
The purpose of East Shift was to
recover the 12 mm east end thermal expansion allowance that was not
utilized during reconfiguration (Figures 2c and 2 e ) .
INTRODUCTION
To implement the East Shift program, a special channel shifting machine
was required.
Accordingly, in March 1980, Ontario Hydro undertook a
conceptual design study to define the requirements for tooling necessary
to push the fuel channel assemblies eastward by the required amount. A
number of different approaches were investigated, but the conclusion of
the study was that the shifting tool should consist of either a single
accurately controlled positioning ram or a bank, of ten such rams.
The
latter approach was adopted.
The fuel channel shifter (shifter) consists of 10 accurately controlled
positioning jack stations to shift the fuel channels.
As shown in
Figures 3 and 4, the jack stations are mounted on a common beam structure
which can rotate through 90 degrees to service a horizontal or vertical
row or column of channels.
A carriage supports the beam structure, and
can be positioned as required along the top of the existing fuelling
machine bridge, as seen in Figure 5.
A console capable of controlling
all tool functions is positioned outside of the vault.
A laser
measurement system is set up in the opposite reactor vault to confirm
that the fuel channel is shifted to the correct position.
In May and June of 1982, this machine was used successfully to shift all
390 fuel channels of Unit 1.
It, and a second machine fabricated in
1983, were used to shift all the channels of Unit 3 during May and June
of 1984.
Fuel channels on Unit 4 were shifted during September 1984.
East Shift was not carried out on Unit 2 because of the intervention of
the G16 incident in August 1983 and the subsequent decision to retube
that reactor ahead of schedule.

1

REFAB:
Relocate frid fittings And Bearings - A program designed
allow reactor operation with end fittings supported off-bearing.

to

LSFCR:
J-jarge jScale Fuel £hannel Replacement Program - A program
currently in progress in PNGS Units 1 and 2 which involves pressure
tube replacement. Often referred to as "Retubing".
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Design Considerations
Radiation Dose to Personnel
The design study concluded that the shifting machine would be mounted on
the fuelling machine bridge in the West reactor vault.
It was
recognized, however, that in order to reduce radiation dose to personnel,
it must be operated remotely from a control console located in the
accessible
area
outside
the vault where
radiation
fields
are
comparatively low.
Feeder-to-Feeder Clearance
Clearances between adjacent feeder pipes (Figure 6 ) , which connect fuel
channels
to reactor
inlet and
outlet PHT headers, are
generally
maintained at greater than 6 mm in order to avoid fretting damage or
excessive loads on feeder-to-end-fitting (Grayloc) connections (in the
event of feeder contact).
Feeders are nested togather in banks of as
many as ten leading to/from ten end fittings. On the upper half of the
reactor face, most of the feeder banks run vertically; on the lower half
of the reactor they run horizontally.
A requirement of the program was to avoid feeder contact in cases where
the distance a fuel channel was to be shifted exceeded the clearance
between its feeder and an adjacent feeder in the bank.
To accomplish
this, the shifting machine was equipped with ten jack stations permitting
sequential or individual fuel channel repositioning
to suit feeder
interference and/or bearing travel considerations.
A single jack station shifting machine may have served the same function
but only at the expense of increased reactor down time.
The ten jack
station design allows for shifting each channel in a bank by one or
several increments, depending on feeder clearances, to reach its final
position without having to relocate the machine on the fuelling machine
bridge.
To accommodate differing feeder bank orientations on the upper and lower
half of the reactor (vertical vs horizontal, respectively), it was deemed
advantageous to mount the ten jack stations on a common structure that
could be rotated through 90°.
Differential Fuel Channel Elongation
Fuel channels were known to have grown by differing amounts under the
effects of creep, due to the variation in neutron flux across the reactor
core.
Typically, faster growing, hence longer, fuel channels are
concentrated towards the centre of the reactor face.
Slower growing,
shorter fuel channels are found nearer the periphery of the face.
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Because of this, the range of motion of the jacks on the shifting
machine, and tooling used for measurement of fuel channel positions,
required allowance for the largest expected axial differential between
channels.
Force Required to Shift Fuel Channel
The load required to shift a fuel channel was estimated to be between
2200 lbs.f. and 2500 lbs.f.
This calculation took, into account the
following factors:
i)
ii)

Friction at the bearings.
Spring rate of the expansion bellows located between the calandria
end shield and the end fitting (Figure 1 ) .
iii) Feeder loads on the end fittings.
An adjustable slip clutch was incorporated in each jack drive to limit
axial force applied to the channel to 2800 lbs.f. and prevent Grayloc
damage, in case feeder interference were to occur.
A decision was also made to shift channels only one at a time, because
the force required to shift all ten channels simultaneously could exceed
that which the fuelling machine bridge drive ball screws can safely
withstand.
Stresses in Fuel Channel
Stress levels in the fuel channel, when subjected to the axial
imposed by the shifting machine, were calculated and compared with
code allowables.
These calculations took into account sag of
pressure tube due to creep effects.
The following load cases
examined:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

load
ASME
.the
were

Bending due to fuel channel's own weight.
Pressure.
Axial load and bending (no initial curvature).
Axial load, bending and pressure.
Axial load, bending and initial curvature.
Axial load, bending, pressure and curvature.

vii) Axial deflection of the fuel channel.
In no case did the resulting stress levels exceed the code allowable.
Equipment Description
The channel shifting tool consists
components (see Figures 3 and 4 ) :
(a)
(b)

10 Jack station sub-assemblies.
Jack station beam.

of

the following major

mechanical

(c)

Main frame weldment.

(d)
(e)

X-Drive.
Electrical controls.

These components, as well as the Laser system used to measure channel
displacement are briefly described below.
Jack Station Sub-Assembly
Z-Motion
Each jack station for the fuel channel shifting operation consists of a
two-ton ball-screw actuator, driven by an air motor for coarse location
and a stepping motor for fine positioning.
Both motors are coupled
through a right angle speed reducer to the ball-screw actuator. To limit
the force that the jack stations can transmit to the fuel channel, a
torque limiting clutch is provided between the stepping motor and the
right angle drive and also between the air motor and the right angle
drive.
The jack station has a design stroke of one inch to reposition the fuel
channel. Each station has an overall stroke of nine inches to engage and
disengage it from the end fitting, accommodate axial differential between
E/F's and allow some nominal stand-off.
Z-Measurement
A linear potentiometer is attached to the jack and its frame. This is
used to measure axial movement and travel of the jack station and will
give a direct readout of actual travel of the jack and the fuel channel
(less compliance of the bridge and tool structure).
Misalignment
1-Lateral
On the front end of each jack station is a centering device. This device
enables the jack station to home and latch onto the end fitting despite
possible lateral misalignment between the end fitting and the jack
station.
This assembly consists of two sets of linear bearings to
accommodate lateral movement when the jack station clamps onto the end
fitting.
Each centering device will allow for up to one inch of
eccentricity In X and Y directions from the center.
In addition, the
centering device is provided with compression spring assemblies which
return the centering device to center when the jack station is
disengaged from the fuel channel.
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2-Angular
To accommodate angular misalignment between the fuel channel and the jack
station, the centering assembly has been mounted on a pivot pin.
When
unlatched, the assembly self-aligns itself against eight spring plunges.
A maximum of +2.5° may be accommodated.
3-End Fitting Latch
Each centering assembly has two air operated pins which engage the 15°
taper on the end fitting and enable the jack station to latch solidly
onto the end fitting prior to repositioning.
Jack Station Beam
The purpose of the jack station beam is to support the 10 jack stations.
It can be rotated from the horizontal to the vertical position and locked
in either orientation.
Structure
The jack station beam consists of hollow structural steel weldment
mounted to the main frame by means of two trunnions.
During channel
shifting operations loads are transferred through the jack beaa to the
main tool frame at the attachment points.
Drive
The jack beam is coupled to a "theta" drive which consists of a gear
reducer and an air motor allowing the beam to be rotated froa the
horizontal plane to a vertical plane.
Locks
'ir-actuated plungers lock the jack beam in the desired position.
Counterweights
Counterweights have been added to balance the jack station beam.
The
load on the theta drive, when rotating the jack beam from the vertical to
the horizontal position, is thus minimized.
Main Frame Weldment
The purpose of the main frame assembly is to support the jack station
beam, and provide a rigid structure to resist loads transmitted during
channel shifting operations. A guide roller system is used to locate the
tool on, and to transfer all channel shifting loads to, the fuelling
machine bridge.
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The upper surface of the main frame assembly is used to support auxiliary
equipment used in the tool functions.
This equipment consists of a
control relay box, stepping motor control, "theta" drive, pneumatic
control devices, and cables.
The frame is equipped with eye-bolts for
lifting and, in addition, has its own castors for ease of transportation
to/from the reactor West F/M vault.
The main frame consists of hollow structural steel box sections welded
together to give a very stiff space frame to resist all anticipated load
combinations. Machined pads are provided on the frame for attachement of
components.
Tool Air Locks
Air-operated locks are provided on the frame to prevent movement by
clamping the frame to the bridge during channel shifting operations.
Roller assemblies on the mainframe weldment support and guide the tool on
the fuelling machine bridge.
X-Drive
The tool "X" motion along the bridge is obtained by means of a chain
drive.
The X-drive assembly, mounted to the main frame of the shifting
tool, consists of a stepping motor coupled to a gearbox.
A drive/idler
sprocket combination couples the drive to the chain.
Position readout
along the bridge is obtained by means of a 10 turn rotary potentiometer
driven from the gearbox.
Control System
To enable safe, remote operation of the shifter, a control system
containing a number of input and output devices, readouts and status
indications, operational sequences, interlocks and inhibits was designed.
This system permits remote operation from a control cabinet located a
distance of approximately 125 feet from the machine in a comparativeJy
low
radiation
environment.
Eight
multiconductor
cables
with
plug/receptacle
connections
at
either
end
provide
the
necessary
interwiring between the shifter and the control cabinet.
The control cabinet contains various operator manipulated devices such as
switches and pushbuttons, indicating lights, digital readouts for the
X-drive position and jack Z-drive motion, and all necessary logic relay
elements for the tool operation.
The tool-mounted controls equipment consists of stepping motors, stepping
motor controller, air motors, solenoid valves and pneumatic equipment,
circuit Bwitcb.es, rotary and linear potentiometers, and junction boxes
for
cable
terminations
and
interconnections with
the
tool-mounted
equipment.
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The following four independent drives are incorporated in the machine:
a)

X-Drive
The X-drive consists of a stepping motor, selectively powered
from an indexer-controller which is also used for the jack
stepping motor drive.
A digital voltmeter at the control
cabinet displays the X-drive displacement in millimeters with
respect to a fixed reference point on the North end of the
bridge.
The drive is interlocked with the X-drive clamps,
which must be released for travel, and is automatically stopped
by limit switches at north and south end-of-travel trips and by
inter-shifter limit switches when two shifters are used.
Indicating lights on the control console display the
clamped/unclamped, end of travel and inhibited conditions.

b)

Theta Drive
The Theta drive rotates the jack beam from horizontal to
vertical position, or vice versa.
The jack beam locks are
automatically released prior to rotation, and re-applied
afterwards.
The horizontal/vertical beam positions, and the
clamped/unclamped conditions are sensed by limit switches and
status displayed on the control cabinet.
The drive is also
inhibited from rotation to horizontal if the X-drive has
entered a region of the reactor face where such rotation would
cause mechanical interference with feeder cabinet insulation
panels.

c)

Jack Air Z-Drive (for homing onto an end fitting)
The ten jack air drives are powered by air motors and feature
tow modes of operation - common and individual. In individual
mode any one jack may be driven individually or, in common
mode, all ten in unison. Upon advancing the jacks towards, or
retracting from, the end fittings, the end fitting clamps are
automatically applied or released in opposite sequence
respectively.
Again, a full complement of indicator lights
display on the control console the unclamped/clamped and
advanced/retracted status of all ten jack stations.

d)

Jack Stepping Motor Z-drive (for positioning fuel channels)
As only one channel is shifted at any one time, a common
indexer-controller is used to selectively power the stepping
motor used for a particular shift.
A number (of steps)
representing a predetermined shift distance is entered on a
thumbwheel BCD switch assembly on the control console and the
shift is initiated by depressing the "Index" pushbutton.
A
linear potentiometer coupled to the jack provides signal used
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to display the actual shift distance in millimeters on a DVM
readout. As an alternate mode of shifting operation, the "Run"
switch may be used for continuous, manual stepping motor
operation in conjunction with visual monitoring of the DVM
display.
Laser Measuring System
A system, consisting of a commercially available laser and a detector
assembly designed and fabricated by Ontario Hydro Research, was employed
for an independent measurement of the distance fuel channels have been
moved.
Laser (Figure 7)
The laser is mounted on a tripod located on the south vault floor in the
east reactor vault.
The laser beam fans out over an approximately 60°
angle to cover the reactor face parallel to, and about 1 foot from, a
plane corresponding to the nominal end fitting face position.
Laser Detector Tool (Figure 8)
The laser detector is a device which is used to locate the position of an
end fitting with respect to the fixed reference plane produced by the
laser.
The following description is representative of the second
generation
design employed
on Units 3 and A.
In its earlier
configuration (used on Unit 1 East Shift), the tool was too cunbersome to
use and could not adequately accommodate the range of differential fuel
channel elongation encountered.
The laser detector tool (Figure 8) consists of a tubular aluminum body,
internally threaded at one end to accept a brass adapter and connected at
the other end to a radial micrometer.
The brass adaptor, available in a variety of lengths, makes the slip-on
connection between the laser sensor tool and the laser locator plate
installed in the end fitting.
Located inside the body of the tool is the detector assembly.
It
consists of two banks of photocells (five cells in each bank).
The
detector assembly is connected to the micrometer drum via a shaft so that
the photocell banks move axially along the tool as the micrometer drum is
rotated.
Each bank of photocells is connected to an LED (Light Emitting Diode)
located at the micrometer end of the tool. The bank nearest the reactor
is connected to the red LED while the farthest bank is connected to the
greed LED. An electronic circuit compares the signal from both banks of
photocells.
Whichever photocell bank produces the strongest signal, ie,
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has the most light shining on it, will have its LED illuminated.
one LED can be illuminated at any time.

Only

When the tool is installed on the end fitting, the laser beam falls on
one of the photocell banks illuminating the LED for that bank.
The
micrometer is then adjusted, moving the detector assembly until the laser
beam falls on the other photocell bank.
The second LED will then be
illuminated.
By carefully adjusting
the microneter, the detector
assembly can be positioned so that the laser plane strikes exactly
between the two photocell banks.
This is the "null point" of the
detector and at this point the red and green lights will alternately
flicker. The position of the end fitting relative to the laser plane can
now be read on the micrometer's digital readout and, by comparing initial
and
post-shift
laser
measurements,
shift
size
can
be
determined
accurately.
Manufacturing and Commissioning Related Problems
During the manufacture of the various shifter components, no major
problems were encountered. Care was necessary during stress relieving to
eliminate distortion of the jack beam and support frame.
In the assembly and commissioning stages, the following problems came to
light.
i)

The original air motor specified to home jacks onto the end
fitting (course Z-location) did not provide sufficient power.
Larger air motors and new mounting brackets were required. The
additional weight of these items changed the balance of the
beam for the theta operation. This problem was overcome by the
use of counterweights and counterweight trimmers on the jack
beam.

ii)

Early in the assembly stage, it was evident that some system
would have to be incorporated on the channel shifter to allow
cable "roll-up" when the jack beam was being rotated. This was
done using a series of roller bracket assemblies.

iii)

Difficulties were experienced with the rack and pinion drive,
originally intended for the shifter X-motion, when the unit was
assembled on the fuelling machine bridge. Irregularities along
the top surface of the bridge, and hence the rack secured to
it, caused stalling problems with the X-drive system.
The
problem was corrected by changing the method of traction from
the rack and pinion to a chain and sprocket drive.
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On-Reactor Experience
Equipment

Installation

The typical installation, referring to Figures 7 and 9, consists of:
i)

Channel shifting machine mounted
bridge.

on the west fuelling

machine

ii)

Control console set up inside an air-supplied tent (to minimize
tritium uptake by personnel) in the north accessible area of
the reactor building.

iii)

Shield cabinet mounted on the east fuelling machine bridge to
provide radiation shielding for personnel performing laser
measurements and releasing yoke/stud restraint hardware.

iv)

Laser set up on a tripod
side of the reactor face.

in the east

F/M

vault

on the

south

Initial Measurements
Prior to repositioning the fuel channels, it was imperative to update
channel elongation data and determine the remaining east bearing travel
allowance.
This information dictated how far the channels could be
shifted without risk of pushing them off the east bearing sleeve.
The
elongation and bearing positions were determined by STEM (Scanning Tool
for Elongation Measurements) and spotface measurements.
The STEM is an
instrument that fits into the snout of the fuelling machine (FM). It is
operated by moving the FM across every end fitting. As a spring-loaded
wheel on the end of the STEM unit rolls over the end fittings, it reacts
against a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) located inside
the unit, generating a profile for each bank of end fittings. The STEM
unit, therefore, measures the position of each end fitting relative to a
plane traced by the FM f i g u r e 1 0 ) .
In order to correlate the STEM measurements with the channel bearing
positions, a set of spotface measurenents
(approximately
45) were
required.
Spotface Is a measure of the length of end fitting projecting
from the end shield.
Spotface measurements were taken on selected
channels with a hand-held tool contacting the spotface of the tube sheet
at one end and the end fitting face at the other end (Figure 1 0 ) .
These two sets of measurements were carried out on both faces of the
reactor and the data obtained was used to determine the available bearing
allowance at both ends of all channels.
From this information,
recommended shift size values were determined.
A third set of measurements was taken to determine feeder-to-feeder
clearances (Figure 6 ) . The purpose of these measurements is to find out
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how much the fuel channels can be shifted before feeders cone in contact
and whether a specific shifting sequence is necessary to prevent feeder
contact.
Channel Shifting
Manpower
The channel shifting operation is carried out by a team consisting of a
mechanical maintainer in the shielding cabinet, an operator at the
control console, and a vault supervisor in the PNGS-"A" control roomAll three parties are in constant voice communications via headsets.
The maintainer in the shield cabinet is responsible for releasing the
restraining hardware on the yoke studs, measuring fuel channel movement
with the laser detector tool, if required, and then resecuring the
restraint hardware once the final channel position is confirmed.
The operator is responsible for initiating all shifting machine movements
and confirming fuel channel movements from the DVM on the control
console.
The vault supervisor is responsible
reactor building, specifying shift
channel and recording results.

for directing
sequence and

all activity in the
increments for each

Strategy
For the purpose of minimizing outage duration, fuel channels were divided
into two categories (Figure 11):
a)

Critical Channels
Generally, these correspond to fast growing channels, located
toward the centre of the reactor core. These are the channels
which ultimately limit the length of time that on-bearing
reactor operation can be sustained.

b)

Noncritical Channels
These are typically peripheral channels, exposed to a lower
neutron flux, and therefore having a relatively slow growth
rate.
These channels will not reach end-of-bearing before
those in the "critical" category above.
Laser measurements of fuel channel movement were taken only on
critical channels.
Linear potentiometer indications, at the
control console, were used for non-critical channels.
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Post-Shift Measurements
After initial shifting was completed, the shielding cabinet was removed
from the east bridge, and a second set of STEM measurements was taken on
the east side in order to determine the actual shift achieved for each
fuel channel.
This second set of readings indicated which channels had
to be reshifted in order to achieve an acceptable gain in on-bearing
reactor operation.
Results
Channel Shifting Machine Performance
No significant control or mechanical problems were experienced with the
channel shifting machine in each of the East Shift Outages (i.e. Units 1,
3, A ) .
Comparison of Measurements
The shift size values obtained fron STEM measurements were compared to
those from the linear potentiometers on the channel shifters and from the
laser measurement tool to see whether all agreed with one another.
On
each reactor, STEM readings were consistently lower than potentiometer/
laser indications by an average of 3 to A mm. Under the assumption that
STEM readings were accurate, this meant that actual final channel
positions were short of that intended, i.e. fuel channels had not been
shifted far enough eastward or had sprung back
towards
the west
afterwards under the influence of bellows and/or feeder loads.
The undershift was attributable primarily to play in the restraint
hardware at the east end fitting yoke.
This play, referred to as the
yoke
"slop and
tilt" effect, could
permit
westward
movement
(or
springback) of the fuel channel once the channel shifting machine jack
was u n d a m p e d and retracted at the west end (refer to Figure 1 2 ) .
On-reactor tests have confirmed that channels can be displaced by as much
as 5 mm eastward even though the yoke restraint hardware has been
secured.
Gain In On-Bearing Reactor Operation
The nominal gain in years of reactor operation on each Unit, as a result
of East Shift, was as follows:
Unit

Years Operation Gained

1

3

3
A

AJ
5
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Because of the decision to retube Units 1 and 2 following the G16 failure
on Unit 2, it was not possible to take full advantage of the extension
East Shift had offered on Unit 1.
Outage Durations
Reactor down-time for East Shift implementation ranged from a high
33 days on Unit 1 to a low of 17 days on Unit 4 (refer to Table 1 ) .

of

It is interesting to note that, because Unit 3 East Shift activities were
on the outages' critical path, two shifting machines and two shielding
cabinets were employed in an effort to reduce outage duration. Time to
complete the job on Unit 3 was reduced by 10 days (30%) compared with
Unit 1. Higher than expected radiation fields were encountered, however,
and due to the fact that the shield cabinets used were of lighter
construction than that employed on Unit 1, the total radiation dose to
personnel involved was significantly higher.
In the Unit 4 outage, it was decided to revert to the single shifting
machine/shielding
cabinet
approach
to conserve
radiation
dose,
particularly since East Shift activities would not be critical path. As
it turned out, despite not having the time advantage tandem shifter
operation can afford, the time on Unit 4 was reduced to only 17 days.
The improved
performance with each successive outage
is a direct
consequence of continued detail improvements in, and familiarity with,
procedures, equipment and training.
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TABLE 1
OUTAGE SUMMARY
East Shift Activities
Comparison Between Units

Item

Activity

Unit 1
May-Jun/82

Unit 3
May-Jun/8A

Unit A
Aug-Sep/84

1

Total East Shift Activities
(inside FM vaults)

33 I/A
days

23 1/2
days

17 days

2

Equipment setup and
removal, measurements

3

Total channel shifting
including reshift (not J1A)

26 3/A

16 1/2

12

A

Initial channel shifting
(excluding reshifts)

21 1/2

15

11

5

Reshifts

5 I/A

1 1/2

1

6

Number of channels
requiring reshifts

25

6

5

7

6 1/2

Comparison of Average Radiation Fields
(dose rates at contact)
Unit 1

Unit 3

Unit A

Row A
Row M
Row W

375 mRem/h
275 mRem/h
200 mRem/h

2 500 mRem/h
1 500 mRem/h
5A0 mRem/h

700 mRem/h
A00 mRem/h
150 mRem/h

Average

283 mRem/h

1 513 mRem/h

A16 mRem/h

5
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Shielding Cabinets
BACKGROUND
Elongation or creep of the reactor pressure tubes due to irradiation was
found to be much greater than the designers had first predictedThis
problem was recognized
in the early
1970's; however, due to the
fabrication schedule of the reactor components, only one of the four
reactors at the Bruce NSG "A" plant could be modified to accommodate the
updated creep values. It was also recognized at that time, that the life
of the remaining three reactors could be extended by cutting the west end
attachment collar weld and shifting the elongated fuel channel assembly
to the west.
The Bruce "A" West Bearing Shift Program objective is therefore to shift
the fuel channel assemblies of reactor Units 1, 2 and 3 in the west
direction and fix them at a new axial position. This will increase the
allowable amount of unrestrained axial elongation in the pressure tube
before the fuel channel support bearings at the east end
become
di sengageci.
In order to perform the channel shifts, it is necessary to temporarily
detach the fuel channels from the reactor's calandria.
The channels are
permanently attached to the calandria via the west-end stop collar which
is welded to the fuel channel and roll-joined to the calandria.
The
specific objective is therefore to sever the collar at the weld, shift
the channel in the west direction and reweld the collar to the fuel
channel.
The amount of westward shift for a channel will vary depending upon its
location in the reactor core.
However, the shift will allow 5 years or
more of continued reactor operation with the fuel channels remaining onbear

Shielding Cabinets
BACKGROUND
Elongation or creep of the reactor pressure tubes due to irradiation was
found to be much greater than the designers had first predicted.
This
problem was recognized
in the early 1970's; however, due to the
fabrication schedule of the reactor components, only one of the four
reactors at the Bruce NSG "A" plant could be modified to accommodate the
updated creep values. It was also recognized at that time, that the life
of the remaining three reactors could be extended by cutting the west end
attachment collar weld and shifting the elongated fuel channel assembly
to the west.
The Bruce "A" West Bearing Shift Program objective is therefore to shift
the fuel channel assemblies of reactor Units 1, 2 and 3 in the west
direction and fix them at a new axial position. This will increase the
allowable amount of unrestrained axial elongation in the pressure tube
before
the fuel channel support bearings at the east end
become
disengaged.
In order to perform the channel shifts, it is necessary to temporarily
detach the fuel channels from the reactor's calandria. The channels are
permanently attached to the calandria via the west-end stop collar which
is welded to the fuel channel and roll-joined to the calandria.
The
specific objective is therefore to sever the collar at the weld, shift
the channel in the west direction and reweld the collar to the fuel
channel.
The amount of westward shift for a channel will vary depending upon its
location in the reactor core.
However, the shift will allow 5 years or
more of continued reactor operation with the fuel channels remaining onbearing.
Beyond this, a further repositioning of the fuel channels to a
fixed end off-bearing mode is comtemplated
(as part of a "REFAB"
program).
Inherently embodied in the objective is the need to perform the channel
shifts with minimum reactor down-time and minimum worker radiation dose.
In this respect, the workers performing the above cut and reweld
operation on the west face of the reactor, work from a safe interior of a
shielding cabinet.
The workers will use one of the two complimentary
tool systems designed for this purpose.
The low torque, semi-remote
tooling, and the high torque tooling components are both
manually
installed using manipulators into their operating mode from the shielding
cabinets.
The worker(s) have a direct view of the reactor face and the
tooling operation
through the transparent viewing ports located in the
front wall of the shielding cabinet.
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Access to or from the shielding cabinets is via a scaffold
device located at each side of the fuelling machine duct.
West
Control
Centre, located
outside
of the reactor
coordinate, direct, and control the sequence of operations
"A" West £ . ' . ". . - o i am.

or a manlift
The Bruce "A"
vault, will
for the Bruce

INTRODUCTION
The shielding cabinets are designed to carry and provide some protection
for the workers servicing the end fittings during the Bruce "A" West
Bearing Shift Program.
Two shielding cabinets are located on the west
side of the reactor.
Both are mounted on the fuelling machine bridge
with the fuelling machine and fuelling machine carriage removed.
Each
shielding cabinet has an independent "X" position drive, with the
vertical movement of the fuelling machine bridge used to position the
shielding cabinets at any desired elevation. The shielding cabinets also
carry the specialized tooling and related ancillary services to complete
the task about the end fitting. Workers can view the operation about the
E/F array through the leaded window arrangement mounted on tne front of
the shielding cabinet.
Shielding Window
The window used in the shielding cabinet is an essential part of the
shielding cabinet operation.
Not only does it provide direct operator
viewing of the work area but also access to the reactor face and mounting
location and support for the manipulators used to insert and remove the
cut and reweld tooling. A view of the shielding window in tne 3 o'clock
operating position is shown in Figure 6.5.
Construction
The primary components of the shielaing winaow are the disk and the
turret.
The disk is a circular piece of 2-1/4" steel plate, 53" in
diameter, mounted on a gear-driven turntable bearing.
The turret is
mounted on the disk in a smaller 27" diameter turntable bearing offset
11-1/4" (1 pitch) from the centre of the disk.
Functions
The functic:. of the disk is to position the turret in the correct
location for the end fitting being worked on. The ability to locate the
turret at 3, 6, 9 or 12 o'clock (or any position in between) permits the
shielding cabinet to address any of the end fittings on the reactor. The
disk itself is offset horizontally 5-5/8" (1/2 pitch) from the centre of
the cabinet towards the centre line of the reactor.
This puts the
3 o'clock turret position closest to the centre of the south cabinet
(9 o'clock position In north cabinet) and optimizes the room for the
personnel.
As a result, this position is designated as the "nominal"
turret position and with the exception of rows "A" and "Y", every end
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fitting can be accessed from the "nominal" position.
The two shielding
cabinets can work as close together as 4 pitches on rows "B" to "X" and
6 pitches on rows "A" and "Y", however, the "nominal" spread is
8 pitches.
Turret
The turret is the actual working part of the window.
It consists of a
central
port
(turret
port), 9-1/2"
in diameter with
two
smaller
manipulator ports located 115 degrees apart and connected to the central
port. The plug for the turret port and the areas around the periphery of
the port are filled with 4" thick leaded glass to permit direct viewing
of the work area.
Both sides of the leaded glass are protected by 1/4"
acrylic cover plates to prevent the glass from being scratched.
Two
steel plugs are provided for the manipulator ports when they are not in
use.
A hydraulic actuator opens and closes the turret port using pressurized
water pumped from a power pack in the rear of the shielding caoinet. Tne
turret plug actuator is controlled by a hand switch on the wall of the
shielding cabinet with an additional foot switch as an interlock.
On
each side of the window, a pair to coiled flexible lines with quick
disconnects hang from the ceiling.
The closest pair of lines are
connected to the actuator when required.
Operation
Rotation of both the turret and the disk is by handcrank mechanisms using
identical pinion gears and a common crank handle which is moved from one
drive to the other.
The disk is held in position by two "plunger type"
locking clamps while the turret drive has an electrically released brake
controlled by either a foot switch or a wall-mounted switch to lock the
turret in place.
The turret drive is mounted in one of the four holes located in the disk
at the edge of the turret.
The remaining holes contain three leaded
glass viewing ports which provide supplementary viewing of the work area.
The turret drive assembly can be interchanged with any of the three
viewing ports.
Light Assembly
Mounted on the exterior of the window assembly is an aluminum disk with
44 small fluorescent lamps referred to as disk lights.
Power to these
lamps is provided by a jumper cable from an inside receptacle on the
window to either of the two appropriate receptacles on the front wall of
the shielding cabinet, one on each side of the window. A similar jumper
cable/receptacle arrangement is used for the turret brake.
The disk
lights are activated by a standard wall switch mounted ~-~- t'".c front of
the cabinet.
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Additional
exterior
lighting
is provided
by four
Tungsten-Halogen
floodlights mounted on the front wall around the peripnery of the window.
Each light is located at approximately
45 degrees to the window
centrelines so as to fit inside the corners of the X/Y Positioner frame.
The lights are divided into left and right pairs and controlled by two
standard wall switches.
Tool Drive Carrier
The tool drive carrier is mounted on horizontal rails attached to the
interior face of the front wall below the window and to the ceiling of
the shielding cabinet.
The carrier provides both horizontal and vertical motion and, when
locked, acts as the drive platform for the drive and feed mechanism,
transmitting the cutting forces back to the shielding cabinet or for the
welding motor assembly. The tool drive carrier is shown on Figure 6.6.
The tool drive carrier consists of counter-balanced vertical slide
nountec onto the two vertical tubes of the horizontal travelling frame.
The tool drive carrier can
storage position to provide
ports for collar insertion.

be unlocked
full access

and moved horizontally to its
to the turret and manipulator

Horizontal motion is limited by bumpers mounted on the inside walls of
the shielding cabinet and the vertical motion of the vertical slide is
limited by adjustable stop collar on the vertical tubes.
The Vertical Slide
The vertical slide supports the drive and feed assembly and the air
control valve, and provides the supply and exhaust air connection ports
for the cutting motor. The slide consists of a frame work welded to four
split housings containing bearings which slide on the two vertical tubes.
Each split housing contains a cam lever which, when activated, clamps tne
vertical slide to the vertical tubes of the frame thereby rigidizing the
system.
The sides of the vertical slide are attached by two caDles to
counter-balance weights housed inside the vertical tubes.
The counterbalancing assists in the vertical positioning of the slide for the
cutting and welding operation. An extension to the base of the vertical
slide provides the anchorage for the two drive and feed assembly counterbalance tension springs.
The Horizontal Travelling Frame
The horizontal travelling frame consists of a welded base supporting two
vertical tubes bolted to an upper roller bracket.
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The weight of the complete tool drive carrier assembly is supported by
two V rollers, mounted to the carrier base.
The V rollers run on the
corner of a square tubing rail bolted to the interior face of the front
wall.
A clamp mechanism, operated by a handwheel on the front of tne
base clamps against the bottom of the rail opposite the V rollers. The
V rollers and clamp rigidize the bottom of the frame for the cutting and
welding operations.
The vertical tubes are
locked by means of set
and house the counter
vertical slide and drive

inserted into housings in the carrier base and
screws.
These tubes support the vertical slide
weights required to balance the weight of the
and feed assembly.

The Upper Roller Bracket
Three rollers running against a vertical rail bolted to the top of the
shielding cabinet, are mounted to che top of the upper roller bracket.
Two fixed rollers with an adjustable
roller operating against the
opposite face of the rail, support the top of the tool drive carrier for
horizontal motion.
Two horizontal clamps operating on
position rollers, rigidize the top
welding operations.

the rail face opposite the fixed
of tne frane for the cutting and

The Drive and Feed Mechanism
The drive and feed mechanism is mounted on the tool drive carrier in the
shielding cabinet and transfers the rotary and axial motions required for
the cut and reweld operations from the shielding cabinet to the rotating
collar.
The torq,
required is generated by either the cutting motor, welding
motor or •. y a hand crank.
The feed rate and depth is manual and
independent of the drive system.
The drive and feed mechanism also incorporates a position indicator which
tracks the rotating collar and references it to a set position.
The drive and feed mechanism
is mounted by way of a spherical bearing
and housing to the tool drive carrier.
The spherical bearing can
accommodate up to 5 degrees of angular misalignment while transmitting
the thrust forces from the cutting operation to the tool drive carrier.
The spherical bearing is keyed to prevent rotation caused by the drive
motors while maintaining its angular misalignment capability.
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The Feed Mechanism
Feed motion is accomplished by manually rotating the feed handwheel
clockwise to feed, and counter clockwise to retract.
Eacn complete
rotation of the handwheel feeds or retracts the threaded drive spindle
housing and motor mount assembly .0625".
The handwheel is mounted to a
bronze nut which is held captive against axial motion but is free to
rotate in a steel sleeve pressed and keyed to the bore of the spherical
bearing.
The threaded drive spindle housing, keyed to the spherical bearing
prevent rotation, transmits the axial forces from the drive spindle
the bronze nut and then to the spherical bearing.

to
to

The inboard end of the threaded spindle supports a drive cJaptor housing
which utilizes three swing bolts and thumb nuts for a fast assembly and
disassembly of the drive motors. The drive adaptor housing also supports
the position indicator assembly for tracking of the rotating collar.
The outboard end of the feed mechanism supports a collav which is tied
via two tension springs to an adjustable adaptor on the tool drive
carrier.
The adjustable adaptor is adjusted to balance part of the
moment caused by the overhanging drive motors. This facilitates coupling
the drive and feed mechanisms with a motor mounted to the drive shaft.
The Drive Spindle
The drive spindle transmits the torque requirements from tine drive motor
through the threaded drive spindle housing to the drive shaft.
The
output end of the drive spindle has a coupling and drive dog which mate
with the inboard end of the drive shaft and utilizes a collar and thrust
bearing to transmit the axial forces to the threaded drive spindle
housing.
The drive torque is transmitted through a coupling mounted on
cutting and welding motor output shafts and hand crank adaptor
square inboard end of the spindle shaft.

to the
to the

The Feed Lock
The feed handwheel contains a locking mechanism which allows the operator
to lock the captive bronze nut to the threaded drive spindle housing
thereby preventing accidental feed movement during the welding
operation.
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The Feed Gauge
An adjustable feed gauge with a built-in scale is incorporated onto the
threaded drive spindle housing to measure the depth of cut during the
cutting operation.
Drive Shaft
The drive shaft is of tubular steel construction with a ball lock
mechanism built into the square drive on the collar end. The ball lock
mechanism is activated by a spring-loaded rod running through the centre
of the drive shaft culminating at the inboard end.
Pushing on the
actuator rod against the spring will release th3 ball lock mechanism.
The drive shaft, when inserted and locked to "he fixed collar drive
spindle coupling, will enable axial and rotary motion to be transmitted
to the rotating collar via the fixed collar.
Drive Shaft Extension
The drive shaft extension is used to assist in the installation of the
drive shaft. The extension is equipped with a ball lock actuator rod and
when coupled to the drive shaft increases the overall length, thus
effectively increasing the lever arm.
Drive Shaft Seal Bearings
A simplified labyrinth seal is incorporated to seal drive shaft ana tne
manipulator port of the turret disk against tritium entry.
The circular
bronze seal plate encircles the drive shaft and in turn is captured in
the seal housing.
The bearing design allows for drive shaft rotation
angular misalignment and axial movement.
Position Indicator Assembly
The position indicator assembly is mounted by three clamping screws to
the top of the drive adaptor housing on the inboard end of the threaded
drive spindle housing. By loosening or removing the screws, tne assembly
can be rotated to suit the operator's preferred viewing position or
removed completely without disrupting the operation of the drive and feed
assembly.
The bevel gear, driven by the mating bevel pinion on the drive spindle,
drives a worm gear and worm wheel to produce the required gear ratio and
direction of rotation to match the rotating collar.
The tracking hand
rotates with it.

is mounted

to the shaft

The worm wheel shaft is extended
instruments if the need arises.

supporting the worm wheel and

to provide
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a means

of driving

other

The High Frequency Unit
The welding high frequency unit and torch head cooling water supply is
located at the rear corner of the shielding cabinet. The personnel must
make and break the torch assembly connection to this unit each time the
torch assembly is removed from the shielding cabinet for refurbishing.
This applies to both the high torque and low torque tooling system
procedures.
Emergency stop buttons will be found on both sidewalls to stop
welding process for low torque or high torque tooling and to stop
cutting sequence for the low torque tooling.

the
the

Hydraulic Power Pack
The hydraulic power required to operate the turret plug actuator and the
fixed collar clamping diaphragm is provided by a single power pack
located under the shielding unit between the door and the "X" drive.
This power pack uses the service air supply to pump distilled water at
2 H O psi and 375 cu. in/min. or the plug actuator and 1200 psi with no
flow for the diaphragm.
The turret plug actuator is operated through
electro-hydraulic controls while the diaphragm pressure is controlled
manually.
Service air passes through a quick disconnect
to a
filter-lubricator unit and then splits into the two separate circuits.
Each circuit has a pressure regulator and shut-off valve for controlling
the flow to the air driven intensifier/pump.
The turret plug actuator uses a pump with a 7:1 pressure intensification
ratio.
Distilled water is drawn froit a common reservoir and punped to
the directional control valve.
This valve is solenoid actuated and
controlled either remotely by the plug control switch, mounted on the
shielding cabinet wall with a foot switch interlock, or directly by an
override button and similar control switch mounted on the power pack
itself. Two flow control valves are used to adjust the rate at which the
turret plug opens and closes and a needle valve between the two lines
permits manual operation of the turret plug in an emergency.
Quick
disconnects on flexible lines join the power pack to rigid tubing on the
wall which conducts the actuator water to the front of the cabinet.
The diaphragm circuit also uses a pressure intensifier but increases trie
ratio to 21:1. A needle valve in the drain line blocks the return flow
to the reservoir and a quick-disconnect on a flexible line attaches the
power pack to a rigid pressure line. This tube transmits the pressure to
the outside at the front of the shielding cabinet where it is attached to
the diaphragm hose. The diaphragm hose can be picked up by a manipulator
and attached to the fixed collar by a special quick-disconnect coupling.
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Shielding Cabinet Video System
A CCTV system is located within each shielding cabinet. When the system
is coupled with a fibrescope, it will produce a general view of an
operation
or a closeup view of a procedure.
TV monitors are located
both inside the shielding cabinet and in the BWS-CC for viewing by all
personnel associated with the task.
The TV camera receives the image from a fibrescope.
The Diaguide
fibrescope has a 25 ft. long, 1/4 inch diameter, image bundle with a
right angle, non-articulating, viewer at the distal end.
It is fixed
focus with a 20° viewing angle.
The silica glass used
in the
construction of the image bundle has a high resistance to radiation and
will not "brown out" with prolonged use at the reactor face.
A metal
halide, cold light source is used with the fibrescope to illuminate the
viewing area.
The fibrescope, together with specific manipulators and
tool heads, is used to define the size of the weld prior to machining it
off, to give a direct view of the weld process, and for post weld
inspection.
As a contingency, the fibrescope, with or without the CCTV
system, can be supported by a manipulator for general viewing of the
cutting operation(s), proceeding behind the feeder bank.
Likewise,
should problems arise, the fibrescope will be a valuable tool.
A 12 inch TV monitor is located with its related camera and T U P control
box at the front of the shielding cabinet adjacent to the window
assembly.
Shielding Cabinet "X" - Drive and Stop Mechanism
The X-drive uses the existing rack on the fuelling machine bridge. The
stop mechanism, consists of a pair of rod-actuated pawls mounted on
either side of the X-drive pinion which engages the rack and prevents
further
shielding
cabinet
motion when
they are
tripped.
The
automatically engaging pawl is incorporated to prevent collision of tne
shielding cabinet with the fuelling machine columns, elevators or tne
other shielding cabinet, and to locate the shielding cabinet at "home"
position.
X-Drive
The X-drive has a dedicated air motor and control valve with a manual
override to position the shielding cabinet.
The air motor can also be
replaced by an extension shaft and driven from the shielding cabinet
roof.
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The Stop Mechanism
The shielding cabinet stop mechanism is double-pronged pawl assembly. It
pivots on the drive pinion shaft to engage one of the pawls into the
fuelling u.o^i^..v bridge rack and prevents further shielding cabinet
motion in that direction.
It is operated by one of two plungers which,
when restrained by a stop on the fuelling machine bridge or other
shielding cabinet, compress the centering springs due to the continued
motion of the shielding cabinet.
This moves the spring centre and
operating arm to rotate the pawl assembly.
Method of Stop Mechanism Operation
The pawls are held in a central position
pre-loaded, opposing springs which register
shielding cabinet floor structure.

clear of the rack by two
on brackets mounted on the

When the shielding cabinet approaches an obstacle, an actuating rod
impinges on a fixed stop set to limit the closest approach to the
obstacle with due regard to the inherent over-travel in the systeo.
Further motion of the shielding cabinet depresses the rod to compress
both springs equally and, in effect, rotates the pawl until the leading
pawl engages in the rack and further motion is prevented.
Rotation of the pinion gear to produce motion in the opposite direction
will disengage the pawl and return it to its neutral position as tne
actuating rod leaves the stop.
Stop Mechanise Indicating Lights
Since
the operator will
be
traversing
the
shield
cabinet
blind,
indicating lights are provided to inform him when the fixed stop or other
shielding cabinet has been contracted and when the pawl is fully engaged
to prevent further motion.
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High Torque Tooling
INTRODUCTION
High torque tooling (HTT) is part of the Bruce West Shift Tooling
package, designed to detach the reactor fuel channels from the calandria
stop collars, shift the channels in the west direction and reweld the
stop cellars to the fuel channels.
Embodied in its design is the
objective of minimum reactor downtime and minimum radiation dose to
personnel while working with the tooling.
The HTT is based on the
current single channe.1 replacement
tooling, a proven method which
provides the capability of servicing any fuel channel on tne reactor
face.
The HTT concept employs one fixed -snd one rotating collar, mounted
concentrically around the end fittings between the Grayloc and the stop
collar attachment sleeve.
The fixed collar provides a mechanical
reaction for a motor driven shaft which drives the rotating collar.
Single point cutting, cleaning, welding and inspection tools are mounted
on the rotating collar.
Both collars and the necessary tool heads are installed manually from the
two shielding cabinets (S/C) traversing the top of tne west fuelling
machine bridge. The two workers inside each S/C will have a direct view
of the reactor face and the tooling operations through transparent
viewing ports located in the front wall of the shielding cabinet.
Design Description
The high torque tooling employs the use of fixed and rotating collars
assembled around an end fitting. The fixed collar forms a reaction point
required to drive the rotating collar via a manual feed and powered drive
mechanism located inside the shielding cabinet.
Tool heads used for gauging, cutting, cleaning, welding
are provided and are interchanged in the rotating collar.

and

inspecting

Hand held manipulators are used for installing tooling components and/or
to provide services to these components as they orbit an end fitting.
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Tool Heads (see Figure 1)
General
The tool heads used
in the cut and reweld operation are the
gauging/inspection head, a number of cutting heads, a swabbing head and a
welding torch head.
The tool heads are inserted into the rotating collar tool holder by means
of a common tool insertion manipulator with the exception of the torch
head which has a dedicated torch insertion manipulator.
Ail tool heads have on one side a bullet shape with a tapered end which
acts as a guide during insertion of the tool head into the tool carrier.
The bullet is equipped with a ball-lock mechanism which locates and
automatically locks the tool head in the tool carrier.
See Figure l(a).
The torch head only has a bullet with a spring-loaded telescoping feature
which gives the torch head axial movement relative to a bail-locked
sleeve; a constant axial arc-gap is thus maintained during welding orbit.
See Figure l(b).
Excluding cutting heads, the other side of all tool heads has a
projection with a flat spring mounted which, when in the tool carrier,
preloads the tool heads radially inward to maintain a constant radial
setting. See Figure l(c).
On the opposite side of the bullet, the cutting heads only have a more
robust extension matching the thickness of the slot in the tool carrier.
this extension is split along its length and contains an expandable bolt
to provide wedging action against the tool carrier slot and thereby lock
the cutting head in the tool carrier.
See Figure l(d). An Allen key,
built into the tool head insertion manipulator, engages and actuates the
expandable bolt.
Gauging/Inspection Tool Head
The gauging/inspection tool head is used primarily
position, and secondly to inspect a completed weld.

to

gauge

the

weld

The gauging head incorporates a stop block and a reference scale for the
gauging operation which is viewed from a fiberscope distal end which is
attached, using a special bracket on the gauging head.
If necessary, for inspection, a different bracket can be mounted which
clamps the viewing end of the fiberscope at an attitude suitable for
inspecting the weld.
To inspect the weld, the tool with the inspection
bracket and the fiberscope is inserted into the tool holder, then
advanced in the weld area and orbited around the end fitting.
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Cutting Head
The cutting head assembly, inserted and locked into the tool holder of
the rotating collar, provides the support for the tool oit during tne
sleeve and weld cutting operation.
Two similar cutting head assemblies are required; one with a rear-mounted
tool bit position for sleeve cutting and the other with a forward-mounted
tool bit position for weld cutting.
The cutting heads cut either the sleeve or weld as the rotating
orbits around the end fitting.

collar

Both cutting head assemblies contain an assembly for collecting the chips
generated by the cutting operation.
The chip collector assembly consists of a barrier of reoovable brushes on
the cutting face of the tool holder, a chip passage hole and ramp, and a
collecting can mounted on the opposite face of tne cutting head.
All
cutting heads are secured in the tool carrier by an expandable bolt
assembly.
Swabbing Tool Head
The swabbing tool head is used to clean the stop collar/attachment
weld area prior to the welding operation.

sleeve

The tool head consists of the main tool body and a removable housing,
which supports the swabbing pad.
The swabbing pad is a liquid absorbant
material, saturated with an approved cleaning fluid by the S/C personnel,
prior to installation on the rotating collar.
The tool head is inserted into the tool holder and locked in position by
the tool insertion manipulator.
The rotating collar is advanced to take
the swabbing pad on to the weld site and tnen orbits around tne end
fitting for the cleaning operation.
Each swabbing head is used only once during a worksnift after wnich they
are returned for refurbishing by the personnel.
Welding Torch Head
The welding torch head is integral with the torch insertion manipulator
through which the services of gas, power, cooling water, filler wire and
fibrescope for remote viewing of the weld area are provided. The torch
head consists of the main body which supports the electrode and gas cup,
the filler wire guide tube, the fibrescope, axial and radial gauging feet
to maintain constant arc-gap settings; a bullet and an extension with a
flat spring as previously described.
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The welding torch head is inserted into the rotating collar tool holder
with an insertion manipulator.
The torch head welds the stop collar and
attachment sleeve as the rotating collar orbits around the end fitting.
The torch services, in the form of an umbilical cord, are guided from the
shielding cabinet
to the torch head, through the torch
insertion
manipulator by the personnel.
Visual observation of the weld puddle during welding and inspection of
the completed weld for continuity and porosity, is via the fibrescope and
the video system.
Manipulators
The manipulators used to install and withdraw equipment to and from the
cut and reweld site are collar manipulators, tool insertion manipulators,
torch insertion manipulators, quick disconnect manipulator, Allen key
manipulator, threaded rod manipulator and secondary collar manipulator.
Collar Insertion Manipulator (See Figure 2)
The collar insertion manipulator is used to install the rotating and
fixed collar halves from the shielding cabinet onto the channel.
Two
manipulators arc used simultaneously for the installation of a set of two
collar halves.
The manipulator front end supports the collar.
The
eight-foot length provides the reach required to manoeuver the collar
half out of the shielding cabinet window, past the Grayioc fitting and
onto the end fitting.
Allen Key Manipulator (See Figure 3)
The Allen key manipulator is a long reach key wrench used to turn collar
screws and tool head screws. A second function of this manipulator is to
direct air blast to blow off cutting chips from the rotating coliar tool
holder prior to tool installation.
Threaded Rod Manipulator (See Figure 4)
The threaded rod manipulator is a long-reach, threaded rod to withdraw
tool heads from the tool holder in possible emergency situations.
A
tapped hole provision has been made on all tool heads to accept the
threaded rod manipulator.
In case of malfunctioning of the tool
Insertion manipulator or torch insertion manipulator, the threaded rod
manipulator in conjunction with the Allen key wrench can accomplish tool
withdrawal.
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Tool Insertion Manipulator (See Figure 5)
The function of the Cool insertion manipulator is to insert and withdraw
tool heads in and out of the rotating collar tool holder.
Some tool
heads
require
viewing aid during
their operation, therefore, the
manipulator provides guide and support for the viewing fibrescope.
Welding Manipulator (See Figure 6)
The function of the welding manipulators is to insert che weld head in
the tool holder, assist the operator in setting its position with
respect to the weld site, guide the umbilical cord, support the wire
feeder, and withdraw the weld head.
Two types of manipulators are provided, one straight and one bent; the
bent manipulator is especially designed to access the horizontal and
vertical Grayloc end fittings.
Quick Disconnect Manipulator (See Figure 1)
Tht quick disconnect manipulator allows handling and actuation of a quick
disconnect coupling for the fixed collar diaphragm line.
The eight-foot long manipulator is bent in a configuration suitable for
accessing the coupling connection on the fixed collar when located behind
the Grayloc fittirg.
To support and actuate the flexible hose coupling half, the front end of
the tube is fitted with an adaptor which secures the hose coupling while
being transported to and from the mating coupling.
Collar Assembly (See Figure 8)
The fixed and rotating collar assemblies, each consisting of a matched
set of split cylindrical halves, are assembled on the end fitting to
provide the drive platform required to perform tiie cut ana reweld
operation.
The rotating collar, which supports the tool holder, is
locked to and rotated by the pinion shaft assembly of the adjacent fixed
collar.
The fixed collar is rigidly clamped to the end fitting and
transfers the axial and rotational motion from tne feed and drive
assembly in the shielding cabinet to the rotating collar.
Each collar half is manipulated individually past the Grayloc fitting,
assembled and locked together by a "Z" gib and locking screw arrangement.
The gibs of the second collar half ride on the tapered gib surfaces of
the previously inserted collar half until the machined flat surfaces at
their centres contact.
Torquing the locking screws wedge the two halves
together forming an integrated cylindrical shell.
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Rotating Collars
The rotating collar assembly consists of a matched set of two halves; a
tool holder half and a mating half. The tool holder half has an external
radial ring which supports the tool holder with
the mating
half
completing the cylindrical shell. The back of each collar half contains
three sets of pick-up holes for coupling with the collar insertion
manipulator.
Each collar half also contains resilient backed bearing
segments, a felt seal segment, a latch groove segment, and a ring gear
segment.
The latch groove located at the rear of the collar assembly allows the
collar to be trapped by the latch plate and pusher tab on the fixed
collar pinion shaft assembly. The pinion gear of the fixed collar meshes
with the ring gear on the rotating collar with access gained through a
pinion access port machined into each collar half.
Tool Holder (Tool Carrier)
The tool holder, machined to accept all high torque tool heads, is
basically a two-prong extension mounted by eight screws onto the radial
ring of the collar half. One prong is machined with a slot and a hole
containing two locking grooves to accept the tool head Duiiet ana tne
other prong is machined with a slot to accept the tool head extension.
The tool holder can be mounted in three radial positions, top centre and
20° to each side, allowing a collar half witn a properly oriented tool
holder to access the complete reactor face.
Resilient Backed Bearing Segments
The rotating collar utilizes resilient
backed
bearing segments to
accommodate the range of end fitting diameters and reduce the chatter
generated by the cutting process. Each collar half contains two bearing
segments, one forward and one rearward, with half of each segment solidly
mounted to the collar and the other half backed by a resilient backing.
The solidly- and resilient-backed halves of the bearing segment are
staggered such that when cutting in the clockwise direction, the cutting
forces are transferred through the solidly-backed bearing portion.
The
resilient-backed portion deforms the bearing to eliminate clearances
between the end fitting and collar assembly.
Fixed Collars
The fixed collar assembly consists of a matched set of two halves - a
pinion half and a diaphragm half.
The pinion half has an external boss
which houses the pinion shaft assembly and one set of collar insertion
manipulator pick-up holes centrally located at the trailing face beneath
the boss.
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The diaphragm half has an internal pocket which houses the diaphragm and
two sets of collar insertion manipulator pick-up holes, located on the
trailing face.
The diaphragm half also has two self-closing quick
disconnect fittings located on the rear face to provide the connection
from an external pressure source to the diaphragm.
When the two halves are assembled and clamped on the end fitting, the
fixed collar provides the drive platform for the rotating collar.
Pinion Shaft Assembly
The pinion shaft assembly consists of an outer sleeve, pinion shaft,
pinion gear, pusher tab and latch assembly, and a drive shaft coupling.
The outer sleeve supports the pusher tab and latch assemDly ana slides in
bearings mounted in the external boss of the pinion collar half.
The
sleeve is keyed to the pinion collar half to prevent rotation but is free
to nove axially.
The latch plate engages in the groove at the rear of
the rotating collar and traps it against the pusher tab allowing axial
motion to be transferred to the rotating collar.
The pinion shaft rotates in bearings mounted in the outer sleeve and is
locked axially by the pinion gear and a shoulder at the coupling end.
The drive shaft coupling is capable of 10° angular aisalignaent and
transmits the rotary motion from the drive shaft to the pinion shaft and
hence to the pinion gear.
The coupling has a ball locking groove for
locking the drive shaft to the coupling to transmit the axial motion from
the feed and drive assembly, through the drive and pinion shaft to the
outer sleeve.
Resilient disks mounted in the pinion shaft act on the
inside face of the coupling to keep the coupling relatively straight for
assistance in drive shaft insertion.
Diaphragm
The diaphragm is a hollow stainless steel rectangular faorication curved
in one plane.
The concave surface is convoluted to allow fur expansion
and the pressure feed is supplied through a nipple welded to the bottom
surface. The diaphragm is designed for an operating pressure of 1200 psi
and provides the clamping force required to transfer the torque to the
rotating collar.
Cutting Motor Assembly (See Figure 9)
An air motor assembly provides the power for the high torque tooling
cutting operation.
When mounted on the drive and feed mechanism, it
provides rotary motion for transmission through the drive train to the
rotary collar.
The air motor
is a flange mounted
Ingersoll-Rand
series 4840
reversible multi-vane air motor with a geared square output drive.
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L'2
An

exhaust deflector assembly is mounted onto the motor to confine and pipe
au y the exhaust outside the S/C which reduces motor noise to acceptable
levels.
Motor Specifications:
Maximum Power
Speed at Maximum Power
Free Speed
Starting Torque
Stall Torque
Air Consumption at Maximum Power
Supply Pressure

-

3.0 HP
83 RPM
170 RPM
225 ft-lb
300 ft-lb
92 CFM
90 psi

Air Motor Mounting
The air motor is mounted to a triangular adaptor plate ana has a square
drive coupling mounted to the output shaft for quick connection to the
drive and feed mechanism.
Air is suppiied and exhausted from the motor through three attached
hoses.
The supply and return hoses are connected by quick disconnect
fittings to the control valve mounted to the tool drive carrier.
The
shroud exhaust hose has a quick disconnect fitting at the exhaust port on
the tool drive carrier beside the control valve and at the motor exhaust
shroud.
This is designed to reduce handling problems during storage of
the motor drive.
Gauges are supplied on the supply and return lines for commissioning
purposes and may be replaced with a plug during on-reactor cut and reweld
operation.
Welding Motor Assembly (see Figure 10)
The welding motor assembly provides the drive for the high torque tooling
welding operation.
The assembly is mounted to the drive and feed
assembly to provide rotary motion for transmission through the drive
train to the rotating collar.
The speed of the welding motor is
controlled from the BWS Control Centre.
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INTRODUCTION
Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating Station "A", located on the
eastern shores of Lake Huron, near Kincardine, Ontario, consists of four
750 MW reactors. Each reactor core contains 480 fuel channel assemblies.
These fuel channels hold the fuel bundles and contain D2O of the primary
heat transport system. The fuel channels have an end fitting on each end
which projects out through the reactor tubesheets.
The west end of the
end fitting has a sleeve pressed on it and the sleeve is welded to a
fitting called a stop collar which has been rolled into the tubesheet.
This weld, which has a nominal 5/32" long leg, is not a pressure weld but
a structural weld which locates the fuel channel and carries the loads
during refuelling.
The east end fitting is free to move axially on
bearings which accommodate fuel channel length growth during operation
caused by thermal expansion and pressure tube material creep.
Near the
end of each end fitting a feeder pipe for the primary heat transport
system D2O is connected to a Grayloc fitting which is an integral part of
the end fitting. A fuel channel is shown schematically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Reactor Fuel Channel
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Each of the 489 end fittings has a 1\" or 3" diameter feeder pipe and as
the end fittings are 6.89" diameter on an 11|" pitch, most of the
inter-end fitting space is occupied by feeder pipesFuel Channel Creep
The axial elongation or creep of the fuel channel assemblies, induced by
radiation, has resulted in the free floating end of the channel being
close to coming out of register with its support bearings. This would
allow the end fitting to move to an indeterminate position under the
effect of gravity and the feeder tube forces. The fuel channel position
would then not be located with certainty for access by the fuelling
machine.
It was realized that to extend reactor life it would be
necessary to shift the complete fuel channel assembly to the west to
reposition the bearing journals back within their design location in the
bearing sleeves.
This can be done by severing the structural weld
between the sleeve and stop collar on the west end. The fuel channel can
then be shifted and the weld remade. Spectrum Engineering was retained
to design and develop a method and tooling to perform the cut and reweld
operations.
Design Constraints
Operating Area
The stop collars which have to be cut are 8.43" diameter at their largest
and are situated on an ~\\\" pitch. The area to be cut is about 6-3/8"
out from the outboard tubesheet.

y'~
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DP COL
SLEEVE

,END FITTING 6.89'l»

—J

ENVELOPE

ENVELOPE

Figure 2
Operating Envelope
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The inside edge of the innermost feeder is designed to be 8j" out from
the tubesheetThis gives an available operating envelope which is a
cylinder 8.43" ID x 14.07" OD x 8£" long. This is shown in Figure 2.
Remote Operation
All cut/reweld operations in the reactor vault area are to be carried out
by a single operator stationed in a workroom measuring about 7' high x
6' wide x 14' long which is mounted on the fuelling machine bridge. This
room is called a shielding cabinetThe end of the shielding cabinet
which faces the end fittings has a large window in it- Within the window
is a round turret port about 9" diameter which opens inwards. Off this
port are two manipulator ports which are about 2" diameter.
All the
tools must be transported to the work area by inserters or manipulators
which fit into and slide through the small ports. The larger 9" turret
port is to be used to pass the tools to the outside of the shielding
cabinet. The front edge of the shielding cabinet is 24" from the end of
the end fittings and 84" from the operating area. All services to the
tools and control for the tools must come from the shielding cabinet.
The cut/reweld operations are to be controlled by an operator in a remote
control centre outside the reactor vault, coordinated by observations of
the operator in the shielding cabinet. The relationship of the operators
to the work area is shown in Figure 3.

REACTOR VAULT

Figure 3
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Access Area
All of the space on Che sides of the end fittings is filled with the
feeder pipes (in the case of vertical feeders) and about half of the
space above and below each channel is occupied by the Grayloc pipe
fitting.
The area remaining is roughly triangular in shape and just
large enough to pass a softball through. Each fuel channel then has an
access window above and below as shown in Figure 4. Immediately past the
Grayloc fitting the access area opens up to a rectangle with a useable
space of about 7" x 4-3/8". Figure 5 shows how the manipulator ports in
the shielding cabinet window align with the access windows.
GRAYLOC
PIPE
FITTING
FEEDER
PIPES
END
FITTING

ACCESS WINDDVS (SHADED)

INSERTER
PORT

VIEWING
WINDOW

TURRET
PORT
VIEWING
WINDOW
INSERTER
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VIEWING
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Figure 5
Shielding Cabinet Window
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Operational Parameters
To limit the man-rem exposure and minimize the high cost of replacement
power for a shutdown reactor, speed was one of the two most important
design considerations. The duration of the reactor shutdown had to be
kept to a minimum. The tools had to be easy to install and operate and
the cutting and welding operations had to be completed as rapidly as
possible, in one pass around the stop collar.
The second important
design concern was reliability. All channels on one reactor were to be
shifted in one continuous around-the-clock operation. The tools had to
perform without breakdown for the duration of the whole operation on the
480 channels.
No foreign natter could be introduced into the work area.
Cutting
lubricants were forbidden, as were oil powered tools due to the risk of
leaks. Cutting chips had to be collected and removed. The tools were to
be rugged enough to withstand contact with reactor components, without
being damaged, during insertion.
The tools, while being handled and
inserted by an operator in the shielding cabinet, had to be started,
stopped, controlled and monitored by a remote operator outside the
containment vault. The important tool operational functions had to be
displayed on the remote control console to enable the operator to confirm
that a tool operation is proceeding successfully. The tools were to be
designed so that their operation did not endanger the operator or risk
damage to other reactor components.
If the cutting tool leaves any irregularities in the cut surface the weld
tool must be capable of successfully welding over the irregularities.
The surface for the end fitting sleeve which would be exposed after
shifting and on which the new weld would be made, could be contaminated
with rust. The extent of this rust was unknown, and provision therefore
had to be made to clean the surface before welding. Provision also was
requested for a visual inspection of the area to be welded before
welding, a monitoring of the weld puddle during welding and a visual
inspection of the completed weld.
The inspection had to be able to
identify a weld defect of dimension 0.030".
Environmental Parameters
The tools had to be capable of operating in radiation fields of lR/hr.
The relative humidity was 5 percent to 95 percent and the temperature
could range from 10°C to 65°C.
Low Torque Tool System
Spectrum Engineering developed a system of miniature low torque tools.
The term low torque came from the fact that the tools require very little
torque to revolve them around the workpiece. The welded joint would be
severed by cutting through the parent metal immediately behind the weld.
The preweld cleaning would be done with a high speed wire brush and the
joint would be remade with a miniature gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)
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torch.
The tools would be carried around the stop collar by a small
tractor device which was called a crawler. The crawler would move around
the stop collar on a track which would be installed around the stop
collar.
The track, the crawler and the tools would be installed by an
operator, working with
long tubular
inserters, from the
shielding
cabinet.
Power and control for the crawler and tools would be routed
through the inserter from the inside of the shielding cabinet.
A
schematic of the cut, shift clean and weld operations is shown in
Figure 6.
A more detailed discussion of each component of the system
follows.
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BRUSH'

VELEING
TDRCH

SLEEVE

SHIFT / CLEAN

Figure 6
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The Crawler Track.
The purpose of the crawler track is to provide a rigid ring on the stop
collar on which to attach and to run the crawler tool carrier. The track
guides the crawler around the work piece and provides a reaction point
for the crawler drive.
It has to be locked tightly against the stop
collar to resist the reaction forces from the cutting operation. It is
installed and assembled remotely through turret and manipulator ports, by
an operator in the shielding cabinet.
The track was designed to be machined from steel pipe. The main section
is about 0.50" thick and 1.50" wide. It has triangular projections on
each side which serve as vee slides for the crawler. The thickness was
dictated by the necessity of having sufficient material to make bolted
joints in the track ring. On one side, a thin flange about 1.25" wide,
acts as a positive location device. This thin flange is located against
an existing shoulder on the stop collar. A 0.25" pitch standard roller
chain is mounted in a groove on the outside of the ring. This chain
provides the reaction system for the crawler drive system.
To enable installation the track was designed in 3 segments, two at 140°
and one at 80°. A 140° segment was the longest which could be physically
passed through the space between the end fittings. These segments are
inserted into the work area end first on the end of a long tubular
manipulator. The track segments are attached to and released from the
inserter by a gripper assembly. The gripper is tightened and loosened by
the operator turning a rod within the inserter. The gripper assembly can
be turned 90° at the wrist and this action is controlled by the operator
with a second control rod within the inserter. Figure 7 shows the track
assembly.
The inserter tube slides within a spherical nylon bearing. This bearing
is part of the inserter assembly. It fits into the port In the turret
window and forms the fulcrum for the inserter x-y motions.
When the track segment has been inserted to the work area it is "wristed"
90° from its end on position to a position at right angles to the end
fittings.
It can now be located onto the surface of the stop collar.
This Is also done by the inserter. The segment is held in place on the
stop collar by clamping the operator end of the inserter with a pneumatic
clamp which is mounted to the inside of the turret window.
Figure 8
shows a track segment on the inserter in the Insertion position (above)
and after wristing 90° to the position for installation on the stop
collar (below).
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Figure 7

re

Each end fitting has two accesf windows, one above and one below. After
the first 15U° segment has been inserted as described above, the second
access window is now used to insert the second 150° segment into the work
area.
This segment is also inserted end on and wristed 90° to fit onto
the stop collar. This second segment is now carefully manoeuvred so that
the tongue and groove joint on its end nests into the joint at the end of
the first segment.
A straight rod with a hex key end is now inserted
through the access space in the manipulator port beside the second
inserter and the key is located into the captive cap screw which is in
one of the joint sides. The screw is tightened thus fastening the joint
end. The track ring is now a 280° segment.
The inserter nearest the open end ot the track ring is withdrawn and used
again to insert the 80° track segment. It is located into the opening in
the track ring and the final two joints are fastened as before.
The
track ring is now solid, and by design clearances, is free to nove on the
stop collar.
It is now pulled into final position, with the thin track
flange tight against the stop collar shoulder, with the two inserters.
The track ring is now locked onto the stop collar by a rubber block.
This block is located in a cavity in the underside of the track ring and,
when compressed by a cap screw and plate, expands against the ring
surface.
The hex key rod and the two inserters are now removed and
stored and we are left with a solid continuous track on which to run the
crawler tool carrier.
The Crawler Tool Carrier
The purpose of the crawler tool carrier is to provide a rigid base on
which to mount the cutting, cleaning, welding and inspection tools. It
has to be attached to the guide track with sufficient force to resist the
radial reaction forces from the cutting operation and have sufficient
power to pull the cutting tool through the work.
It has to be small
enough to pass through the 2.05" space between the surface of the stop
collar on which it will be working and the top of a track mounted on an
adjacent stop collar.
As with the track, it needs to be installed and
removed remotely from the shielding cabinet.
It also has to be powered
and controlled from the remote control centre, through the shielding
cabinet.
The crawler was designed by first laying out the largest drive system
which would move around the track and then providing a frame in which to
mount the drive system. A 1.25" diameter x 5.3" long planetary gearmotor
was selected and arranged tangentially to the stop collar.
The maximum
gearmotor output speed of 31 rpm is further reduced through a 10:1 worm
gear with the worm wheel shaft situated parallel to the stop collar
centerline.
This worm wheel shaft also holds a small chain sprocket
which drives in the chain on the track, thus moving the crawler. A chain
and sprocket drive was chosen over a gear drive because it was less
likely to be clogged by cutting chips.
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This drive system was mounted in a crawler body consisting of a
rectangular aluminum block which has two ieet on the front lower corners.
A plate, which also has two feet on its lower edge, was hinged to the top
back of the crawler body.
These four feet were shaped to fit onto the
vee slides on the track so that the drive sprocket was engaged in the
chain on the track.
The vee slides on the sides of the track are self
cleaning as the crawler feet run on them. The hinged back plate is held
against the crawler body, and thus the back feet held on the track, with
a spring pack of bevel spring washers.
This spring pack provides the
force to hold the crawler onto the track against the cutting reaction
forces.
A screw in the crawler body allows the back plate to be moved
away from the crawler body thus spreading the front and back pairs of
feet and allowing the crawler to be mounted onto and removed from the
track. Figure 9 shows the crawler.

Figure 9
As with the track segments, it was necessary to insert the crawler end on
through the access window.
For installation the crawler is attached to
the end of a long tubular inserter.
The inserter tube slides within a
spherical nylon bearing. This bearing is part of the inserter assembly.
It fits into the manipulator port in the turret window and forms the
fulcrum for the x-y motion. The end effector of the inserter is capable
of being rotated through 90°. This wrlsting motion is controlled by the
operator with a push rod which runs through the inserter.
The crawler
inserter is installed in the upper manipulator port and after insertion
past the Grayloc fitting the crawler is wristed 90° to the proper
orientation for attachment to the track.
Figure 10 shows the crawler on
the inserter in the insertion position (above) and the wristed position
(below).
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Figure 10
At the same time the crawler is attached to the inserter the backplate is
opened so that now the crawler can be placed down onto the track.
The
fixed feet on the front of the crawler are located onto the vee slide on
the front side of the track. A rod through the inserter, with a hex key
on its end, enables the operator to turn a screw in the crawler body
which controls the position of the back plate.
The back plate is now
closed thus clamping the crawler to the track- A red LED, mounted on the
crawler and controlled by a miniature limit switch also on the crawler,
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indicates to the operator
achieved. A second rod in
the screw which holds the
removed and stored. Figure

that a proper crawler to track fit has been
the inserter allows the operator to unfasten
inserter onto the crawler. The inserter is
11 shows the crawler on the track.

Figure 11
The power and control cable must now be attached to the crawler. The
cable is run through a cable holder consisting of an aluminum tube which
is anchored at the operator end in the lower turret manipulator port and
stops about 12" short of the crawler. A custom designed connector is
mounted on the end of the cable.
The connector its plugged into the
crawler by means of a connector inserter which is moved to the crawler
along with the cable holder.
When the connector is plugged into the
crawler the connector inserter is removed. Figure 12 shows the cable on
the crawler.
The crawler speed is controlled by a tachometer feed-back system using
the frequency of a motor mounted AC tachometer.
Crawler speed is
displayed on the control console.
The tachometer output also gives a
position readout in degrees from the start position.
Separate
potentiometers, mounted in the panel, are preset to run the crawler at
the proper speed for each individual function, e.g., cut, clean, inspect,
windup or weld, and the operator has only to push a function labelled
pushbutton on the panel front. The crawler stop point is also controlled
by preset modules. The crawler motor current is displayed to the remote
control centre operator, and an automatic overcurrent trip is also
provided.
This trip will stop the crawler without damage if any
mechanical interference occurs.
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Figure 12
The Cutting Tool
The purpose of the cutting tool is to sever the existing weld between the
stop collar and the sleeve. It has to be installed remotely through the
same small access used for the track and crawler. It has to be attached
to the crawler and powered from the shielding cabinet and controlled from
the remote control centre through the shielding cabinet. It has to be
small enough to operate within the 2-7/8" space between adjacent stop
collars and the 3-7/8" between the front of the crawler and the inside of
the first feeder pipe.
The approach developed by Spectrum Engineering was to cut through the
parent metal just behind the weld with a 1/16" wide, 2\" diameter, 28
tooth milling cutter.
The milling operation must be done without
lubricant and extensive trials were carried out to determine the optimum
blade type and make, blade speeds and feed rates and to prove blade life
was sufficient to complete one cut. As hydraulics were not permitted due
to possible contamination from leaks or line breaks, an air motor was
chosen as the power source.
The air motor has a built-in 8:1 gear
reducer which reduces the motor's 28,000 rpm to 3500 rpm. The speed is
further reduced by a right angle 10:1 worm gear drive to give a blade
free speed of 350 rpm.
The optimum feed rate is about 3 inches per
minute which gives a cut time of 9 minutes.
The right angle worm gear drive is mounted in a steel block to which the
air motor is attached.
The output shaft of the drive is the cutting
blade mounting shaft. This drive unit is connected to the tool base by a
pivot. This allows the cutting blade to move up and down radially to the
stop collar. This motion is controlled by an air cylinder to plunge the
cutting blade into the stop collar.
The air pressure to this plunge
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cylinder is controlled so that it increases slowly to 60 psi as the
plunge cut deepens. It is then switched to 100 psi when the plunge is
complete to hold the blade into the work as the cut progresses. The cut
depth is positively set by having a mechanical foot on the underside of
the tool head ride on the surface of the stop collar. When the tool is
fully plunged a limit switch opens and extinguishes a "tool high" light
on the control console. If the plunge system fails and the tool starts
to come out of the work, the same limit switch re-illuminates the "tool
high" light on the control console and the remote control centre operator
can then stop the tool orbit.
The blade rotates cw and the tool moves ccw around the pipe.
This
results in a conventional milling operation with the blade being pulled
through the work.
The blade speed is monitored by an rpm sensor which is mounted
right angle drive. This signal is fed back, to the tool control
where blade rpn is displayed. The signal is also fed to an alarm
which warns the operator if the blade speed drops below a
predetermined limit.

in the
console
circuit
certain

Cutting chips are collected from a shroud mounted around the tool blade.
A small air transvector or venturi unit is used to create a suction in a
line from the blade shroud to draw the chips into a small nylon bag
mounted on the outside of the blade shroud. Chip collection efficiency
is 75-85 percent. Air for the transvector is taken from the main air
line for the air motor.
Air for the air motor is supplied through a 3/8" inside diameter nylon
re-enforced PVC line. The 1/8" outside diameter air line for the plunge
cylinder and the four control wires, were run inside the 3/8" line to
facilitate cable handling.
This hose assembly was run through the
inserter which is used to insert the cutting tool.
The air lines from the air motor, the chip collector and the plunge
cylinder and the four control wires run to a custom designed connector
which was mounted on the main air line just behind the air motor. The
other side of the connector is fastened to the end of the combination air
and electrical line which runs through the inserter when the cutting tool
is assembled to the inserter.
The tool base is fitted with two pins on its rear face which fit into
holes in the crawler to align the tool. A socket head cap screw, captive
in the tool base, fastens the tool to the crawler.
This screw is
operated by a rod in the inserter.
The cutting tool is shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13
The cutting tool is inserted into the work area in a manner very similar
to the crawler using a long tubular inserter. The inserter tube slides
within a spherical nylon bearing. This bearing is part of the inserter
assembly.
It fits into the manipulator port in the turret window and
forms the fulcrum for the inserter x-y motion. The end effector of this
inserter is fastened to the front of the tool. This end effector can be
wristed 90° and the wrist action is controlled by the operator with a
push-rod through the inserter.
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The inserter is put into the top manipulator port in the turret and the
end effector is set so that the tool passes through the access window end
on. The tool is wristed 90° when the tool nears the crawler. The tool
is located onto Lhe crawler by the inserter and the screw in the tool
base which fastens the tool to the crawler is tightened by a hex key
ended rod in the inserter.
Another rod loosens the cap screw which
attaches the inserter end effector to the tool and the inserter is
retracted about 12 inches and clamped in place by one of the previously
mentioned clamps on the inside of the shielding cabinet window.
The
inserter contains the channel through which the hose assembly is fedThe operator end of the cable is connected to air and electrical outlets
in the shielding cabinet and the cutting tool is ready for operation,
when the tool moves the shielding cabinet operator pays out the cable a
predetermined distance every 15 seconds and also monitors the cable
payout visually. Cable is retracted in the same manner. Figure 14 shows
the cutting tool on the inserter in the insertion position (below) and in
the wristed position (on the next page) and Figure 15 shows the cutting
tool on the crawler.

Figure 14a

Figure 14b
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Figure 15
The Cleaning Tools
The purpose of the cleaning tool is to clean rust and contaminants from
the newly exposed surface of the sleeve under the stop collar prior to
rewelding and to remove cutting chips which may have adhered to the stop
collar and sleeve. The cleaning tool also has to remove oils from the
sleeve before welding. The vertical face of the new joint is one side of
the cut and thus is free of rust and contaminants. The cleaning tool has
to operate in the same manner and in the same space envelope as the
cutting tool.
After experimentation with grinding wheels, emery cloth flapper wheels
and wire brushes, a 2|" diameter wire brush was chosen for the job.
However in order to clean consistently into the root corner of the joint
the brush had to be tipped over 30° from the vertical as shown in
Figure 6. The contact surface of the brush then had to be ground to the
same 30° angle.
The tool is essentially the same as the cutting tool. An air motor with
a 4.83:1 reduction ratio was mounted onto a right angle drive which
contains a 1:1 bevel gear set. This gives a brush speed of 5800 rpm.
The right angle drive output shaft was tipped down 30° from the
horizontal to match the angle on the brush face. The right angle drive
was also pivot mounted to a base plate which is the same as that of the
cutting tool. The brush is applied to the work surface and held in place
by an air cylinder. A mechanical follower on the right angle drive rides
on the work surface and ensures a constant brush pressure on the work
during the clean cycle.
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Brush wear is minimal during the cycle and experimentation showed an
optimum cleaning time of five minutes.
To assure that the brush
maintains the same position relative to the vertical face the right angle
drive pivot mount was designed to be free to slide axially. A spring on
this pivot shaft holds a second mechanical follower tight against the
vertical surface of the joint being cleaned. Brush rotation is ccw and
tool rotation is cw.
To remove oils, a felt swab was mounted in a
bracket on the tool just behind the brush and is soaked in solvent before
insertion.
The solvent soaked swab wipes the joint surface after the
brush passes over it. The brush cleaning tool is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16
To accommodate a sleeve with heavy rust and surface pitting a contingency
tool was designed. This is a skim milling tool which is only a slight
modification of a cutting tool.
Instead of one 1/16" wide blade, two
1/8" wide blades were mounted on the output shaft of the right angle
drive.
This gives a cut width of ?".
A cut depth of 0.010" was
maintained by a mechanical follower. Blade plunge was again done with an
air cylinder. This tool also has an axial spring on the pivot shaft and
the side of the inside blade is kept in contact with the vertical joint
surface by a second mechanical follower which is in precise alignment
with the blades.
The blades rotate at 350 rpm cw, the same as the
cutting tool. Optimum feed rate was determined to give a 5 minute clean
time. Cutting chips are collected in the same manner as on the cutting
tool.
The brush cleaning tool and the skim cleaning tool have an rpm sensor and
a limit switch which operate the same "tool high" light on the control
console as the cutting tool.
Both the brush cleaning tool and the skim cleaning tool are inserted and
attached to the crawler with the same inserter as the cutting tool. Both
tools are inserted through the access window end on and wristed 90° to be
attached to the crawler. Air is supplied to each tool through the same
air/electrical cable assembly used for the cutting tool and cable control
during operation is the same as for the cutting tool.
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The Welding Tool
The purpose of the welding tool is to replace the weld between the stop
collar and sleeve which has been severed by the cutting tool. The weld
has to have a minimum 5/32" leg and be completed in ont. pass. The weld
tool has to operate in the same space envelope as the other tools. The
old weld which is shifted away from the new joint surface a minimum of
3/4" presents an additional restriction. The tool also has to carry a
fiberscope to allow inspection of the joint area prior to welding and
also of the completed weld.
The gas shielded tungsten arc weld system was chosen. For the sake of
simplicity the torch head is gas cooled with the argon shield gas. Space
restrictions required the use of a miniature torch and power/gas line and
although the operating current was above the manufacturer's recommended
high limit, extensive testing proved the torch equal to the job.
The torch head is mounted on a frame which is free to pivot on the tool
base.
The pivot motion allows the torch head to move radially to the
work. The pivot joint is free to slide axially and the torch mounting
frame is held against the tool base by a spring. The pivot motion is
forced ccw by another spring. Two mechanical followers precisely control
the position of the tungsten tip. One follower rides against the stop
collar horizontal surface and is held in contact by the pivot pin ccw
spring.
This sets the torches' vertical distance above the work
surface.
A second follower rides against the vertical surface of the
joint and is held in contact by the axial spring on the pivot joint.
This sets the torches' horizontal distance from vertical face of the
joint.
To protect the tungsten tip during insertion, the tool is put into a
"retracted" position.
In this position the torch mounting frame is
rotated about 30°cw from its operating position.
It is held in this
position, against the force of the ccw pivot spring, by a lug on the tool
base.
After the tool is inserted and attached to the crawler the
operator pulls back on the inserter to release the torch mounting frame
from the lug and lowers the torch into the operating position.
It is
retracted again before removal. The welding tool is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17
The welding tool is also inserted and attached onto the crawler by a long
tubular inserter.
The inserter slides within a spherical nylon bearing
which fits into the turret manipulator port to form Che fulcrum for the
inserter x-y motion. The profile of the welding tool is small enough to
pass through the access window and directly onto the crawler without
wristing 90°.
The inserter end effector thus needs only to hold the
tool. A captive cap screw in the end effector clamps the inserter to the
weld tool. This cap screw is tightened and loosened by a rod within the
inserterThe tool base has a pin and screw arrangement similar to the
other tools for alignment on and attachment to the crawler.
The
attachment screw is operated by a second rod within the inserter.
Figure 18 shows the welding tool on the inserter.
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Figure 18
All services are supplied to the tool by lines through the inserter.
Power and gas is supplied by a combination cable which consists of a
highly flexible stranded copper cable running loosely through a high-flex
rubber hose. The argon shielding gas flows in the annulus between the
copper conductor and the inside of the hose. The weld filler wire is
steel wire to E7O5-3, 0.018" diameter, wound into a tight coil which has
0.084" outside diameter. This configuration allows the wire to negotiate
tight turns in a feed tube without taking a bend set. This wire is wound
onto small plastic spools which fit into a feed mechanism mounted on the
operator end of the inserter. The filler wire is fed through a pair of
rubber rollers, driven by a small electric motor and is pushed by these
rollers through a 1/8" diameter teflon tube to the weld tool. At the
tool the teflon tube is joined to a stainless steel tube which routes the
weld wire around the tool to the torch tip. To protect the teflon tube
from damage, and to facilitate replacement, it is run through a nylon
tube.
The fiberscope, which is 0.236" in diameter, is also routed through the
inserter inside a |" inside diameter nylon tube. This method was used to
facilitate insertion and removal of the fiberscope. The fiberscope end,
which has a 20° angle of vision, was mounted about 2" to the side of the
torch head and about lj" away from the weld surface. The three service
lines, that is the power/gas, wire feed, and fiberscope, are bound
together with teflon spiral wrap to facilitate cable control and
handling. The teflon spiral wrap allows the cable to feed easier through
a tube in the inserter and also gives some degree of protection from the
hot weld.
As with the other tools the inserter, after the tool is
attached to the crawler, is retracted about 12" and clamped in place to
act as a cable guide.
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The inbound end of the fiberscope is connected to a CCTV camera and the
image is displayed on screens mounted in the shielding cabinet and the
remote control centre.
The power/gas line is connected to the welding
machine in the back end of the shielding cabinet.
The weld is made in a clockwise direction with a pulsed DC current of 185
amperes high and 105 amperes low in a one high to three low ratio.
the
weld rate is 2.8" per minute which gives a weld time of 9 minutes.
As with the other tools, when the tool moves the shielding cabinet
operator pays out the cable at a predetermined distance every 15 seconds
and also monitors the cable pay out visually. Cable retraction is in the
same manner.
Weld Inspection TV Camera Tool
A tool was designed to be used as a contingency back-up to the fiberscope
on the weld tool for inspection purposes. A miniature Panasonic WV-CD51
TV camera, fitted with a custom housing containing lights and a mirror
was supplied by Ontario Hydro and Precision Camera Inc. The mirror was
needed because the camera had to be mounted above and behind the weld.
This camera package was attached to a carrier frame which mounted onto
the crawler in the same manner as the other tools.
The camera and
carrier frame had to be inserted through the access window end on as the
cut and clean tools and therefore was designed to fit onto a cut/clean
tool inserter.
The camera has a resolution of 380 lines horizontal and 350 lines
vertical.
When the camera is set to view a 1" length of weld bead and
viewing is done on a 12" monitor a weld defect of 0.005 inch diameter can
be detected.
The video cable and power line for the 12V lights are bound together with
spiral-wrap and feed through the tool inserter.
Figure 19 shows the TV
Camera Tool and Figure 20 shows it mounted on a crawler and track.

Figure 19
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ABSTRACT
CIGAR (Channel Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors) is an
automated system that has been developed by Ontario Hydro, Canadian
General Electric and AECL for the inspection of pressure tubes in CANDU
reactorsIt performs volumetric flaw detection, diameter and wall
thickness measurement, sag profile measurement and spacer location
determination. The inspection systems employed may have application in
other situations and they well demonstrate the capabilities that exist in
Canada for the development of sophisticated technology to solve complex
problems.
Part 1 of this paper discusses the requirements for the system and
describes
the CIGAR inspection, data acquisition and processing
components that were developed by Ontario Hydro's Research Division.
Part 2 describes the CIGAR delivery system that was developed by Canadian
General Electric.

Part 1:

Fuel Channel Inspection Systems

CANDU Design and Channel Inspection Needs
A CANDU reactor consists of a large tank, the calandria, which
penetrated by many horizontal tubes called fuel channels, Figure
There are 390 of them in 540 megawatt (MW) reactors and 480 in 850
reactors. Ontario Hydro now operates 16 such reactors with a total
6960 fuel channels and more reactors are under construction.

is
1.
MW
of

Each fuel channel consists of an inner tube (the pressure tube), and an
outer one (the calandria tube), that are separated by garter spring
spacers, Figure 2. The pressure tube contains the nuclear fuel and heavy
water coolant.
It is made of Zirconium alloy, is 103.4 mm inside
diameter and 4.3 mm thick.
A large stainless steel endfitting is
attached to each end of the pressure tube and its removable closure plug
allows access to the tube for refuelling e t c
In operation, the pressure
tubes are subjected to internal pressures of up to 10 MPa (1450 psi),
temperatures up to 300°C and very high gamma and neutron irradiation
(5 x 10? Roentgens/hr gamma and 10^4 neutrons/cm^/second).
Because of the important role of the fuel channel, a periodic inspection
of a sample of them is required both to satisfy regulatory authorities of
their structural integrity and to provide engineering and operating
personnel feedback on their performance. The CIGAR system was designed
to meet these needs.
CIGAR System Description
The CIGAR system has been designed to operate on Ontario Hydro's
Pickering, Bruce and Darlington CANDU reactors and adaptations to allow
its use on CANDU 600 reactors are being implemented. The reactor being
inspected must be shut down with the heat transport system cold and
depressurized. The fuel channel must be defuelled but does not require
draining of the heavy water or isolation of the channel from the heat
transport system.
As shown in Figure 3, the CIGAR system consists of a drive mechanism
mounted on the fuelling machine bridge which moves an inspection head
along the pressure tube, together with a local control console to supply
power to the drive mechanism and which interfaces with a remote control
console located outside containment.
Short outage time and minimum radiation dose to operating personnel were
important design considerations that were satisfied by the development of
this highly automated system. With the equipment installed, the complete
inspection and data analysis for one channel requires only four to five
hours.
Most of the data acquired from the inspection systems are
processed and evaluated before the equipment leaves the channel being
inspected. They are also permanently stored for archival purposes.
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Inspection System Overview
All the Inspection or measurement systems used by CIGAR consist of the
following:
(a) transducers or measurement sensors mounted on the
inspection head, (b) cables (and preamplifiers in some cases) that join
the transducers to the inspection instruments, (c) inspection instruments
that are mounted in the remote control console, (d) data control and
storage devices mounted in the remote control console, and (e) a
computerized data playback facility mounted in the remote control
console.
The inspection head is shown in Figure 4.
It is modular in design
allowing the addition or substitution of transducers for new or different
inspections to be made within the constraints of space and the
availability of cables. In addition to transducer modules, the head has
two centering modules that maintain Its axis coincident with the mean
axis of the pressure tube while it is being rotated or moved axially, and
a universal joint to isolate it from radial loading from the drive rod.
As the inspection head is pushed through the pressure tube it is
subjected to radiation fields in excess of 106 R/hr (Roentgens per hour).
The ultrasonic and eddy current transducers have been developed to
operate in this environment for a minimum of 200 hours.
The drive rod that moves the inspection head in the channel contains 15
coaxial cables. This currently limits the number of transducers that can
be used. An on-head switching unit, or multiplexer, that will allow a
number of transducers with three wires to be selectively connected to
three drive rod cables is being developed. Hence a greater number of
systems will be able to be served by the existing cables in the near
future.
The inspection instruments, data collection and storage devices and the
playback computer are mounted in the remote control console as shown in
Figure 5.
A schematic illustration of the data acquisition, storage
and retrieval system is shown in Figure 6.
A fourteen channel tape
recorder is used to store information from ultrasonic flaw detection and
eddy current spacer location systems along with axial and circumferential
position data.
A digital tape recorder stores information from the
ultrasonic gauging and sag profile measurement systems. The playback
computer, a DEC 11/23, retrieves the information from the storage
devices, processes it and displays the results in graphical form. Hard
copies of the results are produced by a printer.
Ultrasonic Flaw Detection S stem
The function of this system Is to detect flaws in the pressure tube wall
during an initial constant speed helical scan through the fuel channel
and to examine any indications in more detail during subsequent detailed
scans. Any indication with a response equal to or greater than that from
a notch 3 mm long by 0.075 mm deep is investigated.
During the detection scan, the inspection head rotates at 20 rpm and
moves axially at a rate of 3 mm per head revolution.
The volumetric
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FIGURE 1
CANDU REACTOR ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 2
CANDU FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY
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inspection is carried out with two axial and two circumferential 45°
shearwave pulse-echo ultrasonic transducers positioned as illustrated in
Figure 7.
The transducers are 9.5 mm active diameter, 10 MHz, highly
damped and focussed at 33 mm in water. These four transducers are pulsed
sequentially by a Krautkramer-Branson 6000 ultrasonic flaw detector and
their responses displayed on its CRT. Electronic gates in the instrument
allow, for each transducer, analog signals proportional to the maximum
ultrasonic response from the inside (ID) and outside (OD) halves of the
tube wall to be produced. These eight signals are recorded, along with
fourteen position information, on the fourteen channel tape recorder.
The playback computer can simultaneously produce two "isometric C-scan"
plots of this stored data. Header and position information is presented
on the plot and each plot may represent the composite data of a number of
transducer rotational scans. The plots may also be the composite of all
four ID gate signals and all four OD gate signals. The data playback may
be performed on-line during the inspection or off-line after the
inspection. If done on-line, only the data from every second rotational
scan line is displayed and the display will cease temporarily during
printing of a full display screen.
However, all inspection data is
recorded on the tape recorder and may be displayed during subsequent offline playback. Figure 8 illustrates a detection scan composite playback
from a typical tube. The ID indications in the middle of the right hand
plot are the response from fuel bundle scratching on the bottom of the
tubes inside surface. The amplitudes of these indications are typically
20 to 30 dB below that from a 0.075 mm deep reference notch.
Because the playback system is unable to display, in real time, all of
the data being collected during an inspection, and the high scanning
speed makes observation of the instrument screen by the operator
difficult, an Alarm-Print system is used to assure immediate detection of
any significant reflectors that occur. During the detection scan, if any
transducer detects a reflected signal whose amplitude exceeds a
preselected threshold on three or more sequential pulses, the axial
position of the reflector, the number of the transducer on which it
occurred and whether it is an ID or 0D reflector are printed on a paper
tape. Hence, at the end of the scan, a list of all reflectors exceeding
the chosen threshold is available to the operator.
If an indication is found during the detection phase, detailed inspection
scans consisting of short, closely spaced axial or circumferential
movements may be performed. The inspection transducers may be configured
to provide either pulse echo or pitch ca h inspections.
Header
information specifying the location, type and range of scan are entered
via the control computer. Data collected during these scans is stored on
the tape recorder and on-line or off-line playback of the collected
information in "isometric C-scan" format may then be produced.
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Wall Thickness and Diameter Measurement System
The function of this system is to derive pressure tube wall thickness and
diameter information during the initial constant speed helical scan
through the fuel channel. This is achieved by the use of four modified
commercial ultrasonic thickness gauges connected to three ultrasonic
transducers. Two of the transducers are mounted back to back at a fixed
gauge length on a tube diameter and the third is aimed at a fixed target
to provide velocity calibration as illustrated in Figure 9.
The
thickness gauging instruments measure the water path distance to the
fixed target, the water path distances to the pressure tube wall from
each of the diametrically opposed transducers and the pressure tube wall
thickness.
Twelve average measurements of these parameters are made
during each revolution of the inspection head in the pressure tube.
The ultrasonic instruments in the remote control console are connected to
the transducers via a remote pulser preamplifier unit mounted on the
CIGAR drive mechanism.
The measurements made by the instruments are
preprocessed by a microcomputer and correlated with position information
prior to storage on the digital cassette tape recorder.
After the inspection, the cassette tape is read under control of the
playback computer. Tables and graphical results of minimum, maximum and
average wall thickness and diameter, along with the rotational
orientation at which they occur are produced.
Typical wall thickness
results are shown in Figure 10. The diameter results are plotted in a
similar format.
The accuracy of static measurements of wall thickness is 0.02 mm and
diameter, 0.05 mm. However, each measurement recorded during a gauging
scan is the average of 256 individual measurements made over
approximately 30° circumference of the tube.
Hence the maximum and
minimum values do not represent true local maxima or minima.
Sag Profile Measurement System
The function of this system is to measure the vertical deflection profile
of the pressure tube along its length.
The system consists of a
servoinclinometer (a very sensitive slope measurement device) mounted on
the inspection head, and a digital volt meter to monitor its output.
Slope measurements are made at 25 mm intervals as the head is traversed
axially down the full length of the channel.
The measurements are
correlated with position information and stored on the digital cassette
tape recorder. After completion of the scan, the cassette tape is read
by the playback computer and the vertical deflection and local curvature
of the tube are calculated by integrating and differentiating the data
respectively.
The results are presented graphically as shown in
Figure 11 and tabularly with the value and axial position of maximum sag
defined.
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PROFILE MEASUREMENT

FIGURE 12
CIGAR - GARTER SPRING LOCATION
DETERMINATION

Spacer Location Measurement System
The function of this system is to determine the locations of the garter
spring spacers that separate the pressure tube and the calandria tube.
The system consists of a send/differential receive eddy current coils
mounted on the inspection head and connected to a Forster Defectomat F
eddy current test instrument located at the remote console. To locate
the spacers, the inspection head is traversed axially down the channel at
constant speed. Analog signals proportional to the X and Y components of
the differential receive coil response are recorded on the 14 channel
tape recorder along with position data. After completion of the scan,
the tape is read by the playback computer and the data displayed as shown
in Figure 12.
The inspection is configured so that the presence of
spacers causes a change predominantly in the Y component. Other features
such as diameter variations between fuel bundles cause changes
predominantly in the X component as illustrated by Figure 11.
The
operator can examine the signals over a small range as a Lissajous figure
which aids in distinguishing spacer responses from spurious ones. The
results shown in Figure 11 were from a channel constructed with only two
spacers but newer channels with four spacers can also be accommodated.
The positions of the spacers can be determined to an accuracy of better
than + 5 mm.
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Part 2:

CIGAR Delivery System

INTRODUCTION
It was decided early in the program that Bruce A was to be the first
reactor to have its pressure tubes inspected using the new CIGAR
inspection system developed by Ontario Hydro Research. The plan called
for the CIGAR delivery system to be attached to the existing Bruce
fuelling machines and to be usable at the other Ontario Hydro (OH)
stations as well.
Canadian General Electric (CGE), as the Bruce Fuel
Handling System (FHS) designer, was asked to enter into contract with OH
to design and supply the CIGAR delivery system.
General Description
The delivery system for the CIGAR inspection system is mounted on the
fuelling machine bridge.
See Figures 3 and 13.
It consists of the
drives and controls used to position the delivery system at a reactor
channel, the connector rods which are attached to the inspection head,
and the drives and controls which manoeuvre the inspection head within
the fuel channel. Before an inspection is started, the fuelling machine
removes the fuel bundles and shield plugs from the channel and inserts
the CIGAR inspection head and a special closure.
REQUIREMENTS
The CIGAR delivery system had to meet the following requirements:
To be capable of accurately locating at any one of 480 channels.
-

To engage and deploy the inspection head into the pressure tube
portion of the fuel channel and advance and rotate the head along
the full length of the pressure tube - a distance of approximately
6.3 m (21 feet).

-

To continually measure signal locations to within 0.1 mm (.004")
axially and circumferentially.
To minimize operating times and personnel radiation exposure during
the equipment's installation, operation and removal.
To transmit the signals from the CIGAR head within the channel to
the data acquisition system located outside the containment vault.

The remotely controlled on-power fuel handling systems at Bruce,
Darlington and Pickering are ideally suited as platforms for the CIGAR
delivery system since they are capable of meeting the first two
requirements - (a) initial positioning at each channel location and
(b) initial insertion of the CIGAR head into the channel along with a
special closure to retain heavy water at low pressure.
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Detailed Description
The following
consist of:
-

describes

the

major

delivery

system

components

which

the drive mechanism and connector rods,
a special channel closure and inspection head carrier, and

-

the drive control system.

Drive Mechanism and Connector Rods
The drive mechanism is equipped with independent electric drives. Its
first function is to manually or automatically align the connector rod
with the fuel channel without locking onto the channel end fitting. The
second function of the drive mechanism is to provide axial and rotary
motions to the inspection head. A ball screw driven carriage is employed
and these motions are transmitted via external extension rods to the
connector rod which is engaged with the inspection head.
The connector rod passes out through a sealed gland in the special
closure to connect with the drive mechanism external extension rods. The
requirement to inspect the full 6.3 m length of the pressure tube from
one end requires the use of two extension rods, one of which is carried
in a magazine on the drive mechanism. This arrangement permits the use
of rigid rods containing signal cables while maintaining an overall
length which allows entry of the fully assembled drive into the reactor
vault through the airlock. The rods are ASME Class 1 pressure boundary
components.
A unique feature is a locking button arrangement which
securely locks rods together while inside the channel, but allows them to
release automatically as they emerge from the channel by interacting with
a spring plunger on the channel closure.
The signal cables must be sealed at their rod-end connectors to prevent
shorting due to water penetration from the flooded channel. Cables must
also sustain the 1C)6 Roentgen/hour gamma fields from fuel in the
surrounding fuel channels for a minimum of 100 hours. A 30 conductor
slip ring unit mounted on the drive carriage transmits signals from the
extension rod's outboard end to a sprung cable takeup device.
Special Channel Closure (see Figures 14 and 15)
The special closure for the fuel channel of each reactor type is a
version of the normal closure modified to provide a central sealed
penetration for the movement of connector rods- An elastomeric gasket is
provided to make a low pressure seal against the end fitting seal face
and thus to permit leak tight measurements in a flooded channel. The
bore of the closure is fitted with a spring operated flapper valve
designed to close off the bore and prevent the loss of heavy water in the
unlikely event of an extension rod disengaging while inside the channel
and being pulled out of the closure.
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A sleeve attached to the inboard end of the closure supports a carrier
which in turn contains the inspection head.
This package is locked
together by a mechanical arrangement that can only be released by
insertion and manipulation of the external drive rod. These components
are illustrated in Figures 14 and 15.
Control System
The delivery system's controls consist of the electrical drives,
alignment switches and closed circuit television cameras mounted on the
CIGAR mechanism with monitors located at both local and remote consoles.
The first function of the control system is to provide alignment of the
external extension rod to the fuel channel which contains the previously
inserted inspection head and closure.
This is accomplished in two
stages.
First the operator uses the television camera and a target
reticle in manual/remote mode to provide a coarse alignment to the
channel. The fine Y drive then lowers the assembly by a fixed distance
to align the rod with the channel. The second stage uses four switches
mounted in quadrature whose signals are used to activate the X and Y AC
motor drives as the rod is extended into the chamfered entry of the
special closure.
A unique alignment technique is employed using a
computer algorithm to calculate precise corrections, thus minimizing
honing time. Once in alignment the extension rod is driven forward to
mate with the connector rod and inspection head. The connector rod and
the head are each then unlocked and advanced into the defuelled channel.
The second function of the control system uses a variable speed DC motor
digital positioning system to drive the inspection head axially and
rotatlonally along the defuelled channel.
The scanning pattern is
selected and an axial and rotary position accuracy of 0.1 mm and 0.002
radians, respectively, is achieved relative to the data acquisition
system by using optical shaft encoders.
This accuracy is maintained
during speed changes by utilizing acceleration/deceleration control on
the DC motors to minimize drive system wind-up.
The local control console is portable and is located inside containment
during operationIt provides power for the control system, acts as a
manual control station and an interface between the remote computer and
the control equipmentThe remote control console which is located outside the containment vault
houses the control computer system, the inspection system instrumentation
and the data acquisition and storage equipment.
Operator control is
accomplished via a keyboard console and the operating status is presented
on a display monitor. The software programs allow the operator to select
completely automatic sequences or operator defined motions. A television
monitor and switching unit allows viewing of the homing camera displays
as well as pictures from two additional cameras mounted on the drive to
allow the operator to observe its status as a back up to the automatic
control>
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FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

Other Applications
How could the technology of a system like CIGAR be applied
reactor types?

to other

The CIGAR system is just one example of the tyvm of non-destructive
inspection or remote handling system that can be supplied to an operating
station. Although this particular system is applicable to CANUU pressure
tube reactors, some of its principles may well be adaptable to solving
remote inspection problems on other reactor systems.
Related CGE Nuclear Experience
Canadian General Electric has worked closely with Ontario Hydro and AECL
from the beginning of Canada's nuclear power program in the mid 1950's.
Initially it carried out Nuclear Steam Supply System designs and turnkey
projects.
However, in recent years CGE has concentrated its business in three main
areas:
remote on-power fuel handling systems, reactor services, and
nuclear fuel. The fuel handling system, which is used to transport the
CIGAR system, embodies many of the remote handling features which have
contributed to the high availability of CANDU reactors.
In the CANDli pressure tube reactor, using natural UO2 fuel, refuelling
must be done round the clock with the reactor at full power. A typical
on-power fuel handling system, as depicted in Figure 16, is large and
complex and require a wide range of design and manufacturing skills fron
structures, mechanisms, drives and controls through to Class 1
seismically qualified fuelling machine heads operating with precision
within the heavy water primary system environment.
CGE has designed and supplied the mechanical and computer controlled fuel
handling systems for a number of CANDU stations, including the large four
unit complexes at Bruce A, Bruce B and Darlington with their 750-850 MW
units.
This experience was a factor in CGE becoming involved with
Ontario Hydro for the design of the CIGAR delivery system.
An advanced device using some of the CIGAR principles is now under
development. This will use a specially equipped fuelling machine (with
the acronym SLAR) to remove fuel from a channel, to locate and reposition
the garter spring spacers which support the channel, and to re-load the
fuel within 3-4 hours. Adapting SLAR to perform routine fully automatic
pressure tube Inspections is a future possibility.
Conclusion
The CIGAR inspection system is now operational and has collected valuable
dat.a about the structure integrity and geometric condition of a number of
fuel channels. The system works well with no major problems.
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The technology and teamwork that has contributed to the success of this
project is applicable to the solution of other complex problems involving
automated processes in hostile environments.
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ABSTRACT
The "Canadarm", the robotic arm which is an integral part of NASA's space
shuttle missions, is familiar to audiences all over the world as a result
of media coverage of the space shuttle program during the past five
years.
Technology developed in the "Canadarm" is finding increasing applications
in hostile environments on earth.
The nuclear industry is an early
beneficiary of this technology in the form of a Remote Manipulation and
Control System to assist in a large scale fuel channel replacement
program at Ontario Hydro's Pickering Nuclear Generating Station.
Elements of the system include precision tooling, a laser based alignment
mechanism, a manipulator or robotic arm known as the Spar 2500, an
audio-visual feedback system, and a remote operations centre.
The concepts applied in the development of this comprehensive system and
certain major components of the system such as the Spar 2500 robot arm
are expected to find further application in nuclear plant servicing,
repair, equipment replacement and decommissioning.

INTRODUCTION
The world's best known and most recognizable robot is undoubtedly the
Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (Figure 1 ) .
This robotic arm, known also as the "Canadarm" or the "Space Arm" has
played an integral role In NASA's Space Shuttle missions for the past
five years. Used routinely for the release and retrieval of satellites,
the versatility of the Space Arm has been demonstrated in other diverse
operations, as a work platform for astronauts, to hold and position
satellites while repair operations are carried out in space, and even to
repair a frozen water drain on the shuttle itself.
The arm Is a six degree of freedom anthropomorphic robot which can
perform preprogrammed operations in the same manner as a conventional
industrial robot. It can also be controlled by an astronaut from within
the Shuttle using two proportional hand controllers.
Measuring more than 50 ft. in length and with an approximate weight of
only 900 lbs., the arm is unable to lift its own weight in earth's
gravity yet handles payloads in excess of 60,000 lbs. in space.
It
operates in an environment which is untenable to humans and extremely
hostile to equipment by virtue of vacuum conditions and extreme
temperature gradients.
Following the success of the "Canadarm", its designer and builder, Spar
Aerospace Limited, decided to pursue the business of robotics in other
applications where the environment was hostile to man and posed
challenges in the design of the equipment.
The nuclear industry was an obvious choice, and provided Spar with the
opportunity to transfer the technology from the world's most famous robot
into the world's largest robot.
Nuclear Application - The Pickering Re-Tubing Program
Over 30% of Ontario Hydro's total production capability is through the
generation of nuclear power using the CANDU-PHW (CANada Deuterium
Uranium-Pressurized Heavy Water) system developed by a consortium of
Ontario Hydro, the Province of Ontario's electric utility, Atomic Energ;
of Canada Limited (AECL) and Canadian General Electric (CGE). The CANI-U
reactor contains its fuel bundles in a matrix of horizontal calandria ar-J
pressure tubes that span the reactor volume.
The basic design did
account for the axial creep of the Zirconium alloy tubes which results
from the neutron bombardment encountered during reactor operation and the
high temperature and pressure of the heavy water coolant.
However,
experience in the operation of the four reactors at Pickering, all
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representing early versions of the CANDU design, shows that this creep
occurs at a higher rate than design estimates predicted. This creep and
associated problems could ultimately lead to operational difficulties for
the reactor system. Ontario Hydro was obliged to consider a large scale
fuel channel replacement to extend the life of the reactor.
Objectives
Major repairs on equipment in a hazardous environment present a unique
set of problems. These problems are further magnified if these repairs
must be repeated numerous times. When should the repairs be performed
manually; when should they be performed using remotely controlled
equipment?
How do you trade off man versus machine?
What level of
involvement should each have?
What level of involvement should the
operator have in the control and monitoring of the equipment? These and
numerous other questions faced Ontario Hydro, when it became apparent
that major repairs tantamount to decommissioning of the reactor core and
in-sltu rebuild might have to be performed on a number of its nuclear
reactors.
As with any repair activity, the prime objective of the Large Scale Fuel
Channel Replacement Program is to rehabilitate the reactors for the
minimum overall cost. The three main contributing factors to this cost

(a)
(b)
(c)

the total outage or downtime of the reactor,
the radiation exposure to personnel,
the design and development of the repair tooling.

Although these are not all the factors that affect the overall cost, they
represent the most significant variables in any comparison of manual
versus remotely controlled tooling.
Over the past few years, a number of fuel channels have been replaced
using work crews and specially developed manual tooling. Based upon this
experience, it is estimated that it would take approximately two years to
retube a 390 channel reactor and would expose work crews to a minimum of
4000 man-rem for channel disassembly and replacement, excluding the
exposure during preparation activities. Canadian Atomic Energy Control
Board regulations, based on the International Commission on Radiological
Protection recommendations, limit the allowable exposure to 5 rem per man
per year or 3 rem per nan per quarter-year.
Constrained by these exposure limits, the recruitment and training of
personnel become serious problems.
Task efficiency is also greatly
reduced due to the non-productive time spent suiting up in the protective
clothing, monitoring radiation levels after each step of an operation and
decontaminating equipment used in the reactor repair. At the same time,
cumulative job experience is minimal since the actual time spent working
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on the reactor by each individual would be relatively short and separated
by many months of non-related activity.
These problems are further
compounded when the same repairs must be performed on a number of
reactors.
Faced with the obvious shortcomings of a manual retube,
Ontario Hydro had to consider a fuel channel replacement system that
would significantly reduce work crew exposure. Under contract to Ontario
Hydro, Spar Aerospace Limited has produced a remote manipulation and
control system and specialized tooling which contribute to potential
savings in excess of 42% on radiation exposure and 32% in critical path
time. The significantly higher design and development cost of remotely
controlled tooling, as compared to the manual tooling, is offset by the
exposure and critical path savings based on four reactors, to produce an
overall reduction in repair costDesign Guidelines
The system produced by Spar is not totally remotely controlled. Early
operations planning, and preliminary design layouts of tool concepts,
indicated that many operations could not justify the development expense
of the sophisticated remotely controlled tooling necessary to perform the
tasks. A simple set of design principles were developed to determine the
appropriate allocation of operational tasks between manual and remotely
controlled tooling.
Operations which are man-rem intensive, require
modest dexterity and yield predictable results are remotely controlled.
Conversely, operations which require a dexterity level which is extremely
to reproduce using a machine, and for which operational results are not
fully predictable, are performed manually.
At the same time, these
operations require minimal training, allow maximum preparation in a
non-hazardous environment and permit regular scheduling.
To ensure that an overall minimum radiation exposure level is maintained
for the remote tooling, a primary design goal was to minimize the amount
of maintenance in the radiation environment by maximizing tool
reliability. In addition, each tool design is required to accept manual
intervention to allow operators to continue the operation of the tool
manually to a point where the failed tool can be safely removed from the
environment for repair.
Operations Planning
The operational process of replacing fuel channels using the Remote
Manipulation and Control System is performed by equipment placed in the
fuelling machine vaults on either side of the reactor.
The fuelling
machine bridge, which normally supports the fuelling machine used to move
fuel bundles in and out of the reactor, provides the base for the
equipment which actually works on the fuel channels. Replacement of fuel
channel components is performed on a row-by-row basis starting at the
bottom of the reactor. At the completion of a row, the fuelling machine
bridge is raised to permit operation on the next row.
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The Remote Manipulation and Control System
The remote Manipulator and Control System (Figure 2) is subdivided into
the following major subsystems:

-

The Remote Work Stations
The Remote Manipulator (Spar 2500) Arm
The Vault Observation Subsystem

Additionally, there is a Tool Subsystem and an Equipment Transport
SubsystemOperation and control of the several parts of the remote manipulation and
control system are supported by a Data Transmission Subsystem. A Remote
Operations Centre located more than 1500 feet from the reactor houses a
host computer and the operator and supervisor work stations.
Remote Work Stations
The tools are aligned in front of a fuel channel by a mobile tool bed
designated the Remote Work Station subsystem, (Figure 3) which provides
the universal interface for mounting the tool mechanisms. In general,
four tool mechanisms are mounted in a cylindrical frame to form a turret
assembly.
Each quadrant can be removed from the turret without
disturbing the remaining three.
This allows for the grouping of any
combination of tools.
Detailed process analysis has shown that the
interchangeable multi-tool turret approach allows the greatest
operational flexibility.
Thus, the tooling or tooling sequence can be
changed, as necessary, based on actual operating experience without
modifying the system design.
At specific points during the fuel channel replacement sequence, the
operating turret contains an alignment tool. Using feedback from this
tool, the operator positions the remote work station to null the
alignment errors in the tool so that the remote work station becomes
oriented relative to the fuel channel axis. The stored position values
permit the remote work station to be returned to the fuel channel in the
proper orientation such that subsequent tools are also aligned.
To achieve this alignment, the remote work station provides two
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom to the turret,
including turret indexing about the turret's long axis.
Each degree of freedom is electro-mechanically driven by stepper motors
while the actual position is indicated by encoders.
A repeatable
accuracy of eight-tenths of a thousandth of an inch has been achieved in
this part of the system.
Manipulator Arm
Having established an effective means of performing either manual and/or
remote operations on the reactor face, the next major operational
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obstacle was the transfer of components from the tools on the fuelling
machine bridge to the transport carts on the vault floor, and vice versa.
No overhead cranes had been installed in the fuelling machine vault when
the reactor was built. To best satisfy the reach requirements imposed by
operations planning and the spatial constraints of the fuelling vaults,
and to minimize the installation time, a multi-joint arm (Figure 4) known
as the Spar 2500 Remote Manipulator, has been included in the system.
Arm control is achieved through an integrated computer controlled
electro-hydraulic system which controls the motion of each joint actuator
through a servo system. Simple operator controls which command the speed
and direction of the payload in three translational and two rotational
degrees of freedom enable manoeuvring of payloads of up to 2500 lbs.
without conscious effort by the operator to control the individual
joints.
The arm has been designed to be "fail operational" so that
radioactive components can be transported unshielded from the tools on
the bridge to flasks on the vault floor.
The arm, consisting of a series of joints and structural links, is
configured as a parallelogram (Figure 5) to maintain the wrist
orientation at all boom angles. The arm booms are attached to a carriage
which can translate parallel to the reactor face on tracks mounted on a
base assembly rigidly secured to the vault floor. During operation, the
carriage is locked in one of three positions. A wrist assembly, located
at the end of the arm, provides the yaw and pitch movement of the end
effector and payload while the arm and carriage assemblies together
provide the X, Y and 2 translation of the wrist assembly. Payloads are
grappled by a two jaw, three claw end effector.
Performance and
technical data for the Spar 2500 are presented In Table 1.
Further Development
The remote Manipulator and Control System is a complete tele-robotic
system incorporating a sophisticated anthromorphic rouot, precision
machine tools, a laser based alignment device, audio-visual as well as
electronic feedback, and a fully remote operations centre.
It was
developed to perform a major nuclear repair tantamount to decommissioning
and rebuilding reactor core in-situ.
The manipulator arm, now designated the Spar 2500, can be applied with
little modification to many other nuclear and heavy industrial tasks. It
can be configured for mounting on a vehicle and can be readily adapted
for payloads up to 5000 lbs.
As the nuclear industry advances into its maturity years, nuclear service
activities including repair, maintenance, equipment replacement and
decommissioning will become commonplace. After many years of full power
operation, radiation fields will be such as to necessitate the use of
machines rather than manpower. Where heavy systems are called for, the
Spar 2500 or derivative systems will ideally fill the need.
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TABLE 1 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Mechanical System
Degrees of Freedom - 4 resolved servo axes
2 unresolved non servo axes
Load Capacity
500 LB-rate range 0-24 in/sec (0/610 mm/sec)
2500 LB-rate range 0-6 in/sec (0/150 mm/sec)
End Effector Clamping Force
- Adjustable from 10 Lbs. to 3000 lbs.
Reach (at Point of Resolution - POR)
Vertical
Horizontal
Rotation
Carriage Traverse

339"
334"
320°
207"

(8.61m)
(8.48m)
(Shoulder and Wrist Yaw)
(5.25m)

Speed
Linear Velocity at POR
Minimum Rate Resolution

0-24 in/sec
(0-610 mm/sec)
0.05 in/sec
(1.25 mm/sec)

POSITIONAL ACCURACIES
DESCRIPTION
Repeatability
Position hold
Resolution

ANGULAR

LINEAR
0.050 inches ( 1.27 mm)
0.050 inches ( 1.27 mm)
0.050 inches (1.27 mm)
MASS PROPERTIES
Arm Assembly
Carriage
Base Tracks
TOTAL
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15,000
8,700
8,500
32,200 lbs.

0.02 degrees
0.02 degrees
0.02 degrees
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ABSTRACT

CANDU reactors use a dual computer system in a master and standby
configuration for plant monitoring and control. All major functions such
as reactor power, boiler pressure and level, unit power regulation,
moderator temperature as well as on line fuelling are computer
controlled.
Control functions are supported by computer driven
annunciation systems and colour displays.
This paper describes: the control and safety computer systems, the
control and monitoring functions, the special features included to
provide the necessary reliability, the process of testing and
commissioning the control programs and operating experience with the
systems at CANDU stations.
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INTRODUCTION
CANDU Nuclear Generating Station experience with direct computer control
dated from 1971, when the first 540 MWe Pickering 'A' unit went critical.
The four Pickering 'A' units used the computers for control of the
reactor, turbine and fuelling machines. Today, computers are used to
control reactor power and flux shape, boiler level and pressure, primary
heat transport pressure and inventory, moderator temperature and
electrical output. Turbine run-up and on-power refuelling functions are
also under direct computer control.
The success of the station computers in presenting information to the
operator has led to their introduction for shutdown system monitoring on
the Bruce A and B generating stations. This system is described in the
second paper of this session [1]. Later systems used computers to
initiate action by the shutdown systems. A fully computerized shutdown
system developed jointly by AECL and Ontario Hydro for the Darlington
nuclear generating station is described in this paper.
The last part of the paper describes operating experience from the
generating station at Point Lepreau, New Brunswick. Several examples of
manoeuvers are presented to demonstrate operator actions.
Computerized Control Room
The central control room contains the main panels laid out by systems.
In addition to the panels is an operator's desk with CRTs and two
high-speed line printers (See Figure 1). The computer-driven CRTs and
associated keyboards located on various panels provide an interface
between the operator and the plant processes. These displays result in
less congested panels and present information in a more accessible
manner.
Locations of the video terminals, the sizes of the displays
screens, the amount of information to be displayed, the methods of
presentation, viewing distances and environmental factors were carefully
reviewed and incorporated into the design of the panels and their layout
in the control room.
The control room has been made spacious for a pleasant working
environment and to provide for unrestricted movement about the panels.
It is illuminated with diffused fluorescent lights of higher luminance
over the operator's desk and lower over the main control panels to reduce
glare at CRTs. In some stations, the illumination level can be manually
adjusted using dimmers.
At each station there is also a secondary control area (SCA), remote from
the main control room designed to be used in case the main control room,
becomes uninhabitable. It houses enough instrumentation to safely shut
down the reactor, remove decay heat from the reactor core, and monitor
the station thereafter.
All the signals for the SCA are physically
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isolated from those in the central control area to avoid any common mode
failure and are seismically qualified.
The Control Computer System
In CANDU stations the computers perform all major monitoring and control
functions. Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of the dual-redundant
control computer system. The two computers, with almost identical inputs
and outputs, operate in a master/standby configuration, so that either
can control the plant. The outputs are wired through interlocking logic
so that the outputs of only the controlling machine are connected to the
field. On detection of a program or computer fault, control of the field
device is switched to hot standby machine.
Each computer is capable of running the plant by itself. This feature is
very useful during commissioning:
the operator can test a modified
control function in one computer only, knowing that if the program fails,
the unchanged program in the other machine will seize control. When
satisfied with the performance he can install the change on both
machines.
The two machines are connected by a data link that transmits non-vital
information for annunciation and display, but not for control because
each machine must be capable of running the station by itself.
Both computers provide displays on CRTs and log the sequence of events
on the printers.
Vital alarm information is displayed on the central
annunciation CRTs, while graphical displays are provided on the system
panels CRTs.
Either computer can serve any of the CRT displays, their
associated keyboards and the two alarm CRTs.
The operating system and the programs for control, annunciation and
display are written in assembler to minimize memory requirements and to
maximize operating speed.
The computer system checks for faults at the program as well as at the
system level. External countdown registers are used to schedule programs
and to time their execution.
A program fails if it does not execute
within a specified period or if a number of its inputs lie outside the
specified range. If a program fails, it is automatically reloaded from
disk and restarted.
If it fails again, the function is transferred to
the standby machine.
If the program fails in the standby machine as
well, the field devices are either left frozen or driven to their safe
states, depending on the nature of the function.
At the system level a machine fails if it does not update the watchdog
within a specified time, if a fault is detected in the input/output
system or if a memory parity fault is detected. On a system fault all
digital outputs are opened, the analog outputs left as is, and control
transferred to the other machine.
Analog outputs wired through the
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transfer of control interlocks would be driven to the zero current (fail
safe) stage.
*
Each computer continuously performs extensive self-check tests on its
peripheral hardware (e.g. analog inputs) and its internals (e.g. CPU, and
memory).
Minor failures are annunciated to the operator for repair,
while major failures cause the computer to trigger a transfer of control
to the hot standby machine. This transfer process isolates the outputs
of the master computer from the field and connects those of the standby
computer in about 10 milliseconds.
Reliability is a major consideration in the system's design.
For
instance, redundant signals are fed in through separate input chassis.
This, in combination with the self-checking and transfer of control,
results in an overall availability of the computer system of better than
99.8% (both calculated and demonstrated).
The design approach is to avoid the loss of control or alarm annunciation
on any single failure. In keeping with this philosophy most sensors are
triplicated or duplicated and channelized.
Where triplicated
measurements are available the median is used for control. Where only
duplicated measurements exist, the average is used if both measures are
sufficiently close: otherwise the safer value is used.
Redundancy is
also provided for the actuators. In addition, interchannel comparisons
check for and log calibration drift or more drastic failures permitting
maintenance to become an on-going process.
This contributes
significantly to the high capacity factors of CANDU plants.
Major Control Loops
In CANDU stations the computers perform all major monitoring and control
functions [2]. Relatively minor isolated tasks such as stopping and
starting electric drives and pumps, and control functions in the
switch-yard are performed by separate relay logic. Analog controllers
are used only for exceptionally fast loops or for loops of minor
importance.
There are three major fluid circuits in CANDU plant: the coolant loop
(called the primary heat transport system), the steam/feedwater loop
(called the secondary system), and the moderator loop (see Fig. 3 ) .
CANDUs operate with nominally constant coolant flow, and with fixed
setpoints for primary heat transport system and boiler pressure, and
moderator temperature. Coolant flow is not controlled. Average coolant
density decreases as power increases, and flow drops slightly.
Heat transport system pressure is controlled by a "pressurizer" that has
heaters inside to raise pressure, and a valve to bleed steam at the top
to lower pressure.
The heaters and the valve are controlled by the
computer.

The computers control heat transport inventory by comparing and estimate
of inventory based on reactor power, header temperatures and pressurizer
level, with a setpoint that is a function of power, and feeding or
bleeding heavy water as necessary.
The moderator cooling system consists of two heat exchangers in parallel,
fed by two pumps. The service water flow through the shell side of each
heat exchanger is controlled by a valve station consisting of two large
valves and a small valve in parallel.
Both large valves are driven
together. The small valve is used at low power.
Three programs - the Reactor Regulating System (RRS), Boiler Pressure
Control (BPC), and Unit Power Regulator (UPR) - coordinate heat
production and electrical output [3].
RRS provides active control both for bulk power and for spatial power
distribution.
RRS uses measurement devices and reactivity control
devices distributed throughout the core, as shown in Fig. 3.
The programs within RRS are divided into two groups - fast (running at
0.5 second intervals) and slow (running at 2 second intervals). The fast
programs read the flux detectors, perform calibration, and control the
lifts of the 14 zone controllers (which are the primary reactivity
control devices).
The slow programs calculate thermal power, compute
changes in the reactor power setpoint and control the adjusters and
absorbers.
(Adjusters are control rods normally in core, withdrawn to
provide positive reactivity;
absorbers are control rods normally
withdrawn, and inserted to provide negative reactivity).
CANDU reactors operate in either of two modes:
-

NORMAL, or reactor following turbine, where UPR controls tne
turbine and BPC demands a value of reactor power from RRS to keep
boiler pressure at its setpoint

- ALTERNATE, or turbine following reactor, where RRS controls the
reactor to a setpoint specified by the operator and BPC pulses the
turbine load change contacts to control boiler pressure.
The steam discharge valves are always under control of BPC regardless of
the operating mode, but are usually kept closed. UPR program monitors
turbine operation and controls turbine power. The operator can enter a
target electrical load and a manoeuvring rate through the keyboard. The
program drives the output to the target load at the specified rate by
pulsing the "raise" or "lower" contacts, after allowing for governor
action on frequency.
Since UPR and BPC can both control the turbine,
careful coordination is necessary to avoid interference between them.
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Several routines within UPR monitor plant variables such as condenser
vacuum, turbine vibration, etc. These alert the operator of abnormal
situations and may inhibit loading or cause turbine runbacks.
The level in each of the four boilers is controlled individually through
a valve station consisting of two large valves and one small valve in
parallel. The small valve is used at low power. Either large valve can
be used at high power.
The level setpoint is a function of reactor
power. The control algorithm is a variation of the typical three term
controller using feedwater flow, steam flow, and boiler level
measurements.
There are additional feedforward terms based on reactor
power and steam pressure that help to reduce level changes during
transients.
Special logic external to the computers trips the turbine and closes the
CSDV if the level in any boiler rises too high to protect the turbine and
condenser from damage due to carry over of water.
Special Control Functions
Fuelling machine control and turbine run-up differ from other control
programs in several ways: the programs are not run at regular intervals
but only infrequently on demand; they are each associated with a large
number of sensors.
This is particularly true of turbine run-up which
is performed about once a year. Because unavailability of these programs
does not lead to an outage and because of the high cost of connecting the
instrumentation to both computers these functions are implemented in one
machine only.
The turbine run-up program runs the turbine up to speed from turning gear
according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer, with due
consideration to vibration, differential expansion, metal temperature and
other factois. The operator has the option to override any "holds" that
may arise from these measurements.
The fuel handling programs perform all the control functions required for
the fuelling machines and for handling fuel from its arrival to its
discharge in the spent fuel bay.
Monitoring Programs
The flux mapping program reads the outputs of the in-core vanadium
detectors and performs a least squares fit of a set of precalculated
three dimensional flux shapes called modes, to the detector readings.
Flux mapping is not a control program.
It does however calculate
estimates of zone power that are used for spatial calibration of the
platinum detectors, and a measure of peak to average flux that is used
for initiating setbacks on high local flux.
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The channel temperature monitor reads the resistance temperature detector
mounted on each channel outlet feeder and compares the readings of a
channel with that of ito neighbours in a region of approximately constant
power.
An unduly high reading is indicative of a flow reduction and
initiates an alarm. The operator has the facility of suppressing display
of temperatures below a selected limit to emphasize the hotter channels
on the map.
Annunciation and Display Functions
A wide variety of display functions are available to the operator [4]
which include:
-

alarm annunciation
graphical trends
bar charts
status displays
schematic displays

These display functions are generally grouped into non-interactive or
interactive displays.
Non-interactive functions are displays that
present a one-way flow of information from the computer to the operator.
Bar charts, graphic trends, status and pictorial displays are in this
category.
Interactive functions - displays with two-way flow of
information between operator and computer - require keyboard entries from
the operator. As a general rule, the keyboard entries are echoed back on
on the CRT and executed only when the operator presses the 'execute'
button.
Keyboard
A standard keyboard interface to the computer-driven CRT system has been
developed for all the operator information functions.
This keyboard
(Fig. 4) is the operator's prime means of communicating with the computer
and is divided into three groups: numeric keys for data entry, function
keys to initiate displays, and keys for operator functions. The special
function select keys provide very rapid access to the various system data
formats associated with each CRT.
Typically, the response time to an
operator request for a new data format is less than one second. The
approach has been accepted very well by station operating staff.
Changes to data stored in the computer, such as control setpoints, alarm
limits and trend scales, or changes of parameters appearing on a trend or
bar chart, are done via the numeric pad and control keys.
Detailed
instructions are presented to the operator on a CRT by the change
function so that no reference to supporting documentation is required.
Alarm Annunciation CRT Displays
Early designs used alarm windows located above the control panels to
annunciate faults.
These windows, though effective for attracting the
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operators attention, have certain deficiencies.
They provide limited
information and they are impractical when lots of alarms are needed. In
current designs the windows alert the operator of occurrence of a fault;
further details are displayed on the annunciation CRTs [5].
The messages are colour coded by major systems. All alarms are further
classified as being:
safety related, of major importance requiring
immediate attention; or of lower importance requiring attention at the
operator's convenience.
During a plant upset, (e.g. reactor trip, setback or stepback, turbine
runback or trip) minor alarms are inhibited from the CRT but printed on
the line printer. Only major alarms are displayed until the upset has
cleared. This prevents the CRT from being flooded with messages during
critical periods and allows the operator to take action on the alarms
that are most important to the station. However, all alarms, together
with their time of occurrence and the alarm reference number are saved on
disk. At the operator's request a summary of all existing alarms on a
system or plant basis will be provided on the line printer.
Graphical Trend Displays
Graphic trends perform functions conventionally served by strip chart
recorders. The variables are displayed as a graph with time. The curves
shift from right to left as old values are replaced. Historic data may
be retrieved from the computer bulk memory and displayed in the same
format.
The operator specifies the time period desired and the
corresponding data is presented as a static display with no update.
Variables in graphical trends are identified by colour as for a multiple
pen recorder. A typical dynamic trend is shown in Figure 5Bar Charts
Up to sixteen signals can be displayed on a bar chart, each having an
identification code, scale values, alarm limits, current values and
units. An example of the bar chart is presented in Figure 6. Colour and
half intensity for background information is used to provide clear
separation between variables and to simplify interpretation.
Other Displays
A variety of special purpose displays are unique to particular systems
and operating conditions.
For some displays the data processing
capabilities of the computer system provide information not normally
available with conventional instrumentation.
For instance, a dynamic
plot of the reactivity control system operating point relates reactor
power e r r c to the trigger points of different control mechanisms to
provide a simple picture of the overall control system status.
Similarly, schematic diagrams with superimposed operating data indicate
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overall plant conditions.
In other cases where high data density is
desired the display is limited to alphanumerics grouped and colour coded
to simplify correlation and highlight important points.
Special bar
chart formats with the bars organized in a similar configuration to the
physical arrangement of the system displayed have also been used to good
effect (Figure 7).
This area of special display formats is in a continuous state of flux.
Existing displays are improved and new displays created as a result of
feedback from operators.
Computerized Safety Functions
Safety Functions in the DCCs
Two special programs - the "stepback" and the "setback" - perform
protective functions within the control system.
The setback program
monitors plant variables at 2 second intervals and ramps down the rector
setpoint at a preset rate till either the condition causing the setback
clears, or power reaches a specified endpoint.
The rate and endpoint
depend on the initiating condition.
The stepback program runs at 0.5 second intervals. Although it shares
sensors with the other control programs, it is designed to be an
independent program and generally does not use derived variables computed
by the control programs. It is used for conditions requiring a much more
rapid power reduction than can be achieved by ramping down the setpoint.
When activated, the program deenergizes the clutches to the control
absorbers, allowing the rods to drop into the core, and thereby reducing
power very rapidly. It then switches to a 0.25 second cycling mode and
monitors power; if either the condition initiating the stepback clears,
or the measured power drops below a preset endpoint, the computer
re-energizes the clutches, withdraws the rods, and continues controlling
the plant to a setpoint close to the lowest power reached during the
manoeuvre.
Because the stepback is such a drastic manoeuvre, special precautions
have been taken against it occurring spuriously.
Unlike other control
programs, both computers must demand a stepback for one to occur. If one
computer fails, its contacts to the clutch power relays open, but no
stepback occurs unless the other computer sees the need for a stepback.
This arrangement allows testing of the program and the outputs to the
clutch relays without causing an actual power reduction.
Computerized Shutdown Systems
All recent CANDU reactors have two shutdown systems, called SDS1 and
SDS2, which are physically and functionally Independent of each other,
and of the process control systems. Each system Is designed to be fully
capable of shutting down the reactor when needed.
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For reliability, and to ensure that no single failure prevents a
necessary trip or causes a spurious one, each system consists of three
channels.
The system is activated if at least two channels detect a
condition requiring shutdown.
Figure 8 shows the four phases of the evolution of the shutdown systems
(Reference 1 ) :
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

design without computers
design with computerized monitoring
computerization of selected trip functions
fully computerized shutdown systems

This paper discusses only the latest design, i.e. phase (iv), which is
implemented at the Darlington Generating Station, a 4 x 850 MW station
under construction by Ontario Hydro.
Other phases are described in
References [6] and [7] and some details are presented in the next paper
in this session "Retrofit Experience of Computers in CANDU Plants".
Functions of Computers in Shutdown Systems
In a fully computerized shutdown
implemented with computers:
i)

system, the following functions are

Trip Logic.
The system monitors a number of critical
variables, and initiates a fast shutdown on detection of unsafe
conditions. The trip setpoint may be a function of the reactor
power and operation mode.
To prevent spurious activation, redundancy is provided, usually
based on 2-out-of-3 logic.

ii)

Display. All measurements of the trip signals, and the trip
setpoints, are displayed on channelized CRTs on the control
room panel.

iii)

Testing.
Automatic online testing of the shutdown system
hardware, including sensors and logic, may be initiated on
operator request. The computers control the sequencing of the
test procedure, report and log the test results, and ensure
that the system is restored to normal configuration after the
test is completed. Each major step has to be authorized by the
operator before it is executed.

iv)

Monitoring.
rationality,
reliability.
is provided.

Trip signals are monitored for margin to trip,
and agreement with similar signals to improve
A facility to record and retrieve historic data
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THE EVOLUTION OF COMPUTER APPLICATION IN CANDU SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

Description
Figure 9 shows how the four functions are implemented for each generating
unit at Darlington.
The two shutdown systems (SDS1 and SDS2) have
similar computer configurations.
Each system uses equipment from a
different manufacturer, and is designed by a separate team of designers,
for functional independence.
Fifteen computers are used in the shutdown systems for each generating
unit and three levels of hierarchy was introduced:
i)

ii)
iii)

the channelized computers, comprising a trip computer and a
display/test computer for each channel,
the shutdown system monitor computers,
the unit monitor computer, which receives Information from the
two shutdown system monitor computers, and from other special
safety system.

The configuration provides a centralized interface between the operator
and the special safety systems, yet preserves the required separation
between different safety systems, and between different channels of the
same system, by using undirectional fibre-optic links and hardware
interlocks.
The trip computer performs the crucial function of monitoring the trip
signals and initiating a channel trip when setpoints are exceeded.
Several features are incorporated to achieve the high reliability
required:
i)

A simple architecture is used. The trip computer does not have
an operating system; interrupts are used only for controlling
communications and the real time clock. The software modules
are executed sequentially as one program loop.

ii)

The software is resident in Read-Only-Memory (ROM); Read/Write
memory is used only for storage of temporary data.
This
minimizes the likeliuood of memory corruption due to
transients.

iii)

An independent watchdog timer is provided for each trip
computer.
A computer failure will cause the watchdog to
timeout and result in a channel trip.

iv)

Extensive self checking is provided. On detection of failure
the computer halts, causing the watchdog to timeout, placing
the channel in a safe state.
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v)

Only the most essential functions are implemented in the trip
computers.

The display/test (D/T) computer has two main functions:
drive the channelized CRT displays on the control room panel
control digital outputs to operate valves,
sources, etc. to perform the routine testing.

test

pressure

Each D/T computer receives the trip signals and setpoints from the trip
computer in the corresponding channel, via a unidirectional fibre-optic
link. The operator initiates requests for automatic testing of the trip
channel, and for calibrating the neutron flux detector amplifiers.
External hardware interlocks on both the inputs and the outputs ensure
that only one channel can be tested or calibrated at any time, to
eliminate common mode failures which may otherwise affect more than one
channel. Direct inputs on the status of reactivity control devices and
certain switch settings on the control panel are also available to the
D/T computer.
The Shutdown System Monitor Computer is the main interface between the
operator and the shutdown system (SDS1 or SD32).
Bulk storage of
historical SDS data is also the function of this computer. The CRT of
the SDS monitor provides special displays such as bar charts of trips
signal and setpoints from all three channels, margins to trip, trends of
operator requested signals, and menus and procedures used for testing.
When required, the display can duplicate any one of the six channelized
displays, for backup purposes.
Window alarms and messages are generated on detection of abnormal or
out-of-range trip signals and setpoints, and excessive spreads between
similar signals from different channels.
On the top of the hierarchy is the Unit Monitor Computer with a CRT and a
keyboard located on the operator's console.
It provides a convenient
means of duplicating, on the operator's console, all displays available
in the SDS monitors. A printer allows hard copies of special displays
and messages.
To maintain the separation between special safety systems, interlocks
allow data transmission to only one SDS monitor computer at any time.
Data links from the SDS monitors are enabled permanently via
unidirectional fibre-optic links.
Benefits of the Fully Computerized Shutdown Systems
The system described offers a number of benefits
shutdown systems, the most significant ones being:
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over

conventional

i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
v)

vi)

higher reliability
lower cost
maximizing
setpoints

station

output

by

operating

closer

to

trip

superior man/machine interface
minimizing operator workload by automated testing and remote
calibration of neutron flux amplifier from the control room
minimizing spurious trips

vii)

flexibility
the
design
shortens
construction
and
commissioning schedule, by allowing detailed software design to
proceed in parallel with hardware design and installationTesting and Commissioning
For testing a system, one has to ensure that all inputs and outputs are
wired correctly, that interaction between programs is as designed, that
self checks and transfer of control between machines operate correctly,
and that no timing problems occur. To aid commissioning, the system is
assembled, programmed and tested at the engineering offices of Atomic
Energy of Canada prior to delivery to site.
Testing in the Design Office
It is desirable to do as much testing as possible prior to commissioning
because changes are more easily made by designers in the design office
than by commissioning staff at site, freeing site staff to concentrate on
tests of major equipment.
A full factory acceptance test is run with extensive hardware and
software diagnostics.
Environmental and seismic tests of selected
components are also performed.
The process of designing and testing the major control programs is
extensive.
Control system designers specify the program logic and
control algorithms based on system requirements and supported by design
calculations and plant or system simulations.
This design is then
documented in program specifications which are formal interface documents
between the control system designers and the computer programers who
prepare the program.
Testing of control programs proceeds in several phases.
First the
programmer does static testing (i.e. checks that given set of fixed
inputs provides the desired outputs) using aids such as panels of
potentiometers, switches, lights, meters and various software tools for
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simulating inputs and recording outputs. Next follows the integration of
numerous programs running together to establish that the programs
interact correctly, that they do not interfere, and that the overall
computer system operates as intended in real-time.
As part of this
process, a real-time plant simulation is run in one of the computers and
controlled by signals from the other machine, with values by process
variables and control signals sent through the input/output systems [8].
Finally, when the entire system is delivered to site, it is commissioned
using actual plant inputs and outputs.
Testing and Commissioning at the Power Station
The control computers are installed about thirty months before
criticality and are extensively used in commissioning of various
systems.
(See Table
for Point Lepreau Station commissioning
schedule.) They offer the commissioning engineer the use of installed
instrumentation, good documentation of test results and require few
temporary hook-ups to carry-out process system tests.
Special programs may require resources of one control computer for the
period of test. One notable example is the Shutdown System 1 Shutoff Rod
drop test.
Twenty-eight rods are dropped into the core, and position
versus time is plotted for each rod.
The drop time is less than two
seconds.
Carrying out the test without the computer would be very
tedious.
Because computers are used for control of the major processes in the
plant, changes to the algorithms are easier, and less costly to implement
than analog controllers.
One example where extensive tuning and
precise linearization was necessary in boiler level control. Such tuning
would have been near impossible with analog controllers.
Operational Experience with Computer Control
A separate commissioning group at site is responsible for commissioning
and maintenance of the control programs. Point Lepreau has not had a
shutdown due to a software error. Strict control of software changes and
sound knowledge of the programs have contributed to the good record.
The following incident illustrates the capabilities of the system in
data-collection.
On January 13, 1986 Point Lepreau Generating Station
suffered a turbine trip followed several minutes later by a total loss of
normal grid AC power.
The initiating event was a high level of salt
contamination in the 345kV Switchyard that caused line to ground faults.
The initial fault on one of the Unit 345kV circuit breaker bushings
activated the Unit Protection sustem and tripped the Turbine from 100%
reactor power, triggering a Reactor power Setback to 60%.
A second
ground fault occurred 6 minutes later on the Station Service 345kV
circuit breaker and caused a total loss of AC power to the station.
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During the first 6 minutes of this combined event, there were about 1000
messages printed and displayed by the control computers as well as 8
pages of the Trip Log.
During the following 2 hours and 30 minutes,
8 more pages of Trip Log and 3000 messages were automatically printed and
displayed by the control computers. In addition operators requested some
50 pages of Graphical Trends, Bars and Status Displays during the same 2
hours and 30 minutes.
The above data collection was done automatically in parallel to the more
important job of reactor power control, first to 60% full power and then
to shutdown power levels. Operator manoeuvres were greatly facilitated
by the high level of automation and data collected helped in correct
interpretation of sequences of the event in post accident analysis.
Once the plant is in-service a new operating philosophy emerges. Testing
is discouraged and each additional test must be carefully considered for
its effect on power production. In this context, the attributes of short
term history, trip logging and the millisecond resolution available on
the annunciation messages become very important. Any unexpected plant
transient provides an opportunity to gather the additional data used to
make the necessary fine adjustments to the computer system software.
For example, early in January 1983, a failure of the master computer
caused a boiler level upset, stepping the reactor power back to less than
1% and causing a loss of production for several hours.
During this
event, the data acquisition and annunciation systems on DCCY recorded
information to allow a complete analysis of the event:
trends of boiler levels 10 second data of history
trip log - 6 minutes of data before, and after the event
-

a complete annunciation
event. 180 pages.

printout

of

all alarms

during

the

Data provided help to establish improved criteria for a smoother transfer
of control from the master to the standby computer for various boiler
levels.
Improvements to Man-Machine Interface
Since commissioning the system memory has been doubled which allowed
addition of new trends, bar charts, and other displays. Microcomputers
have been connected to the maintenance and development computer for
additional software maintenance and training.
A good working rapport between the operating personnel and the technical
unit personnel is essential.
It is this communications with the
operators that help in implementing many improvements to the system.
Some of the computer group personnel have spent time on shift and are
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familiar with control room procedures and operator's needs. Operators
are also asked to specify the program features that are desirable. To
this date the original start-up staff are involved, providing the
experience and continuity necessary in implementing modifications.
The flexibility of the control computers has made it possible to easily
implement the improvements made to date. Other improvements considered

•
•
•
•

increased capacity for historical data
improved
management
of the collected
data and data
interpretation
provision of a hierarchial network of easy to use displays
provision of on-line and off-line programs for analysis of
annunciation information collected by computers

CONCLUSIONS
Computers are now an integral part of process control and safety system
monitoring in all CANDU station. Two computer systems were described in
this paper-centralized control computer system and distributed safety
computer system. The centralized system provided us with an experience
and expertise in designing the fault tolerant computer system and later
design taught us how to distribute various tasks into a distributed
computer network for an increased computer control and monitoring of the
nuclear power plant processes.
The Control Computer system and Operator interface has been an invaluable
tool in the successful commissioning and operation of the Point Lepreau
Generating Station.
It is fair to say that without it, in today's
nuclear licensing environment, the commissioning of the station would
have been virtually impossible within desired schedules.
By the use of the vast amounts of data collected and feedback from the
operations, the design has been constantly improved to meet operations
needs and to encourage the use of computers in control, monitoring, data
acquisition and analysis.
Our present design plans include building a separate display and fuel
handling computer system, freeing control computers for additional
control functions while increasing computer capacity for monitoring and
other functions for improved plant operation.
The next generation of CANDU nuclear power plants will use a distributed
network of microprocessors to replace most of the signal wiring,
resulting in a large reduction of the work to be done on site, thus
shortening the construction schedule. Signal distribution and decision
control will be implemented in software which will be checked out in the
design office and will further shorten a commissioning required at site.
Reduction in the duration of the construction and commissioning schedule
is expected to lower the project cost while improving design
flexibility.
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TABLE 1
POINT LEPREAU COMMISSIONING SCHEDULE
Schedule:
October
May
May
November
December
October
December
July
January

1974
1975
1979
1979
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Site Approval
Construction License
Administration Building Complete
Station Service Electrical Power Energized
Control Computers Operational
Calandria Pressure Test
Fuel
Criticality
Commercial Operation
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ABSTRACT
Central plant control computers have been incorporated in CANDU power
plants since the early 1970's. Over the last fifteen years the processes
controlled by these systems have expanded to include virtually all the
major control functions in the power plants. Even though CANDU plants
have used these digital systems extensively there have been some
instances where it has become necessary or advantageous to replace
obsolete equipment or install additional computer equipment to the
reactors. This paper describes some significant examples of where this
has occurred.
The most extensive new application of computers in recent years has been
in the area of the CANDU special safety systems. The next sections of
this paper describe these systems and how programmable devices have been
retrofitted into such systems.

CANDU Special Safety Systems
All recent CANDU reactors have four Special Safety systems - two totally
independent Shutdown Systems, an Emergency Coolant Injection System
(ECI), and the Containment System. The instrumentation for each of these
systems is independent of that of the others, and is itself divided into
three fully independent channels.
Typically, activation of a system
requires that two of its three channels "vote" for the system to
operate.
Shutdown System 1 (SDS1) operates by dropping shutoff rods into the core
under gravity. Shutdown System 2 (SDS2) injects a liquid poison into the
heavy water moderator.
Both shutdown systems are designed to detect the full set of design basis
accidents. They employ self-powered in-core detectors to monitor neutron
overpower (NOP), ion chambers to detect a high rate of power change, and
a variety of process measurements.
The Emergency Coolant Injection System is also triplicated. It is used
to control the injection of cooling water if a set of process pressures
indicate the primary heat transport system is unable to maintain
sufficient cooling.
Because of the nature of this system it tends to
have fewer initiating measurements but its status and logic is usually
more complicated than either of the two shutdown systems.
This
complication is the result of a need to monitor the status of many pumps,
valves and the fact that ECI operation has short term and long term modes
of operation.
Generally, the operation of the containment system is very simple and to
date there has been no advantage in applying digital control devices in
its operation.
Evolution of Special Safety System Applications
There are three areas where programmable devices have been installed to
enhance the operation of the special safety systems. These have been:
NOP (IJeutron Overpower) Setpoint Conditioning at Bruce 'A'.
SDS1, SDS2 and ECI Monitoring at Bruce 'A1 and 'B 1 .
Computerization of process trips in CANDU 600 plants.
The conceptual design and needs served by these systems will be described
along with some of the unique constraints faced by the individual
installations.
NOP Setpoint Conditioning
Bruce 'A' is a 4 x 780 MW station on Lake Huron, Ontario. The first unit
became critical in 1976. The Bruce 'A' design employs sixteen enriched
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uranium booster rods to provide additional reactivity following a reactor
trip.
During the design of the station, the second shutdown system
requirements became much more stringent than was initially assummed. The
system changed from being a backup defence to cover failures in SDS1,
with trip setpoints substantially less conservative than those of SDS1,
to being a fully capable parallel shutdown system. Unfortunately, the
reactor construction was too far advanced to permit the inclusion of
enough NOP detectors on SDS2 to allow it to provide detailed protection
under all configurations of inserted booster rods.
Thus the initial
license did not permit the use of these boosters.
Subsequently, it was shown that safe operation with normal NOP setpoints
was possible with up to two booster rods inserted, while reduction of the
NOP trip setpoints permitted safe operation with greater numbers of
boosters in core.
This led to a requirement to lower NOP setpoints as a function of the
number of boosters in core. The general requirement became obvious quite
some time before the detailed analysis could be completed, and this in
turn led to the decision to implement the logic on a programmable
controller - the first application of a programmable digital device in a
Canadian (and possibly any) reactor shutdown system.
The function of the device is quite simple.
The NOP setpoints are
reduced in three steps as a function of the number of boosters in coreInserted boosters are read by the programmable controller as digital
inputs. The counts of inserted boosters at which each setpoint reduction
takes place can be set by Grey-coded thumbwheel switches.
Setpoint
reduction is achieved by switching in additional bias voltages to the
summing junction of the analog comparator amplifier whose output breaks
the trip chain. One programmable controller has been installed in each
channel of SDS2.
The programmable controllers used were Texas Instrument 5TIs.
These
units are programmed using Boolean Logic equations.
Despite the
simplicity of the function, it was difficult to fit the logic into the
machine's 1000 step memory.
This came as a bit of a surprise to
designers who were used to programming in assembler language, where the
same function would have occupied a few tens of memory locations.
There were no specific environmental or seismic requirements on SDS2
equipment on Bruce 'A' .
The equipment was installed during a normal
maintenance shutdown, and has performed very reliably since 1977. Normal
practice is to have on-site repair capability for such equipment. In the
case of the 5TIs, lack of adequate manufacturer's information has made
this difficult. Repairs required replacement of whole assemblies which
has proved more expensive than expected.
Safety System Monitor Computers
In addition to the setpoint conditioning function described above it was
recognized that a computer system which monitored the status of the three
main safety systems would be a great asset to an operator.
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The primary reason for introducing these systems was to provide more
concise NOP margin to trip information on SDS1 and SDS2. The control
room instrumentation of these shutdown systems is conventional, using
edge reading metersAt Bruce 'A', for example, neutron overpower is
detected using 51 in-core flux detectors, each of which has its own meter
in the control room.
These detectors are distributed among the six
shutdown system channels.
A channel will trip if any one of its
detectors exceeds the trip setpoint.
Since the normal margin to trip is typically 8% full power, close
operator attention is required to avoid reactor trips due to drifting
instrumentation, perturbations induced during refuelling, or single
channel trips when another channel is in a tripped condition during
testing. It was clear that the operator's task could be facilitated if
the neutron overpower detector readings were presented more clearly. A
computer based display system was chosen as it provides the greatest
flexibility in display format and alarm annunciation capability.
The same monitoring computer system also surveys the Emergency Coolant
Injection (ECI) system.
The objective here was somewhat differentBruce 'A' was retrofitted with an upgraded ECI system, which, for testing
purposes, employs a large number of remote isolating valves, allowing
each portion of the system to be tested without causing an injection. If
the operator should leave one of these valves in the wrong position, the
system could be left in an unavailable condition. The monitor computer
warns the operator of system unavailability and abnormal situations,
based on the inspection of 150 analog and 500 digital inputs. Since the
entire ECI system has been redesigned on Bruce 'A', introduction of the
monitor computer did not pose any particular retrofit problems.
The configuration of the monitor computer system is shown in Figure 1.
Multiplexers are connected directly into the existing instrument loops in
the safety systemsSeparation between safety system channels was
achieved by communicating information to the central monitor computer
over one-way fibre optic links. The multiplexers send their information
"blind". There i.-. no control signals going from the monitor computer to
the multiplexerA similar monitoring system has also been added to the companion station
to Bruce 'A'.
This application (at Bruce 'B') has been extended to
include all of the process measurements (pressures, etc-) which are used
in SDS1 or SDS2 to initiate a trip. Normally, these process measurements
have a much more generous margin-to-trip. However, the monitor system
has been added to detect abnormal instrument faults and assist in
automating test reports.
The monitoring system uses Data General Micro M ovas, with Data General
DG/DAC process Input/Output equipment. The central monitor itself is an
MP200, with a Winchester disc, printer, and colour semigraphic terminal.
Since the monitor computer is isolated from the shutdown systems, it
required no special qualification.
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The multiplexers use MP100 processors with software in Programmable Read
Only Memory (PROM).
These multiplexers receive their signals from the
instrument loops in the shutdown systems, so they had to be seismically
qualified to withstand the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE). The vibration
spectrum for the DBE was 0.5 g from lHz to 33Hz. Because of this quite
low level only slight modifications to the off-the-shelf hardware were
required.
The multiplexers send information to the monitor computer about every two
seconds.
The record sent comprises about 230 bytes of periodically
sampled information, plus up to 60 bytes of information regarding any
trips which may have occurred during the two second period. The trip
status of each parameter is provided to the multiplexer by a digital
input whose change of state causes an interrupt.
On receiving this
interrupt the value of the parameter and its setpoint are sampled within
10 ms, and the time of occurrence is recorded. This time is sent to the
monitor computer, permitting event sequences to be logged to a resolution
of 10 ms.
Engineering units conversion also is performed in the
multiplexers.
Computerized Process Trip in the CANDU 600
As the licensing analysis progressed, on the CANDU 600 design, it became
apparent that changes would be required to the previous approach of
tripping when a single process variable exceeded a fixed setpoint.
Setpoints would have to become functions of reactor power, and some trip
parameters would require somewhat complex conditioning logic, if the
units were to be capable of their designed power output without
compromising ease of operation.
An example of the type of setpoint
variation required is shown in Figure 2.
This figure also shows the
manner in which the setpoint function was modified in a subsequent
software revision. To accommodate expected design changes arising from
licensing analysis and commissioning experience, there was a need for
easy adaptability of the shutdown system logic.
Since design and construction of the shutdown systems was already quite
far advanced (about 15 months before criticality), the new system had to
be integrated into the conventional relay logic/analog comparator system,
and fit within very little available panel space. After considering the
various alternatives - an expanded conventional system, a custom designed
analog system employing extensive microcircuitry, and a digital system the decision was taken to use computers. By computerizing the comparison
and conditioning logic for all process trips, enough space was available
for the new equipment.
The computers were designed to replace conventional analog comparators,
and were therefore referred to as "Programmable Digital Comparators", or
PDC's.
Since this application of computers in shutdown systems was
novel, two computers were installed in each shutdown system channel. The
various process trips were divided between two machines PDC1 and PDC2.
The resulting system configuration is as shown in Figure 3.

The integration of these PDCs into the shutdown systems was achieved as
follows:
Analog inputs from process variables were 4-20 mA current
loops, so a dropping resistor was conveniently mounted in the
transmitter power supply cabinet to convert these current
signals to voltages for the AIs.
Several contact inputs were added to provide logic for setpoint
switching.
These were from new handswitches on the main
control panel.
The trip contacts were integrated into the existing logic by
replacing, on a one-for-one basis, the trip contacts from the
current alarm units previously used to energize the trip relay,
with digital outputs from PDC.
Because the setpoints for the process variables in the PDS's
were determined as a function of power, new meter displays
(identical to those already on the main control room panel)
were provided to display the setpoints and the power signals
generating them.
The PDC system design started after the Bruce monitor computer project,
but had to be completed in a much shorter time. The same computers as
had been selected for the Bruce multiplexers, were used for the PDCs.
For this application MP100 computers were modified to meet the more
stringent seismic requirements. The worst case spectrum, for CANDU 600s
was 1.6 g from 1 Hz to 33 Hz. This called for numerous minor mechanical
changes.
Card and cable retainers were added, heavy components were
restrained, additional spot welding was performed on the chassis, and
some large capacitors had to be replaced.
The signal conditioning
precautions taken at Bruce also were added to the CANDU 600 PDC systems.
Field experience with this equipment has been excellent, with very few
reported failures once the system was commissioned. The flexibility of
software logic has already proved itself. The programs which are in PROM
memory and can thus be updated without disrupting plant operations, are
already at revision 3.
Other Changes
The long history of computers in the CANDU plants and the rapid advances
in computer technology has resulted in several upgrades and retrofits to
the main plant control computers- As a result, AECL and the CANDU owners
are implementing changes to the central control computers to enhance
reliability and maintainability.
Some of the changes which have
designed include:

taken

place or

are currently

Replacement of printers and printer interfaces.
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being

Addition of video colour hard copy hardware.
Replacement of rotating disc with bulk RAM memory.
Design and installation of new serial interfaces to facilitate
data transfer and off-line data analysis.
Replacement of system central processors with new CPUs.
It is anticipated that these types of changes and those described in
references will continue in the future.
CONCLUSION
Although the CANDU plants have utilized computers for central control for
more than a decade, there have been several significant applications
where programmable systems have been retrofitted to existing special
safety system designs.
In each of those cases the constraints imposed by design, licensing or
space have been taken into account.
As a result, systems like the
Bruce 'A' monitor computers or the CANDU 600 PDCs have been molded to fit
the plants and provide enhanced functional capability.
In addition to safety applications, the upgrading or the replacement of
central control computer subsystems has become more common place. It is
expected that the use of digital systems and the replacement of older
technologies will continue as the benefits of new systems, hardware or
software are realizedREFERENCES
1.

Upgrading the Operator-Machine Interface by M. McPhedran et
al., presented at the Symposium on Advanced Nuclear Services,
1986.

2.

Role of Computers in CANDU Safety Systems, G.A. Hepburn,
R.S. Gilbert, N.M. Icyiyen presented at the IAEA Specialists
Meeting on Backfitting in Nuclear Power Plant Control Systems
and Instrumentation - April 1984.

3.

Control and Safety Computers in CANDU Power
R.S. Gilbert, IAEA Bulletin Vol. 27, No. 3, 1985.
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ABSTRACT
Unit 1 of Pickering NGS-A, Canada's first commercial nuclear power
station, entered service in 1971.
It features digital computers
controlling the nuclear units - the first such commercial application.
After approximately 55 reactor years and over 100 computer years of
operation, Ontario Hydro is undertaking a major upgrade of the
P;ckering-A control computers. The current IBM 1800 computers will be
connected to a distributed system of microcomputers which will take over
all the major operator-interface and annunciation functions. The upgrade
will provide a modern, integrated, operator-machine interface, plus
straightforward system expansion and eventual IBM 1800 replacement.

INTRODUCTION
The use of computers for plant control was an integral part of the CANDU
design from the inception of the Canadian nuclear power program. Control
computers have contributed significantly to Ontario Hydro's excellent
nuclear plant operation, their performance is regularly among the very
best in the world. The first commercial Canadian nuclear unit entered
service in 1971 at Ontario Hydro's Pickering NGS-A generating station, a
4 x 540 MW multi-unit CANDU-PHW station. The CANDU-PHW nuclear power
system uses horizontal pressure tubes containing the fuel and heavy water
coolant. The reactors are fuelled continually at full reactor power.
Pickering-A features computer control of each nuclear unit, this is done
by dedicated minicomputers, which are organized in a dual-redundant
configuration. At the Pickering-A plant computers are used for: reactor
and boiler control, overall plant control, fuel handling control, data
acquisition and logging, plant monitoring and alarm annunciation. The
IBM 1800 minicomputers originally installed for unit control at
Pickering-A are still in use. During 14 plant-years and over 100 CPUyears of operation, the IBM 1800 has provided excellent performance and
very reliable service.
Reasons for the Upgrade
Over the years a significant amount of work has been done to improve the
performance and reliability of the control computer systems. However,
with time and operating experience, it became clear that certain basic
deficiencies existed that could not be corrected in the system as
currently constituted. Most of the identified deficiencies were in the
computer-associated operator interfaces. Another growing problem was the
lack of expansion capacity for all but the most minor new applications.
As a result, a detailed joint study was initiated by the Instrumentation
and Control Department and Station Operations in 1981.
The study,
lasting several months, sought to determine the extent and impact of the
operator interface deficiencies and to seek the best way to correct
them.
Identified Deficiencies and Solutions
The study identified a number of deficiencies and proposed solutions for
them.
Alarm Annunciation CRT
A single monochrome alarm annunciation CRT is driven by the master
computer. The standby computer provides alarm annunciation only via
a printer.
Solution: The single monochrome CRT is replaced by two colour CRTs, one
driven by the master computer and one by the standby computer.
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Alarms are not categorized by priority or plant systems.
Solution:

Alarms are categorized and colour-coded by plant system.

When the screen is full of alarms, the alarm page is scrolled
continuously upwards to add new alarms from the bottom. Under unit
upset conditions, the alarms roll up the screen too fast to be
read.
Solution: Roll-up is eliminated and the full screen is always readable.
Instead, when the screen is full, new messages wrap-around from the top
of the screen, overwriting the oldest alarms.
A degree of alarm grouping is also done to reduce the number of alarms
output to the annunciation CRT, especially during upsets.
A repetitive alarm will fill the screen
'return-to-normal' messages for the same point.
Solution:
A single alarm point occupies
annunciation CRT, even when cycling frequently.

only

with

one

'alarm'

line

on

and

the

The output of messages to the CRT and printer is tied together. A
message to be output to both devices cannot be displayed until
preceding messages are printed, delaying output to the CRT
significantly, particularly during unit upsets.
Solution:
decoupled.

Output of annunciation messages to the printer and CRT is

Printer
All alarms are printed as they occur. A large volume of paper is
produced and must be retained for a minimum period of several
months. Later retrieval of specific data is extremely difficult and
time consuming.
Solution:
Hardcopy is only printed on operator demand. The messages
generated will be stored on a disc for on-line operator retrieval, and on
magnetic tape for long term retention. Up to nine backpages of alarm
history are available on-line at the operator terminal.
The cost
reduction in both manpower and material is significant.
In certain situations, a large number of messages from different
categories are mixed together with alarm messages making it
difficult to discriminate the alarms, e.g. fuel handling messages on
the standby computer.
Solution: Alarms are stored on a disc for off-line historical retrieval
and are grouped by type, i.e., fuelling machine, sequence of events,
etc.
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The printers are used extensively due to the CRT system limitations,
but suffer from legibility problems.
Solution:
The printer
operator information.

has been eliminated

as a primary

source of

Operator-Computer Interface Panel Deficiencies
A great deal of information is available to the operator from the
computers, but the methods of accessing and presenting information
are limited and difficult to use.
Solution: The current operator-computer panel is replaced by a colour
operator's terminal.
There is ready access to two pages of real-time
data updated every five seconds. Other previously print-only functions
will also now be available on the operator terminal, i.e., summaries,
historical logs, numeric trend logs, etc.
Confirmation and checking of operator inputs and requests is
awkward.
The information is output to the printer located some
distance from the operator panel.
Solution:
All operator input commands will be via a colour terminal.
Confirmation and checking of the operator's requests is all provided on
the display called up at the operator terminal, as are the operator
"prompts".
Expansion Capacity
A major deficiency, identified for some time previous to the study, was
the lack of expansion capability in the IBM 1800 computer system.
Accordingly, desirable applications could not be implemented in the IBM
1800 computers, and could not be cost justified for a stand-alone system.
In any event, stand-alone solutions were considered far from ideal from a
human factors standpoint, as the operator information could not be
integrated into the existing control computers annunciation system. It
would have been difficult to ensure consistent and compatible
annunciation and operator input schemes for separate systems given the
different generations of equipment involved.
Expansion capacity was severely limited or non-existent in a number of
areas:
(i)

no spare analog or digital input capacity,

(ii) little free core memory space,
(iii)limited spare processing capacity for certain types of
functions due to loading, etc. This meant that no practical,
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effective solutions to the high priority deficiencies
identified by the study were possible using the existing
computer hardware in its current configuration.
Arising out of the study was a decision to upgrade the control computer
systems to correct the identified deficiencies in the operator-computer
interface.
The major objective of the upgrade was to provide the
operator with an effective operator interface based on current human
factors engineering knowledge, and to provide expansion capability.
Total replacement of the IBM 1800 computer system was ruled out for two
reasons:
(i)

the continued high reliability of the current system,

(ii) the extremely high cost of a total replacement. The main cost
components were the extended unit downtime required, the wiring
and installation costs for new inputs and outputs, and the
associated design costs.
The project was given the acronym
"PACE".
The PACE Upgrade
The Current Configuration
Each IBM 1800 computer in the existing
(Figure 1) is nearly identical. The major
fuel handling control programs which reside
and are utilized only when this computer is

dual-redundant configuration
functional exceptions are the
only on the standby computer,
not controlling the unit.

The two computers are separately designated the master and standby
computers. The master computer is always in control of the unit if it is
operational and the control programs are executing correctly.
The
standby computer takes control of the unit only on failure of the master.
The reactor is refuelled on-line, under semi-automatic control.
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Operator's
Computer
Console

IBM Selectric
' D C C l On

yyyy
Fueling
^//,CRT

Operator's
Computer
Console

IBM Sei<jc:nc

FIGURE 1
Pickering GS A Control Computer Configuration
(Per Generating Unit)

The current
consists of:
-

operator

interface

associated

with

the

computer

system

a single monochrome alpha-numeric alarm annunciation CRT which is
driven only by the master computer,
a printer per computer,
a keyboard/printer terminal per computer, based on the IBM Selectric
typewriter, for operator control inputs and data log printouts,
an operator interface panel per computer, which is a combination of
thumb-wheel switches, push-buttons, and rotary selectors for
miscellaneous operator demand functions and a six digit NIXIE tube
display,

-

a CRT on the standby computer used for fuel-handling operations.

The Upgraded System Configuration
The decision was made to upgrade the control computer system by
supplementing the existing IBM 1800 computers with a small, powerful,
microcomputer-based front-end to off-load all major annunciation and
operator-interface functions from the IBM 1800. The basic dual-redundant
configuration is retained in the upgraded configuration.
Each
dual-redundant pair will be made up of a set of multiple computers
(Figure 2), called a "channel" for ease of reference, consisting of:
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Existing Opeiator'1!
Computer Console

Interlace

Represents Ne^v Equipment Added for ECI/SES
Represenls Existing Eauipmeni
Possible Future Deletions
Deletions (at least in part)

FIGURE 2
Computer Configuration
(Per Generating Unit)
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the current IBM 1800,
—

a new HUB or Interfacing microcomputer,
a microcomputer, the Annunciation Command Processor (ACP) to process
all alarm annunciation messages, drive the operator interface
peripherals, and accept all operator inputs.

In addition, a single data acquisition (DA) computer is connected to both
channels (for new applications).
A communications link is provided between each HUB computer. It replaces
the 'data link' between the two IBM 1800 computers, which proved
unreliable compared to the rest of the system. It is used to pass key
control parameters between the two channels to check that operation of
the control programs are synchronized.
Ontario
Hydro
has
undertaken
development
of
a
standard
microcomputer-based distributed control computer system over the last
four years which is ongoing. The Pickering-A computer upgrade is based
on a sub-set of this development, and makes use of many of the standard
software and hardware modules developed. This distributed system makes
use of standard off-the-shelf computer hardware, which is multi-sourced,
and uses minimum levels of custom design.
The PACE upgrade to the existing control computers is designed to allow:
simple expansion and addition of new applications,
-

future upgrades to provide the addition of more sophisticated
display features such as graphical trends and barcharts,

-

future graceful phased replacement of the functions retained on the
present
IBM 1800 minicomputers, if necessary due to the
deterioration of hardware reliability and/or maintainability.

Other Features of the Pace Design
A number of features incorporated into PACE to assist in system
maintenance were selected in consultation with end user maintenance
staff, and included:
modular components and quick connection cables connected at a single
termination panel,
maintenance mode software to assist in identifying problems and s.n
on-line maintenance display page to identify fault locations,
permanently installed logic analyzer interface boards on each CPU
bus.
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While the objective was to minimize custom hardware, some in-house design
of hardware was essential. The custom hardware varies in the level of
design complexity:
-

an X.25 communications board used throughout the system except for
the HUB-IBM 1800 link,
a bootstrap/watchdog timer board,
the HUB-1800 interface, which uses a standard vendor board at the
HUB,
the logic analyzer interface,

—

a termination panel and an audible alarm interface.

Other features of the design were the use of remote system console
emulation software to eliminate the need for a terminal for each
distributed computer node, and the watchdog/boot board eliminating the
need for a bootstrap load device at each node.
The software design makes use of the standard operating system provided
by the computer manufacturer and an industry standard high level
language, PASCAL, for the applications software.
IBM 1800 Changes
Software: The existing IBM 1800 application programs (such as contiol
programs, etc.) will be retained. Only the outer layer of software will
be changed.
The programs to be deleted are mostly message formatting
routines and drivers for the printers, CRT's and the operator interface
panel. The new software, known as "request handling software", must be
added to the IBM 1800 to handle communications with the HUB computer and
to receive and interpret commands from the operator terminal.
The changes are designed to be transparent to the current software that
is retained and any changes to that software are minimized to the
greatest possible extent.
This is achieved by using the existing
software, previously used to service operator demands, as the interface
between the new "request handling software" and the applications
software.
Hardware: Hardware modifications are minimal, and straight forward. The
printers, operator interface panels, and the single annunciation CRT are
disconnected.
Instead, the digital inputs and outputs used to drive
these peripheral devices are connected to a custom interface board used
for IBM 1800-HUB communications. The board is simple in design and has
three main functions:
to adjust the HUB-IBM 1800 electrical signal
levels, provide optical isolation between the two computers, and provide
a means of isolating the HUB from the IBM 1800 for maintenance purposes.
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The other change of note to the IBM 1800 hardware was the addition of
extra core memory which simplified the software changes. Disturbance of
the existing core resident software was minimized and the number of
disk-to-core transfers is reduced considerably.
Status of the Project
The current project status is as follows:
The hardware for a fully upgraded standby channel has been installed
on Units 1 and 2.
The IBM 1800 master computer system has been
retained in the current configuration during commissioning of the
standby channel.
The software for the Unit i standby channel was installed in early
February 1986.
Commissioning of all major system functions is
complete, with only a small number of minor functions remaining to
be commissioned. The system has run essentially trouble free since
installation and has been in constant use by the operators for plant
monitoring and commissioning tasks. The system is considered to be
in-service and the design work now going on is related to correcting
the snags and deficiencies identified during commissioning.
The new PACE
charnel. The
be connected
Control Board
system.
The
Unit 1 master

hardware has been installed for the Unit 1 master
new hardware and the existing IBM 1800 computer will
when final approval is given by the Atomic Energy
(AECB) to fully convert Unit 1 to the new computer
approval is pending.
The software release for the
channel has been delivered to Operations.

A major problem in backfitting control computer equipment to an
operational nuclear station - the extremely short time-frame for
installation ard testing during a scheduled outage - is not an issue for
Units 1 and 2. Both units are undergoing major overhauls and will not
return to service until about late 1986 or early 1987.
This will,
however, be an issue for Units 3 and 4, as installation of the new
computer hardware and software is targeted for relatively short (30-40
day) scheduled annual maintenance outages. With the experience gained on
units 1 and 2, no major problems are foreseen.
Future Plans
The scope of the current PACE project was limited by the economic climate
and funds available at the time the project was approved. However, the
system design configuration allows for future upgrades and renovations in
a straightforward, cost effective manner.
Further upgrading of the operator interface will be examined once the
PACE project is completed.
Potential additions include providing
graphical trends and barcharts, process diagrams and process related
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displays, and annunciation and/or display CRT's located at major process
control panels, e.g. reactor, boiler, etc.
The addition of nev
applications, such as generator temperature monitoring, will aloo be
reviewed.
The existing panel layout for a single unit is shown in the photograph in
Figure 3.
i-'-?f

The PACE panel changes are shown in the drawing in Figure 4.
changes to the annunciation CRT and the operator terminals:

"PACE" UPGRADE - PHASE 1
-
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Note the

The single annunciation CRT which is driven only by the master IBM
1800 computer, is replaced by two independent annunciation CRTs for
PACE, one driven by the master channel and the other by the standby
channel.
The two colour operator terminals, one for each channel located on
the operator's desk, which replace the existing operator-computer
interface panels in the middle of the existing control panels.
Figure 5 shows one potential future upgrade to the operator interface
with annunciation and display CRTs located at the major process control
panels. The CRTs would provide annunciation and displays specific to the
process panel in which they are located.
A step has already been taken in the direction of adding new
applications.
The data acquisition (DA) computer allowed the
annunciation for two major new station systems to be integrated into the
overall PACE computer annunciation system in a fairly simple manner. One
of the systems, the emergency coolant injection (ECI) system, is safety
related, and would otherwise have been implemented as a stand-alone
annunciation system, which was undesirable.
While the scope of the PACE project itself is limited in its present form
it provides the vehicle for future expansion at the station. Of greater
significance, it provides the basis for a straightforward, staged
replacement of th" remaining IBM 1800 applications, with greatly reduced
costs, schedules and disruption of unit operations.
Non-control
applications would migrate first to the DA computer and control programs
would then be removed one at a time, likely to 'jparate dual-redundant
distributed nodes. At that time, strong consideration will have to be
given to adopting a fully distributed configuration.
There are three other Ontario Hydro nuclear stations using what is
essentially obsolete computer hardware. All are candidates for eventual
replacement of their control computer systems.
The PACE project will
provide valuable experience in this exercise and a potential computer
system to form the core of the replacement.
Our aim is to provide
standardized systems across our plant population in the future to ease
the problems of replacing existing systems and having to maintain many
diverse systems.
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INTRODUCTION
At the end of 1985 Ontario Hydro had fourteen nuclear units of the CANDU
type in-service with a total capacity of 8284 MWe.
Seven more CANDU
units are under construction, amounting to an additional 5700 MWe
generating capacity.
The last of the currently committed units is
scheduled to be operational in 1992. At that time approximately 70% of
the electric power generated in Ontario is expected to come from CANDU
units.
Since the inception of the commercial nuclear-electric program in the
late 1950's, Ontario Hydro had to train most of the staff required to
operate and maintain the CANDU generating stations. At the end of 1985
the staff working in nuclear operations numbered 5674.
The current
training load consists of 300 newly hired trainees, the on-going
development of existing staff, and significant levels of upgrading and
refresher training.
The training programs designed and conducted by Ontario Hydro follow the
principles of systematic training, including analysis, design,
development, implementation and evaluation.
The goal of the nuclear
training program is staff capable of performing their jobs so as to meet
the station operating objectives in the areas of public and worker
safety, reliability, environmental protection and cost.
In 1972 Ontario Hydro recognised the need for a full-scope replica
simulator in order to provide the desired level of training in control
room operations for unit first operators and shift supervisors.
The
simulator for Pickering NGS-A was placed into service in 1976. Although
the simulator satisfied its training mission for the staff of Pickering
NGS-A, it became evident that a simulator dedicated to Bruce NGS-A was
required to train the staff of that station. Early in 1979, prior to the
accident at Three Mile Island, Ontario Hydro adopted a corporate
policy which required a replica full-scope simulator for each generating
station that had a control room man-machine interface significantly
different from existing units. This policy resulted in the acquisition
of five simulators, as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Simulator Acquisition Program.
Reference
Plant

Net Capacity
MWe

First Unit
In-service

Simulator
In-service

Pickering A

4 x 515

July 1971

Nov 1976

Bruce A

4 x 754

Sept 1977

Apr 1983

Pickering B

4 x 516

May 1983

July 1984

Bruce B

4 x 830

Sept 1984

May 1986

Darlington

4 x 881

May 1988

Jan 1988

In addition to the above full-scope replica simulators, other training
aids that utilised computer simulation were also developed to support the
training program. In each case the need arose when hands-on training was
desired, but the actual equipment was not available for training purposes
for reasons of safety or economy, and a computer simulation was judged to
be a cost-effective alternative to configuring a physical model of the
equipment or system.
Microsimulators
The term "Microsimulator" (or microsimulation) was coined to describe the
micro-processor based interactive simulation of dynamic system behaviour,
as developed in the Simulator Services Department of Ontario Hydro. It
has the following three main features which distinguishes it from other
micro-processor or personal computer based simulations:
a.

the mathematical model is based on the physical principles that
characterise the processes being simulated,

b.

the system and its control instrumentation is displayed in a
stylised form on a colorgraphics monitor,

c.

the trainee interacts with the simulated system via a
touch-sensitive transparent screen mounted in front of the
monitor.

The equipment presently in use for our microsimulators is the Intelligent
Systems Corporation ISC 8063 graphics terminal. The 19 inch monitor uses
character and pixel generation to produce the graphics displays, has
eight colors and moderate resolution (480 x 384). The micro-processor is
an INTEL 8080 with 64K RAM. The CP/M operating system allows programming
in both FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER.
FORTRAN is used for the modelling of
processes, equipment and control logic, and ASSEMBLER for all inputs and
outputs, including graphics subroutines. Dual 8 inch floppy disk drives
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of 960K capacity are used for mass storage.
is an ELOGRAPHICS model E271-10.

The touch- sensitive screen

The above equipment, with some upgrades, has been in use since 1979.
Apart from meeting the requirements as a training tool, it was also
chosen for the Safety Systems Monitoring Computers at the Bruce stations,
and as the display units for the control system of the Tritium Removal
Facility at Darlington.
Although more sophisticated equipment is
available to-day, there have been significant advantages in working with
the same terminal for several years, and having it compatible with
station equipment.
It is recognised that as applications for more
complex simulations arise, computers and monitors with higher
capabilities will have to be used.
Performance-Based Training
The terminal objective of training is to have staff able to meet the
on-the-job performance requirements of the designated positions.
In
order to implement such a training program ic is necessary to be able to
identify the knowledge and skill components of each job, and to be able
to impart and evaluate these in a controlled environment. Knowledge can
be transferred in formal lectures or self-study, and assessed by written
or oral examinations. Skills can be taught and evaluated on-the-job or
in suitably equipped shops and laboratories.
The essential steps in a sytematic approach to training have been
described by INPO (Institute for Nuclear Power Operations) as follows:
a.

job and task analysis, which establishes the capability
requirements for the job and defines what the employee will
need to know and be able to do as a result of training, in
terms of on-the-job performance;

b.

training design, including the establishment of JOD performance
measures, learning objectives, teaching and testing methods;

c.

development of lesson plans and supporting material for both
knowledge and skill objectives;

d.

implementation of the training plans, including the conduct of
training, in-training evaluation in terms of the knowledge and
skill objectives, and documenting the results;

e.

evaluation in terms of on-the-job performance, as measured by
safety, maintenance and operational indicators, as well as
feedback from the trained employees and their supervisors;

Microsimulations have two main areas of application in the above training
methodology: the teaching of knowledge required for the understanding of
complex, dynamic system behaviour, and for the performance testing of
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skills which are not readily verified on-the-job or in shops equipped
with conventional equipment.
Knowledge applications include the orientation of commissioning staff
(many of whom are authorized to operate an existing station) to the
systems of a plant under construction. The microsimulator supplements
the design information, and provides an opportunity to learn the design
intent of the new station's systems. Other examples are in the area of
control systems, including relay logic, analog control, digital computer
control and programable controllers.
As a tool for performance testing, we have primarily used the
microsimulators in cases when a full-scope simulator was not available.
In these applications the microsimulator is used to verify the trainee's
ability to operate the particular system according to the approved
operating procedures.
A number of applications in both knowledge and skill areas is described
below, as well as our expectations for the future uses of this training
tool.
Control System Theory and Equipment Principles
Analog Control
We first developed microsimulations in support of the instrumentation and
control training program. The problem areas addressed were the knowledge
required to understand the functions of analog controllers for a variety
of process systems, and the development and verification of skills to
tune and trouble-shoot controllers of various complexity.
Figure 1 shows two CRT displays for a system that controls the level in a
tank. The upper display shows a schematic diagram of the system, which
includes a pump, two control valves, level and flow transmitters and
controllers. The lower display shows the control panel instrumentation
for this system.
(Please note that on the print-out black is shown
wherever white would appear on the monitor and vice versa). The control
scheme is cascade, wherein the tank level is maintained at the set-point
by a combination of level and flow measurements and flow control. The
trainee would also have the opportunity to study the responses of single
element (level only) and three element control (level, inflow and
outflow) by selecting the appropriate system configuration.
The schematic display is used to ensure that the trainee understands the
operation of each component in the system and to be able to visualize the
system's response. It is also a convenient means to display the range
and output of each transmitter, and the gains of each controller.
Malfunctions are* also introduced from the schematic display.
These
include valves failing open or closed, and various transmitter and
controller faults. Valve characteristics and responses (linear, equal
percentage, fast acting) can be altered, along with tank capacitance,
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supply flow and pump head. From the front-of-panel view the pump may be
turned on or off, controller set-points changed and valve positions
altered.
All of the above operations can De performed via the touch
sensitive screen.
The front-of-panel display is used to verify the trainee's skills in
operating the system remotely, and troubleshooting controller and
transmitter faults using the panel instruments. The specific training
objectives would be somewhat different for operators and for control
technicians.
Programable Controllers
A more recent example of using microsimulation to train control equipment
operating and troubleshooting skills arose with the large scale use of
programable controllers at Darlington NGS. The equipment, designated as
0H180, is based on an INTEL 8085 and was designed by Ontario Hydro. More
than 1000 of these programable controllers will be used at Darlington,
replacing most of the relay logic used on previous stations. The lack of
sufficient spare controllers, the risk of damaging the equipment and the
need to introduce fault conditions, led to the development of a
microsimulation module to support the training delivery program.
Figure 2 shows the stylised representation of the front-of-panel
instruments of the programable controller.
It consists of four
subsystems: INPUT, OUTPUT, CPU and POWER SUPPLY.
The small diamonds
represent LED status indicators, corresponding to 24 digital inputs, 16
digital outputs and 8 CPU malfunction conditions. By touching the I/O
CARD SELECT switch, either the input or output card can be chosen. The
position of the GROUP SELECT switch determines which set of signals can
be tested.
The FUNCTION switch is used to choose which of eight tests
will be performed on the selected bank of I/O points, such as ground
fault, input-output discrepancy, blown fuse, etc.
All of the above
functions of the real equipment can be learned and practised using the
microsimulation.
A major feature of the OH180 is the quick identification of ground
faults, as well as failures within the programable controller itself. A
variety of faults are available for the instructor and the trainee to
demonstrate and practise the diagnostic procedures for the detection of
faults.
(A sample menu is shown as part of Figure 2 ) .
At the
completion of the course the trainee must satisfy the instructor that the
prescribed level of proficiency under standard and fault conditions has
been achieved. The primary target population for this training is the
control technician family, but operators and engineering staff will also
have to attain proficiency in the use of these units.
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Nuclear Operator Training
The majority of the microsimulations developed by Ontario Hydro to-date
have been for the the training of nuclear generating station unit first
operators and shift supervisors.
As described in this section,
fflicrosimulations have been developed for a wide variety of station
systems, from the reactor to the electrical output system: for a single
unit station that had been in operation for over 15 years to a multi-unit
station two years away from first critical. The examples to follow will
illustrate both the varity of systems that can be simulated and the areas
of application for microsimulators.
No full-scope simulator
The Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station went into service in 1967
and remained in operation until 1984. It had a capacity of 208MWe, and
achieved a lifetime capacity factor of 53%. Douglas Point NGS is owned
by AECL and operated by Ontario Hydro. Because of its modest size and
being the prototype for the commercial CANDU units, a full-scope
simulator was not acquired for Douglas Point NGS.
An operator performance problem was identified in 1980 with the emergency
transfer system.
Lack of detailed understanding of the complex logic
system coupled with no opportunities to observe and practise its
operation were identified as the causes of the problem.
A replica of the relevant portion of the electrical distribution system
control panel was built during the early years of the station, but it
could only be used when the unit was shut down, and it was not kept
up-to-date with changes made in the control room. The cost of updating
the replica panel and its usefulness for training were compared to
developing a microsimulation. It was determined that the microsimulation
would have greater scope, availability and flexibility as a training tool
than the modified replica panel, and it could be implemented at a lower
cost.
The scope of the simulation included the electrical output system and the
station electrical distribution system.
The latter consists of four
classes of power and three different voltage levels. The system is shown
in schematic form on Figure 3.
This diagram is a copy of what the
trainee sees on the monitor. Although it is not a replica of the control
panel instrumentation, the trainees had no difficulties in identifying
the appropriate panel devices and performing the designated standard,
nonstandard and emergency operations.
Referring to the diagram, the simulation includes the following systems:
generator, electrical output, class IV power which supplies all normal
station loads, class III power with standby diesel generators to supply
back-up power to essential loads in case of class IV power failure, class
II power which supplies loads that can be interrupted only momentarily,
and class I power supplied continuously from batteries.
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The electrical output sytem includes the main transformer (50T1), two
230kV transmission lines and relevant breakers.
Class IV power is
distributed to the station loads via four buses.
Two of these are
normally supplied from the generator service transformer (50SS1) and two
from the system service transformer (50RSS1).
The automatic transfer
scheme determines when this arrengement needs to be altered.
For
example, if the main generator trips, the buses supplied from the
generator service transformer (BU C and BU E) will be automatically
transferred to the system service transformer by opening CB1 and CB5, and
closing CB2 and CB6.
The 600V Class III buses (BU L and BU M) are normally fed from Class IV
via transformers Tl and T2. Class III in turn feeds the Class II buses
(BU N and BU P ) . The Class I buses and the batteries are normally
supplied from Class II via motor-generator sets MG1 and MG2.
Back-up sources of power can be supplied by two standby diesel generators
(SGI and SG3) and the batteries. Several alternate means of supplying
each bus have also been designed into the system, such as the ability to
power all the Class IV buses from either transformer, supplying a Class
III bus via the Class IV transfer bus (BU K) and supplying Class I power
from Class III via rectifier RC1.
The trainee can use the microsimulator to perform the majority of the
standard, nonstandard and emergency procedures that would be done at the
real control panel.
Transmission lines, buses, transformers can be
placed into or taken out of service. The main and standby generators, as
well as the motor-generator sets may be operated as required.
Fault
conditions on all of the above equipment, on the circuit breakers and in
the logic circuit may be introduced, and overcome by following the
approved operating procedures.
The various automatic transfer schemes
which come into operation when abnormal conditions are detected can be
observed and augmented as necessary. In each case the trainee interacts
with the simulation by touching the symbol for the appropriate device on
the display.
To appreciate the operator knowledge and skill required to monitor and
correct the actions of the emergency transfer system, consider the
automatic actions which are designed to take place on a total loss of
Class IV power. Normally neither standby generator would be operating,
so on a loss of Class IV power Class III power would also be lost, as
well as, momentarily, Class II. As soon as the loss of Class II power
was sensed, the MG sets would reverse their operation, drawing on the
batteries to supply the Class II buses.
In order to prevent the
propagation of a possible fault from Class IV or Class III, and to
minimize the load on the batteries, breakers CB6 and CB7 open, separating
the Class II and Class III systems.
The emergency transfer system will automatically start the standby
generators and will open all supply and feeder breakers from the Class
III buses while the standby generators run up.
When the standby
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janerators reach their operating speed, the emergency transfer system
logic will close the standby generator supply breakers (5231-CB11 and
CB51) to the isolated bus to restore the 600 V supply. The Class III
loads are picked up in a prioritized sequence, followed by the Class II
supply breakers across which the Class III and Class II buses must be
synchronized.
Once the emergency transfer system has closed breakers
5231-CB6 and CB7, the MG sets will revert to the DC generation mode,
recharging the batteries. Having restored Class III power, the operator
can prepare to shut the unit down, or, if recovery of Class IV power
occurs prior to the poison-out period, to return the unit to service.
The role of the operator during such a transient is to monitor the
actions of the emergency transfer system, to intervene when the intended
automatic operations do not take place, and to restore the system to its
normal operating state once the fault conditions have cleared.
These
tasks include a significant knowledge component, namely the correct
operation of a complex system under a variety of fault conditions, and
the ability to perform the approved operations in a timely manner. The
acquisition of the necessary knowledge, as well as the development and
maintenance of the required skills, were found to be significantly
improved by the use of the microsimulator.
An experienced operator
credited the microsimulator with preventing a unit poison-out soon after
he had received refresher training on the system.
In order to encourage the self-paced training aspect of the
microsimulator, test items were prepared to verify the level of
capability achieved. These exercises included the significant operating
events which prompted the development of the microsimulator, as well as a
representative set of other malfunction conditions. The trainee could
select from a menu of exercises, although the exact nature and number of
malfunctions to be encountered would not be known. The trainee would be
presented with the initial operating state and the desired terminal
objective. When the trainee informed the program that the exercise had
been completed, an evaluation of his performance would be reported, along
with the option to review the reference operating sequence used as the
basis of evaluation.
The microsimulator was installed in the control room, where it could best
provide support for on-the-job training. It was also found to be a very
useful job aid: unusual operating conditions could be first reviewed
between the unit first operator and the shift supervisor with the aid of
the microsimulator.
Such reviews were found to be useful in selecting
the most appropriate operating sequence.
Supplement a non-replica simulator
The training program to authorize the first operating crew for Bruce
NGS B was not meeting its target by the middle of 1983. A review of the
program found a number of important elements of systematic training not
in place, particularly performance-based objectives and evaluations.
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Based on the experience of delivering training on the Pickering-A
simulator to control room staff from other stations, we had recognised
the need to acquire separate simulators for each station with significant
differences in man-machine interface.
However, when a major training
problem arose In the athorization of the Initial control room operating
staff for Bruce-B, one aspect of the extensive corrective actions
undertaken was to deliver some overall unit training using the Bruce-A
simulator. (At that time, in the middle of 1983, the Bruce-B simulator
was in the early phase of manufacture). In order to provide training for
Bruce-B systems which were not replicated on the Bruce-A simulator,
microsimulations were developed for the more important of these systems.
The turbine-generators for the Bruce-A station were made by Parsons,
while the ones for Bruce-B by General Electrics.
The control room
Instrumentation for these two turbines are completely different.
In
particular, the GE design calls for extensive automatic control, with the
operator selecting the appropriate set-points and rates of loading.
The microsimulation was required to allow the warm-up of the turbine,
taking it from turning gear to operating speed, load rejection, major
on-line tests and a variety of malfunctions. Figure 4 shows the stylized
representation of the turbine panel relevant to the required operations.
It includes 16 annunciator windows across the top of of the screen, and
the associated acknowledge, clear and test pushbuttons at the bottom
right hand corner of the display. Eleven analog indicating meters give
the pressure across the HP turbine, governor control valve and
intermediate valve signals, turbine load, load set-point, speed, throttle
pressure limiter and warming rate. All the pushbuttons for the required
range of operations are represented, including turbine trip, reset and
test, load limiting, speed select, starting rate, chest/shell warming,
load setting, speed matching and throttle pressure limiting. The upper
right-hand portion of the monitor can be assigned alternate functions for
training purposes. The example used for Figure 4 shows the changes in
key parameters during a controlled unloading maneuver.
The same area
could also be used to display the panel instrumentation necessary for a
particular test.
The trainee can perform a complete start-up, including all relevant
tests, responding to uneven warm-up, problems with critical speeds and a
variety of malfunctions. From full power operations, a complete load
rejection can be performed, followed by either a unit shutdown or a
recovery to full power.
In addition to meeting its training mission, the commissioning staff
found the microsimulation to be useful in trying out the commissioning
procedures. Subsequent to commissioning, the simulation was updated to
match the actual field data, and additional exercises were developed to
capture key aspects of the commissioning team's experience for subsequent
trainees.
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Full-scope simulator update delayed
A high pressure emergency coolant injection (HPECI) system was included
in the original design of Pickering NGS-B and subsequent stations. For
the two earlier stations, Pickering-A and Bruce-A, HPECI is being
retrofitted during planned outages. Due to a combination of design and
training concerns, these modifications will not have been completed on
the respective simulators until approximately two years after the start
of training for these systems.
Microsimulations were developed to
provide performance-based training for unit first operators and shift
supervisors for the HPECI system at both of these stations.
The HPECI system at Bruce NGS-A has three potential sources of coolant
water: the high pressure water tanks, the emergency storage tank and the
grade tank, plus recovery from the sumps once enough water has collected
in them.
Referring to Figure 5, the initial source for injection is a
group of four high pressure water tanks (H20 TK 3, 4, 5 and 8) powered by
two Nitrogen tanks (N2 TK) at a pressure of 5.8 MPa. Normally the two
sets of tanks are isolated by MV303 and MV304.
The water tanks are
connected to the emergency injection headers (ECI #1, #2, #3 and #4
corresponding to the four units) via MV313, 314, 323 and 324. These
valves are also closed under normal operating conditions.
The next
source of coolant injection is the Grade Tank via injection pumps
PM21-24. The Emergency Storage Tank provides a back-up in case the pumps
are not available.
Once sufficient water has collected in the recovery sumps, they become
the source of coolant. Via the appropriate valves, the injection pumps
pass the recovered water through the three heat exchangers and into the
injection headers. All of the devices and actions described above are
automated, and are dependent on such parameters as heat transport
pressure, boiler room pressure, reactor power and the signals displayed
on the indicating meters shown on Figure 5.
The above portion of the emergency coolant injection system is common to
all four units.
The equipment downstream from the injection headers
exists in each of the four units. Only the unit experiencing the loss of
coolant conditions will receive injection.
The unit specific portion is shown in Figure 6. The connection with the
common unit is made at the ECI HEADER.
In the poised state the H20
injection valves (MV2 and MV3) and the associated bypass valves (MV131
and MV132) are closed.
Valves MV101 and MV102 are open, but may be
closed to allow on-line testing of the H20 injection valves. A U-pipe
with an air gap to separate the light and heavy water sides is installed
downstream from the injection valves. The levels in the U-pipe legs are
shown on the indicating meters.
The separator drain isolation valves
MV109 and MV112 on the H20 side, and MV110 and MV111 on the D20 side, are
open.
The separator air gap is vented through MV113 and MV114.
Downstream from the separator pipe there are four non-return valves
(NV115-118) and eight motorized isolation valves (MV4-7 and MV13-16).
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These twelve valves are closed, isolating the heat transport system from
the injection system.
The remaining valves are only required during
tests of the valves in the injection lines.
During Injection the H2O/D2O U-pipe separator vent and drain valves are
closed. The H20 injection valves, injection by-pass valves, and the D20
isolation valves are automatically opened while the previously described
actions occur on the common unit side. The fast-stroking by-pass valves
(MV131 and 132) open to force H20 through the U-pipe separator before the
D20 drain valves (MV110 and 111) close. These actions result in a filled
system from the H20 injection valves to the non-return valves. Once the
motorized valves are open, an unrestricted flow path is provided from the
H20 accumulator tanks to the heat transport system header.
Injection
will occur once the heat transport pressure drops below the injection
pressure.
Injection in this mode will continue until the injection
pressure falls below the recovery pump discharge pressure.
In order to operate the full system, the trainee has to select between
the common and unit specific portions of the simulation. This is not
unrealistic, since in the actual control room the respective panels are
separated by at least 20 feet. Learning and practising which panel has
the most relevant information at various stages in the event is an
important part of the training.
The operator's job is to monitor the actions of the automatic system and
intervene when a required action does not occur, or if an incorrect
action had taken place. All the valves and pumps may be operated by
touching the designated part of the display. A variety of tests can also
be peformed. Particular attention has been given to the tests that could
result in the inadvertent mixing of light and heavy water.
Full-scope simulator acquisition delayed
The majority of the Darlington NGS process and control systems, as well
as the entire control room man-machine interface will be significantly
different from previous stations. None of the existing simulators were
considered able to provide any performance-based training for Darlington
personnel.
All the staff being trained to be authorized as unit first operators and
shift supervisors for the first Darlington unit were previously
authorized at another station. The training required for this staff has
two major components:
(i)

orientation training to learn the equipment and systems that
comprise the plant,

(ii)

specific training in the operating procedures that specify how
the plant will be operated under standard, nonstandard and
abnormal conditions.
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The first of these is knowledge training, the second a combination of
knowledge and cognitive skills.
In addition to the problems faced due to the many new systems at
Darlington, three additional factors contributed to the need to use
microsimulators to support the training program:
(i)

operating staff could not be assigned when originally planned
because of staff shortages and work delays at other stations,

(ii)

design documentation was late and the designs of major systems
were undergoing changes,

(iii)

the full-scope simulator (for reasons similar to the above)
would not be completed until three years after the start of the
station training program.

The development of microsimulations is also very difficult in the absence
of station design information. The task was made possible because the
staff developing the software models were suitably trained, and had
experience in the operation of CANDU generating stations. They were able
to work from design intent reports and feasibility studies to construct
the basic models. By working closely with station commissioning staff,
they could make the models operational according to the most recently
issued design information. This process not only made the simulations
available for training in the minimum time, (within approximately three
months of the issuing of design information), it was also of significant
help to the commissioning engineers to gain insight into the intended
operation of key systems. As a result of some of the microsimulations,
design problems were identified much sooner than if the usual
commissioning approach had been followed.
The initially developed microsimulations of course had to be modified as
the design became finalized. Thanks to the training and experience of
the commissioning and simulation development staff, these changes were
not extensive.
As the operating manuals are becoming available, the
microsimulations are being reviewed to ensure that their responses are
consistent with the actions called for in the operating manuals. The
initial reviews indicate that the simulations will not require
significant changes.
The raicrosimulations are used
orientation training:
(i)

in two ways

to support

station

system

the instructor uses the microsimulation as a dynamic training
aid to demonstrate the interactions of equipment and systems,
as well as the changes in major process, control and safety
system parameters;
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(ii)

the trainee uses the microsimulation in self-study, to learn
the information at his or her own pace, reinforcing the
knowledge by doing relevant operating exercises.

In order to achieve effective training it is important that the
demostrations be preplanned integral parts of the lessons, and that the
self-study exercises be similarly planned and documented.
The microsimuiations will have one additional role to the above in the
operating skills portion of the training program.
Apart from being a
demostration tool and a self-study medium, the microsimulations will also
be used to verify each trainee's ablity to perform the approved operating
procedures under standard, nonstandard and abnormal conditions. These
evaluations are currently planned to be conducted by the instructors,
although they could be automated in the future. Currently 12 units are
in use at the station, one per two trainees. This level of resourcing
has been found to be appropriate, since typically a trainee needs a
terminal approximately 50% of the time.
For Darlington NGS the following microsimulations have been developed:

-

-

-

Reactor Regulating System.
Heat Transport Pressure and Inventory Control.
Negative Pressure Containment.
High Pressure Emergency Coolant Injection.
Boiler Level Control.
Boiler Pressure Control.
BBC Turbine Auxiliaries.
Shutdown System #1 and #2.
Unit 0 Emergency Transfer.
Unit 2 Automatic and Emergency Transfer.
Emergency Power Supply.
Standby Generator and Auxiliaries.

It should be noted that each of the above microsimulations is for a major
system, or a group of closely related systems.
Several additional
systems are currently under development. We are also planning to develop
a module for integrated unit operations, to show the magnitude, direction
and approximate rate of change for the key process and control parameters
during major transients. A separate module is being planned to allow
practise in diagnosing the events and performing the initial operator
actions called for in the abnormal incident procedures.
We believe that a well designed and conducted training program, with the
necessary written examinations to verify knowledge objectives, and a
combination of field training and microsimulator based training will
assure that the previously authorized staff will have achieved the skill
objectives to commission and operate Darlington NGS.
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Other Applications
The examples described so far in this paper have all related to the
training of staff involved in the operation of nuclear generating
stations, with an emphasis on how to supplement full-scope simulator
based training. Once all five full-scope simulators are in service, the
role of microsimulators in operator training will change significantly,
as our emphasis moves from the staffing of new stations to optimizing the
capability of the existing resources.
At the same time, the
microsimulation techniques we have developed are finding applications in
fields other than nuclear station staff training.
Tritium Removal Facility
The concentration of tritium in heavy water increases with continuous
exposure to neutron flux.
This results in an increasing level of
radiation hazard to the individuals working with, or in the neighbourhood
of, tritium. Ontario Hydro has decided to acquire the means to remove
tritium from heavy water. Although the prime purpose of this program is
dose reduction, we may sell tritium on the commercial market.
The Tritium Removal Facility (TRF) currently being built on the
Darlington NGS site is the first of its kind in Canada. The training of
Ontario Hydro's staff to commission and operate this facility has faced
unique problems. In addition to having no previous experience with this
type of process, the control room equipment chosen for the facility is
also the first of its kind. The facility will be controlled by a Fisher
and Porter DCIAOOO digital computer control system.
It has a custom
keyboard and colorgraphics CRT monitors as the man-machine interface.
A task analysis of the control room operator's job confirmed the need to
provide performance-based training for this position. The microsimulator
approach was chosen for several reasons: the level of process system
modelling was within the capability of a microcomputer, the monitors used
by the DCI4OOO were identical to the ones used in the microsimulators
already acquired for Darlington NGS, and the overall cost could be
minimized because of the existence of many of the required software
routines.
The training package we developed consists of an overview and seven
individual system simulations. There are 65 different displays with over
250 inputs and outputs.
We were able to acquire the special purpose
keyboard, thereby turning the microsimulations into true part-task
trainers: both the physical and the functional characteristics of the
real system have been replicated.
In the future, by interconnecting
three monitors and the seven system simulations, a full-scope replica
simulator for the TRF control room could be realised.

Plume Tracking System
The process by which heavy water is separated from light water uses H2S.
This is a highly poisonous gas in concentrations above 50 ppm. Elaborate
safety procedures are in place at the Bruce Heavy Water Plant to protect
both workers and the public from inadvertent releases. Forty detectors
are installed on the site and seven off the site, and these measurements
are available in the control room.
At the present *ime hand-held
calculators are used to predict the concentrations at various points,
based on the assumed place and size of the release, the weather
conditions and the actual detector readings.
This approach is
cumbersome, error-prone, gives only a few values and does not provide a
satifactory overall view of the evolution of a release.
Units are available on the market to compute and graphically display the
spread of certain gases at a variety of concentrations. These could not
be used directly for the display of information needed at the heavy water
plant. Modifying the existing units was more expensive than developing
them in-house. An independent evaluation of internal capability resulted
in the section responsible for microsimulations being selected to develop
the plume tracking system.
In addition to the specified display of
actual releases, the system we developed includes a training mode, during
which simulated conditions can be investigated and the responses to tnem
practised. If a real event were to occur during a training session, the
computer would sense the conditions, terminate the training exercise and
display the actual data.
A system similar to this, to be used for
tracking radioactive releases, is likely to be developed in the near
future.
Thermal Plant Operator Training
The microsimulations developed for the nuclear generating stations using
Parsons, GE and Brown-Boveri turbines can also be used at the thermal
plants having similar units. We are currently investigating the extent
of changes, if any, required to adapt the microsimulations for the
training of thermal operators. Because of the many thermal plants and
the variety of control room instruments used, the building of replica
full-scope simulators would be very expensive. We are recommending the
use of a multi-CRT approach, using touch sensitive screens and stylised
instrument displays to configure a simulator which could be full-scope in
a functional sense, and be adaptable to closely replicate a wide range of
control rooms by changing the software only.
Job Aids
The plume tracking system for the heavy water plant, and to a certain
extent the Douglas Point NGS electrical system simulation, are examples
of job aids. These microsimulation-based devices were installed in the
control room, and the operators could use them to perform their jobs more
effectively and more efficiently.
Computers and colorgraphic displays
are increasingly utilized in the control rooms of nuclear and other
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plants.
The addition of simulation techniques and other "intelligent"
programs are expected to help the operator to improve plant performance
while at the same time meeting higher regulatory requirements.
A particular area of application we are considering is the simulation of
computer and other "black box" controllers.
The algorithms of these
systems are often highly complex and their documentation difficult to
follow. A simulation could "open up" such a system, allowing the station
staff to gain additional insight into its operation, and permitting them
to test proposed modifications and procedures. Although such simulations
cannot be considered to replace design analysis and thorough knowledge of
equipment, systems and science fundamentals, they have shown themselves
to be a very useful tool for the operating staff.
Self-paced Training
To-date we have found that the most effective way to utilize the
raicrosimulations is to first let the instructor use it as a demonstration
tool, followed by self-study and finally as the medium for
performance-based testing. As the use of microsimulations becomes more
wide-spread and, coincidently, class sizes shrink, we expect increasing
emphasis to be placed on self-paced training. Much of this would take
place on-the-job, during the regular shift. The individual's supervisor
would act as the subject matter expert, giving guidance and additional
information as needed. The computer would assure consistency of training
and performance, without removing the trainee from the work environment.
Refresher training could take place where and when it was required to
perform a particular job.
A significant increase of sei^-paced
computer-based training and the use of job aids could prevent the
formation of an additional shift crew to cope with upgrading and
refresher training, and other increases in work load.
CONCLUSION7
The microsimulations described in this paper have been used to support
Ontario Hydro's nuclear training program for the last seven years. They
have been found to be a useful tool, along with conventionally equipped
shops and full-scope simulators, to provide performance-based training.
Microsimulations supplement full-scope simulators in the area of
individual system training, both to acquire the knowledge of how complex
systems behave and to demonstrate the skills required to operate such
systems according to the approved procedures. For plants and systems for
which the cost of a full-scope simulator cannot be justified, but which
cannot be operated for training purposes, microsimulators offer a viable
alternative.
The increasing use of computers in generating stations and other complex
industrial
plants, along with
the
improved
capabilities
of
micro-computers, will offer new opportunities to improve the performance
of workers.
Some of these improvements will occur in training while
others as a result of better job aids.
As shown in this paper,
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microsimulation
improvements.

is

a

technique

that

can

be
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to

realize

such
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ABSTRACT
A computerised operator 'AIDE' has been developed which can improve plant
safety and reduce costly errors. Using a stand alone micro-computer, the
operator can on demand access any plant operating instruction, (emergency
procedure, maintenance procedure, start-up, test procedure, etc.),
previously entered into computer files.
Procedural sequences are
displayed on a colour video screen, at his workstation, and can be
followed stepwise by keyboard interaction. Instructions are presented in
a standard format, and can be enhanced with both explanatory and training
notations.
Hard copy printout of the operators' actions is provided,
both as an 'AIDE' to post event analysis as well as to provide a record
of the status of important pre-selected plant parameters.
This system also offers advantages in both self study and simulator based
training, and can simplify the administrative and logistic difficulties
in controlling and using a large number of hard copy procedures.
The paper describes the evolution of the program, the advantages which it
offers, and the experience gained during its integration into operating
generating stations.

Evolution
The developments described in this paper had their origins in the
upheaval that shook the nuclear industry following the Three Mile Island
incident.
As is well known, vendors, operators and regulators looked
hard and long into the ways in which serious operational transients were,
and should be, controlled by plant operators, and the adequacy of the
tools available to them.
A realization of the importance of
understanding and reacting to plant safety functions grew. In the United
States, both function oriented and event oriented procedures have been
developed for emergency operation.
In parallel, in Canada, the power of the function oriented, or as we have
called it, symptoms oriented response, was recognised, and we became
involved in applying this principle to the development of operating
procedures for eight specific emergency or licensing basis events in
CANDU plants.
These event specific procedures (ESP's) addressed the
following licensing basis transients:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

Dual Control Computer Failure,
Loss of Instrument Air.
Loss of Service Water,
Loss of Class IV (offsite) Electrical Power.
Loss of Feedwater.
Large Loss of Coolant Accident.
Small Loss of Coolant Accident,
Steam Generator Tube Failure.

Development of these procedures established the validity of the symptoms
oriented approach, and enabled a common logic to be applied to each
specific event.
All procedures address safety functions in the same
order.
Reactivity, Containment, Heat Sink, with a consistent heirarchy
of sub-functions; a limited range of instrument sets are used so that
there is similarity between procedures in the actions addressing specific
sub-functions. The language used is clear, concise and precise, and a
check for the success of each action is given, with an alternate action,
should the first line action not be successful.
This approach and the resulting procedures seem to be justified.
In
addition being well received by plant operators, it has, we believe
benefitted both the training and licensing of operators.
From the work on the ESP's, came the idea that symptoms oriented
response, purely applied does not require a diagnosis of the cause or
nature of an event, only a response to its influence on plant parameters.
A project was undertaken to produce a 'generic' Abnormal Plant Operating
Procedure (APOP), which the operators could apply in any transient
situation where they might not in the early stage be able to conclusively
diagnose from plant response what they were dealing with.
Figure 1 shows how the ESP's and APOP would fit into a typical model of
operator response.
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Typically an event occurs, and is apparent from off-normal indications in
the control room. If the control room indications enable the operator to
clearly diagnose the nature of the event as an equipment fault, a
specific system fault, or as the occurrence of one of the defined
specific events, then the operator has available to him the corrective
actions required, either as part of a system operating procedure, or as
an ESP. He takes the necessary action and, provided the plant responds
as predicted, the event is corrected.
In cases where the plant does not respond as expected, or where the
initial control room indications were not clear, then the operator must
check the major plant functions. If any of the major functions are not
stable, and the control room indications do not allow the problem to be
clearly diagnosed then the operator would apply the generic APOP. If the
major functions are initially stable, the operator can take action to
clarify the control room information. If successful he can then apply a
specific procedure. If the indications cannot be successfully clarified,
or should any major function become unstable, he would then resort to the
generic APOP.
After much time and effort, such a procedure was produced, by which an
operator could take the plant to a safe stable state for any postulated
causal event, or combination of events. The resultant procedure was a
multibranched logic network comprising many pages, loops, links,
sub-functions and notes, a segment of which is shown in Figure 2. The
entire procedure comprised in excess of 50 such segments.
Feedback from opertions confirmed our feelings that while the procedure
had a useful purpose, and could be developed into a valid component of
the operating tools, it was unwieldy in its then format, difficult to
relate to and did not endear itself to station training staff.
The
potential for using a computer to simplify the operator/procedure
interface was readily apparent, and confirmed by tests using the Event
Specific Procedures.
Three stages of automation were envisaged.
The
first would utilise the computer for procedure handling, with the
operator providing the interface with the plant via interaction with the
control panel. The second stage would have the computer receiving live
plant state inputs from the plant instrumentation, and addressing these
to provide the operator with the appropriate control actions to carry out
at the control panel. The third and ultimate stage would be having all
status inputs provided directly to the procedure handling computer, which
would then determine and generate the appropriate control outputs. This
level of development is some way off.
DESCRIPTION
The program which has been developed, is named AIDE, which was originally
an acronym for Abnormal Incident Diagnosis and Evaluation. Currently it
is more appropriately an "AIDE MEMOIRE".
AIDE operates at the first
stage of automation, and does not as yet interface directly with plant
hardware.
Questions and directives are provided to the operator and
dependant on his response ("yes/no", or "action performed/by-passed") he
is prompted through the appropriate action sequence for the procedure in
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etc...

SDS,..Shutdown System
SOR...Shut-off Rod
R/B...Reactor Building

FLOWCHART REPRESENTING a TYPICAL PROCEDURE AS USED
BY THE AIDE PROGRAM.

question, and the prevailing plant conditions. Having initially embarked
on producing a computer automated Abnormal Plant Operating Procedure, it
was clear that the program could be constructed to handle virtually any
procedure which could be broken down into a sequence of logically linked
steps - and indeed, despite varying formats, and degrees of verbosity,
all plant procedures are of this nature.
Thus a system is derived
whereby a library of procedures can be created in computer file, and
these files accessed by the source code, to display on demand a required
procedure, or section of a procedure. A typical procedures menu might be
as shown in Figure 3. Specific operating areas can be broken down by
sub-menus as required, to locate a particular procedure (Figure 4 ) .
A typical AIDE procedure is a sequence of charts, each chart being
concerned with a different aspect of the procedure. These charts are
comprised of a series of several frames, each of which either describes
an action step (e.g. "CLOSE VALVE 4323-VXXX") or asks the operator a
question about the current value of one of the plant's operating
parameters (e.g. "IS PRIMARY SYSTEM PRESSURES.89 M Pa").
Each frame is displayed separately on the computer screen
operator's response determines the order of subsequent frames.

and

the

A typical (AIDE) procedure sequence is shown in Figure 5. Notice that a
variety of supplementary information is associated with each frame.
Functions, device locations, notes and training notes each provide a
different type of information to the operator. The AIDE program gives
the operator access to all of the information relevant to the current
procedural step; the frame text, device location and functions are
displayed automatically when the step is reached in the logic. Notes and
training notes may be displayed, if available, using program menu
options.
The screen display is concise and consistent, allowing the
operator to concentrate on the information and instructions being
displayed rather than locating them. The general screen layout is shown
below.
Each frame of the AIDE, whether of question or directive type, is
displayed by the program in a standard format. As shown in the figure,
the screen is divided into five display areas: Frame Text, Location
Text, General Text, Prompt and Options Menu.

C.F.S.
Frame Text

Location Text

Prompt >

General Text

Options Menu
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In the Frame Text area, both the current frame number and text are
displayed. The rrame Text is the text that appears in the frame on the
AIDE logic charts. The format of the frame number is C.F.S. where C is
the chart number, F is the frame number within the chart and S is the
current Function Step. If there is no function description for the frame
then S is equal to zero.
The Location Text area contains the instrument set description which
corresponds to the current frame. If no instrument set is defined for
the current frame then the area is left blank.
If the frame references a function description, then the first step of
this function is displayed in the General Text area.
When requested
(using the menu options) the program will replace this display with one
of the Notes, Training Notes, Operating Summary or Current Parameter
Values displays. The prompts and result for the sub-cooling calculation
are also displayed in this area.
The program Prompt, the greater than sign (>), is displayed near the
upper left corner of the screen and indicates that the program is ready
to accept the next command. Commands may be one of Yes, No or a digit in
the range 0 through 9 representing one of the menu options. This area is
also used by the Back-Up option and to display any messages relating to
input errors.
To further enhance the clarity of the presentation, the AIDE program
displays the different types of text messages using different screen
attributes (for monochrome screen) or colours (for colour screen).
In
general, the Function, Location and Menu display areas and Error messages
are presented in reverse video; the Prompts are shown in bold and the
messages texts as colour on a black background. When a colour monitor is
used each message text may be presented in a discrete, user selected
colour.
Answering and Confirming the Frame Questions
The AIDE program displays one frame or one function step within a frame
at a time. To progress through the charts the operator must answer or
acknowledge each frame by entering to the computer 'Y1 or 'N' in response
to the prompt ('>') in the upper left corner of the screen. The next
frame that the program displays depends on the response.
When an AIDE directive refers to a function description, each step of the
function is displayed sequentially. To confirm or bypass the function
one must confirm or bypass each step.

Menu Options
The AIDE options menu allows the operator to view or review supplementary
information associated with the current frame (e.g. Note text) or with
the present execution of the program (e.g. Current Parameter Values).
One may also choose to end the program before the End of Logic is
reached. These options are selected by pressing a key in the range of 0
through 9 and are as follows:

1.
2.
3.

A.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
0.

Page Up.
Page Down.
Note.
Parameters.
Summary.
Sub-Cooling.
Print Function.
Training Notes.
Back-Up.
End.

Each of these is described in the following paragraphs.
Page Up
When the text being displayed in the General Text area consists of more
than one page, the Page Up option may be used to view the previous page.
Display texts which may consist of more than one page are: Function,
Note, Parameter, Summary and Training Notes. If the program is asked to
Back-Up beyond the first page of the text, then the last page of the same
text is displayed. Tf the text consists of only one page then the page
is redisplayed.
If there is no text currently being displayed, this
option has no effect. The current function step to be confirmed (the
number in the upper left corner) is not affected by the Page Up command.
Page Down
This option is similar to Page Up except that the following page of text
is displayed. Note that the current Function Step to be confirmed (the
number in the upper left corner) is not affected by the Page Down
command.
Note
This option is used to view the Note text associated with the current
frame. Note text supplements the information given in the frame text,
and may provide the operator with additional explanation or cautions.
Notes can be added, for example, to include "Operating Memo" type
information, when plant status is changed temporarily, say when a
particular component is malfunctioning or out of service. This feature
can also be used to highlight the "Tech Spec" implications of specific
actions. If the text consists of more than one page then the Page Up and
Page Down keys may be used. Selecting the Note option a second time will
cause the current Function Step to be redisplayed.
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Parameters
Parameters are the major indications of plant state which are used to
define the appropriate response paths in the procedure.
As currently
configured up to 25 parameters can be defined by the user. Generally
these will be indications of reactivity, primary and secondary pressures
and temperatures, etc. Currently 25 seems to be an adequate number of
parameters from which to monitor plant status and direct operator
actions. It is intended that these same Parameters would be selected as
the live inputs of plant state in increasing the level of automation.
This might prudently be achieved in two stages.
In the first, these
Parameter inputs would be monitored, and the operator advised of any
significant change in a Parameter which might affect his appropriate
response.
The second stage would be for the input to be used in the
computer for determining the activity sequence, and directing the
operator accordingly. In the present version of the program, this option
displays the most recent value assigned to each of the defined
Parameters. For each Parameter its number, name, current value and the
time and log number at which the assignment occurred are shown. Inverse
video is used to show those values for which "No" was ansrered to the
frame questions. For instance, if only four Parameters were defined the
display might be as follows:
CURRENT PARAMETER VALUES
No.

1
2
3
4

Parameter

R/B

LOG n POWER
R/B VAULT ACTIVITY
VENTILLATION ACTIVITY
R/B PRESSURE

Value

Changed

>0.02
>min. val.

18:32:14
18:34:49
00:00:00
00:00:00

Log #

2
5
0
0

The recorded value of a Parameter is changed automatically by the
program, each time a frame is acknowledged ('Y' or *N') for which a
Parameter number and value have been defined.
If more than 15 Parameters are defined then the Page Up and Page Down
keys may be used.
Selecting the Parameter option a second time will
cause the current Function Step to be redisplayed.
Summary
This displays the most recent page of Summary informtion in exactly the
same format as sent to the printer, including: the log number, the time,
the chart and frame numbers, the user's response, and the step number or
the Parameter number and value depending on the type of frame. This is a

valuable aid in backtracking and post event analysis.
display corresponding to the above Parameter display
follows:
1
2
1
2
1

18:32:26
18:32:14
18:32:59
18:33:34
18:34:49

CHART
CHART
CHART
CHART
CHART

1
1
1
1
1

FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME

1
2
3
3
4

REP:
REP:
REP:
REP:
REP:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

FUNC:
PARM:
FUNC:
FUNC:
PARM:

The Summary
might be as

>0.02

?min. val.

A line is written to this file and to the printer each time the user
acknowledges ('Y1 or 'N1) a frame or Function Step.
The Page Up and Page Down keys may be used to view the entire file.
Selecting the Summary option a second time will cause the current
Function Step to be redisplayed.
Sub-Cooling
When selected, this function prompts the user to enter the pressure and
temperature in order to calculate the corresponding Sub-cooling margin.
This option is used to establish the effectiveness of heat sink at
various stages of operation and can dictate the need to change heat
sinks.
Other similar facilities can be incorporated to suit the
requirements of specific, users.
Selecting the Sub-Cooling option a second time will cause the current
Function Step to be redisplayed.
Print Function
When selected, this option causes the current Function text to be printed
on a separate page. This option is intended to be used when the Function
text lists actions to be performed by auxilliary personnel outside the
main control room and will provide the plant operator with an action
checklist. If there is no text for the current frame a message to this
effect is displayed on the screen.
The program will support dual printers so that printouts of functions and
checklists can be achieved without interrupting the operator's
requirements for parameter summaries, status printouts, etc.
Training Notes
This option works in exactly the same way as the "Note" option 3. The
text available through this selection gives additional information, such
as the goals of a particular logic sequence, for reference while
training. It would not normally be used in an operating situation, but
can be of great benefit for self-paced individual study.
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Back-Up
This option is used to back up to a previous position in the charts.
There are three ways to do this:
*
*
*

Back-Up one frame
Back-Up to a specific frame
Back-Up to the last frame where a certain parameter was defined.

Each time the program ends, either naturally or using this option, the
current Parameter Values and Restart files are written to disk.
The
Summary file (SUMM), is updated each time the user acknowledges a frame
or Function Step.
Thus, it is always available on disk, even if the
program was aborted or a power failure occurred.
Chart Editing
A companion "Charts Editor" program is used in conjunction with the AIDE
data files to create new charts, modify procedural logic and message
texts, and to change display attributes.
Being straightforward in
application and menu driven, the Charts Editor readily gives the user the
capability to revise existing procedures and create new procedures as
required.
AIDE Hardware
Early in the development process, it was decided to opt for a stand alone
system, rather than incorporating the program into the plant control
computers. One of the procedures the program was to handle was, it will
be recalled, 'Failure of Plant Control Computers'. In reality there are
other swaying arguments towards using a stand alone system.
Plant
computer space is generally at a premium, as is time to access and debug
and update. Particularly in the early stages of development and operator
familiarisation, it is thought preferable to keep the systems separate.
Because of the suitability of the system in non control room applications
particularly for maintenance and test applications, it may be
advantageous to use distributed networks, with procedure files in central
storage, accessed as required from appropriately distributed terminals,
plant wide. The use of an IBM PC/XT or compatible seemed an obvious
choice in view of IBM's prominence in the industry.
Tlvs preferred
configuration uses a hard disk as well as a diskette drive, and dual
printers.
Dual diskette drives could be used, but this would prove
awkward when establishing and maintaining a large procedure database.
Both color and monochrome displays are supported, and dual printers may
be used.
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AIDE Advantages
Nuclear power plant operation is now more than ever tied to a library of
procedural information and requirements, which seems to be ever
increasing. Similarly there have been trends to supply the operator with
more and more inputs and information of varying degrees of usefulness.
The combined effect is to burden the operator to a level where his
ability to interface effectively with the plant is remarkable, but
obviously is affected by increased stress.
Systems such as SPDS and
information prioritisation have been developed to mitigate the effect of
this information overload and a computerised procedure handling system
such as AIDE can provide benefits in operations safety and efficiency by
lowering stress and improving the operator/plant interface.
The correct procedure can be referenced with confidence more
quickly, using AIDE.
Clear and concise instructions are given.
Actions are
tequenced correctly and automatically.
Memory reliance and
attendant stresses are reduced.
The workstation is not cluttered with procedure manuals,
misplacement and degredation of working copies (missing pages)
through frequent handling is avoided.
Important operating information pertaining to particular
procedural steps or device characteristics (e.g. malfunctioning
indicators, etc.) can be readily input. This can be valuable
in reducing the surprise trips which often occur when
performing a test procedure because, unbeknown to the operator,
a specific device or channel has been removed from service.
Supplemental explanatory material for training purposes can be
segregated from the essential operating information.
Control of procedural revisions can be readily achieved.
Provision of a record of actions completed, aids post event
analysis, and is particularly useful when a sequence of
actions, for example start-up, is sustained across shift
changes. The incoming shift has a precise map of the actions
performed by its previous shift, which can simplify changeover
and reduce misunderstandings.
Development of procedures, and training in thfcir use can be
simplified. Training may be integrated with plant simulators,
or can be done in a self-paced fashion, remote from the control
room environment as the procedure steps can be supported with
indepth explanatory material.
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Use of the printer options enables copies of procedure steps,
check lists, and sub-function actions to be run off - say for
issue to a maintenance crew, or a field operator dispatched to
perform actions remote from the control room.
AIDE has been demonstrated to our largest CANDU operating utility and the
Atomic Energy Control Board, both of whom have expressed interest in its
potential.
Systems have been developed for the two other Canadian
nuclear utilities who are presently familiarising themselves with the
program, and finalising their plan for integrating it into their
operations and training programs. We have also begun to make utilities
south of the border aware of what AIDE has to offer, and to-date the
response has been heartening.
Regretably, many potential users are
attempting to bring plants on-line at costs which have often already
grown alarmingly;
consequently demand on budget is severe, and many
worthwhile additions have to wait for calmer days.
It is worth
considering that AIDE represents a modest investment in software and
familiarisation, and that capital costs are low. In-house staff can be
used for establishing formats from existing procedures, and using the
Charts Editor module creation and editing of procedure sequences is a
straighforward data entry task. Where procedures currently exist in word
processing files, text may be loaded into the AIDE files, as required.
Generally we woul'd envisage some manipulation of text to maximise the
benefits of segregating action text from note and training text, when
graduating to an AIDE system.
We see AIDE as improving operator confidence and effectiveness. As in
all departures from the norm, adjustments may be necessary, and it is a
truism that any advance must be recognised by the operators as
simplifying their task to gain acceptance. In an industry which has had
possibly an excessive degree of change pressed upon it recently,
operators are, I think, generally wary of the intrusion of high tech into
their sphere. AIDE, being primarily only a tool for handling existing
procedures, should be seen as innovative, rather than revolutionary, and
should gain acceptance as a ready means of obtaining already familiar
material, and a reliable AIDE-MEMOIRE and guide. A valuable feature of
adopting AIDE is the means to keep track automtically of the steps taken,
particularly in responding to transients.
This can be of benefit in
post-event analysis, and can form a supplement to the operations log.
Further concerns being expressed in the industry, particularly concerning
the degree of regulatory control which may be exercised on computer aids,
also indicate a regrettable but understandable reluctance for utilities
to adopt changes, whose technical merits may be swamped by organisational
interferences.
As this system essentially uses existing approved
procedure information, display in standard format, it should not be
viewed by the regulators as a revolutionary departure from current
norms.
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ABSTRACT
The use of full scope power plant simulators in the training process of
power plant operators and personnel has reached, over the years, a high
level of acceptance among utilities worldwide.
Today, these training
tools are highly sophisticated devices incorporating
the latest
developments in computer technologies, mathematical modelling techniques,
and human engineering approaches, to name a few.
Full scope simulators are subject to constant updates and modifications
resulting from plant changes and changing regulatory requirements during
their expected life.
Prospective and current users can face serious
problems if certain simulator design elements are not properly addressed
during the development of a simulator or subsequent updates.
After defining and introducing the concept of the full scope training
simulator, highlighting the history of its development and the various
factors that have an impact on its operation and maintenance, this paper
will address important elements that must be built and implemented on new
or existing simulators that will allow utilities to maintain their
simulators and
therefore meet
their
training and
regulatory
requirements-

INTRODUCTION
What is a full scope training simulator? How long have power utilities
used full scope simulators in their training programs?
What factors
impact or influence the development of full scope simulators? Why does a
simulator represent a major investment for a utility, not only in the
procurement phase, but also throughout its entire life? What attributes
should simulators have to fulfil their functions and objectives?
All these basic questions have been asked over the years, and with more
regularity since the Three Mile Island (TMI) incident which generated new
interest in full scope training simulators. Answers to these questions
are necessary if
one is to get an overview of this very specialized
product which finds its place in a relatively small market place in North
America and around the world.
The following sections of this paper will attempt to answer some of these
questions.
Definition
Many types of simulators exist on the market under a variety of names.
We may generally classify these simulators in four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basic Principles Trainers
Part Task Simulators
Full Scope Simulators
Engineering Simulators

Of these four categories, the first three are used for training purposes
whereas the fourth is used in engineering design studies.
Basic Principles Trainers
The purpose of this type of simulator is to demonstrate the basic
principles concerning the operation of a generic power plant.
Physically, their appearance may vary.
Basic Principle Trainers may consist of a work station including a video
monitor and a keyboard.
Schematics of the plant are presented to the
trainee through the graphic screen.
Interaction with the plant is
carried out through the keyboard or any other positional entry devices
such as mouse, lightpen, or touch-sensitive screen- These trainers can
also take the form of a small conventional panel with schematicsThere is no physical resemblance with a plant control board.
The
simulation models are very generic in the sense that they represent a
typical BWR or PWR reactor for example, with no direct relationship to a
specific plant.
The depth of simulation is not extensive, being
restricted to the general systems of the plant excluding most of the
auxiliary systems found in a real plant.
These trainers are used to
teach theory to students-
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Part Task Simulators
These simulators reproduce only a few systems of a complete power plant.
The part that is simulated may be modelled very accurately. The rest of
the station is modelled only as far as required to provide the correct
boundary conditions- these simulators are used in the regular training
of operators.
Full Scope Simulators
The ANSI/ANS 3.5 (American National Standard - Nuclear Power Plant
Simulators for use in Operator Training) defines the full scope simulator
as:
"A simulator incorporating detailed modelling of systems of the
reference plant with which the operator interfaces in the
control room environment- The control room operating consoles
are included.
Such a simulator demonstrates expected plant
response to normal and off-normal conditions".
These are simulators which physically replicate the reference station
control room. Their simulation models are complete and accurate so that
an operator should not be able to notice any difference in operating the
simulator or the actual plant.
These simulators are used to provide initial and requalification training
for nuclear power plant operators.
They may also be used as an
examination tool.
Engineering Simulators
Engineering simulators are not intended for training purposes. They are
used in the analysis of transients or accidents which earn them the name
of "Plant Analyzer". They are also used in the study of the design and
modification of the control and protection systems.
They consist of
engineering models or codes which can be accessed by means of keyboards
and video monitorsBrief History
The first full scope replica simulator was designed and built by General
Electric Company at Morris, Illinois, for the Dresden BWR plant. It
became operational in 1968.
Babcock & Wilcox started their training
activity in 1970 with a simulator built for the Rancho Seco plant.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation followed in 1972 with a simulator of
their own design at Zion, Illinois- Combustion Engineering started in
1973.
All of these training facilities were operated by the plant
suppliers.
The first American simulator purchased by a utility was for the Indian
Point nuclear plant in 1973.
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In Canada, Ontario Hydro initiated a simulator project for their
Pickering A station in 1972.
A contract was let in 1974 to CAE
Electronics Ltd. The simulator was placed in service in 1976.
By 1979, there were 12 light water reactor training centres in the USA
and one in Canada. That same year, the incident at Three Mile Island
occurred.
This became an important date in the development of
simulators. The report of the commission which analyzed the incident was
very critical of operators' preparedness at all levels, stating that the
training programme was weak and recognizing that simulators were not
adequate to reproduce the phenomena which had taken placeA special task force was formed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) to draft rules and regulatory guidance to address issues of
operator training, qualifications and testing, and to identify the proper
role of simulators in these areas.
Now, five to six years after TMI, in the time frame of 1984-85, the
situation has changed significantly.
There are about 26 commercial
nuclear power plant simulators in the United States; at least 33 more are
under construction; and some 11 utilities have, under active
consideration, the purchase of such a simulator.
The NRC has proposed regulations and guidance which will strongly
encourage utilities to use a plant-specific full scope simulator in the
training and examination process of nuclear plant operators.
In Canada, those utilities with nuclear plants have recognized Liie
advantages of the full scope simulator with a number in operation, under
construction, or in the planning stage.
Need For Simulator Maintenance
Now that we have defined a full scope training simulator ana examined the
driving forces that make it widely accepted in the industry, the question
that remains to be answered is "What are the implications of owning and
operating a simulator?"
There are quite a few implications.
From a
financial point of view, it will require a substantial capital
investment.
From an operation point of view, it wij.1 require support
from clerical staff, training personnel and maintenance personnel. In
the scope of this paper, we will concentrate on the maintenance
implications resulting from the operation of a simulator. These training
tools are very "dynamic" machines not only because they operate in a real
time mode but also because they frequently require updating and upgrading
(particularly for the newer plants).
The following are some of the reasons why changes to the simulator are
required:
1.

The reference plant for which the simulator was built as a training
device has a projected life of 40 years. In this time period, the
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reference plant undergoes numerous changes which, if not implemented
in the simulator, will have serious consequences and produce adverse
training impacts for the operators.
2.

In the case where the simulator was built ahead of the station, many
differences exist in the configuration of the simulator control room
and the plant control room.
The simulator was designed on a data base frozen before the plant
completion.
The data base therefore does not reflect the design
changes at the station after that freeze date.

3.

Every day, new progress is made in the computer industry.
This
results in obsolescence of the computer complex chosen for the
simulator.
Due to lack of service support and scarcity of spare
parts, the simulator users find that changing the computer equipment
is the only acceptable alternative.

4.

Extensive simulator modifications might require the simulator owners
to recognize and solve the need for faster execution time and
additional memory of the computer complex.

5.

More training enhancements such as a schematic based Instructor
Station or additional modelling pnhancements requiring more rigorous
models may necessitate modifications to the simulator.

6.

Most importantly, the regulatory guidelines and the changes to the
guidelines make the task of the utility in maintaining the simulator
even more complex.
According to NRC Regulatory Guide 1.149 and
ANSI/ANS 3.5, the reference plant control room environment,
controls, meters, alarms, recorders, switches, controllers and other
indicators should be reviewed annually against the simulator to
assure an accurate and current data base is maintained.
Also,
certain types of changes occurring in the actual power plant control
room must be made to the simulator in order for the simulator to be
suitable for administration of the NRC licensing or requalification
examinations.

Attributes of an Easy-to-Maintain Simulator
For the utilities that do not have a simulator but are considering buying
one and even for the utilities that currently own one, some attention
must be given to the various aspects of simulator maintenance. Certain
maintainability and updatability attributes must be specified in the
procurement document of a new simulator or must be considered for future
implementation on existing simulators. Some of these are listed below.
The simulator hardware must be modular in design. This enables major as
well as minor changes to the panel hardware to be made without long-term
disruption of the training. Panel sections, as far as it is possible,
are separable electrically such that removal of modules from one section
or panels does not present a major obstacle in providing training in
other sections or panels.
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The simulator software must be modular in design. The simulation modules
follow the actual plant systems and subsystems breakdown. This makes the
identification of changes and the modification to the software very
easy.
The software programs must be written in a high level language such as
FORTRAN and follow a top-down, structured programming approach.
This
eliminates the need for a utility to hire highly specialized
programmers.
The documentation package must be complete. The hardware documentation
must cover all aspects of the simulator design that will allow
maintenance technicians to easily implement changes on the panels, the
interface and the computer configuration. The software documentation and
especially the plant simulation software documentation must be produced
on electronic media for easy retrieval and updates. it must include all
the information that was necessary in the design of the software modules.
(For example, programmers' assumptions, mathematical equations, sources
of the data code, etc.)
The documentation must be produced to rigid quality standards.
These
standards will ensure commonality in format and will ensure that the
design information is presented adequately, completely and consistently.
The simulator must be equipped with Software Tools that will facilitate
changes to the application software.
CAE provides a unique feature
called Computerized Test System (CTS).
It allows the validation and
testing of updated software modules using the simulator computer
facilities without interfering with the simulator training.
The computer complex must be provided with sufficient spare execution
time.
Requirements of space execution time in the order of 40 to 50
percent additional to the simulator required computer time is not
uncommon. Even though this may effect the initial procurement cost, it
will become extremely valuable for future updates and expansions.
The simulator must be procured from a reliable vendor committed to the
simulator product. Regardless of the precautions taken in specifying a
simulator, a utility may reach a point where specialized help will be
necessary to cope with some of the future changes. At this point, the
utility must be able to count on the support of a simulator vendor fully
committed to this product.
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CONCLUSION
Full scope power plant simulators have undergone a significant evolution
over the years through technology and regulatory pressures. Utilities
that are using or will be using simulators face challenges in the
maintenance of these sophisticated devices. For the prospective utility
users, these can be resolved by requiring the vendor to develop its
simulator design in a way that it will allow them easy maintenance and
update.
For the utilities who have already procured a simulator, the
long term support of an experienced simulator vendor is very important.
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INTRODUCTION
When reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals work reliably for long periods,
they can be regarded as godsends, keeping the "heart" of the station
"ticking away" to the point where operators forget seals exist. However,
when they perform unpredictably or fail too often, they become
"pains-in-the-neck" to station operators.
Both situations have been experienced by CANDU* operators.
Initial
prototype CANDU plant operation was fraught with RCP seal problems.
Realizing the severity of the problem, especially for the larger commercial plants then under design, AECL-'"'' mounted a major effort to
improve the performance of RCP seals for CANDU plants. The payback has
been huge:
early "pains" converted to today's godsends and four-year
lifetimes are now being reliably achieved with AECL improved RCP seals.
In this paper, the CANDU RCP seal experience, the methodology for
attaining reliable long RCP seal life and the adaptability of this
technology to US LWRs are described and discussed.
CANDU RCP PUMPS
Almost all CANDU stations (30 units built or under construction) have
Byron-Jackson (B-J) RCP pumps (Fig. 1). Those in the later generation
CANDU stations (Bruce A&B, Point Lepreau, Wolsung and Darlington), are
similar in size to the RCPs in most other modern nuclear stations. The
seals operate at similar differential pressure (500 - 700 psi/stage,
using both two and three-stage cartridges to seal against a 1400 psi
reactor system pressure) but at a higher speed (1800 rpm) than in LWRs.
A two-stage Bruce A NGS seal cartridge is shown in Fig. 2. Additional
details on CANDU RCPs are given in Ref. 1.
CANDU RCP SEAL EXPERIENCE
Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Station
The earliest prototype CANDU reactor, NPD (25 MW), was started-up in 1962
and is still operating today. It has three small B-J RCPs of which two
are needed for full power operation, the third pump is a standby.
Initial seal performance proved unsatisfactory; the seals failed
unpredictably and frequently, causing station outages.
As supplier-attempted fixes did not improve the situation, AECL, as part
of its national mandate to assist industry develop nuclear plant
components, initiated an R&D program to develop seal improvements for NPD
and subsequent stations.
From this program, new seal designs were

* CANada Deuterium Uranium
•'•' Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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developed, retrofitted in the NPD RCPs, and the seal problems went away.
This early NPD seal experience warned reactor designers that RC D seals
deserved special attention in both design and maintenance, and that
improved technology was needed for subsequent larger CA.NDU stations.
Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station (DP NGS)
Douglas Point (200 MW) was the second prototype CANDU plant.
It was
started-up in 1968 and operated until 1984. It hfls eight B-J RCPs of
which two are standbys.
Because of seal problems at NPD, the DP RCPs were initially supplied with
close clearance bushing-type seals, but these alone were unsatisfactory
due to high heavy water losses (expensive heavy water is used as reactor
coolant in CANDUs).
Again an AECL-designed seal was added, along with
improved seal maintenance practices, and satisfactory RCP seal
performance ensued.
Pickering A & B NGS
Pickering A and B comprise two co-sited similar 4 X 550 MW stations. The
first and eighth units were started-up in 1972 and 1985, respectively.
Each unit has 16 B-J RCPs of which four are standbys. Laboratory testing
was begun in parallel with station start--up. This enabled the causes of
a rash of early seal failures ("infant mortalities") to be pinpointed and
overcome.
These primarily related to seal maintenance and operating
practices.
Paying close attention to details in critical dimensions,
lapping, assembling, etc., has since proven sufficient to make "standard"
B-J seals operate sufficiently well not to detract from the reliability
of these stations.
Bruce A & B NGS
Bruce A -nd B comprise two co-sited similar 4 X 800 MW unit stations.
The firt 3ruce A unit, started-up in 1976 with the eighth (Bruce B) unit
scheduled for 1986. Each unit has four large (10,000 HP) B-J RCPs, and
no standbys.
The move to larger pumps and zero redundancy for Bruce A and B and subsequent CANDUs was primarily to reduce plant capital cost. Two pump test
facilities were built in Toronto for Bruce pumps, one by B-J Canada for
functional testing before delivery, and a more versatile one by Ontario
Hydro (Ref. 2) for investigative tests o. pump and seal behaviour under
various conditions.
Seals gave problems fiom the start (pressure oscillations, de-staging and
unacceptable wear) and could not be overcome using the manufacturer's
technology alone (e.g., slotted rotating face, feedback design, various
U-cup shapes and spring forces). Hence, renewed AECL R&D efforts were
made to develop design modifications to improve the performance of the
Bruce seals.
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Seal modifications (Fig. 3) were quickly developed and proof-tested in
actual pumps. The modified seal, known as the CAN1 seal, proof-tested
well and was installed at Bruce A along with the B-J standard seal (two
of each per unit) .
Seal performance was carefully monitored for all
Bruce A units, and seals were removed by choice for examination when
convenient.
From operating performance and post-service examination, the CAN1 seal
(and its descendant, the CAK2 seal) proved superior in terms of greater
reliability and longer lifetime; hence, CAN-seals have become the seals
of choice foi both Bruce A and B. Four year reliable lifetimes have been
demonstrated at Bruce A, and a five year lifetime targe1" is considered
attainable with the CAN2 seal as presently used. Bruce
rators are now
very happy with the performance of their RCP seals.
Point Lepreau and Wolsung NGS
Point Lepreau (New Brunswick) and Wolsung (South Korea) are 600 MW single
unit stations. Each has four large RCPs similar to Bruce A's. CAN2 seal
design was developed for end first used in these stations . Both were
started-up in 1982. Excellent seal performance has been achieved; two
of the original Pt. Lepreau seals are still in service.
Darlington NGS
Darlington NGS is a four unit station similar to Bruce A and B and
currently under construction.
B-J puirps with CAN2 seals or a further
evolution of this design will be used.
Experience Summary
The CANDU seal experience with B-J RCPs is summarized in Table 1. As
indicated, serious problems were experienced during start-up of early
CANDU plants (NPD, DP and Pickering) and during functional testing of
Bri. e A pumps.
These were all solved by AECL, in close collaboration
with the utility and manufacturer.
"Standard" B-J seals were made to
work successfully at Pickering, but this was primarily due to their small
size and the 25% standby pumping and valving-out capability of that
station.
B-J pumps in CANDU plants of later design have eventually all been fitted
with AECL-designed seals. Since first installation, these CAN-seal have
kept the heart of each station ticking-away reliably - no forced outages
due to seals in about 40 reactor years (160 pump-years) of service. With
this performance, operators are forgetting the seals exist.
High Reliability, Long Life - How Achieved
The good seal performance enjoyed by CANDU utilities didn't come about
quickly or easily; it derived from the timely, strategic mandate given to
AECL to develop improvements to commercial components whose reliability
was not originally in line with the greater demands of the new and
special nuclear industry. The work began more than 20 years ago
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and has continued ever since.
The success of today's
attributed to effort in five specific areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

seals can be

Seal design.
Seal testing.
Specialized maintenance.
Quality control.
Post-service examination.

Seal Design
CAN-seal designs have evolved as a reflection of AECL's advances (Ref. 3)
in this specialized technology. These advances have been mainly in the
understanding of what happens between the stationary and rotating seal
faces and how to maintain and control the incredibly thin film of leaking
fluid for optimum lubrication and life. There have been many milestones
along the way:
-1962:

Seal face materials extensively tested for "compatibility",
erosion and wear resistance. Result: AECL pioneered the use of
solid titanium carbide in an RCP seal.

-1963:

Hydrodynamic cooling and lubricating effects quantified. Result:
AECL elliptical seal design applied in first three CANDU station
RCPs.

-1965:

Hydrostatic effects and the significance of seal face convergence
investigated and understood.
Result:
AECL hydrostatic seal
designs adopted for on-power fuelling machine applications in
succeeding CANDU stations.

-1972:

Computational methods for calculating individual seal ring
deformations and the effects of pressure and temperature changes
developed. Result: Practical design improvements identified to
promote lubrication and avoid hard rubbing of Pickering B-J RCP
seals.

-1973:

Carbon-graphite, bushing-type back-up seals developed. Result:
AECL design installed in Pickering and committed for the Bruce
RCPs.

-1973:

Deflection analysis techniques for multi-component assemblies
developed and applied to re-design of B-J RCP seals for Bruce.
Result: AECL "CANl" seals co-installed with B-J seals in first
two Bruce units.

-1975:

Deflection interactions during transients fully appreciated and
demonstrated.
Result:
"CAN2" seals designed for installation
first in Point Lepreau and Wolsung, then Bruce B.
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-1977:

Lubrication theory developed for various forms of seal face
convergence, including tilt stability.
Result: Design limits
for minimum balance ratio applied to AECL seals.

-1978:

Resistance of various elastomer "axial seal" materials to hot
u'ater quantified.
Result:
Ethylene propylene compounds
specified for hot service.

-1980:

Angular misalignment of seal faces recognized and investigated ;ss
a cause of deterioration, particularly between B-J U-cup and
sleeve. Result: Specific elastomer materials, shapes and sleeve
coatings applied to CAN-seals.

-1981:

Computational methods developed and applied to CAN-seals to
predict performance in response to complex sequences of operating
conditions during station transients. Result: Work initiated on
"second generation" of CAN-seals, designed to be almost
insensitive to transients.

-1983:

Effects of shaft eccentricity on seals analyzed. Result: Flan
support modifications applied to B-J RCP seals in a US BWR"'-'
station.

-1984:

Elastomer molding technology adopted.
Result:
Safety
("capping") seal of high temperature material designed for Bruce
application.

-1984:

Conditions causing pressure oscillations in staged seal cartridges analyzed and confirmed.
Result:
Inherent stability
designed into the AECL CAN-seal scheduled for BWR installation,
spring 1986.

-1985:

Vaporization effects on seal face lubrication, stability and wear
investigated.
Result:
CAN4 seal designed with greater
capabilities for low pressure operation and integrity under
station blackout conditions than existing seals.

The AECL CAN4 seal is today's embodiment of this design knowledge, and
has been tailored to suit the particular requirements of CANDU, BWR or
PWR RCP application.
It retains full interchangeability with the B-J
seals in the field, yet is twenty years removed in terms of technology.

"BWR - Boiling Water Reactor
PWR - Pressurized Water Reactor
LWR - Light Water Reactor
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Seal Testing
Specialized test equipment (Ref. 4) has played a major role in each
design milestone. All developmental testing has been performed at AECL's
Chalk River laboratories using numerous rotating rigs, high pressure hot
and cold loopsj and the associated facilities for seal preparation,
instrumentation, data handling and materials analysis, etc. The typical
test program for a prototype RCP seal design is outlined below.
It
includes single stage testing, multistage testing and various
supplementary tests.
Single Stage Testing
Using a rig as shown in Fig. 4, two single stage seals can be tested
simultaneously in opposite ends to explore in detail their individual
characteristics.
Pressure, temperature, shaft speed, face flatness and
alignment are the principal controlled parameters, with leak rates,
torque and wear being measured in addition.
Typical types, durations and objectives of single stage testing are as
follows:
1.

Low pressure testing, 50-100 psi, 2 X 250 h - to investigate
susceptibility to deterioration in low pressure operation and to
select the best compromise of carbide material and initial face
lapping specification.
(NOTE:
Station start-up often imposes
abnormal conditions on RCP seals, inducing wear-out rather than
wear-in.)

2.

Seal characteristic testing to reactor system pressure, static and
dynamic - to verify design characteristics through the range of
system pressures, temperatures and transients, and thereby confirm
the design analysis.

3.

High temperature test, 750 psi, 100 h, 200°F - to demonstrate seal
capability at abnormally high temperature, confirming integrity and
resistance to hot conditions.

4.

High pressure test, normal temperature, 4 h at 750 psi then ramped
to full reactor system pressure in less than 5 s for a further 250 h
running - to proof test above normal operating pressure to
demonstrate the harmlessness of single stage failures in a multistage arrangement.

Multistage Testing
A multistage rig (Fig. 5) allows two or three stages, as used in RCPs, to
be tested in a manner clossly simulating actual pump service, including
transient conditions and shaft motions. The rig is balanced by at least
one seal in the opposite end, whose performance can represent the case of
all but one seal failing in service.
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Typical types, duration and objectives of multistage testing to qualify a
CAX-seal for pump installation are:
1.

Cartridge characteristic testing, overpressure, static and dynamic,
variable staging flow and shaft axial movement - to verify design
characteristics of all seal stages and demonstrate absence of any
tendency towards pressure oscillations or other instabilities.

2.

Low pressure testing, 50-100 psi, 250 h, with and without staging
flow - to assess seal "survivability" during low pressure start-up
of stations and to show how the damage can be minimized.

3.

Proof testing, 2500 h, with temperature, pressure and shaft axial
motion and speed transients representative of at least one year of
service - to demonstrate long, reliable performance without
undesirable leakage, wear or other significant deterioration.

Supplementary Testing
Various supplementary tests are conducted to address specific duty
requirements for a prototype RCP seal design. They can be represented
under the following headings.
1.

Suitability of seal materials for system chemistry, e.g., corrosion
tests, leach tests for halogens, tests for effects of crud, crack
propagation tests.

2.

Response of seals to extreme conditions, e.g., hot standby and
start-up tests, "station blackout" tests for elastomer extrusion and
seal faces "popping-open".

3.

Accelerated wear, e.g., seal face wearout tests, U-cup and sleeve
wear tests at excessive misalignment.

Some of these and some that are unique to the application are normally
required in any test program.
Specialized Maintenance
RCP seal maintenance must be treated as a specialty activity; to be
performed by mechanical maintainers trained in the practical aspects of
seal technology, using a dedicated facility and following detailed
written procedures.
Greater attention to details must be paid while
rebuilding RCP seal cartridges than almost any other reactor mechanical
maintenance activity. Many things have to be right for even good seals
to work reliably.
Such a seal maintenance system has been in place at Bruce A since plant
start-up and is being faithfully adhered to. This is another of the key
underlying reasons for Bruce A's excellent RCP seal performance.
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A dedicated RCP seal maintenance facility consists of a room or enclosure
containing equipment for receiving, lapping, measuring and storing RCP
seal parts, and for assembling and pressure-testing RCP seal cartridges.
It is normally kept locked and is used exclusively for RCP seal
maintenance; the lapping equipment is used for nothing else. Layout of
the Bruce A facility is given in Fig. 6. Decontamination and disassembly
of used seals is done elsewhere. The cost of setting-up these facilities
is small compared with replacement power cost of a single forced outage
for RCP seal replacement.
RCP seal cartridges should be assembled only by maintainers who are
cognizant of the crucial details of seal face lapping, optical flatness
measurement and seal cartridge assembly. Written procedures should be
well detailed, validated as accurate, then adhered to. Only seal parts
that conform to established tolerances should be used. Their critical
dimensions should be recorded on prepared check-sheets to verify conformance to design and for record keeping, which may prove invaluable
during post-service examination.
Procedures from RCP pump vendors have been remiss in many areas but have
gradually been supplemented by AECL and are being applied successfully in
CANDU stations.
They are readily adaptable for PWR and BWR
applications.
Quality Control
It is generally accepted that reliable RCP seal cartridges are made of
high precision parts, but procedures for the user to assure that supplier
parts are within specification are not generally available.
Pump
suppliers and reactor vendors generally have not provided sufficient
information to check out seal parts before cartridge assembly.
For Bruce A and subsequent CANDU plants, such check-lists and procedures
have been developed by AECL and Ontario Hydro to effect a stringent RCP
seal parts quality control process. This is another underlying reason
for good CAN-seal performance. Significant additional cost-savings have
also accrued through this process, since it provides criteria for re-use
of seal parts.
Generally, only the carbon-graphite seal rings and
elastomers need replacement during seal cartridge rebuilding; the other
parts can be refurbished.
The cost savings through refurbishing are much greater than just the
savings in replacement parts. Used parts with a pedigree of successful
service give double assurance of their serviceability, and hence should
normally be preferred. Such seal parts refurbishment is practised at all
CANDU stations and is readily adaptable to BWR and PWR plants.
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Post-Service Examination
The practice of diligently examining seal parts removed from service has
been a key element in extending seal lifetimes.
The essence of such
examination is to determine the cause of seal failures or assess
remaining lifetime of removed, non-failed seals. Used seals contain many
tell-tales of operational behaviour and of time-dependent degradation
phenomena .
During the early operating life of Bruce A, seal cartridges were removed
from service by choice during planned outages, just to have a good look
at how they were standing up to service conditions. This was initially
done after one year s service, then two, etc. The routine interval is
now four to five years service - the design target set in the late
seventies. The subsequent Bruce B, Point Lepreau and Wolsung stations
have profited from this experience.
Shaft sleeve degradation at U-cups was one unexpected, potentially
life-limiting phenomenon that was identified early at Bruce A and has
been successfully circumvented by application of industrial hard coating
on the shaft sleeve in the U-cup region (Fig. 7). Other degradation
phenomena were also identified and rectified before they caused outages.
Such CANTDU know-how is readily adaptable to BWRs and PWRs.
Applying AECL'S Seal Technology in LWR Stations
Recently, AECL has worked with several outside utilities to improve the
performance of BWR and PWR seals. This has involved several facets of
seal technology:
seal maintenance training; parts quality control;
technical guidance during seal cartridge rebuilding; seal cartridge
testing under simulated plant-specific seal operating conditions; and,
design and proof-testing of retrofitable CAN-seal parts. Two CAN2 seal
cartridges are scheduled for installation in the Nine Mile Point - Unit 1
BWR in 1986 April (Ref. 5).
R&D services and consultancy have also been rendered to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on the "Station Blackout" issue (Ref. 6) and to the
Electric Power Research Institute on generic seal problem areas (Ref. 7
and 8).
Hence, a good start has been made in improving LWR seal
performance by adapting CANDU seal technology.

SUMMARY
Early CANDU plants experienced serious RCP seal problems.
AECL has
resolved them by retrofitting seal design modifications and developing
and implementing better seal maintenance procedures - the result of an
extensive R&D program on RCP seals. Four year RCP seal lifetimes are now
being reliably achieved.
CANDU operators are very happy with their
AECL-developed CAN-seals - they hardly know they exist.
This proven
CANDU RCP seal technology is readily adaptable to BWR and PWR plants.
The process has now begun.
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TABLE 1
CANDU RCP SEAL EXPERIENCE
STATION

START-UP
DATE

NO. OF B1SPS

SEAL
DIAMETER

OPERATING

STANDBY

SEAL EXPERIENCE

NPD
25 MW

1962

2

1

4.1 in.
(104 mm)

Poor initial performance. R&D program
initiated. Satisfactory mature plant
performance with AECL Seal Design.

Douglas Point
200 MU'

1968

8

2

5.0 in.
(127 mi)

Poor initial performance; improved AECL
seal developed from NPD experience and
AECL R&D Program.

Pickering A & B
8 X 550 Mis-

1972

12

4

5.1 in.
(130 tin)

Derating due to rash of early failures.
Satisfactory mature plant performance with
carmercial seals.

Bruce A & B
8 X 800 MW'

1976

4

0

7.4 in.
(188 nm)

B-J Seals failed pre-installation qualification test. Ccranercial seals replaced by
AECL designed seals. Four year lifetimes
reliably achieved. No significant
derating due to seals after 40 reactoryears of operation.

Point Lepreau
600 MW

1982

4

0

7.8 in.
(198 nrn)

AECL designed seal. Good performance to
date. No derating due to pump seals.

Wolsung-1
(KOREA) 600 Mw

1982

4

0

7.8 in.
(198 inn)

AECL designed seal. Good performance
to date. No derating due to pump seals.

Darlington
4 X 850 MK

1987

4

0

7.8 in.
(198 inn)

AECL seals to be installed.
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ABSTRACT
The recirculating U-tube steam generators at Ontario Hydro's Pickering
and Bruce CANDU Nuclear Generating Stations have demonstrated excellent
reliability over many years of operation. Tube failures have been rare,
contributing to high plant capacity factors.
Of the approximately
390,000 steam generator U-tubes at the Pickering and Bruce plants, one
tube leak has occurred at Pickering to date and 12 tubes have leaked at
Bruce in a total of 89 reactor years of operation. The success of these
units is attributed to an age old respect for steam generation equipment,
an ongoing pursuit of research and design advancements, and extensive
cooperative efforts on the part of the utility, the system designer, and
the supplier. The supplier's involvement began with the steam generator
design and manufacture for the very first CANDU plant. The utility's
involvement began with their direct participation in the earliest stages
of nuclear plant design. The utilities' contribution to the success of
these units relates to the rigorous approach used in definition of
requirements, in understanding the supplier's design in detail and in
making every effort to operate, monitor, and service the equipment with
appropriate care.
This paper presents the supplier's and the utility's approach to
achieving these remarkable results. In order to present these viewpoints
separately and in some detail, this paper is divided into two parts:
Part 1: The Equipment Supplier Perspective and Part 2: The Utility
Perspective.

PART 1:

THE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER PERSPECTIVE

INTRODUCTION
Babcock & Wilcox Canada has designed and manufactured the recirculating
steam generators for virtually all of the CANDU nuclear plants.
These
steam generators represent a large population of units, an involvement
from day one of the Canadian power reactor program, and a truly
remarkable reliability record.
This paper will discuss these steam
generator units and their operating record.
It will also touch on the
very unique working relationship which exists between the organizations
involved which have contributed to the excellence of this equipment.
These messages bear repetition because these steam generators represent a
length of service and a tube population which are comparable to those of
the most prolific PWR vendor. However, the good record of the B&W Canada
recirculating steam generators has often been overshadowed by less
favorable developments elsewhere.
The Statistics
B & W
Canada has a total of 202 steam generators
under construction.
These are listed in Table 1.
with the design and construction of the horizontal
generator for the 22MWe NPD plant which went into
continues with the 400 ton units which are now
Darlington plants of Ontario Hydro.

either in-service or
This program began
U-tube U-shell steam
service in 1962 and
being built for the

Of these 202 units, 138 have gone into service and remain in-service to
this date.
As will be discussed later, these units with their 470,610
tubes have been operating for up Co 14 years for a total of 2,195,000
tube-years of operation.
These tubes have had a total of 33 in-service
tubes removed from service, and if one discounts the sacrificial tubes
(20) for sampling access, only 13 tubes have been removed due to leaks or
unacceptable ECT results.
Of these defects, all but one were at the
Bruce A plant and that one was at Pickering A Unit 2.
Comparative statistics relative to other vendors are shown In more
graphic form in Table 2.
Here we see that the total number of steam
generators and number of steam generator tubes in-service in B & W Canada
equipment is very large - and very comparable to the largest vendor.
Similarly the duration of service as shown in terms of tube-years of
service confirms a similar large amount of service.
On the other hand
the tube defect per tube-year shows that even with this very large amount
of equipment In service over a long period of time, the B&W Canada defect
total is exceedingly small by comparison with any other vendor.
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Table 1.

B&W Canada Steam Generators

Service
MWe
Date

Plant
Pickering
(Canada)

1
2
3
4
5
6

515
515
515
515
516
516
516

1971
1971
1972
1973
1983
1983
1985
1986

7

8

760
760
760
760
815
815
815
815

1
2
3
4

No. of
SG.'s

No. of
Tubes
(per S.G.)

Tubes
Plugged
(note 1)

12
12

M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400

2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600

0
0
0
0
0
0

1977
1977
1978
1979
1984
1983
1986
1987

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600

4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200

(1)
6(8)
4(5)
2(4)
0
0
0
0

881
881
881
881

1989
1988
1991
1992

4

4
4
4

1-800
1.-800
1-800
1-800

4563
4563
4563
4563

0
0
0
0

Gentilly-2
(Canada)

638

1982

4

1-800

3550

Point Lepreau
(Canada)

630

1982

4

1-800

3550

Kmbalse
(Argentina)

600

1982

4

1-800

3550

Cernavoda 1
Cernavoda 2
(Romania)

600
600

1987
1987

4
4

1-800
1-800

3550
3550

Kanupp
(Pakistan)

126

1972

6

M-400

1335

8
Bruce
(Canada)

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
Darlington
(Canada)

516

12
12
12
12
12

Tube
Material

12

(1)

KD

Total Tubes
In Service
Contracted

470,610
670,378

13(20)

Notes
(1) Number in parentheses are "good" tubes removed frjtn service to
provide access for defective tube samples, access for tubesheet
sludge sampling, etc.
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How Did It Get That Way?
The steam generator operating record and the technology which supports
that record are the result of a lot of attention to the design, research,
and operating details which has been fostered by the very unique working
relationship between the three key participants. These three entities namely Ontario Hydro, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), and Babcock
& Wilcox Canada have each participated directly and continuously in the
engineering and operating technology of CANDU steam generators from the
very beginning.
These groups have totally different - at times even
opposing - perspectives.
This interaction has resulted in a healthy
determination to pursue every design refinement and manufacturing detail
to a consensus of proper design.
B & W Canada as the supplier (designer and manufacturer) of the
equipment, entered the CANDU program in 1958 with about 60 years of
experience
with
the design, construction, and operation
of
steam
generating equipment.
It also brought the experience, resources, and
research resulting from 35 years of association with the Babcock & Wilcox
Company.
This background brought with it a great respect for steam
generating equipment and for the types of thermo-hydraulic and corrosion
conditions which may prevail - an experience advantage not held by all
participants in the then fledgling nuclear programs. As nuclear programs
around
the world
developed,
the experience
available
through
the
relatively independent members of the B & W family related to at least
five totally different nuclear programs.
As part of this diversity of
involvement, the company has maintained
extensive ongoing
research
programs which have been particularly strong in the vital area of tube
corrosion and water chemistry.
AECL's contribution as the originator of the CANDU system was the
synthesis of the plant concept and also the provision of some very
advanced research in a number of areas vital to steam generators. Also
as system designer, they handled the selection of system parameters,
tubing materials, etc. Their research had included a great deal of very
advanced work on tubing material corrosion, water chemistry treatment,
flow induced vibration, wear of tube bundles, in-service inspection,
repair, and thermo-hydraulic modelling.
A number of these programs have
been a major contribution to the industry as a whole as well as to the
CANDU program itself.
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Table 2.

Operating Experience of Steam Generator Manufacturers
Through December 1984+

Tubes in
Operation

Tube-Vears
Accumulated
(xl0e4)

Total
Tubes
Removed
From
Service

Defects
per
Tube-Year

Manufacturer

Plants

B&W Canada*

15

405,930

219.46

33

0.150

Framatome

29

294,756

71.33

613

8.594

KWU
(active plants)**

11

124,376

80.64

832***

10.318

Cockerill

6

50,099

28.23

293

10.381

B&W U.S.

8

248,052

131.90

1,859

14.094

MM

(Japan)

9

77,668

34.74

2,206

63.493

Combustion
Engineering

13

211,485

100.03

8,204

82.013

Westinghouse

49

527,758

248.07

21,729***

87.593

147

2,083,156

969.14

35,766

36.905

World Totals****

(xl0e-4)

Notes
+ Based on data from AECL 8268 (1984), and AECL (1986).
* Excluding NPD reactor — one horizontal SG for 22MWe, used mainly
for research purposes frequently operated beyond specifications.
** German equipment manufactured by KWU, GHH, DBW, Balcke, etc.
*** Includes tubes plugged prior to steam generator (SG) replacements.
**** Includes AEE, FW, MLW, L-T, etc.

Ontario Hydro's contribution was that of the lead utility which was
involved directly from day one and provided both a demanding
environment and a high degree of continuity within which the research,
engineering, construction, and operation could
develop.
This
continuity included a continuous and tough technical management and a
determination to do whatever made most sense in terms of long term
reliability.
THE EQUIPMENT
In order to get into more detail, it is worthwhile to look at each
series of steam generators in terms of its design configuration and
its in-service experience.
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The HPD Plant (22MWe)
The 22MWe NPD plant was the original demonstration power reactor built
for the CANDU program. Work started on this steam generator in 1958
in support of the 1962 in-service date. This horizontal U-bundle,
U-shell unit complete with 1/2 inch Alloy 600 tubing received a full
post weld heat treat cycle. 6 & W had considered such treatment to be
vital for this tube material long before thermal treatment gained
general favor. As a demonstration plant it has experienced ail kinds
of learning operations including the first "chemical clean and return
to service" procedure in 1979.
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and a high degree of continuity within which the research, engineering,
construction, and operation could develop. This continuity included a
continuous and tough technical management and a determination to do
whatever made most sense in terms of long term reliability.
The Equipment
In order to get into more detail, it is worthwhile to look, at each series
of steam generators in terms of its design configuration and its
in-service experience.

The NPD Plant (22MWe)
The 22MWe NPD plant was the original demonstration power reactor built
for the CANDU program. Work started on this steam generator in 1958 in
support of the 1962 in-service date. This horizontal U-bundle, U-shell
unit complete with i inch Alloy 600 tubing received a full post weld heat
treat cycle. B & W had considered such treatment to be vital for this
tube material long before thermal treatment gained general favor. As a
demonstration plant it has experienced all kinds of learning operations
including the first "chemical clean and return to service" procedure in
1979.
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Pickering A (4 x 515 MWe)
The Pickering A plant with its four 515 MWe (net) reactors is the first
large scale CANDU plant and it has been a true world leader. Each of
these four reactors contain twelve vertical U-tube, integral preheater,
integral steam drum steam generators - each with 2600 Monel 400 tubes of
|" diameter. The main tube supports and the single U-bend support are
lattice bar structures of carbon steel.
These open flow tube support
designs provide simple line tube contact and excellent flushing of these
critical interfaces. The bundle flow is further enhanced by the use of a
very high circulation ratio.
Pickering B (4 x 516 MWe)
The steam generators are the same in terras of tubing material, heat
transfer surface, and duty as Pickering A. The Monel tubing is surface
ground and the tube supports and U-bend supports are tri-lobe broached
carbon steel plates and built up carbon steel scalloped bars
respectively.
Other structural modifications particularly in the
preheater baffling were made as a reflection of updated regulatory
requirements.
These units which have gone into service in 1983 have
operated very well to date with no in-service tube defects to report.
KANUPP (126 MWe)
The 126 MWe plant at Karachi, Pakistan which has six steam generators
smaller than but similar to Pickering A, went into service in 1972.
While reports of operating experience are sparse, the water treatment
practise has been reported as variable. However, we have not heard of
any tube failures or operating problems with these steam generators.
Bruce A (4 x 760 MWe)
The Bruce A plant incorporates four 760 MWe reactor units, each with
eight U-tube steam generators.
These steam generators each have 4200
tubes of j-inch diameter Alloy-600 material. These reactors went into
service in 1977 through 1979 and are the current world leaders in terms
of plant availability. These thirty-two steam generators have a total of
134,000 tubes. This excludes the 50,000 tubes in the separate preheater
heat exchangers which are also heated by primary fluid.
Of the 12 tubes which failed in-service, six were in three separate
boilers of the Unit 2 reactor. All but three of the 12 defects were in
the U-bend region - either at. the upper surface of the topmost support
plate or at a diagonal U-bend support. The main support plates in this
case are tri-lobe broached plates and the diagonal supports are a rather
rigid assembly of scalloped bars. These defects were located in a very
small region near the center plane (the plane perpendicular to the
no-tube-lane).
Although the boilers have been operated at their
capacity, no leaks have been reported since September, 1983.
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These steam generators are a unique design in that four vertical boilers
are connected by "T" shells to a single long horizontal steam drum. One
drum complete with four steam generators is situated on each side of the
reactor.
Bruce B (4 x 815 MWe)
The four 815 MWe reactors at Bruce B have in-service dates of 1983
through 1987.
A significant difference with the Bruce A is these steam
generators are the more traditional "light bulb" configuration with each
boiler having its own integral steam drum.
This reverting to the
traditional was caused by operating thermal problems with the large
horizontal drum of Bruce A and the increase in confidence of the adequacy
of steam separation in individual drums. The units which have started up
have operated very well with no in-service tube failures.
Point Lepreau/Gentilly-2/Embalse

(Argentina)

These three 600+ MWe series reactors, each have four integral preheater,
integral steam drum, steam generators.
Each steam generator has 3550
tubes of 5/8" diameter Titanium-Stabilized Alloy-800 material. All have
been in-service since 1983, all are operating very well without any
in-service tube failures.
Eddy current inspections have been performed at Point Lepreau and at
GentiLly-2.
No tubing defects were observed.
In both cases a small
relatively uniform sludge layer of about 3/8" thickness was observed on
the hot leg side.
These units continue to operate very well with the Point Lepreau units
presently
enjoying
a
very
excellent
standing
in terms
of
plant
availability.
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Table 3.

Plant/S.G.

No of Tubes
Plugged

Tube Plugging Summary

Reason for tube plugging

Pickering 1/3

1

Tubesheet sludge sampling.

Pickering 2/7

1

Manufacturing defect caused tube to leak.

Pickering 2/10

1

Tubesheet sludge sampling-

Bruce 1/6

1

Debris lodged in tube (no tube damage).

Bruce 2/3

6

Tube to tubesheet weld did not pass
flourescine test (no actual tube leak
reported).
ECT indication of I.D. defects.
actually leaked.

Two

1

U-bend leak.

1

ECT indication between support plate
elevations (no actual tube leak reported).

1

U-bend leak.

1

Sacrificial tube for future access to above
U-bend leak.

1

Plugged in error.

Bruce 3/3

1

Tube sludge sampling.

Bruce 3/6

1

Tube leak at tubesheet secondary face.

Bruce 3/7

3

Tube leak at support plate.

4

Sacrificial tubes for access to remove
above support leak sample.

Bruce 4/6

1

Tube leak at tubesheet secondary face.

Bruce 4/3

1

Tube leak at support plate.

4

Sacrificial tubes for access to remove
above support leak sample.

Bruce 2/6

Bruce 2/7

Ontario Hydro's contribution was that of the lead utility which was
involved directly from day one and provided both a demanding environment
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Overall Performance Characteristics
Thermo-Hydraulic Performance
Thermo-hydraulic performance has been excellent. Except for the case of
the NPD steam generator which had become severely loaded with crud prior
to its chemical cleaning - there has been no case where steam generator
performance caused a reactor derating or where it proved deficient
relative to the specified requirements. In most cases the fact that the
primary flow has been somewhat high and that the steam generators have
operated very efficiently has permitted operation of the primary system
at lower than specified conditions.
Steam Separation
The moisture carryover performance has been generally very good- Recent
moisture carryover measurements at Bruce B indicated an excellent value
of .08%.
Similarly excellent results have been seen at the 600 MWe
plants. At the Pickering plants with their older style drum internals
the results have been mixed. However, the plant has operated very well
over the years indicating a satisfactory overall situation.
Water Level Control
Water level control is a problem for many operating plants. Similarly
the earlier B&W Canada steam generators demonstrated a sensitivity to
power variations - a situation which has been corrected in later
units. In the case of the 600 MWe series units, such as Point Lepreau,
the commissioning tests indicated that the water level stability is
excellent. However, the level response to variations in power was quite
dramatic. It is important to realize that the manoeuvring transients in
CANDU plants are generally very rapid and in particular the rapid startup
and load rejection transients involve large power changes at the rapid
rate of 1% per second. At the Point Lepreau plant operating difficulties
resulting from this sensitivity to power changes required a considerable
commissioning effort to overcome. Nevertheless at this point this plant
is operating very well.
Having learned from this experience, the steam generators at Bruce B
which are generally similar were optimized to minimize this problem. The
result was very smooth operation during commissioning of the startup and
load rejection transients.
Furthermore this experience led to the
evolution of the unique constant inventory control concept which is
described later and which greatly simplifies level control operation.
Water Hammer
There has been no report of any water hammer damage on a B&W Canada steam
generator. Most units have integral preheaters which are arranged to
ensure that all heated flow regions have upward flow only. This avoids
the inevitable condition where steam pockets try to escape from downward
flowing feedwater. In the separate preheater units at Bruce A, the early
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commissioning work experienced some indications of pipes shaking, etc.
The preheater feedwater piping was later modified by moving the control
valves downstream to cause preheater operation in a fully pressurized
mode. No problems have been seen since. These Bruce steam generators
also have feed headers in the steam drums and they too have not had a
problem.
Flow Induced Vibration
The use of a high circulation flow rate together with J" or 5/8" tubes
creates a high potential for flow induced vibration failures.
Nevertheless, with minor exceptions there have been no FIV tube failures.
The minor exceptions are the NPD steam generator tubes which had a
localized high velocity flow impingement from a downcomer pipe which
fretted a number of tubes near the inlet.
Also the metallurgical
evidence on the Bruce A U-bend tube samples indicates high cycle fatigue
which is attributed to flow excitation. However, as discussed in Part 2
it is suspected that these defects were initiated by some other means and
the recent lack of failures indicates an anomalous situation.
Undoubtedly the freedom from flow induced vibration damage in these small
diameter, high flow conditions has been due to AECL's very extensive
pioneering efforts in Flow Induced Vibration. This led to a much earlier
implementation of analytical techniques, testing and attention to support
details than applied elsewhere.
Darlington - The Evolution of the Advanced Steam Generator Design
As the result of a major redesign effort undertaken during the progress
of the contract work, the steam generators for the Ontario Hydro
Darlington plant now embody all of the "Advanced Steam Generator"
features. These features are also presently being built into the units
for the 630 MWe Cernavoda plant and will be used in any future CANDU or
replacement PWR steam generators.
The sixteen, 400 ton, 52,000 square foot steam generators for the four
881 MWe Darlington reactors, vere awarded to B&W Canada by Ontario Hydro
in 1977.
The steam generator concept at that time used carbon steel
tri-lobe broach plates as tube supports and drilled and clamped
rectangular scalloped bars as U-bend supports. It was evident by about
1978, however, that PWR steam generators with rigid carbon steel tube
supports were subject to corrosion and mechanical problems that
threatened tube integrity.
Taking advantage of a load growth induced
break in the project schedule, B&W Canada undertook a detailed
state-of-the-art review of steam generator designs and operating
experience. This 1980-81 study yielded the concepts that form the basis
of today's B&W Canada Advanced Steam Generator Design. Key features of
the design and the manufacturing method, which is an integral part of the
design are explained below.
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"attice Grid-Type Supports
Rigid trl-lobe broach plate tube supports were abandoned in favour of the
more forgiving line-contact lattice grid structure representing a return
to a key design feature of the highly successful Pickering "A" steam
generators. This successful tube support design has been improved by the
use of corrosion resistant materials (410S), upgraded seismic and burst
pipe strength, and tighter tolerance control to reduce the potential for
tube vibration.
Flat Bar U-Bend Supports
This
design
provides
excellent
flow characteristics
and
vibration
restraint yet allows tubes to expand freely without inducing loading and
stress.
Vibration restraint capabilities have been proven by laboratory
testing and industry experience.
Tubing Treatment
An appropriate manufacturing treatment for the tubing alloy that is the
primary pressure boundary and heat transfer medium is critical to the
success of a steam generator.
For Inconel (Alloy-600 or Alloy-690)
materials, extensive corrosion testing has demonstrated that prolonged
soaking of the entire tube at 1300°F helps the tube resist corrosive
attack. For Alloy-800 material, similar tests have demonstrated marginal
benefit from thermal treatment and in fact have demonstrated that heat
treatments of 8OO-9OO°F
creates embrittlement.
Therefore
the 800
material tubing is installed in the as-received condition and not heated
in any subsequent manufacturing operations.
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THE ADVANCED DESIGN
STEAM GENERATOR
AS ADAPTED TO THE
ONTARIO HYDRO
DARLINGTON G.S.
Steam Nozzle
Elliptical Manways
Secondary Cyclone
Separators
Primary Curved Arm
Separators
Steam Drum for
Constant Inventory
Level Control
Water Level Taps
Flat Bar U-Bend
Supports
Lattice Bar Tube
Supports

Support Lugs
Internal Preheater
Feedwater Nozzle
Blowdown Header
Handholes
Primary Divider Plate
Elliptical Manways
Primary Nozzles

Integral Preheater
The majority of CANDU Steam generators have used integral preheaters. In
contrasts to experience elsewhere, all of the above mentioned experience
has been accumulated without a single tube failure within a preheater.
The advanced preheater design incorporates upward flow over the heat
transfer
surface,
thermal
isolation
from the pressure
vessel and
tubesheet, design for accident (pipe break and seismic) loadings, and
anti-vibration design.
Hot Leg Tubesheet Deposits
A key problem In steam generator operation has been accumulation of
deposits on the tubesheet.
Steps to guard against such deposits can be
taken during the design and operation of the equipment.
To promote a
sweeping flow of the hot leg region at the tubesheet, the B&W Canada
Advanced Steam Generator uses a unique variable resistance grid for the
first tube support on the hot leg side coupled with high circulation
ratios.
A large tubesheet region blowdown capability is built into the
design.
Multiple handholes adjacent to the upper tubesheet face permit
access for water lancing.
Hydraulic Tube Expansion
The tubes are hydraulically expanded in a wide band at the secondary face
of the tubesheet to close the tube-to-tubesheet crevice but minimize
residual stresses in the tubing.
Primary Head Division Plate
To minimize high stresses in the division plate and in the tubesheet and
primary head, a floating one-piece plate design has been adopted.
Manways
Elliptical manways with removable, internal covers are the design
standard for the B&W Canada Advanced Steam Generator.
With this design
the inner pressure load assists the bolting force in seating the gaskets.
A simple manipulator permits easy cover removal. Of course other proven
manway
configurations are readily adaptable to the Advanced
Steam
Generator.
Advanced Steam Separators
Steam separation is performed by multiple, small size separator sets.
The separators incorporate a large capacity margin to provide for
desirable design margins, flow mal-distribution, and low pressure drop.
Also, they have no sensitivity to any water level over the very large
normal level range.
These characteristics have been verified by full
scale tests of individual and multiple separator sets.
In addition to
water level control operating flexibility, these characteristics permit
high bundle flow to enhance cleanliness and tube life.
Water level
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control is simplified by arranging the steam drum to permit a constant
inventory level control concept. This concept which utilizes water level
variation with power, allows rapid power changes while avoiding level
overshoot due to inventory mismatch.
Loose Parts
To eliminate the risk of loose parts during operation, a design program
has been completed to minimize the number of parts.
The outcome was a
primary head that has no internal parts other than the divider plate and
a secondary side that has a minimum number of parts all of which are
conservatively captured.
Manufacturing Integration
To
achieve
the design
objective
for
tubing
treatment, a
unique
manufacturing process was developed for steam generator assembly.
The
process includes complete fabrication of the pressure boundary (including
primary head, gundrilled tubesheet, and secondary shell) before tubing
the vessel.
This subassembly
is then completely
stress-relieved,
subjected to a final nondestructive examination, and then delivered to
the clean room for assembly of the tube bundle and vessel internals.
Research and Development
Several million dollars were spent on concept and development engineering
and on specific research projects to support the new design.
These
research activities
included
steam separator development, corrosion
testing, flow induced vibration testing of the hot leg entrance and
U-bend support areas, lattice support flow and strength testing and
manufacturing methods development for lattices, U-bend supports, and
blind tubing assembly.
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Part 2:

The Utility Perspective

INTRODUCTION
In the Ontario Hydro vernacular, the steam generator is considered to be
an item of "fundamental equipment". In order to get an idea of what this
means, other items of "fundamental equipment" in our nuclear plants
include the calandria (reactor vessel) and its fuel channels, the Primary
Heat Transport
(PHT) circulating pumps, and the turbine
generator
package.
Ontario Hydro's philosophy in procuring fundamental equipment
items differs from those of other North American and European utilities.
Our philosophy
is to involve
our
own personnel
in the
detailed
specification, design, and manufacture of the equipment; in this way,
influence can be exerted on the design and quality of the final product,
and detailed knowledge of it can be retained. Should it become necessary
to procure fundamental equipment as upgraded or replacement components,
the corporate position would be the same.
In order to competently assess and influence the design, it is necessary
to establish a technical resource base that is familiar noc only with the
manufactured end product, but also in how the product will be installed
and operated within the plant.
We have found it necessary to establish
an in-house technical resource, supported by a broad research base which
can be called on to consult and investigate specific areas of interest
and concern.
It involves a long term team approach, with the intention
of obtaining and retaining essential knowledge concerning that component;
it also includes transferring relevant parts of that knowledge to those
involved in constructing and operating the plant.
Component Design and Manufacture
Table 4 contains a brief
generators; those typical
information.

comparison of Ontario Hydro's CANDU steam
of current PWR designs are included for

Design requirements for the steam generating equipment are identified and
documented in the conceptual and preliminary design phases of the plant,
and its Primary Heat Transport system. This is carried out either within
Ontario Hydro, as on Pickering B, and Darlington, or by a prime
consultant responsible for the nuclear steam supply system design.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(AECL) was the consultant
for
Pickering A, Bruce A, and Bruce B.
The steam generator technical specification is essentially a performance
based specification.
The specification, along with commercial terms and
conditions, forms the basis of the supplier's contract.
The contract
consists of detailed design and manufacture of the steam generating
equipment; the supplier's basis for the detailed design, including design
reports for registration, and performance analyses, also form part of the
contract.
In addition to identifying performance required of the steam
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Table 4.

Pickering

Recirculating Steam Generators

Bruce

Darlington

Fed. Rep. of
Germany
(KWL1 Konvoi)

U.S.
(Westinghouse,
Watts Bar)

Unit Rating (MW TH) 1744
(MWe/MW TH) ( MWe)
508

2832
750

265
881

3765
1300

3425
1170

No. Vessels/Unit

12

8

4

4

4

Preheater Type

integral

separate
1 PH/2 SG

integral

integral,/
s p l i t flow

integral

Tubing:
Alloy
OD/lfell (mm)

Monel 400 Inconel 600 Incoloy 800 Incoiqy 800
16/1.1
19/1.1
12.6/1.25 13/1.1

Height: (m)
(top of
stean drum)

14.28

15.5

22.2

20.8

20.6

Diameter (m):
Tubesheet
Steam Druri

1.85
2.51

2.52
3.56

3.17
4.73

3.47
4.57

3.43
4.47

Design:
Temp. (C)
Press. (MPa)

299.4
10.0

318.3
9.76

318.3
11.0

350
17.1

343
17.1

Operating:
Tenp. (C)
Press. (MPa)

290
8.76

304
9.3

309.5
9.9

326
15.5

325.8
15.5

Flow (kg/s)

650

1400

2670

4400

4370

Design:
Tenp. (C)
Press. (MPa)

271.7
5.52

267.8
4.69

273.6
5.7

350
7

315.6
7.48

Operating:
Tenp. (C)
Press. (MPa)

252
4.09

256
4.37

264.8
5.1

280
6.5

275
00

Steam Flow/Unit
(kg/s)

813.8

1312.5

1316.8

2000 (app.)

1912 (app.)

Inconel 600
19/1.1

Primary Conditions

Secondary Conditions

3-4:1

Recirculation Ratio
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(D3)

generators as pare of the heat transport and main steam systems, specific
guidelines, requirements, and restrictions are also laid down in the
specification upon which the design is to be based. Stipulations in this
category are commonly tube material and size, minimum recirculation
ratio,
seal
weld
configuration,
dimensional
limirs,
configuration
requirements (integral or nonintegral preheater), etc.; some specific
welding parameters are also laid out.
Additionally, we advise the supplier or our intent
to carry out
in-process inspection by our own inspectors in h's shop, and specify
those production and preproduction qualification samples (on tube bends,
seal weld quality, overlay blocks, etc., to name a few) on which specific
inspections will be carried out.
From our viewpoint, Lhis is an
important part of our quality assurance philosophy - we believe that one
cannot, at the end of the process, inspect quality; rather, constant
attention by the supplier and by ourselves is necessary throughout to
ensure end product quality.
Once the contract is awarded, an Ontario Hydro team works with the
supplier's
personnel.
The front line of
this team, with
direct
responsibility for interfacing with the supplier, consists of a product
engineer and in-plant inspectors froa our Supply Division, and design
engineers from the Project Engineering Department of our Generation
Project Division, or AECL as appropriate.
This team is directly
responsible for the day to day running of the contract to the approved
design, for inspecting and verifying the shop floor execution of work,
for cost and schedule, and for monitoring and reporting progress. They
are backed up by a broad base of functional specialists in the Supply,
and Design and Development Divisions.
Specialists in steam generator
fluid hydraulics, stress and seismic analysis, metallurgy and chemistry,
and nondestructive testing are among those called upon as internal
consultants. They assist the front line team in:
Reviewing the supplier's detailed design for approval.
Assessing and modifying/approving design changes or deviations
following design approval for fabrication.
-

Carrying out third party/owners review of stress/seismic report
and documentation required for registration and licencing.
Reviewing
all
manufacturing
and
fabrication procedures prior to use.

inspection

plans

and

Performing
alternate
analyses
to
verify
contractor's
submissions on performance or registration issues.
-

Testing and destructive examination of qualification samples
(tubesheet overlay, tube-to-tubesheet welds, tube expansion,
tube bends, tube plugging samples, etc.) using our laboratory
facilities at Ontario Hydro Research/AECL.
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Ensuring that data derived from the steam generator design
parameters or operating configuration, used for internally
performed safety analysis, are correct and consistent with the
manufactured product.
Quality surveillance is carried out during the entire manufacturing cycle
by Ontario Hydro Inspection Personnel.
The times, locations, and
operations subject to inspection during the manufacturing process are
clearly identified in a product verification plan produced by our Supply
Division, and are laid down as hold, witness, and notification points
within the supplier's manufacturing and inspection test plan.
The presence ot our own inspectors definitely does not imply any
deficiency in the supplier's program; it is strictly our vehicle for
providing continuous assurance that product quality is indeed known, and
is what was intended and contracted.
Delivery and Installation
Once the components are shipped to the site, the design team involved
with the design and manufacture serves as a link and resource for Ontario
Hydro Construction forces in storing and installing the vessels in
position.
Prior to shipment, a set of guidelines are set up jointly.
They are used by Construction personnel to ensure that the handling and
envirorments
to which
the vessel is exposed, both
internally
and
externally, are controlled.
Vessels are usually
shipped from the
supplier's shop in a dry state, having been dried following the shop
hydrotest, and blanketed with a slight positive pressure (nitrogen gas)
and sealed.
The primary and secondary sides are maintained dry during
installation; following the respective primary and secondary hydrotests,
their internal environments are maintained under controlled conditions by
Commissioning/Operations staff.
They are maintained full as long as
possible with chemically treated water; when draining ii required, they
are nitrogen blanketed unless access in necessary.
In this event, they
are purged, and then are restored afterward to their full state, or
nitrogen
blanketed,
as
applicable.
During
this
period,
the
Commissioning/Operations
staff have written operating procedures and
policies concerning steam generator primary and secondary operation.
These are derived from information contained in both the design manuals
written by the in-house design team, and from the supplier's recommended
operation and maintenance manual, supplied with the contract.
Operational Experience
General
Within the plant, direct responsibility for operating and maintaining the
station on a day to day basis rests with nuclear operators on the Station
Manager's Production Staff; they are supported within the station by a
Technical Unit.
Engineers and technicians within the station Technical
Unit have functional responsibility for specific groups of systems across
all units of the station.
They are responsible for investigating and
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trouble shooting system/equipment difficulties, vetting system changes,
arranging maintenance during outages, and controlling design change, and
service work being done external to the station, etc.
Beyond the station boundary, additional support staff in the Technical
Training and Service*7 Division (TTSU) of the Production Branch supplement
and co-ordinate generic work and services programs (such as periodic
inspection, annual maintenance heat exchanger cleaning, etc.) for the
station.
This group also ensures that operating experiences of one
station are made known to others in sufficient time for them to avoid
generic problems, should they arise.
Both station Operations and
Services Division staff make efforts to involve design staff with current
and long-term work.
With regard to steam generators, this link is
important in maintaining and being able to bring to bear the combined
in-house design, servicing, and operating knowledge on concerns which,
from time to time, do develop with :he equipment.
This in-house
expertise is also able to draw on other internal (Ontario Hydro Research)
and external resources (AECL-CANDC Operations, AECL-CRNL), should such
consultation become necessary.
Last, but by far not least, is the steam generator supplier.
In our
Bruce/Pickering experiences, we have been fortunate in being able to draw
on and utilize the design and manufacturing resource base of habcocV u
Wilcox Canada for consultation on technical problems;.
Where necessary,
they have brought the wider experiences and resources of their U.S.
parent
into play.
The B&W Canada service organization
has been
contracted to do both urgent and planned in-service work at our stations,
with positive results in each case.
Such support is integral to our
program's success.
In specifically addressing operating performance, we believe that there
are very few utilities who have had as good performance out of their
steam generators as we at Ontario Hydro have experienced.
Very simply
put, we believe this success can be attributed to knowing what product is
necessary, getting it designed in detail and built properly, and then
once installed, paying close attention to those critical factors which
affect its long term operation.
The last of the above elements really
falls to the station production and service support staff, who pay
rigorous
attention
to ensuring
that the primary and
secondary
environments to which the equipment is exposed are both known and
controlled.
Water chemistry control is a prime concern of our Operations staff.
While there are many chemical parameters that are monitored in both our
primary and secondary systems, we believe that the most significant is
that of controlling oxygen on the secondary side - within the secondary
feed water.
Each of our nuclear units is fitted with a full flow
deaerator in its feed train.
We became familiar with benefits of
deaerators in our pre-nuclear fossil plants, where they are essential for
controlling dissolved oxygen content in the feedwater; together with the
judicious use of hydrazine, we are generally able to keep oxygen
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concentrations in the 10 ppb range and below. Some typical data for our
Bruce and Pickering plants relative to pH, sodium, chloride, and (by
inference from the hydrazine) oxygen is contained within Tables 5 and 6.
While neither Ontario Hydro nor anyone else can claim flawless chemistry
control, our approach in Operations is to be rigorous as far as critical
parameters are concerned, and to take immediate action should one of them
get out of line.
Dissolved oxygen is certainly one of these. It is
interesting to note that none of the plants fitted witli full flow
deaerators (Kraftwerk Union plants, Japanese plants, and ourselves) have
experienced tube denting.
Some notes on our specific station experiences with steam generators are
contained in the following sections.
Pickering
Pickering A Units 1 to 4 were started up and declared in-service between
1971 and 1973.
They have Monel-400 tubing in the steam generators,
carbon steel lattice type tube supports, and the condenser is tubed with
admiralty brass.
Prior to, and at the time of start-up, conventional
wisdom in the rest of the world indicated that congruent phosphate
treatment water chemistry should be used.
Our people recognized the
difficulty in controlling such a regime, and instead elected to start and
run with an All Volatile Treatment (AVT).
The Pickering B steam
generators are externally identical to those in Pickering A; they differ
internally in that they feature horizontal carbon steel broach plate type
tube supports (rather than lattice bars) in the boiling region. Three
Pickering B Units (5, 6, 7) are currently in-service, and the last
(Unit 8) is being commissioned.
AVT chemistry is also used in these
units. Hydrazine concentrations are maintained in the high range in all
Pickering units; a minimum (action limit) level of 20 ppb is maintained
to minimize the amount of dissolved oxygen present.
We have experienced one tube leak in all of the Pickering units to date;
that occurred in 1974 in Unit 2. That defect appeared to have originated
with the tube manufacturing process. In recent years, tubes have been
withdrawn from service from within the hot leg region for examination.
There has been recurring condenser leakage in Units 1 to 4; significant
sludge accumulation in the hot leg region on the tubesheet secondary face
has taken place in significant depths.
The surfaces of the tubes
withdrawn from service within the sludge pile have shown no evidence of
deterioration to date.
Development work is underway to enable us to waterjet the sludge: this
will be tested on a small scale in the near future, for use on a larger
scale, if necessary, further down the road. Plans are also underway, for
other reasons, to retube the condensers at Pickering.
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Table 5
Pickering NGS "A" Units 3, 4, 5
Steam Generator Secondary Chemistry
January - August 1984

Normal
Control Range

Parameter

% of Measurements
In Range
High
Low

Feedwater pH

8.8-9.5

21

76

3

Feedwater - Hydrazine

> 20 ppb

5

95

NA

4

< 6 ppm(a)
1 ppm(b)

NA
NA

>99
42

.6
58

< lOppm(a)
* lppm(b)

NA
NA

>98
33

1.8
67

Sodium (Blowdown)

Chloride (Blowdown)

Table 6
Bruce NGS "A" Units 1, 2, 3, 4
Steam Generator Secondary Chemistry
January - October 1985

Parameter

Normal
Control Range

% of Measurements
In Range
High
Low

Feedwater pH

8.8-9.3

11

83

6

Feedwater Dissolved Oxygen

<10 ppb

NA

100

0

Sodium (Blowdown)

<50 ppb

NA

96

4

<100 ppb

NA

95

5

Chloride (Blowdown)
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Bruce
Bruce NGS A, Units 1 to 4, came into service between 1977 and 1979.
There are eight, all boiling zone steam generators, in each reactor unit,
arranged with four on either side of the reactor connected to a common
steam drum.Four separate preheaters are incorporated in the circuit
downstream of the heat transport pumps, in order to (further) subcool the
primary coolant flow entering the inner zone of high power channels in
the Bruce two zone reactor concept; each preheater preheats feed for two
steam generators.
Both steam generators and preheaters feature
Inconel 600 tubing, supported by carbon steel, broach hole tube support
plates. The Bruce A condensers are admiralty brass; no condenser leaks
at Bruce have been experienced to date. Bruce B, Units 5 and 6, have
been put into service in the last 18 months; whils their steam generators
internally are similar to those in Bruce A, externally they zre integral
steam drum type (light bulb) steam generators. The Bruce B condensers
are tubed with 304 stainless steel, and are the first Ontario Hydro all
ferrous nuclear unit feed trains to go into service.
To date, the Bruce steam generator tube integrity operating record, has
been exceptionally good compared to the rest of the world. A total of 12
tube leaks have occurred, resulting in the plugging of 30 tubes over the
four Bruce A units. Two of these leaks occurred in the first section of
straight tube leg above the tubesheet, and were attributed to
manufacturing anomalies.
Two were suspected seal weld leaks.
The
remaining eight leaking tubes occurred in the hot leg side of the U-bend
region, at the 40° support or in the straight leg immediately above the
top horizontal support plate. From lab examinations, these defects are
known to have propagated from high cycle low amplitude fatigue.
We
believe that they have originated through a unique combination of
restraint at the top supports, localized deposits, a local chemical
environment, together with low amplitude vibration (which by itself would
not normally be damaging). We have not experienced a tube failure in the
Bruce station since mid-1983, and do not anticipate a rash of failures in
the future.
Tubes withdrawn from service over the past two years show no apparent
deterioration, even though a small amount of sludge has accumulated on
the tubesheet secondary face in the hot leg.
Our Operations/Services
staff are monitoring this situation, and anticipate pulling further tubes
on a regular basis to confirm that no adverse changes are taking place.
Darlington
The Darlington steam generators are substantially larger, and run at
marginally higher temperature and pressure, than their Pickering and
Bruce predecessors.
They incorporate those elements of the Bruce and
Pickering designs which we and the designer/manufacturer, B&W Canada,
believe are critical to long-term integrity.
There are also specific
features and material changes which have been added or made in order to
address the increased size and duty requirements of the steam generator
as part of the Darlington system, and for maintainability purposes. As a
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separate presentation within this session will describe an advanced steam
generator design, and as that design bears distinct similarities to that
of Darlington, nothing further will be said here.
The steam generators
are currently being installed in Unit 2 at Darlington, and will see first
operation in early 1988.
Summary
Ontario Hydro's steam generator performance in the Pickering and Bruce
plants has been quite satisfactory.
In approximately 120 cumulative
operating years, 13 of 400,000 in-service steam generator tubes have
failed.
The steam generating equipment has performed well, and to our
mind justifies the rigorous approach that we use in defining our
requirements,
understanding
in
detail
the
manufacturer's
design,
obtaining a quality product from the manufacturer/designer, and then
making every effort to operate, monitor, and service it properly within
the nuclear plant.
The resource base, both within and external to
Ontario Hydro, continues to be an important contributor to this success.
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ABSTRACT
Babcock and Wilcox Canada has developed an Advanced Series steam
generator for PWR Systems. This design incorporates all of the features
that have contributed to the successful CANUU steam generator
performance. This paper presents an overview of the design features and
how the overall design relates to the requirements of a PWR reactor
system.

INTRODUCTION
In 1982, Babcock and Wilcox Canada initiated a program to study the
applicability of the Advanced Series CANDU steam generator design
features
to PWR applications, particularly in replacement
steam
generators. It was found that great similarities existed in the overall
layout, size, materials used, operating conditions and design loadings
between CANDU and PWR steam generators.
The relative success in
operation of the CANDU steam generators was clearly attributable, to a
large degree, to superior design features, which could be readily adapted
to PWR steam generator designs.
In view of this, and faced with
declining traditional CANDU steam generator markets, Babcock and Wilcox
Canada elected to pursue the replacement steam generator market.
B&W
Canada has to date, submitted two major proposals for replacement steam
generator supply to potential Customers, and hopes to secure its first
contract in early 1986.
Steam Generator Comparison
In order to determine the applicability of the features of the CANDU
steam generators to PWR replacement steam generators, as part of the 1982
study, the steam generators were compared, item by item, and parameter by
parameter. The following are some of the key observations.
Overall Design - Both systems use inverted U-tube, recirculating steam
generators with integral steam drums, and in some cases, Integral
preheaters.
Size - The sizes of steam generators which represented thf=> majority of
replacement market potential ("44" and "51" models of the major
competitor) were in between the sizes of B&W Canada's 600 MWe and
Darlington CANDU steam generator sizes, obviously well within B&W
Canada's shop handling capability (see Figure 1).
Tube Materials - Most of the likely candidate steam generators for
replacement used Alloy-600 tubing, but in the mill annealed condition.
B&W Canada's Bruce steam generators (64 in 8 reactors) used Alloy-600
tubing, but In the stress relieved condition.
Tube Size - Candidate steam generators for replacement generally used
slightly larger tubes (22.2 mm OD) than the CANDU units (13 and 15.9 mm).
The CANDU tube sizes were generally smaller for heavy water holdup
considerations.
Larger tubes could be readily accommodated, both from
the point of view of designing appropriate tube supports and all
manufacturing considerations.
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Flow Rates - The primary and secondary side flows in the PWR steam
generators were generally higher than those of the CANDU steam
generators.
Primary side single phase flow velocities were higher,
despite the larger tube sizes, but were less than the two phase primary
flow velocities seen in the newer CANDU steam generators at the inlet end
of the tubes. The steam flow loading on the separators would be larger
in a PWR steam generator than a CANDU, but would nevertheless be well
within the range of flows for which the B&W Canada separators had been
tested.
MW Racing - While the heat transfer surface areas of the candidate steam
generators were similar to the CANDU steam generators, the MWth/sq. ft.
for the PWR's was somewhat higher. The reasons for this turned out to be
related to different primary to secondary side flow ratios in the PWR
system vs. the CANDU system.
While the average heat flux in the PWR
steam generator is higher than in the CANDU, the maximum heat fluxes are
very similar (hot leg inlet regions).
Pressure Boundary - The PWR steam generators use all P3 pressure
boundaries, while CANDU steam generators use a combination of PI and P3
pressure boundaries. All P3 is a very minor change. The PWR primary
heads are clad, whereas in the CANDU steam generators only the tubesheets
are clad. Primary head cladding is a minor change also.
Feedwater Inlet - The PWR steam generators without integral preheaters
were pione to "water hammer" problems in feedwater headers. B&W Canada's
Bruce steam generators (without integral preheaters) had not experienced
this phenomenon. The water hammer mechanism is becoming reasonably well
understood, and the Bruce feedwater header design appears to preclude the
problem.
Temperature Effect - There was a long standing belief in the PWR
community that the reason for success of the CANDU steam generators was
because of a "significant difference in operating temperatures". This
belief is shown to be totally unfounded in Section 3 of this paper. The
reasons for the relative success of CANDU (see Table 1) are:
i) Overall design for higher circulation rates, higher sweeping flows,
ii) Tube material heat treatment,
iii) Superior tube support design,
iv) Operator water chemistry control,
v) Design for low applied and residual stress in the tubing.
The conclusion drawn from the above comparison is that the CANDU steam
generator design features fit the PWR application extremely well. How
these features are adapted to replacement steam generators is discussed
in this paper.
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FIGURE 1

B&W RSGs: A Physical Comparison
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY TUBE PLUGGING STATISTICS THRU END OF 1984
MfG'R
B&W CANADA
FRAMATOME
KWU
COCKERILL
B&W US
MHI
C-E
WESTINGHOUSE
WORLD TOTAL*

//PLANTS

/'TUBES

TUBE YEARS
(X10 E-4)

//PLUGS

15
405930
219.46
33
(Note: 20 of 33 plugged tubes sacrifical)
29
294756
71.33
613
12
124376
80.64
832**
6
50099
28.23
293
8
248052
131.90
1859
9
77668
34.74
2206
13
211485
100.03
8204
49
527758
248.07
21729**
147

2083156

969.14

35773

PLUG/T-Y
(XI0 E+4)
0.150
8.594
10.318
10.381
14.094
63.493
82.013
87.593
36.912

* Includes L-T, MLW, Etc.
** Includes tubes plugged prior to replacements.
References: Technical Report AECL-8268 (1984)
Technical Report AECL(1986)(Joint AECL/EPRI Study)

PWR Steam Generator Problems
In order to develop a successful design of replacement steam generator
for PWR applications, it is necessary to not only meet all of the basic
design requirements, but also to recognize and design around all of the
historical problems encountered in PWR steam generators.
The proven
features of the B&W Canada steam generators accomplish these targets.
Problem

Solution

Tubesheet Cladding Separation

High purity MIG cladding, and unique
floating divider plate design.

Tube to T/S Crevice IGA and SCC

Close tube to tubesheet drilling
tolerance and low residual stress
expansion
to close crevice at
secondary face.
B&W Canada uses
hydraulic expansion.

Tube Sensitization and Thermal
Distortion

Totally avoided by manufacturing
sequence, welding primary head to
tubesheet
prior
to
tubing,
eliminating local stress relief.

Tubesheet Sludge Accumulation

High circulation ratios, enhanced
flow penetrations, high blow down
capacity, design to readily permit
lancing.

Tube Support

Lattice grid tube supports have
demonstrated absolutely no tendency
to accumulate sludge, whereas flat
plate supports do gather sludge.

Sludge Accumulation

Denting

Support design (lattice grids) and
material selection (stainless steel
bars).

Tube Vibration Fretting

Successful analytical techniques for
design
used
in CANDU
steam
generators, very close tolerance fit
of tubes to supports.

Tight Radius U-Bend Cracking

Use large minimum bend radius, heat
treat
tightest
bends
where
appropriate.

Water Hammer

Use features of Bruce A and B header
designs, and conclusions of various
NRC studies, although J-tubes seen
as unnecessary complications.
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Loose Parts

Designed very carefully, developed
to use rigorously controlled, all
welded features-

Moisture Carryover

Full scale, steam water testing of
separators to 150% of design load in
laboratory before use in field.
Typical field measured carryover in
recent CANDU tests 0.1%.

Transient Load Following

High
storage
drum,
separators
insensitive to water level.

From the above, it can be seen that the B&W Canada Advanced Series steam
generator design provides solutions for all of the known steam generator
problems, and furthermore, the solutions have been proven through
extensive operating experience.
Temperature Effects
There has been a long standing assumption, in the PWR community, that the
success of the CANDU steam generators in operation has been entirely
attributable to the "significantly lower operating temperatures" of the
CANDU system.
The following is a comparison of actual operating
temperatures, for the Bruce A plant vs. typical PWR steam generator
numbers. Bruce A is selected as:
i) It uses 1-600 tubing,
ii) It has operated since the mid 197O's, as have most of the PWR steam
generators which are likely replacement candidates.
iil) Eddy current tests have revealed no signs of generic tube defects,
such as secondary side IGA or primary SCC, at any location. Such
damage has been detected in PWR steam generators at somewhat earlier
stages in operating life in many cases.
Bruce A

Typical PWR

Primary Inlet T (°F)

579

600-616

Tube Temperature, U-Bends
(Average °F)

524

560-565

Primary Outlet T (°F)

508

550-555

Material
Cracking

1-600 S.R.*
None any
location

1-600
Typically:
U-Bends 3 v:
Hot leg 6-7 yrs
Cold leg 9-10 yrs

*Tubing was stress relieved with the vessel at 1125°F

The fact that cracking in PWR steam generators typically appears first in
tight radius U-bends suggests that residual stress and cold work are more
important factors than temperature.
B&W Canada uses very large minimum
radius tubes.
The absence of secondary side attack is attained through
the use of closed tubesheet crevices, and high circulation and sweeping
flows.
However, the single most important factor is the use of stress
relieved tubing.
This stress relief operation accomplished both of the
following:
i) It precipitated grain boundary chromium as does current "thermal
treatment" practice, which greatly enhances resistance to crack
formation and spread.
ii) It stress relieved both the U-bends and expanded joints,
happened to have been hard rolled in the case of Bruce A.

which

The temperature effect on initiation and spread of cracks in 1-600 is
well recognized, as is the effect of thermal treatments.
B&U' simply
applied thermal treatment at an earlier point in time than other steam
generator suppliers.
B&W's application of thermal treatment was the
result of comparative accelerated cracking tests of stress relieved and
mill annealed samples, at temperatures much higher than either CANDU or
PWR operating conditions (typically 680°-700°F).
From these results, we
conclude that:
a)

The Bruce A units will perform
remainder of their planned life.

similarly

crack

free

for

the

b)

The Bruce A units would perform equally well at the slightly higher
PWR temperatures.

Newer CANDU steam generators operate at 588°F primary inlet temperature.
Approach to Replacement Steam Generators
The B&W Canada replacement steam generator design concept is based on:
i) Retain the overall pressure boundary geometry, and all
points identical to that of the original steam generators.

terminal

ii) In most cases, the same tube material, tube size, number of tubes,
and surface will be retained.
1-600 tubing would be thermally
treated. The tube bundles are re-arranged into more open triangular
pitch arrays to accommodate the B&W Canada lattice grids.
In some
cases, alternate tube materials (e.g. 1-690) are being considered.
B&W Canada can also alter tube size and number to increase surface
area, in cases where simultaneous reactor power increase is desired
along with steam generator exchange.
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iii) Within the above constraints, the successful Advanced Series steam
generator features are designed into the vessel, and the result is a
steam generator which meets or exceeds all performance requirements,
will yield long-term reliable operation, and which can be
efficiently designed, fabricated and shipped from an active, fully
staffed facility.
B&W Canada is prepared to consider shipment of complete steam generators
or tube bundle and shell sections only, either with or without primary
heads, depending on the selected replacement techniques. B&W Canada is
also prepared to construct appropriate consortia of companies with the
proper expertise to do the field work on a turnkey basis.
Manufacturing Sequence
One of the unique features of the B&W Canada steam generators is the
manufacturing sequence.
The unique part is that the entire lower
pressure boundary including the secondary shell up to and including the
cone, the clad and drilled tubesheet, and the primary head, are welded
into one final assembly, and fully stress relieved prior to tubing. Only
then, after final stress relief, are the shroud (wrapper), the lattice
grids, the tubes and U-bend supports installed. Hence, the tubes are not
exposed to local stress relief heat application (the tube bundle is
heavily insulated to protect it from local stress relief of the cone/drum
closing weld). The steam drum complete with internals is prepared as a
separate assembly. In the case of replacements, the internals assembly
can be modularized and installed in a re-used, refurbished, steam drum in
the reactor containment.
With this approach to steam generator
fabrication, tubes are not required until fairly late in the assembly
process, which makes some attractive commercial options possible to
offer.
Conclusions
Babcock and Wilcox Canada has had unique success with its design of steam
generators for the CANDU system.
The current Advanced Series steam
generator design is readily applicable to PWR replacement steam
generators. B&W Canada is actively pursuing this market, offering high
reliability, technically and commercially attractive products.
The
Company is hoping to secure its first replacement steam generator
contract in early 1986.
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ABSTRACT
The Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, located on the shore of Lake
Ontario between Oshawa and Toronto has been in commercial service since
1971.
The "A" station consists of four 500 MWe CANDU nuclear steam
supply systems with associated electrical generation equipment.
The CANDU pressure tube design allows simpler manufacturing requirements,
on-power refuelling capability (thus increasing availability), simplified
reactor control mechanisms and replacement of the pressure boundary
in-core without a complete core disassembly. This paper provides an
overview of a major project currently underway at the Pickering Nuclear
Generating Station which is aimed at replacement of all of the pressure
tubes in two of the reactors.

INTRODUCTION
In 1974, the first leakage from a pressure tube resulting in replacement
occurred in a Pickering reactor (Unit 3 ) . Location and replacement of
that single channel consumed over 100 man-rem and took 6 vjeeks. The
failure was attributed to high residual stresses caused by an incorrect
roll forming procedure used to connect the Zirconium Niobium pressure
tube to a 403 SS end fitting. Subsequent to that failure an additional
16 channels in Unit 3 and 52 in Unit 4 were replaced over the following
two years.
The dose received per channel was gradually reduced to
approximately 16 man-rem over the last few replacements. Based on this
actual performance, and using the same techniques, replacement of an
entire core would consume over 6,000 man-rem and take over 4 years to
carry out.
In the view of Ontario Hydro management this amount of exposure to our
workers and loss of production were unacceptable. Accordingly, studies
were initiated in 1976 to find methods of reducing the worker exposure
and outage time for a full core replacement should it be required. Areas
of study included radiation source reduction, shielding, defuelling,
replacement process improvements and remotely controlled tooling.
On August 1, 1983, one of 390 pressure tubes at Pickering GS Unit 2
failed, resulting in a major leak of heavy water from the heat transport
system.
The leak was eventually traced to a crack, approximately 2 m
long and 20 mm wide, in one of the pressure tubes.
Analysis has indicated that the pressure tube failure resulted from
unexpectedly high levels of deuterium in the Zircaloy-2 alloy, and
contact between the pressure tube and calandria tube for a period of
seven to ten years.
This was the first failure encountered in Units 1 or 2 in over 12 years
of service. Unlike all later units (including Units 3 and 4 which had
experienced the earlier leakages) these two units had Zircaloy-2 pressure
tubes. Later units use the stronger Zirconium - 2.5 wt% Niobium.
Because inspections of pressure tubes in Unit 2 and Unit 1 indicated that
a significant number of the 12 year-old Zircaloy-2 tubes in these units
might fail in a manner similar to that experienced by the pressure tube
that had failed, Hydro decided to carry out large scale pressure tube
replacement for both reactors. In making this decision in March, 1984,
the Board of Directors considered it the fastest means of returning these
units to reliable and economic service.
Completion of retubing of
Units 1 and 2 is scheduled for November, 1986 and February, 1987
respectively.
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Reactor Design
1.

Fuel Channel Design
Each Pickering reactor contains 390 fuel channels each producing an
average of 4.6 MW of heat. The channels run horizontally through
the reactor core in a square matrix with 286 mm between centrelines
(Figure 1 ) . The fuel channel is made up of a 100 mm internal
diameter pressure tube with a 4 mm thick wall rolled into 403 SS end
fittings at each end (Figure 2 ) . Tne end fittings provide a place
to attach the coolant feeder pipes as well as a means to access fuel
bundles during on-power refuelling.
The actual reactor core is
defined by the space between the end fittings.
Surrounding each pressure tube is a larger diameter 'calandria' tube
which is fixed at each end to the end shields. The distance between
the two tubes is maintained by two 6 mm diameter annular spacers
wrapped around the pressure tube at two locations.
The annular
space provides a thermal barrier between the hot high pressure
coolant which flows through the pressure tube and the cool low
pressure moderator water which surrounds the calandria tube.
Twelve fuel bundles are located in each pressure tube.
These
bundles are made up of natural uranium pellets encased in 28 smaller
diameter sheaths each 500 mm long.
The bundles are designed to
permit coolant flow around every sheath as the coolant passes
through the pressure tube from one end to the other.

2.

Reactor Access
Since the CANDU reactor has horizontal fuel channels, access is
obtained from vaults at either end of the fuel channels (Figure 3 ) .
Located in each of these vaults directly in front of the reactor,
are elevating bridges, 10 metres long by 2 metres, which normally
support the on-power fuelling system.
With the fuelling machine
removed, this bridge provides an ideal heavy duty lifting platform
to locate heavy shielding and equipment at any fuel channel
position.
The fuelling machine vaults, which are normally inaccessible during
operation have gamma levels of 100 to 1,400 mr/hr when the reactor
is shut down depending on the amount of activated crud that has
deposited in the heat transport feeder piping. These pipes carry
water from the steam generators in the room above the vaults, to the
end of each fuel channel (Figure 5 ) .

The Objective
The objective presented to the Project Team was to replace all
390 pressure tubes from each of Units 1 and 2, with a total group
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Overall Retube Process
The overall retube process logic integrates several areas normally
carried out by either Operations or Construction staff. The basic phases

a)
b)
c)
d)

Decontamination
Defuelling
Unit Preparation
Fuel Channel Removal

e)

Fuel Channel Installation

A brief outline of these phases follows.
1.

Decontamination
Prior to 1984, two decontaminations of the Heat Transport System on
Unit 1 had been attempted, using a process known as CANDECONl. Both
attempts fell far short of what was needed to significantly reduce
radiation fields.
(Decontamination factors of less than 2 were
achieved.)
In early 1984, a third attempt was made, this time on Unit 2 after a
laboratory analysis and further development revealed that changes to
the CANDECON chemistry were needed. This attempt plus a follow-up
decontamination resulted in decontamination factors of 5 to 10 being
achieved.
This result was a significant breakthrough, since it
meant that long work durations for an individual worker could be
achieved in the vaults prior to reaching radiation dose limits.

2.

Defuelling
The units were defuelled using the existing fuel handling system,
augmented by some special ram adaptors.
A total of 4,680 fuel
bundles were removed in less than 3 months.
There were no
significant system failures during this period and no damaged fuel.
All fuel was transported to the Irradiated Fuel Storage Bay.

3.

Unit Preparation
After defuelling, the units were drained to the header level above
the reactor (Figure 5) through the fuelling machines. The machines
were attached to specific fuel channels which were fed from the
lower positions of each header. After the bulk draining, each fuel
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channel was individually drained via the fuelling machines. This
was necessary since each fuel channel is in fact a trap to the
system.
The Heat Transport System (HTS) was then refilled with
light water, flushed and drained againAfter draining, large vacuum pumps were connected to the HTS and a
vacuum sufficient to dry up all remaining pockets was drawnSeveral pre-requisite activities were also carried out including the
removal of some internal Reactor Building walls to permit equipment
movements and partial disassembly of fixed equipment to provide
better access.
4.

Fuel Channel Removal
Equipment Set-up.
A key feature in establishing a suitable working environment is the
35 metric ton shielding cabinet which is placed on each fuelling
machine bridge (Figure 3 ) . This shielding cabinet was effective in
reducing the radiation fields by a further factor of 10. Within the
roof of the shielding cabinet is located either a 1,400 kg capacity
hoist, or a Retubing Tool Carrier (RTC) (Figure 4 ) . The RTC is a
remotely controlled crane with 6 degrees of freedom.
A manually
operated work table is located on tracks in the floor of the
cabinet. The work table provides a 5 degree of freedom platform on
which tools can be affixed and aligned with each fuel channel.
Active Component Removal
Removal of the irradiated end fittings and pressure tubes is
accomplished using the remotely controlled RTC.
The RTC grips
tooling which is attached to the irradiated components while they
are still located inside the reactor. Once the vaults are clear of
workers, the RTC pulls the component out horizontally and lowers it
to the vault floor where it is pushed into an awaiting flask. The
flask is then moved through the plant to a transfer area where the
irradiated component is pushed into large (175 metric tons) concrete
canisters for storage (Figure 6 ) . Eighteen such canisters were
required to contain all the components.3 Each canister measured 4 m
in diameter and 8 m in length.
Although the only component which needed to be replaced was the
pressure tube, at least one of the steel end fittings (Figure 2)
also must be removed to gain access to the pressure tube. Thus a
total of 780 end fittings and 780 pressure tubes, all highly active
weighing a total of approximately 100 metric tons were removed.
One of the end fittings was left in the reactor and re-used. The
original pressure tube was joined to the end fitting by means of a
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mechanically rolled joint (similar to a boiler tube).
Separation
was achieved by rapidly heating the pressure tube using induction
heating to a very high temperature before the steel end fitting
backing was heated (Figure 7 ) . This resulted in the pressure tube
being thermally expanded but since it was constrained by the cold
end fitting, the tube underwent high temperature yielding.
Thus
when the tube cooled, it achieved a smaller diameter and separation
with the end fitting.^
5.

Re-Installation
The re-installation of the new pressure tube is accomplished in a
similar manner to the original construction with the significant
exception that the calandria tubes through which the new pressure
tubes must pass had already experienced 12 years of service.5 This
had resulted in the calandria tubes being distorted from thermal and
neutron creep effects. Thus special measures had t" be adopted to
ensure that no damage occurred to the new straight pressure tubes on
installation through the distorted calandria tubes.
In addition,
special alignment devices were required to ensure proper fit up
between the pressure tubes and end fittings.

Radiation Dose Management
Significant
included:

radiological

hazards

existed

throughout

the

job.

These

a)

General background gamma radiation fields outside of the
shielded working area of 50 to 150 mr/hr after the Heat
Transport System was decontaminated.

b)

Gamma fields on contact with the old pressure tubes and end
fitting components of up to 20,000 R/hr.

c)

Collimated beams of gamma radiation of up to 30 R/hr emanating
from the empty lattice sites left behind when the end fittings
are removed.

d)

Airborne tritium of up to 2 MPC.

e)

Carbon-14 dust generated as a result of using Nitrogen in the
space between the pressure tube and calandria tube during
reactor operation. This dust was in the 1 nicron particle size
and became easily airborne.

f)

Miscellaneous activated particulates of magnetite, and fission
products contained inside the pressure tubes and end fittings
in the form of a loose powder.
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To ensure that any individual worker did not receive exposures greater
than the jurisdictional limits, and to ensure that the total worker
population dose was minimiEed, a multi-discipline
radiation dose
management program was initiated. The various elements of the program
were as follows:
1.

Source Removal
As indicated above, the primary source of radioactive material, the
fuel, was removed remotely using the fuel handling system.
In
addition, after the systems were decontaminated using the CANDECON
decontamination system, the tritiated heavy water contained in the
heat transport and moderator systems was drained. The net result
was a reduction of the gamma fields at the working location on the
fuelling machine bridge of up to a factor of 10 (Figure 8 ) , and a
reduction of tritium levels down to 2 MPC or less.

2.

Shielding
A 35 metric ton shielding cabinet measuring 6.5 m in length, 3 m
high and 3 m deep was placed on each bridge.6
Each cabinet had
sliding doors in the front wall to permit access to each lattice
site.
The cabinet had an additional reduction factor of 10. The
overall effect was a general gamma field inside the cabinet of 5 to
15 mr/hr.

3.

Specialized Process and Equipment
A systematic approach in developing the removal and re-installation
procedure was followed.
Each step required to remove and install
the fuel channels was analyzed to ensure the least amount of
man-hours spent in radiation areas. Tools were custom designed to
increase worker efficiency, and reduce the amount of radioactive
debris produced. Over 500 different tools were custom designed and
developed.

4.

Remote Handling
The final removal of the irradiated end fittings and pressure tubes
was performed with remote handling devices.
This was necessary
since during the period of time after the component leaves the
reactor and enters the vault until it is placed inside of the
shielding flask, the general gamma fields in the vault are far too
high for workers to be present.

5.

Communication
Extensive video surveillance of the working areas was used to allow
continuous supervision from outside of the radiation areas.
In
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addition, a closed circuit voice communication system was used to
talk to workers from the control room.
6.

Tool Proving
A full scale mock-up of the working areas was built. This included
one complete level of the reactor building, vaults, fuelling machine
bridge shielding cabinets, etc. Fuel length arrays of fuel channels
were used to test out every piece of equipment prior to its use on
the actual reactor. This ensured that unproductive time spent in
radiation areas as a result of tool failure was minimized.8

7.

Training
Every worker that performed jobs inside radiation areas underwent
training on the mock-ups using proven tools.
In addition,
radiological hazard training was performed with dress rehearsals in
plastic suits with breathing air supplied. This helped to minimize
mistakes in the field thus reducing wasted dose expenditures.

8.

Protective Clothing
All workers were required to wear specially developed plastic suits
with external breathing air supplied.
This provided a protection
factor of 100 against airborne hazards.

Results
As indicated earlier, the techniques used to remove individual pressure
tubes prior to this project, if extended to a full reactor would have
consumed over 6,000 man-rem per unit, or 12,000 for this project. The
target set at the beginning of this project was 1,000 man-rem per unit or
2,000 in total.
Results to date have indicated that a total dose
expenditure of 400 man-rem per unit should be achievable.
Technical Problems
The major technical problems to date are all associated with the fact
that the units being rebuilt have been several years in service.
Heat Transport System Crud
Although the Heat Transport System was drained twice and flushed once, it
appears that suspended crud in the water after decontamination was highly
concentrated. As a result the pockets of water that remained after the
second flush (in the sagged pressure tube and lower surfaces of the E/F
and liner tubes) when evaporated by the vacuum drying, left behind
significant deposits of a fine black gamma emitting magnetite dust. In
some areas of the E/F, these deposits were as deep as 6 mm. The presence
of this dust caused jamming of tools, contamination control problems and
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also degraded the performance
of the Rapid Induction Heating system.
The system relies on induction heating which is adversely affected by the
presence of this magnetic dust.
Special cleaning measures and
contamination control measures had to be adopted.
Carbon-14
The greatest problem encountered to date has been the discovery of
Carbon-14 in a solid form. This isotope is created in the gas annulus
system (which surrounds the pressure tubes) during reactor operation as a
result of the neutron irradiation of nitrogen gas.
Prior to the
discovery of solid C-14, it was generally believed that the creation of
C-14 from nitrogen, would result in a gaseous form of C-14 (combined with
oxygen or of an atomic size which would be transported by the nitrogen as
if a gas). This the presence of relatively large qualities of solid C-14
on the outer surfaces of the end fittings and pressure tubes was
unexpected.
The main problem with C-14 is that it is a pure Beta emitter of a very
low energy. In addition it was being transported out of the reactor into
the working areas in a relatively pure form that was not mixed with other
contaminants that would produce gamma radiation. Finally, the C-14 dust
found is so fine that it easily becomes suspended in air if disturbed.
Thus the problems encountered were mainly in monitoring its presence
(most hand and foot monitors will not detect low energy Beta), measuring
its biological effect on workers (dose assignment) and controlling its
spread.
Solutions to these problems have included the adoption of new
types of Personnel Air Samplers, the widespread use of "Pancake
Detectors" that are sensitive to low energy Beta, additional worker
protection against inhalation of C-14, changes in procedures and tools to
control its spread (particularly by air) and finally the use of fecal
sampling to augment dose assignment models.
Organization
The unique characteristics of this project, which have greatly impacted
on the organization are as follows:
(a)

Although an engineering group dedicated to the design and
procurement of tooling and equipment existed at the time of the
March, 1984 decision, the field construction and operations groups
had not progressed to the point of dedicating the manpower required.
This at a time when the outage was already underway.

(b)

The field work began with a unit already 'turned over' to
Operations.
The initial activities were solely the operator's
functions with work to be gradually phased back to a construction
job by the time of fuel channel installation.
This is the reverse
of the process that normally occurs when a new unit is constructed.
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(c)

All of the field work performed on the reactor is radioactive work.
Thus all activities regardless of which trades are performing them
must be planned and rehearsed to the same standards as applied
during routine reactor outages.
This demands not only detailed
procedures for reactor work, but also the creation of specific
training and tool proving functions prior to starting radioactive
work.

(d)

The field work is carried out on a 24 hour, 7 day a week basis.
Detail planning and a co-ordinated supervision both from a quality
and production viewpoint are essential.

(e)

The replacement of the fuel channels, although setting the critical
path for the outage, was nonetheless only dealing with one of many
systems in each unit which required maintenance work during the
outage.

In response to these factors, the project organization has adapted in
the following ways:
(a)

To ensure rapid speed up of the design (of tooling and reactor
components) in the early stages, advantage was taken of the
engineering department already in place for the Pickering B"
project.
This was supplemented with a dedicated retubing
procurement co-ordinator to oversee and expedite all procurement
functions. With such an experienced team already in place, a quick
start was achieved in the design of retubing equipment, new reactor
components and the site facilities needed.

(b)

A large portion of the procurement function for retubing equipment
was subcontracted along with the detail design of much of the
equipment to both Ontario Hydro Functional Departments as well as
outside consultants.
This spreading out of the work to various
smaller groups created dedicated design/procurement teams which
would give the concentrated integrated effort required between
designer, procurement staff, and manufacturers to achieve very short
delivery times. For example the completion of the detail design,
procurement and manufacturing of the first large 40 ton shielding
cabinets was achieved in 6 months-

(c)

The Field organization went through two significant phases. In the
first (the removal phase), the handling of highly active components
was performed predominantly by experienced Operations' tradesmen.
Thus in this phase the production control was within the Operations'
Production Department.
In the second phase, (the re-installation
phase), the work was predominantly done by Construction tradesmen
reporting to the Construction Department's General Superintendent.
To ensure adequate interfacing within the operating island occurred
in this phase, and a high standard of radiological protection was
maintained, a comprehensive agreement on responsibilities and
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organization was worked out between Operations and Construction.
This agreement allows the Construction Department to assume control
over all work done within designated Retubing Zones within the
operating island, but still provides the Operations Production
Department a capability to supervise radiation safety.
(d)

The Field Engineering team required skills found normally not only
in Operations Technical Units (Radiological Work Planning) but also
in Construction (new installations) and Design (Equipment Design).
Accordingly
engineers were attached to the Pickering "B"
Construction Resident Engineering Department from both the Equipment
Design Engineering groups and the Pickering "A" Operations Technical
Unit.
The field engineering team was responsible for all
engineering throughout both the removal and installation phases in
the field.

(e)

The work outside of the fuel channel replacement on the same units,
was consolidated in a special Pickering Upgrade (Pick-up) Technical
Unit reporting to the Commissioning Manager.
(Tasks such as
inspection of various systems, reactivity mechanisms maintenance
etc.) Work on the retubing is co-ordinated with other work through
joint planning meetings.

Conclusion
This paper has presented only a brief overview of a very large project
currently underway at the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, aimed at
replacing the primary pressure boundary in two 500 MWe nuclear units.
The design of the CANDU reactor lends itself to achieving this aim by
virtue of the fact that the primary pressure boundary is shared by
390 100 mm diameter by 9 m long pressure tubes.
The project was initiated as a result of zirconium hydride embrittlement
occurring in Zircaloy-2, an early alloy used in the pressure tubes of
Units 1 and 2 but not used in later CANDU reactors.
Significant radiological hazards involved in the pressure tube
replacement were overcome through the application of a comprehensive dose
management program.
Key contributors to dose reduction were system
decontamination, water removal by vacuum drying, custom designed and
tested equipment and tooling, remotely controlled removal of highly
active components, heavy shielding, comprehensive training of workers,
and effective worker protection.
Evidence of the success in reducing
worker exposure is that an average of 1 man-rem per fuel channel is
expected to be achieved, versus 16 man-rem per fuel channel in earlier
single fuel channel replacements.
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ABSTRACT
One of the major problems with valves in nuclear power plants is the
leakage through the stuffing box. This paper discusses Live Load Valve
Packing, a proven solution to this problem. This unique technology was
developed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and has been
successfully implemented in CANDU reactors for over fifteen years.
The live-load assembly is fully described and its benefits and
applications are discussed, based on AECL's extensive and valuable
experience.
The applicability of live-loaded stem packing to process
valves in water and steam service is demonstrated and two case histories
of a valve back-fit program undertaken in the U.S. jointly by AECL and
NUS, are described. The performance of the retrofitted valves based on
field observations is presented, showing an improvement in the valve stem
seal.

INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that repacking of valves in a nuclear power
station takes an excessive amount of manpower, and causes plant personnel
to receive undesirable radiation exposure.
The obvious motive for
repacking is to reduce fluid leaking that occurs through the valve stem
packing.
At a CANDU nuclear power plant, where expensive heavy water is used in a
majority of systems, a leaking valve could be particularly costly.
Hundreds of valves of different types and sizes are installed in CANDU
process systems dealing with quite severe fluid conditions. Heavy water
in the Primary Heat Transport System which may contain radioactive
contaminants reaches a temperature of 600°F and a pressure of
approximately 1600 psig.
Therefore, for economic and safety reasons,
AECL has placed great emphasis on eliminating valve stem leakage, and
wherever elimination is impossible, reducing that leakage to an
acceptable rate and collecting it for upgrading purposes.
A research program in the late 1960's was undertaken at the AECL Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) to develop a system that would both
reduce valve leakage significantly and, extend the life of valve packing.
This program was initiated as a result of serious valve packing leakage
in prototype CANDU power reactors operated during the 1960's.
As a result of this program, and after extensive testing of a number of
valve packing materials and packing methods, a unique technology was
developed:
Live-Load Valve Packing.
Since the application of
live-loading concept in the early 1970's, valve stem leakage has not been
a significant problem. The packed stem valves in NPD, Douglas Point, and
Pickering power plants were back-fitted with live-loading modifications
since those nuclear stations at the time, were either in service or at
the commissioning stage. For later CANDU plants, valves were produced to
specifications which included live-loading and new requirements for
packing material and packing stress values.
Field experience with the back-fitted live-loading valves has been
closely monitored for more than a decade, and has shown that incidents of
packing maintenance have been reduced from 65 to 1 per 100 valves per
year. In addition, observed leakage rates have improved by a factor of
approximately 25 (ref. 1 ) .
Although in the U.S. electric utility industry, heavy water is not used
and valve repacking can sometimes be delayed until scheduled re-fuelling
outages, improved valve stem seals have considerable benefits and can
improve plant productivity.
In general, a reduction in maintenance cost, radiation exposure, plant
contamination and risk of unscheduled outage is desirable for all types
of nuclear power plants.
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The Live-load Concept
The stem leakage rate is predominantly affected by the packing axial
stress located at the interface between the bottom of the gland follower
and the first packing ring (Figure 1 ) . The relationship between stem
leakage rate and packing axial stress is a power function with
exponent: -8 (ref. 3 ) .
Although the packing axial stress may be initially set at a high level
ensuring proper leak-tightness in the stuffing box, the prevailing stress
will inevitably decrease with time- This is because of the reduction in
packing length due to consolidation, wear and strains which results in
decreasing gland bolt load as the gland follower moves into the stuffing
box. Therefore, in order to maintain the packing stress value within an
acceptable range and ensure minimum leakage rates, frequent re-torquing
of the gland bolts is necessary.
Live-loading provides this function
automatically.
Live-loading in principle is a stack of spring washers placed under the
gland nuts, and having a spring rate such that the packing axial stress
remains within narrowly-defined minimum and maximum values as the packing
consolidates during its whole service life.
In other words, it is the functional equivalent of having a maintainer
continuously in attendance at each valve, during reactor operation,
adjusting gland nuts to compensate for wear, consolidation and strains on
the packing due to imperfections in stem surface or line of travel.
Figure 2 shows a simplified live-loading arrangement mounted on the
typical valve of Figure 1.
Live-load Components
A close-up of a live-loaded double packed valve stem seal is shown
schematically in Figure 3.
A typical live-loading arrangement will
consist of the following components:
a)

Spring washers:
A calculated number of spring washers with
specified diameter and thickness (e.g. spring rate) grouped in a
series and/or parallel arrangement are installed under each ot the
two gland nuts. Both stacks are identical.

b)

Inner sleeve: A metal sleeve installed in the gap between the gland
bolt and the spring i.d. with precisely specified diametral
clearances.
Its main function is to prevent the springs from
sticking on the bolt threat! through lateral slippage and to provide
proper spring alignment (except for the few lower springs).

c)

Outer cover: A one or two piece metal cover (top and bottom) to
protect the springs from a possible hostile plant environment which
might interfere with the spring free movement.
It also provides
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FIGURE 1
TYPICAL CONVENTIONAL GATE VALVE

FIGURE 2
TYPICAL GATE VALVE WITH SIMPLIFIED LIVE LOADING

Gland nut
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Gland stud

Gland follower
Packing rings
Lantern ring
Packing rings

Bonnet
to leak-off connection

Junk ring

to bottled gas packing
blowout connection
FIGURE 3
TYPICAL LIVE LOADING ARRANGEMENT

proper alignment especially for the lower few springs not reached by
the inner sleeve. Diametral clearances for the outer cover guide
are imposed.
d)

Calibration indicator:
Generally, it is a graduated deflection
scale welded to the lower flat washer under the spring stack and
marked with the minimum and maximum loading deflection obtained from
precise laboratory calibration. It is used as a reference for the
original torquing of the gland nut and the further expected
relaxation of the spring stack during the service life of the
packing.
Different designs can be used, for example, when a
two-piece outer cover is specified as shown in Figure 3, the bottom
part is graduated on one side and acts as the deflection scale using
the edge of the top cover as the indicator.

Live-load Design
The design of live-loading is basically a task of selecting a group of
springs with sufficient energy storage to compensate for packing
consolidation and wear. For new valves a design procedure was developed
describing the method for proper disc spring selection and stating the
requirements for the fabrication, testing, and installation of the
live-loading valve packing assembly.
In the case of a back-fit modification which is the main subject of this
paper, the same procedure can be followed but is modified somewhat to
suit field conditions. Within limits, spring diameter and height can be
adjusted to accomplish the basic design requirement and to fit into the
available space under the gland nut.
In some particular cases, where
space is quite limited, to allow for installation of selected spring
stack without interference with the yoke or some other valve or actuator
components, other configurations of disc springs are utilized (e.g.,
parallel nested disc springs, stiffer springs from different suppliers,
etc.).
Disc springs are selected instead of the more conventional types of
helical springs because they have a capacity to absorb a large amount of
energy at high loads and with a short working stroke. Also, they can be
easily stacked in parallel-series configurations to obtain a different
stack spring rate. Spring performance has to be accurately determined
for a proper selection of spring stack configurations because the
displacement permitted is so low. A series of load deflection and load
relaxation tests have been conducted at the AECL laboratories (CRNL).
Commercial grade disc springs were tested to determine the relationship
between theory and observed data for different spring geometries at
temperatures within a 26-288°C range (ref. 4 ) . Results showed that in
most cases the stack spring rate cannot be closely estimated by theory,
an individual calibration curve has to be experimentally developed.
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Besides ambient temperature, a corrosive environment is one of the
additional determinant factors that influence the selection of disc
springs and must be considered during the design stage.
In most cases, longer gland studs to accommodate the selected spring
stack will be needed. They are designed and fabricated as imposed by the
applicable code requirements. Spring guide sleeves are sized to meet the
specified diametral clearances within the space available.
In some
particular cases, where the height/diameter ratio of the spring stack is
not greater than 3*, and the available space is limited, then a guiding
sleeve might not be provided.
Some old valves have deep stuffing boxes containing ten or more packing
rings (the old belief was "better seal with greater number of packing
rings"). It has now been proven that only the top few packing rings are
effective. Therefore, when designing live-loading back-fits for valves
with a deep stuffing box, metal spacers are added to eliminate excess
packing depth, thus decreasing the total packing consolidation. Also,
the decrease in the number of packing rings has a large effect on the
frictional drag of the packing against the stem. The reduction in the
friction may reach 35% when only two packing rings are removed (ref. 2 ) .
Where a higher packing load is selected, certain valve components such as
the gland plate will be re-analyzed to ensure its capability to withstand
the new design requirement. Also, packing friction on the stem resulting
from live-loading Is calculated and kept within the acceptable limits for
proper operation of manual and/or powered valves.
The sizing and selection of the live-load components are also dependent
on valve type, tolerances, clearances, surface finish, and materials.
An in-house computer program has been developed to perform all the design
steps included in a valve live-load backfit job.
Starting with the
available valve data, including such information as key dimensions and
service conditions, the program is capable, through a very few iterations
to compute the most suitable type and size of disc spring. The program
is interactive and semi-automatic requiring user's help in selecting the
specified springs from the available spring manufacturer's catalogues.
The program can handle any valve application within an operating pressure
of -15 psig tc 1500 psig and a temperature reaching a maximum of 1000cF.
*

This value may vary depending on parameters such as clearances,
spring thickness, arrangement of disc spring stack...

If the operating conditions exceed the specified range and/or fluid
medium is not water or steam, a more elaborate analysis is carried out by
hand to ensure that all design aspects are covered.
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Presently a more advanced program is being developed where the spring
characteristics as given in various manufacturer's catalogues will be
stored.
Hence, a fully automatic selection of spring stacks from the
most appropriate available supplier can be performed without user's
interaction.
In summary, the design of live-loading for a valve back-fit modification
is an exercise of attaining a suitable compromise among leakage, stem
friction, seal durability, and spring space requirements.
Packing Selection
A special consideration is given to proper packing material selection to
suit the service environment (pressure, temperature, radiation, corrosive
agents...). The packing selection relies on extensive laboratory testing
and field measurements undertaken by AECL in the last 15 years, which
have included a large variety of packing materials from most recognized
suppliers (ref. 3 ) . Leakage, packing consolidation, and packing friction
were measured and tabulated for comparison purposes. The data obtained
has formed the basis for our live-load design including packing material
selection and spring rate determination.
When back-fitting valves with live-loading, the existing packing material
is evaluated against the service conditions and a proper substitute is
proposed if deemed required. However, when site regulations or client
preference do not allow such substitution, the valve live-loading design
can generally be modified to suit the present packing material.
There is a general trend at present to switch to graphite-base valve stem
packing from the commonly used woven asbestos type. Our experience to
date indicates that this change will achieve, in general, lower leakage
rates and hence improve packing life. The carbon or graphite fiber rings
are very elastic and probably provide sufficient live-load for very mild
service conditions.
However, considering actual field conditions,
live-loading compensates for stem imperfections and inevitable packing
wear better than any packing material aloneTo date, i*ECL laboratory results show that graphite packing is associated
with a high risk of corrosion, but corrosion has not always occurred.
Live-load Application
The application of this technology in the Canadian nuclear industry has
been demonstrated and extensively discussed in previous sections. In the
U.S., two recent live-load back-fit jobs were successfully conducted at
the Prairie Island Nuclear Station Unit 2 and at Indian Point Nuclear
Power Plant Unit 3. In total nine problem valves of different types and
sizes were back-fitted with a live-loading assembly.
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Prairie Island Unit 2 - Case History
A demonstration package was offered to Northern States Power (NSP) to
retrofit three valves to be selected by their Plant Engineer.
The
following valves were identified as having serious leakage problems and a
retrofit program was immediately initiated to design, supply, and install
live-load packing on each valve.
8" Globe, Masoneilan 37-20771, 150#, CS
Service:
Temperature:
Pressure:
Operation:

condensate drain
95-105CF
5 psig to 37 in. Hg Vac.
frequent strokes

4" Globe, Masoneilan 37-20771, 150#, CS
Service:
Temperature:
Pressure:
Operation:

condensate drain
360°F (max) to 95°F
150 psig to 27 in. Hg Vac.
occasional strokes

2\" Globe, Power 1531, 1501, CS
Service:
Temperature:
Pressure:
Operation:

air non-condensable gases, wet steam
175-100°F
15 in. Hg Vac to 27 in. Hg V a c
normally open

A design review was first conducted on each valve to choose the proper
packing material for the given service conditions.
The sizing and
selection of the live-load components was based on the set of data
available.
The procurement of the hardware was performed, bearing in
mind the valve Code and QA requirements.
Each spring stack was calibrated in-house and a load/deflection curve was
produced.
This ensures the proper setting of the gland nut torque by
allowing us to adjust the spring guide sleeves to the specified
calibration marks. For a high precision application, one cannot rely on
the calibration curves provided by the spring manufacturers. Figure 4
shows a typical calibration curve where the difference between the
manufacturer's and our laboratory values is quite evident.
The installation of the live-loading system was conducted under the
guidance of an AECL engineer, and following well defined steps described
in an AECL prepared installation procedure prepared specifically for this
job.
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FIGURE 5
PACKING ARRANGEMENT FOR MASONEILAN
8 INCH CONTROL VALVE AT PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR PLANT
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AFTER LIVE LOADING INSTALLATION
FIGURE 6

Some adjustment to the live-load components had to be performed to suit
field conditions. In some cases, minor machining using standard tools
was done to ensure a proper fit between different parts.
Two NSP plant machinists successfully performed the complete installation
work without any serious problem.
The actual average time required to
retrofit each valve was approximately four hours.
It is worth noting
here that both machinists did not have any experience with live-loading
installation and did not have any problem following the installation
procedure. A thorough repacking was done, by removing the valve bonnet
and cleaning the stuffing box components.
Metal spacers were placed in the stuffing box to replace excess packing
rings.
They were field machined to allow for specified diametral
clearances.
Figure 5 represents a schematic of the 8" Masoneilan
stuffing box after repacking, showing the four top metal spacer rings.
Pictures of the 2" Powell valve before and after live-load installation
are shown in Figure 6.
The back-fit job at Prairie Island was performed to study the effect of
live-loading in reducing air in-leakage into the condenser. To date, the
live-loaded valves have performed well. The test is long term in nature,
and additional field data is still being collected.
Indian Point Unit 3 - Case History
Live-load packing systems were installed on six valves at the New York
Power Authority's Indian Point Unit 3. The retrofitted valves had had a
bad leakage service history. Two of them were installed in containment
in a highly radioactive area which was classified as inaccessible during
plant operation.
The selected valves were the following:
a)

Four 12" Copes-Vulcan gate valves installed on the Feedwater System
Service:
Temperature:
Pressure:
Operation:

b)

mixed steam/water
432°F
1440 psig
intermittent to frequent strokes

Two 3" Copes-Vulcan globe valves installed on the Charging Water
System. These two valves are Nuclear Class 1.
Service:
Temperature:
Pressure:
Operation:

radioactive water/steam
650°F
1500 psig
intermittent to frequent strokes
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This job was performed on a "rush" basis due to a sudden re-scheduling of
the site installation work. A small task group was formed immediately to
perform the required tasks, to get organized and to do the final
preparation in less than three working days. The work was successfully
completed and met the new schedule.
The four feedwater valves were relatively accessible and did not require
any special arrangements.
The two charging valves were located about
12 ft. above the floor level and, as mentioned before, were in a highly
radioactive area. The workers had to wear plastic suits and masks for
radiation protection during live-load installation.
Before the work
commenced, the water lines in the vicinity of the valves had to be
drained to avoid potential contamination during repacking.
The total actual time required to retrofit the six valves was about ten
hours. This excludes such operation as draining the lines, preparation
for installation, cleaning, etc. The repacking was performed without the
removal of valve bonnets as was the case in the Prairie Island job.
Following the installation of the live-load packing system, the valves
were cycled to ensure their proper operation. The two charging valve
actuators had problems stroking the valves open.
The actuator return
spring could not counter-balance the new imposed packing friction force.
It is worth noting here that system pressure was only 100 psig during the
valve cycling whereas the normal operating pressure reaches 1500 psig
during plant operation. Therefore, this problem of slow opening would
have eventually disappeared as soon as the packing would have been
moistened by the system fluid and as the pressure would have reached its
operating value.
However, in order to comply with the new field conditions requiring dry
depressurization stroking, the gland torque had to be re-adjusted to a
lower value permitting the valve to operate properly. The new calculated
torque still complied with the minimum requirement for a proper stem
packing seal.
Feedback has been received from the Plant Engineer of Indian Point
Station after the plant was put back into service.
The valves and
actuators are performing very well and stem leakage has been eliminated.
Prior to being live-loaded, the feedwater regulating valves have
displayed packing leakage and the charging valves have caused plant
shutdown due to stem leakage.
Live-loaded Valves In Steam Service
The behavior of a live-loaded valve in steam service depends primarily on
the fluid conditions in the stuffing box. Those conditions are dependent
on a multitude of parameters such as service conditions, valve material,
stuffing box configuration, and environmental conditions.
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If the fluid temperature and pressure is such that a phase change occurs
partway through the stem packing and the result is either liquid or mixed
vapor/liquid, then live-loaded packing will behave quite similar to
valves in water service.
Therefore, for steam applications near the
saturation point, the packing will !je wetted and previous results with
water can be directly applied.
For a highly superheated steam application where the steam remains dry
across the stem packing, no definite results have yet been obtained.
However, an improvement of stem leakage is imminent but the reduction
factor has yet to be determined.
CONCLUSION
Live-load valve packing is a simple proven solution to the valve stem
leakage problem.
Valve back-fit modifications with live-loading have
been applied successfully in the CANDU plants and field experience has
been closely monitored for more than a decade showing a remarkable
improvement in valve-stem leakage.
As discussed, this unique technology is simple in nature but requires a
thorough understanding of all the related parameters involved in
optimizing the packing load in order to achieve minimal leakage rates
consistent with stem friction limitations. In addition, a proper packing
material selection based on the service environment is primordial to
attaining a leak-tight system. An extensive R & D program on valve stem
packing seals with and without live-loading has been on-going for the
past 15 years by AECL. This has resulted in an In-depth knowledge of the
subject and a build-up of valuable expertise in the application of
live-loading to a large variety of valve types and sizes under different
service conditions.
It is known that to provide good sealing in a valve stuffing box, packing
material should have the ability to follow imperfections in stem surface
profile and line of travel during actuation. To follow imperfections the
packing has to be elastic, but for elasticity in a fibrous or particular
material like valve packing, there must be porosity or void volume, and
this is inconsistent with the sealing function.
Live-loading supplies the required elasticity outside the stuffing box
where there is room for the required energy storage, and where the
elastic element of the seal does not contribute to frictional drag on ihe
stem, as it does when it is included as part of the bulk of the packing.
Table 1 summarizes the benefits of live-loading for both woven asbestos
and woven asbestos/laminated graphite combinations. The tabulated values
were obtained from laboratory or field data for gate or globe valves
handling water or saturated 6team at 500-600°F.
The frequency of
actuation would range from about five to fifty per year among the various
valves.
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In the U.S., the industry acceptance of live-load stem packing has been
enhanced by its successful application at the Prairie Island and the
Indian Point Nuclear Plant.
Presently several additional U.S. utilities have demonstrated great
interest in the back-fit modification and have requested proposals to
undertake a serious program of valve repacking in their nuclear plant;
some of those proposals are now being converted into actual orders.
AECL, together with NUS have formed a team to apply this technology in
the U.S.
Table 1

TYPE OF GLAND LOAD

GLAND NUTS
(CONVENTIONAL LOADING)

TYPE OF PACKING

WOVEN
ASBESTOS

GRAPHITE
WOVEN
ASBESTOS

DISC SPRINGS
(LIVE-LOADING)
GRAPHITE
WOVEN
ASBESTOS

WOVEN
ASBESTOS

Frequency of repacking
(per 100 valves
per year)

20

2-10

zero or one zero or one

Frequency of gland
adjustment (per 100
valves per year)

45

5-25

zero or one zero or one

Leak rate (kg per
100 valves per day)

100-400

0.5

less than
10

less than
0.2

Stroke endurance
(average number of
actuations before
repacking is req'd)

10 20

20-40

more than
5000

more than
5000
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ABSTRACT
The development of the CAN-DECON
decontamination process and its
application to full-system decontaminations of CANDU reactors are
described. Two distinctive features of the CANDU system, the heavy water
coolant and the large amount of carbon steel piping, dictated that a
dilute, relatively non-corrosive decontamination process was required.
As a result of a need to decontaminate the Douglas Point reactor in the
mid-1970's, an intenisve collaborative research program was carried out
and the dilute, regenerable CAN-DECON process was developed and
demonstrated. The mains steps in the application of the CAN-DECON
process in a CANDU reactor are described. The process has several
advantageous characteristics, including a relatively short application
time and the production of only solid wastes. It has been successfully
applied to several full-system decontaminations of the Douglas Point and
Pickering reactors.

*CAN-DECON is a trademark.

INTRODUCTION
Operation of a water-cooled nuclear reactor inevitably leads to a
build-up of radiation fields in the vicinity of components of the heat
transport system, which cause rem expenditures during system operations
and maintenance. Reducing these radiation fields by chemical
decontairination facilitates operating and maintenance activities and
conforms to the principle of keeping radiation exposures as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA). An intensive collaborative research and
development program was undertaken between Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
(AECL) and Ontario Hydro in the early 1970's. The objectives of the
program were: (1) to understand the mechanisms of activity production,
transport, and deposition around the heat transport system, (2) to
develop and demonstrate chemical decontamination techniques to reduce
radiation fields. One of the major results of this program was the
CAN-DECON1 decontamination process.
The CANDU-PHW2 Reactor System
A schematic of the CANDU reactor system is shown in Figure 1. The system
is based on a horizontal pressure tube concept with on-power refuelling.
At either end of the zirconium alloy pressure tubes are end fittings made
of stainless steel. The coolant exiting from the fuel channels flows
through carbon steel feeder pipes to a header and then into the steam
generators. It is pumped back to the reactor through a similar system of
headers and feeders. The coolant in the primary heat transport (PHT)
system is heavy water.
In the CANDU system, the reactor face (shown for a Pickering reactor in
Figure 2) is a major work area during reactor maintenance. Radiation
fields are principally due to the deposited activity on the large carbon
steel surface area of the feeders. This alloy is, therefore, of major
importance in the development on the CAN-DECON process. The steam
generator tube material is also of importance. These tubes represent the
largest surface area in the system, and, therefore, a major fraction of
the oxide and radionuclide inventory that must be removed by the
decontamination.

1

CAN-DECON:
CANDU-PHW:

CANDU Decontamination
CANadian ^euterium Uranium - Pressurized jteavy IJater
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The Cause of the Radiation Fields
The mechanism of the build-up of the radiation fields on out-of-core
surfaces was extensively studied and has been described in detail
elsewhere. Briefly, the structural alloys, mainly steels and high-Ni
alloys, corrode slowly in the primary coolant. The corrosion products
are transported around the primary system in particulate form (so-called
"crud") or as dissolved species. At some time during this transport,
some of these corrosion products deposit on the fuel. During their
residence on the fuel, the corrosion products are neutron-activated and
become radioactive. The principal radionucllde of concern is 60co# it
is formed by activation of the traces of cobalt impurities which are
released by corrosion of the structural alloys of the PHT system and by
degradation of high-cobalt hard-facing materials used as valve seats,
etc.
With time, the now-radioactive corrosion products are released from the
fuel surface to the coolant and are carried to out-of-core surfaces. The
out-of-core equipment slowly becomes radioactive by incorporating
radionuclides into the corrosion product layers on the metal surfaces.
The chemical composition and structure of these layers are determined
mainly by the type of metal surface and by the water chemistry of the
system. In a CANDU PHT system, the water is kept at a pH of 10.2-10.8
with lithium and a dissolved hydrogen concentration in the range of 3-10
cm^/kg is maintained to suppress the radiolytic production of oxygen.
Corrosion of carbon steel in such a chemically reducing environment
produces a two-layer oxide, as shown in Figure 3. It consists of a
fine-grained but somewhat porous inner Tayer of magnetite (FejQ^) growing
into the metal, covered by a layer of precipitated magnetite crystals.
Radioactivity from the coolant diffuses down the pores of the inner layer
and is incorporated into the growing oxide. It can also be
co-precipitated during the crystallization of the outer layer of
magn_:i_ite. Finally, any particulate corrosion products being carried by
the coolant may deposit on the surface and contribute to the outer oxide
layer.
The Development of the CAN-DECON Process
In 1969, the radiation fields emanating from the PHT system equipment at
the Douglas Point station were increasing at an unacceptable rate, much
faster than predicted from experience gained by the operation of the
Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor. While the NPD boiler tubes
were made of Inconel-600, the tubes at Douglas Point (and at Pickering)
were made of Monel-400 (70% Ni, 30% Cu). The release rate of corrosion
products from Monel-400 in high temperature water increases rapidly if
oxygen is present. Inadequate control of oxygen during early operation
of the system had resulted in a large inventory of corrosion products In
the PHT system. These became activated and redistributed throughout the
system as described above, and produced radiation fields which continued
to grow with operation of the reactor, particularly around the boilers
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(Figure 4 ) . The high radiation fields were severely complicating
maintenance of equipment. Because of the magnitude of the problem, a
Decontamination Task Force was established. It comprised representatives
of the AECL Chalk River and Whiteshell Laboratories, AECL's Design and
Engineering team, Ontario Hydro and Hydro-Quebec. The objective of the
task force was to develop decontamination processes that could be used to
reduce the radiation fields around CANDU reactor components.
During 1971, a series of simple operating manipulations were carried out
which released deposited radionuclides to the coolant, where they could
be removed by the PHT purification system. These operating techniques
consisted of cycling the system temperature, coolant flow rate, pH and
redox conditions. These "cycling techniques" were remarkably successful
at reducing radiation fields around the boilers, as shown in Figure 4.
Their impact on steel components was minimal, however, and the need for a
decontamination method for carbon steel remained.
When the development program started, most of the existing
decontamination processes involved using concentrated (5-10%) solutions
of the single or mixed organic acids to dissolve the oxide layers from
reactor component surfaces. Many had been developed mainly for stainless
steel surfaces which are relatively corrosion-resistant. These processes
had many disadvantages for CANDU reactors. They tended to be excessively
corrosive to reactor components, particularly carbon steel surfaces. The
heavy water coolant would be severely downgraded and this would add
significantly to the cost. Large amounts (several system volumes) of
radioactive liquid waste would be produced and an extended shutdown would
be required. These factors made concentrated processes extremely
expensive.
It was, therefore, decided to seek a reagent that could be applied in
dilute solution. The reagent could be added directly to the heavy
coolant and removed later by ion exchange. In this way, downgrading of
the heavy water would be minimized. A dilute reagent would also be much
less aggressive towards system materials.
Because the dilute reagent would have only a low capacity for dissolving
metal oxides, a means of regenerating it during the decontamination was
required. The alternative, replenishment of spent solutions with
additional reagent, would have ultimately produced the same disadvantages
as he concentrated processes.
Several commercial reagents and mixtures were evaluated. Eventually, a
proprietary mixture of organic acids and complexing agents (based on
EDTA, citric and oxalic acids) was selected. It offered an acceptable
balance between effectiveness and corrosiveness. The reagent could be
regenerated by passage through a cation exchange bed which retained the
dissolved metals. Thus the CAN-DECON process was born.
Extensive loop tests were carried out in AECL's laboratories to
demonstrate:
(1)

The ability of the process to decontaminate.
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(2)

Its acceptable corrosion behaviour towards CANDU PHT system
materials.

(3)

Its acceptable effect on mechanical components such as valves and
pump seals.

The loop tests led to three successful tests at the NPD reactor and a
full-scale trial at the Gentilly-1 reactor.
The development program culminated in 1975 with a highly successful
full-scale decontamination of the Douglas Point reactor. Radiation
fields were reduced by a factor of three to six at the reactor face and
230 Ci of 6C>Co w a s removed from the system. Less than 10 rem was
expended in performing the decontamination and a major saving of rem
during the subsequent outage was achieved. The entire operation lasted
only 72 hours and there were no deleterious consequences on subsequent
reactor operation.
Shortly after the successful application at Douglas Point, AECL licensed
London Nuclear Decontamination Ltd of Niagara Falls, Ontario, to develop
and apply the process worldwide. Within Ontario Hydro and AECL, the
basic CAN-DECON process applied at Douglas Point has been further
developed and applied successfully to numerous components and several
full-system decontaminations. The full-system applications are described
in greater detail below.
The CAN-DECON Process
The steps involved in the CAN-DECON process as applied in a CANDU reactor
are shown in Table 1. The reactor is shut down. Additional capacity is
temporarily added to the normal heat transport purification system (which
is valved out during CAN-DECON). This is shown schematiclly in Figure 5.
The additional capacity consists of a large (3 m^) disposable submicron
filter and a number of skid-mounted ion exchange columns containing
cation or mixed bed resin (Figure 6 ) . The CAN-DECON purification system
and its removable shielding enclosure are located outside the reactor
containment building.
With the coolant circulating at a temperature of 85-9O°C, the lithium
used to maintain an elevated system pH under normal operating conditions
is removed by ion exchange. The CAN-DECON reagent is then added directly
to the circulating heavy water to give a total concentration of
approximately 0.1Z by wt. The organic acids and complexing agents attack
the contaminated surface oxide layer, releasing dissolved and particulate
material to the coolant. A continuous flow of coolant is passed through
the CAN-DECON purification equipment. The filter retains the suspended
particulates and the cation resign removes dissolved metals from the
solution. The regenerated reagent is recirculated back to the PHT system
where further oxide dissolution takes place. The process is continued
until all the contamination has been removed or until the cation exchange
capacity is exhausted. The reagents and the remaining dissolved metals
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are then removed from the system on mixed bed ion exchange resin and
normal system chemistry is established by adding lithium.
The process has a number of advantageous characteristics.
(a)

The entire operation is relatively quick and requires typically
hours of outage time.

100

(b)

Since the PHT system does not require draining or flushing, there is
no need for large storage tanks on-site.

(c)

The only wastes which are produced are solids (IX resins and
filters).

(d)

The dilute reagent solution is relatively non-corrosive and does not
cause significant degradation of any PHT materials. In some recent
applications, an organic corrosion inhibitor has been added to
further lower the corrosion rate of carbon steel.

(e)

The fact that the d? jntamination is carried out with the fuel in
the reactor greatly simplifies the operation. In addition, it
removes from the system whatever activated corrosion products are on
the fuel which would otherwise become redistributed around the
system after reactor start-up.

Experience with Full-System Decontaminations
Since the successful decontamination at Douglas Point in 1975, the
CAN-DECON process has been applied several times by Ontario Hydro, AECL
and London Nuclear Ltd (LNL) to components of CANDU reactors such as heat
exchangers, fuelling machines and bleed valves, and also to full-system
decontaminations of CANDU reactors. The full-system applications are
summarized in Table 2, along with an assessment of their success and the
average Decontamination Factor (DF)3 achieved in the vicinity of the
reactor face. The main features of each of the full-system
decontaminations will be described in this section.
Radiation levels at the Pickering reactors were much lower than those at
the Douglas Point station. However, the possibility of major reactor
maintenance such as replacement or repositioning of the pressure tubes
was recognized. As a contingency for this possibility, a CAN-DECON
purification system for a Pickering decontamination was procured. Its
design was based on the Douglas Point purification system and took into
consideration the larger carbon steel surface area in a Pickering

radiation field before decontamination
radiation field after decontamination
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reactor. A review of the reactor maintenance work indicated that major
rem (and cost) savings would be realized if a higher decontamination
factor could be achieved than at Douglas Point. A series of tests in a
small loop suggested that a modified process could produce the desired
higher decontamination factors.
A full scale performance trial of the modified process was carried out at
Pickering Unit 1 in November 1981 and it was a failure. Essentially no
reduction in radiation field was obtained at the reactor face. Although
360 kg of iron was removed from the system, only 26 Ci of 60Co, a small
fraction of the total system inventory, was removed. Most of this
originated in the steam generators. The modifications to the process had
involved an increase in operating temperature and a major change in
reagent composition. These two factors combined to make the modified
process considerably more aggressive toward carbon steel than the process
applied at Douglas Point. As a result, most of the iron removed from the
system was derived from corrosion rather than oxide dissolution. It
should be noted that the corrosion rate observed, while high enough to
interfere with the effectiveness of the process, was not of concern with
respect to system integrity. in retrospect, it is clear that the test
program which had resulted in the modified process was inadequate, in
that it did not include any intermediate~scale experiments between the
small test loop and the full reactor PHT system.
In March 1983, the decontamination of Pickering Unit 1 was repeated using
a CAN-DECON process nominally identical to the one applied at Douglas
Point in 1975. The decontamination had only limited success and produced
a disappointingly low DF of 1.3 at the reactor face. In spite of this
low DF, a significant dose ( 50 rem) was avoided as a result of the
decontamination. Extensive analytical monitoring of the chemical
composition of the decontamination solution indicated that constituents
of the reagent necessary to promote attack on the corrosion product layer
were being lost during the decontamination. This resulted in a decrease
in the rate of dissolution of the contaminated oxide. The corrosion of
the carbon steel substrate continued unabated, however.
This is illustrated by the behaviour of the 6°Co specific activity of the
decontaminant solution shown in Figure 7. The specific activity is the
ratio of 60c o activity to iron concentration in solution. It is
determined by the relative rates of the oxide dissolution reactions
(which introduce both &0c 0 and Fe to solution) and the corrosion
reactions (which produce only Fe with no associated 60Co). Shortly after
the initial reagent injection, a high specific activity was observed,
indicative of effective oxide dissolution. Relatively rapidly, however,
the specific activity decrease,d indicating that the corrosion reactions
were becoming more prominent. This decrease corresponded to the loss
from solution of the reagent constituents necessary for effective oxide
dissolution. A second addition of reagents after 22 hours increased the
specific activity, indicating that oxide dissolution had again increased.
However, as with the initial reagent injection, the specific activity
decreased rapidly. The decontamination was terminated when the available
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cation exchange resin was exhausted. Overall, the average specific
activity of 60c o i n solution was relatively low. Thus, as in the
earlier Unit 1 decontamination, the iron which consumed the cation
exchange capacity was derived largely from corrosion rather than oxide
dissolution, resulting in a poor decontamination effectiveness. Unlike
the earlier decontamination, however, the prominence of the corrosion
reactions was not due to an excessively aggressive process but more to
inadequacy of the oxide dissolution reactions.
In May 1983, a second CAN-DECON decontamination was carried out at the
Douglas Point reactor. Radiation fields around system components had
increased substantially since the previous decontamination and a large
amount of maintenance work was scheduled for the spring 1983 outage. LNL
was contracted by AECL, owners of the Douglas Point reactor, to perform
this second decontamination. Modifications were made to the chemical
addition strategy based on the experience obtained at Pickering Unit 1,
and the concentrations of the key components of the reagent were better
controlled. The decontamination was highly successful. Reactor face
radiation fields were reduced by a factor of 5-8, which was higher than
in the 1975 decontamination. Approximately 200 rem was saved in
performing tasks which were scheduled for the outage. Additional
maintenance tasks which were necessary but not scheduled for this
shutdown could also be performed as a result of the lower radiation
fields.
The success of the second Douglas Point decontamination restored
confidence in the ability of the CAN-DECON process to decontaminate CANDU
PHT systems. A program was undertaken, with participation by Ontario
Hydro, AECL and LNL, to better understand the factors that had made the
process successful twice at Douglas Point but unsuccessful at Pickering
Unit 1. The target was t provide a process capable of decontaminating
Pickering Unit 2 in 1985. The program consisted of experimental and
modelling studies of the role of the constituents of the CAN-DECON
reagent and of their behaviour during a decontamination. In addition, in
order to better characterize the oxide composition and morphology were
essentially as anticipated (i.e. a two-layer magnetite film), its
specific weight ( 200 g/m^) and thickness ( 50 m) were much greater than
expected on the basis of corrosion coupons from the PHT system
autoclaves.
The failure of a pressure tube in Pickering Unit 2 in August 1583
drastically changed the decontamination schedule. In late November,
1983, it was decided that a decontamination of Pickering Unit 2 would be
required in January 1984 to reduce the radiation dose associated with a
major pressure tube inspection program. The Pickering Unit 1 and 1983
Douglas Point decontaminations and the subsequent laboratory development
work had indicated that a revised reagent addition strategy could make
CAN-DECON a success in a Pickering unit. It was, however, considered
prudent to further test the modified process in a full-scale heat
transport system decontamination at the NPD reactor.
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The NPD trail was successfully carried out in December 1983. The
specific activity of 60co in solution is shown in Figure 8. During the
first twenty hours of the decontamination, systematic variations were
made in the reagent addition rate and strategy. The resulting changes in
the "0c o specific activity and other chemical parameters were used to
deduce the effect of the reagent additions on the relative rates of
corrosion and oxide dissolution. After twenty hours., a low concentration
of an organic corrosion inhibitor was added. This resulted in a steady
increase in the specific activity until the end of the decontamination
when the cation resin was exhausted. The increase in specific activity
was attributed in part to a decrease in the carbon steel corrosion rate,
which allowed oxide dissolution to become the dominant reaction. From
the NPD trial, it was concluded that optimised chemical addition to
prevent depletion of reagents and the use of a corrosion inhibitor would
be key factors in achieving a successful decontamination at Pickering
Unit 2.
In view of the result of the NPD feeder examination, a section of feeder
was removed from the Pickering Unit 2 reactor. The oxide layer on this
sample was twice as heavy ( 400 g/m2) as that on the NPD sample. An
estimate of the total oxide burden to be removed by the decontamination
indicated that the cation exchange capacity available in the CAN-DECON
purification system would limit the DF to a maximum value of 2. One or
more additional applications with fresh ion exchange resin would be
required to accommodate the entire oxide burden in the system and achieve
a satisfactory DF.
The first decontamination of the Pickering Unit 2 system was carried out
in January, 1984. The specific activity of the solution was high (see
Figure 9) and was held relatively constant through the use of the
chemical addition scheme and corrosion inhibitor tested during the NPD
decontamination. The DF achieved was close to the expected value of two.
Examination of a feeder section removed after this decontamination
confirmed that the outer half of the oxide layer had been removed.
A second decontamination of the system was carried out in April 1984 with
an expanded ion exchange purification capacity. The specific activity in
the system at the start of the second CAN-DECON was very similar to that
at the end of the first CAN-DECON, indicating that the April
decontamination was essentially a resumption of the incomplete January
cleaning. This is also illustrated by the behaviour of the 60Co gamma
count rate at the reactor face, which was monitored during the
decontaminations by means of a collimated gamma spectrometer. Figure 10
shows that the patterns of count rate reduction in the two
decontaminations represent two sections of a single smooth curve. The
slow decrease of the reactor face count rate during the first portion of
the January CAN-DECON is attributed to a period of preferential
decontamination of the Monel 400 steam generators. Once the steam
generators had been cleaned (after approximately two thirds of the
January decontamination), the decontamination rate of the carbon steel
increased and the 60c o count rate at the reactor face decreased more
rapidly.
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The effect of the two decontaminations on radiation fields at the reactor
face is shown in Figure 11. Fields were reduced by a factor of 10 near
the top of the face and 5 near the bottom. The greater effect near the
top of the reactor (and the marked increase in initial gamma field with
increasing height) is due to the proximity above the reactor of a large
surface of initially contaminated carbon steel (see Figure 2 ) . This
carbon steel was very effectively decontaminated (DFs of 20-40 were
observed in contact with the feeders). The residual fields at the
reactor face at the end of the decontaminations are attributed mainly to
activity deposited in the stainless steel end fittings.
The pressure tube problem was not confined to Pickering Unit 2 but also
affected the identical Unit 1 (later reactors used a different pressure
tube material). Replacement of all the pressure tubes was therefore
undertaken in both units. A CAN-DECON decontamination of Unit 1 was
carried out in May 1984. A feeder removed before the decontamination
showed an oxide thickness comparable to that at the NPD reactor and
substantially less than in Unit 2. This difference was attributed in
part to the removal of some oxide during the 1983 CAN-DECON of Unit 1.
As a result of the smaller oxide burden, a single decontamination using
the enhanced ion exchange purification capacity acquired for the second
Unit 2 decontamination was sufficient to satisfactorily clean the system.
The specific activity of the solution was in the range 0.05-0.1 Ci
60co/kg Fe for most of the decontamination. This was considerably higher
than in the 1983 CAN-DECON of the same unit (see Figure 7 ) , illustrating
the improvement in the process. Reactor face gamma fields were reduced
to lower levels than in Unit 2. Figure 12 shows the combined result of
the two decontaminations in Pickering Unit 1 in March 1983 and May 1984.
The overall DFs were in the range of 5-10, similar to the Unit 2
experience.
The decontaminations of Pickering Units 1 and 2 were considered highly
successful. They were a major factor contributing to the viability of
the current pressure tube replacement program in these units. Several
thousand rem of dose was avoided by the reduction in the reactor face
radiation fields.
Another application of the CAN-DECON process to a full-system
decontamination took place in July 1985 at Pickering Unit 3. As a result
of a leak in a pressure tube, considerable maintenance activities were
required at the re&ctor face. Radiation fields around system components
were higher than in Pickering Units 1 and 2. A CAN-DECON decontamination
was carried out and a vtry high specific activity (0.4-2 ci 6Oco/kg Fe)
was maintained in solution. More than 400 Ci of G^Co was removed from
the system and reactor face fields were reduced by a factor of 3 to 6
(see Figure 13). The carbon steel feeders and the steam generators were
very effectively cleaned. The decontamination produced an 80 rem saving
during the pressure tube inspection and single channel replacement which
were carried out during the outage. Additional rem savings were also
produced for maintenance activities which were carried out near other
heat transport system components.
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The most recent attempted application of the CAN-DECON process was in
Pickering Unit 4 in March 1986. Major mechanical difficulties were
encountered with the ion exchange columns, which prevented flow being
established and maintained through the purification system. These
difficulties could not be overcome in the time allotted in the outage and
the decontamination was aborted.
The next application of the CAN-DECON process is expected to be Bruce
Unit 1 in August 1985.
CONCLUSIONS
-

The evolution of the CAN-DECON decontamination process has been the
result of an intense collaborative effort, involving industry-wide
participation in a program of process development, scale-up testing,
full-scale demonstration, and application to full-system
decontaminations of CANDU reactors. The co-operative research and
development capability which restored confidence in the CAN-DECON
process following the failures in Pickering Unit 1 is being
maintained to resolve future decontamination problems.
The key elements of the CAN-DECON process, i.e. the use of a dilute
regenerable reagent and the production of only solid wastes,
originate from requirements particular to CANDU reactors. These key
elements are, however, equally advantageous to non-CANDU
decontamination applications.
The recent successful decontaminations at Pickering have demonstrated
the suitability of the CAN-DECON process for full-system
decontamination and have illustrated the importance of process
monitoring and control through reagent additions.
Although the CAN-DECON process as it is presently applied is highly
effective, it is still somewhat empirical. Further research and
development is presently underway to better understand the mechanism
of the decontamination process and the nature of the oxide in the
system being cleaned. Development work is also underway to improve
the effectiveness of the process for the stainless steel end fittings
to enable further reductions in residual reactor face fields.
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TABLE 1:

STEPS IN THE APPLICATION OF THE CAN-DECON PROCESS TO
A FULL-SYSTEM DECONTAMINATION OF A CANDU REACTOR

1.

Shut down reactor, maintain coolant at 85-90°C and circulating.

2.

Tie in temporary additional purification equipment.

3.

Remove Li+ from coolant by ion exchange.

4.

Add CAN-DECON reagent.

5.

Circulate decontamination solution; continuously pass a stream of
solution through the purification equipment, where filtration removes
suspended particulates, and cation exchange removes soluble metal
ions and regenerates the reagent.

6.

Remove reagent on mixed bed ion exchange resin to terminate the
decontamination.

7.

Restore normal system chemistry.

TABLE 2:

EXPERIENCE WITH FULL-SYSTEM DECONTAMINATIONS
USING THE CAN-DECON PROCESS

Reactor

Date of
Decontamination

Douglas Point

August 1975

Successful

Pickering Unit 1

November 1981

Unsuccessful

Pickering Unit 1

March 1983

Douglas Point

Result

Typical DF*
(reactor
face)

Reference

3-6

7

1

8

Limited Success

1.3

9

May 1983

Successful

5-8

10

NPD
(demonstration)

December 1983

Successful

Pickering Unit 2
(2 stages)

January 1984
& April 1984

Successful

5-10

9

Pickering Unit 1

May 1984

Successful

2-5

9

Pickering Unit 3

July 1985

Successful

3-7

9

*Decontamination Factor (DF)

\-

9

radiation field before decontamination
radiation field after decontamination

+ This decontamination was carried out to optimize the process parameters
rather than achieve a high DF. Because of system design, a meaningful
DF cannot be measured at the reactor face.
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INTRODUCTION
London Nuclear (LN) has been performing dilute chemical decontaminations
(DCD) in light water reactors (LWR) since 1979. Systems or components
that have been decontaminated include: entire recirculation systems in
boiling water reactors (BWR), steam generators in pressurized water
reactors (PWR), isolated pumps in both PWRs and BWRs, reactor water
cleanup systems in BWRs, a BWR auxiliary steam circuit, and a magnetite
filter system that was to be decommissioned.
The total number of LWR
decontaminations performed by LN is now over 30.
Three typical
applications are described herein.
Decontamination Processes
In 1977 LN become the sole licencee of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
for commercial applications of the CAN-DECON™ DCD process. From the
first application in 1979 up to 1985, this was the only process that LN
offeredIn 1985 LN became a licencee of the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) in the USA and of the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) in the UK for the low oxidation state metal ion (LOMI)
decontamination process. Since then LN has become the leader in North
American LOMI technology while continuing to develop and apply advanced
CAN-DECON processes.
Oxide Deposits in Water Cooled Reactars
The basis of all chemical decontamination processes is dissolution of the
contaminated oxide films from the interior of pipes and components. In
order to understand how a specific process works, it is first necessary
to know the morphology and chemical composition of the contaminated
films.
Oxide films are formed by two fundamentally different mechanisms:
an
adherent inner layer is formed by in-situ corrosion of the base metal,
and a relatively loose outer layer is formed by deposition of circulating
crud and precipitation of dissolved metals.
Both layers contain
radioactive nuclides, such as Co-60, Mn-54, Cr-51, etc. Table 1 lists
the major components found in each layer for PWRs, BWRs, and CANDU-PHWRs.
The most significant feature of this table is the chromium-rich deposit
on the inner layer of PWRs, which result in significantly different
dissolution characteristics of these films.
Basically, oxide films in CANDU-PHWRs and BWRs are rich in iron and
nickel, whereas oxides in PWRs contain between 20 and 40 percent
chromium.

* CAN-DECON is a trademark.
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Chemical composition alone is insufficient information to determine the
dissolution characteristics of a particular deposit.
Experience has
shown that deposits from "sister" reactors (i.e., those of the same
design, built at the same time) may have similar chemical compositions
but significantly different dissolution characteristics.
This is
attributed to differences in oxide morphology, caused by such variables
as water quality, temperature, and number and length of shutdowns.
The CAN-DECON Process
Basic Process
During development of the CAN-DECON process, considerable work was
performed on the dissolution of magnetite iron oxide (Fe3O4) in dilute
chemical reagents. Magnetite is the principle oxide found in CANDU-PHW
reactors.
Since then the studies have been extended to include those
oxides formed in the oxidizing environment of the BWRs and the reducing
environment of the PWRs.
Table 2 shows the main features of the CAN-DECON process- It is a DCD
process that does not require draining or flushing of the system to be
decontaminated, or removal of the fuel, which simplifies the operation
and reduces the time that the reactor has to be shut down. Cleaning of
the fuel is a great advantage to the overall decontamination, since it
removes from the system a significant amount of activated corrosion
products which, if allowed to remain, would eventually dissolve or be
released as particles and redeposit out-core, thus partially negating the
effects of the decontamination.
Cation exchange resin is used for
impurity removal and reagent regeneration, while anion exchange resin is
used for regent removal at the end of the process. Only solid wastes,
consisting of ion exchange of resins and filters, are produced, thus
greatly simplifying disposal.
The chemicals circulate through the system, attacking the deposits and
releasing contaminants from the walls. Once the contaminants are in the
liquid, they can be removed from the system by purification. Dissolved
metals, such as iron and cobalt, are removed by cation exchange resin,
and particulate matter, if any, is removed by filtration.
As well as removing dissolved metals, the cation resin regenerates the
spent contaminated solution into a clean reusable form. The regenerated
stream is recirculated to the reactor to be used over and over again as
long as contaminants are still being removed.
The decontamination is terminated by valving out the cation resin and
valving in a mixed cationic plus anionic resin.
The anionic resin
removes the chemical reagents themselves, and the cationic resin removes
any remaining dissolved metals. Normal system chemistry Is restored and
the reactor restarted.
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These are the basic steps involved in CAN-DECON. The fundamental concept
of the process is the use of dilute chemical reagents, and the
purification-regeneration with ion exchange resin. The CAN-DECON process
Is not dependent on a particular chemical reagent; it will operate with
several different chemicals or mixtures of chemicals.
The optimum
reagent mixture depends on the composition of the deposit to be
dissolved, and this varies from one reactor type to another.
Some additional features of the CAN-DECON process have been developed
to meet particular needs, and are applied only when necessary.
They
are:
(a)

For BWR heat exchangers, a copper removal step to remove copper from
the deposit prior to the actual decontamination, eliminating the
potential for copper plate-out during decontamination.

(b)

For PWR chromium-rich films, an oxidizing pretreatment to remove
chromium, allowing the remaining film to be more easily dissolved by
the CAN-DECOM reducing agent.

(c)

For system contaminated with fission products, wetting agents to
alter the surface charge on particles, to reduce their tendancy to
redeposit, and to increase their filterability.

(d)

For decomtaminations with
additives
to suppress
decontaminating reagent.

(e)

For obtaining high DFs on carbon steel surfaces, or decommissioning,
corrosion inhibitors to prevent excessive general corrosion of
ferritic and martensitic steels if more aggressive conditions
(higher reagent concentration and higher temperatures) are used.

(f)

To suppress recontamination of the surfaces, a passivation treatment
to lay down a thin oxide film after the decontamination.

highly radioactive fuel in the core,
radiolytic
decomposition of the

The unique features of the CAN-DECON process are:
(a)

Use of the water in
decontaminating reagent.

the

system

(b)

Use of an ion exchange cleanup system for continuous
particulate and dissolved contaminants.

(c)

Continuous regeneration of the reagent by ion exchange resins in the
cleanup system.

(d)

Use of ion exchange resins for reagent removal.
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CAN-DECON Chemistry
In BWRs and CANDUs, the oxide films are mainly mixtures of iron and
nickel oxides, such as FE2O3 (hematite), Fe3O4 (magnetite), and NiFe2O4
(nickel ferrite).
All of these films readily dissolve in a reducing
CAN-DECON " reagent by either simple acidic dissolution:
8H + + Fe 3 O 4 —

Fe 2 + 2Fe 3 + + 4H2O

or reductive dissolution:
8H + + 2e~ + Fe 3 0 4 —

3Fe 2 + + 4H2S

Radioactive impurities such as Co-60, Co-58, Fe-59, Mn-54, etc., are
released at the same time.
In order to prevent redeposition of the metal ions, particularly the
radioactive metal ions that are released along with the iron and nickel,
a chelating agent (Ym~) is provided. This increases the solubility of
the metal ions in solution by forming a "chelating complex":
F e 2+

+ Y m-

__

Fe:Yn-

When this complex is passed over strong cation exchange resin (H:R), the
CAN-DECON reagent is regenerated.
The resin breaks the chemical bond
between the metal ion and the chelating agent, captures and retains the
metal ion, and releases the chelating agent and hydrogen ions:
Fe:Yn~ + 2H:R

—

Fe:R2 + 2H + + Y m ~

The regenerated reagents are returned to the system to dissolve more
deposits, as shown in the earlier equations. The reducing agent is not
regenerated, and additional amounts may be required during the
decontamination.
In PWRs the film contains up to 40 percent chromium as chromium oxide,
Cr2O3, or iron chromite, FeCr2O4These compounds are insoluble in
reducing reagents. An oxidizing pretreatment is necessary to oxidize the
chromium from the insoluble +3 valence state to the readily soluble +6
valence state:
Cr 2 P 3 + Ox ~

Cr 6 + + e~

The remaining iron and nickel oxides can then be dissolved, as described
before.
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London Nuclear has developed several dilute oxidizing pretreatments that
are completely compatible with the CAN-DECON concepts of using a low
reagent concentration and producing no liquid wastes. The reagents are
generally solids that can be added as a concentrated slurry and then
removed on ion exchange resin at the end of the oxidizing step. Numerous
laboratory tests to optimize the process have been performed over a
period of several years, using active specimens from several different
PWRs.
The LOMI Process
Basic Process
The basic
CAN-DECON.

steps of the
They are:

LOMI

process

are

in many

ways

similar

to

(a)

The reactor is shut down and portable skid-mounted
connected to the system to be decontaminated.

equipment is

(b)

The circulating coolant is brought to the correct temperature.
Steps are also taken to remove dissolved oxygen and to inert the
atmosphere in contact with the coolant.

(c)

The decontaminating reagent is injected in liquid form as two
components, one an aqueous solution of sodium picolinate and the
other an aqueous solution of vanadous formate. The mixing of these
two components generates the active dissolving constituent, vanadous
picolinate.

(d)

Circulation of the reagent continues until oxide film dissolution is
complete.

(e)

Clean-up is then effected by circulation of the coolant through
cation and anion exchange resins.
The cation resin removes the
metallic ions released from the oxide film and also the spent
vanadium ions while the anion resin removes the formate and
picolinate portions of the reagent, leaving the coolant as pure, low
conductivity water.

Unique features of the LOMI process are:
(a)

Extreme rapidity of oxide dissolution. Deposits are dissolved in a
few hours or sometimes minutes, even if the contain nickel and
zinc.

(b)

Sub-boiling temperature application.
Because the LOMI process
operates so rapidly, there is no need to raise the temperature above
the normal boiling point of water. The system does not therefore
require to be pressurized during application.
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(c)

Radiolytic stability.
The presence of a radiation field does not
adversely affect the reagent. The chemical reactions taking place
during radiolysis actually regenerate the active constituent of the
reagent.

Optional features of the LOMI process are:
(a)

Oxidizing pretreatment of PWR films to remove chromium. The nitric
acid permanganate (NP) treatment, also developed by the Central
Electricity Generating Board, can be used to gain extra
effectiveness of stainless steel surfaces either on its own or in
conjunction with the normal alkaline treatment (AP). Both these
processes can be applied in a single application without requiring
cleanup between them.

(b)

Corrosion
inhibitors
can be added without affecting
the
effectiveness of the reagent. Wetting agents can also be added as
for CAN-DECON; in some cases these wetting agents also act as mild
corrosion inhibitors.

Advantages of the LOMI process:
(a)

The process shares with CAN-DECON simplicity and ease of operation.
The LOMI process can be applied using the same equipment as used for
CAN-DECON with only minor modifications.

(b)

The process also shares with CAN-DECON the features of no system
draining or flushing and only solid waste.

(c)

The action of the LOMI system ensures that there are few insoluble
particles released during the decontamination process.

(d)

Extensive fuel decontamination experience has been accumulated.
Some Zircaloy-2 based fuel elements at Winfrith have been
decontaminated five times in reactor with periods of full power
operation between each decontamination.

(e)

Extensive corrosion testing has revealed no adverse effects on
stainless steel of high nickel alloys used in LWRs. Corrosion of
ferritic and tnartensitic materials is minimal. Many non-metallic
components have been tested for adverse effects in LOMI and none
have been found.

(f)

The process is backed by a very detailed scientific understanding of
its mechanism of action. The formulation of LOMI Is based on the
results of comprehensive studies of oxide dissolution, base metal
corrosion, ion exchange clean-up and other topics.

(g)

The benefits of annual whole circuit decontamination have been
demonstrated at Winfrith, where annual radionuclide field build-up
Is now only 1/3 of its value prior to this process being applied.
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LOMI Chemistry
BWR oxide deposits dissolve rapidly in the LOMI system because of
electron transfer from the strongly reducing vanadous picolinate complex.
The vanadous ion in the complex transfers an electron to ferric ion in
the deposit according to equation 1
V:pic3" + F e 3 + —

F e 2 + + V:pic3

(1)

The iron ion is de-stabilized in the oxide by this process and is
released into solution. The ferrous ion is then stabilized in solution
by complexation with picolinate. Other ions, such as zinc, can also be
released into solution when associated with ferric ion in the deposit
according to Equation 2.
9 pic:H+ZnFe2Oi4 + 2V:pic3" —
Zn:pic3- + 2Fe:pic3~ + 2V:pic-j + 4H 2 O + H+

(2)

The picolinate complexing agent is chosen because it assists the electron
transfer process and also modifies the reducing potential of the V /V
system. The reducing potential of the system is so strong that it can
suppress the normal corrosion reaction of iron (Equation 3 ) .
Fe + 2H +

Fe 2 + + H 2

—

(3)

Ion exchange of the LOMI system is in many ways similar to that of
CAN-DECON.
A cation exchange resin is used to break the picolinate
complexes of vanadium and the other metal Ions released during
decontamination (Equation 4)
V:pic3 + 3H:R —
An anion
formate.

exchange

resin

V:R3 + 3pic:H

is then used

(4)

to remove picolinate and also

For PWR deposits, the oxidizing pretreatment is used to release chromium.
After this step, the LOMI treatment dissolves the remaining deposits as
described.
CAN-DECON and LOMI Side-by-side
London Nuclear offers these two different processes because each offers
its own particular advantages. The requirements of each application must
must be examined to decide which is more appropriate.
For example,
though both these processes yield very small volumes of ion exchange
waste, the CAN-DECON process generates less than LOMI because no metal
ion is added as part of the formulation. On the other hand, the more
rapid action of LOMI allows shorter process times and application at
lower temperatures. The many similarities between the processes allow us
to offer either one with essentially the same equipment.
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Peach Bottom-2 Decontamination
In August 1984 LN used the CAN-DECON process to decontaminate the
recirculation system of Unit 2 of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
at Delta, Pennsylvania. Also included in the decontamination were the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) supply and return lines and the Reactor Water
Clean Up (RWCU) supply line. No part of the reactor vessel was included
in the circuit. To accomplish this decontamination, all the suction and
discharge risers were cut immediately below the elbows at the safe ends,
as shown in Figure 1. A hose connection was provided in the cap to allow
the decontaminating fluid to circulate through the risers. Both primary
coolant pumps were included in the decontamination.
The decontamination was undertaken to reduce the radiation fields in the
drywell, and in and around the pumps and piping of the recirculation
system prior to the removal and replacement of the recirculation piping.
The decontamination was completed in two phases.
Discharge Side - Phase 1
The discharge side decontamination flow path included both discharge
legs, recirculation pumps, the ring header, and the risers which were all
tied together with flexible hoses through the two manifolds
interconnected to the risers (Figure 2 ) .
The residual heat removal
return piping was also included with this side.
Suction Side - Phase 2
The suction side decontamination flow path included both suction legs
which were tied together with flexible hoses (Figure 2 ) . The flexible
hoses allowed circulation through the suction legs without flowing
through the annulus. The residual heat removal supply and reactor water
clean-up line segments were also included with this decontamination.
Decontamination Results
The discharge piping decontmination removed
a total of 33 curies of
gamma activity, of which 22 curies were Cobalt-60. Seventeen kilograms
of metals, equivalent to 25 kg of metal oxide, were also removed.
The suction piping decontamination removed 13 curies, 10 curies as
Cobalt-60, together with 8 kg of metals equivalent to 11 kg of metal
oxide.
Decontamination factors were in the range 2 to 13 for the various
recirculation system components. One section of the discharge flow path,
however, did not experience and appreciable decontamination.
This
section consisted of both recirculation pump bowls where local hot spots
remained following the decontamination.
Further investigation showed
that Insoluble crud material, already present In the system, had
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deposited
in a low flow area of
the pump bowls during
the
decontamination.
This phenomenon has not been encountered in any other
decontamination performed by LN. Table 3 summarizes these r e s u l t s .
Dresden-3
In November 1985 LN decontaminated the reactor recirculation system (RRS)
and reactor water clean-up system (RWCU) of Commonwealth Edison's
Dresden-3 BWR using the LOMI process. Decontamination factors achieved
in the seven-day decontamination are given in Table 4. Decontamination
factors were measured at pre-agreed points by a shielded probe. Each
figure in the table is the arithmetic of several points.
The Decontamination Operation
Analysis of a flange specimen removed from the Dresden-3 plant indicated
that the oxide deposit was iron based with very low levels of chromium.
It was therefore not necessary to employ any pre-oxidation steps in the
process since the LOMI formulation was capable of dissolving the deposit
on its own. The system had been successfully decontaminated in 1983 with
CAN-DECON, and thus the oxide and activity burden were expected to be
less than in an undecontaminated plant.
Deoxygenation of the system was achieved by replacing the top of the
reactor vessel (without tightening down) and sparging the vessel with
nitrogen gas. Low dissolved oxygen levels were obtained by the addition
of hydrazine during the heat-up phases. There was no need to pressurize
the system above atmospheric pressure.
The recirculation pipework was decontaminated In two separate phases.
The discharge pipework was formed into a flow path by attaching temporary
connections between the "A" and "B" loop suction and discharge isolating
valves and LN's equipment. Reagent was forced into the discharge risers
by restricting flow through the ring header cross-tie valve and by
periodic flow reversal. For the suction side a flow path was achieved
by circulating from the "A" loop to the "B" loop through the reactor
annulus. A schematic diagram showing how LN's portable decontamination
equipment was connected to the RRS is shown in Figure 3.
Analysis of the DF results of the first applications indicated that the
very topmost portion of the recirculation system had been inadequately
decontaminated.
The level was therefore raised and a second
half-strength application of LOMI was made to both suction and discharge
pipework yielding the final DFs as reported. The RWCU was decontaminated
in a single step.
The radionuclides and metals released during the decontamination are
given In Table 5. The results show that the oxide was primarily iron
based.
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Clean-up of the system was easily achieved using the "cation-followedby-anion" ion exchange technique, appropriate for L0M1. Conductivity,
pH, and Total Organic Carbon (TOC) were measured in the ion exchange
system inlet and outlet to determine the progress of the clean-up
operation.
Waste Management
LN was able to incorporate several new developments in the L0M1 process
which reduced the volume of radioactive waste generated as a result of
the decontamination.
Oxford Chemicals (UK), who supply the vanadous
formate portion of the reagent, have introduced a new version of their
product which has a lower concentration of free formic acid. This allows
a lower concentration of alkali to be used in the formulation which in
turn reduces the quantity of ion exchange resin required for clean-up. A
high capacity anion ion exchange resin was also used for the
decontamination, leading to a further reduction in waste volume.
The
Dresden-3 decontamination was the first commercial scale demonstration of
these two improvements, and no problems were encountered in achieving the
required clean-up specifications of TOC and conductivity.
The exercise was planned carefully to maximize the utilization of ion
exchange resins and thereby minimize the volume of waste produced. A
final figure of 163 cu ft of ion exchanger resin was generated (Table 6 ) .
There is some scope for further reduction in waste volume in future
decontaminations.
Critical Path Time
LN completed the decontamination of the system from first reagent
injection to end of final clean-up in five days. Within one further day
all equipment was removed from the area allowing other operations to
recommence. Including one day of initial preparation prior to chemical
injection, the total time for the exercise was seven days.
Connecticut Yankee Steam Generator
In late 1985 LN received a contract to decontaminate the steam generators
at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Station.
The multi-step
CAN-DECON PWR process was used- Details of the process used are given in
Table 7. The most significant features of the process are:
-

the use of an alkaline permanganate step followed by a nitric
permanganate step to achieve maximum oxidation on both Inconel and
stainless steel

-

destruction of residual permanganate with oxalic acid prior to removal
on IX resin

A schematic flow diagram showing how LN's portable decontamination
equipment was connected to two steam generators in parallel Is shown In
Figure 4. Level was controlled about 2-3 feet up the tubes in one side
of each generator and just at the tube sheet on the other. By reversing
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flow the levels were also reversed. The spent reagent in the tubes in
one leg was drawn into the main flow path and fresh reagent was pushed up
the tubes in the other leg. Level was raised and lowered on an hourly
schedule in each generator simultaneously.
Results of the decontamination are given in Tables 8 and 9. A total of
118.6 curies of activity was removed resulting in decontamination factors
of 7.3 in SGI and 4.7 in SG3.
Coming of Age
Thet>e three projects are typical of the more than 30 decontaminations LN
has performed since 1979. They demonstrate LN's capabilities in applying
a variety of processes to significantly different systems.
LN can
supply decontamination services ranging from a small isolated component
such as a pump, up to turnkey jobs on a large reactor system.
LNs
equipment inventory now consists of over 20 pieces of modular, portable
skid-mounted assemblies and over 1000 feet of flexible hose for
connecting this equipment to the system to be decontaminated.
The
equipment has been continually modified and updated as LN's experience
continues to grow. LN is coming of age.
As more and more utilities are accepting decontamination as a tool for
reducing exposure to radiation, a certain pattern of acceptance has been
developed.
The first time a utility performs a decontamination it is
treated as a major project even though the costs involved usually
represent only 1 or 2 days of shutdown time. Only after the utilities
technical experts have thoroughly studied the technology, and the vendor
has performed reactor specific corrosion testing and evaluation, is the
project allowed to proceed.
Subsequent decontaminations for the same
utility are studied less rigorously and by the time six decontaminations
have been performed they are treated as almost routine shutdown
procedures. Decontamination is slowly coming of age.
Plans are in place for demonstration projects that will eventually allow
decontamination of the entire LWR primary system with the fuel in place,
as has been done in Canada since 1972 and the United Kingdom since 1969.
LN is in the forefront of this developing technology and is committed to
supplying the latest in decontamination science to utilities as
decontamination becomes more of a routine operation and less of a special
occurrence.
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TABLE 1
COMPOSITION OF OXIDE FILMS
ON WATER COOLED REACTORS

Major Constituents of
Reactor Type

PWR

Inner
Layer

Outer
Layer

Cr 2 O 3

NiOFe2O3
Fe 3 0 4

NiOCr2O3

IZT

BWR

Fe 3 O 4

CANDU-PHWR

-

12

-

18203

TABLE 2
MAIN FEATURES OF CAN-DECON PROCESS

Low reagent concentration (0.1 wt %)
- minimizes corrosion
Reagent added directly to reactor coolant
System is neither drained nor flushed
- no large tanks required
Reactor need not be defusled
- simplifies operation
- fuel is also decontaminated
Dissolved contaminants removed by cation
exchange resin
Reagent continuously regenerated by cation
exchange resin
Reagent removed by anion exchange resin
Particulate contaminants removed by
filtration
Solid waste only, no liquid waste generated
Fast application
Inexpensive

Minimal man-rein exposure
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL DATA
PEACH BOTTOM 2

Radionuclides Removed (curies)
Zn-65
Co-60
Cr-51
Co-58
Mn-54
Total

Metals Removed (grams)

11.6
32.3

Fe
Ni
Cr
Mn
Zn

0.6
1.1
0.4
46.0

Total
Equivalent oxide

20 ,200
1,000
300
300
500
22 ,300
31 ,900

SUMMARY OF FIELD REDUCTIONS
Initial (mR/h)

Final (mR/h)

DF

Low

High

Avg.

Low

High

Avg.

Low

High

Avg.

Risers
175
Suction Piping
300
Discharge Piping 200

900
400
300

652
355
270

25
30
30

120
40
75

69
34
50

5.8
7,5
4.0

14.0
13.3
6.7

9.5
10.4
5.5

DECONTAMINATION FACTORS
Average of 29 readings
with shielded probe
(weighted harmonic mean)

DF= 8.2

Average for Co-60 on
6 coupons cut from pipe
segment

DF=17.0

WASTE PRODUCED
Ion exchange resin

RADIATION EXPOSURE
50

London Nuclear staff
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2.0 Rem

TABLE 4
DECONTAMINATION FACTORS
DRESDEN-3

"A Risers
"B" Risers
Suction Piping
Discharge Piping
Ring Header
RWCU's Shut-down cooling
& Iso condenser line

14.9
9.3
16.1
12.3
13.7

Average

12.4

8.3

TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF RADIONUCLIDES AND METALS REMOVED FROM DRESDEN-3

RWCU
Metals (grams)
Fe
Cu
Ni

Cr
Mn
Zn

1439
21
64

33
12
4

Recirc
System

Total

7942
118
370
261
106
72

9381
139
434
294
118
76
10442

Radionuclides (Ci)
Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60
Zn-65
Zr-95
Ru-103

0 .8
0 .2
10 .7

0 .1

11.1
2.2
1.7
47.1
0.6
0.2
0.8

11.9
2.4
1.7
57.8
0.6
0.2
0.9
75,8
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TABLE 6

TOTAL ION EXCHANGE RESIN WASTE VOLUME
PRODUCED BY THE DECONTAMINATION AT DRESDEN-3

Cufc
RRS Decon
RWCU Decon and Final Clean-up

116
47

Total

163
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TABLE 7
DECONTAMINATION PROCESS
USED AT CONNECTICUT YANKEE

STEP 1.

Oxidizing (AP-NP)
0.1%
^
0.01% NaOH (pH » 11)
6 HOURS AT 90° - 95°C
THEN HNO, TO pH » 2.5
6 HOURS AT 90° - 95°C

STEP 1A. Destruction
0.2% OXALIC ACID
3 HOURS AT 90°C
Clean-Up - Mixed Bed Resin
STEP 2.

Reducing (CAN-DECON)
0.1% LND-101A (pH » 2.5)
15 HOURS AT 100°C
Clean-Up - Anion Enriched Mixed Bed Resin

STEP 3,3A,4.

Repeat Above

TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL DATA
CONNECTICUT YANKEE STEAM GENERATORS

Metal Removed

Radionuclides Remo'

Ci

kg
Cr
Fe
NI
TOTAL

4T1

Co-60
Co-58
Mn-54
OTHERS
TOTAL

8.0

7.3

1974

Ion Exchange Resin

TT75
46.9

5.2
4.7
118.6

102 Cubic Feet

CORROSION OF SYSTEM MATERIALS
1-600
SS-304

0.072 ^ / h
0.01 \m/h
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Maximum Penetration
Penetration l\m

TABLE 9
DECONTAMINATION FACTORS
CONNECTICUT YANKEE STEAM GENERATORS
Method

Result

Optimization Program
1
2
3
4
5

STEP
STEPS
STEPS
STEPS
STEPS

SS-304

1-600

1.1
7.5
50
440
500

1.0
1.6
9.0
1100
3300

Range

Average

SG 1 Hot Leg
Cold Leg

3.3 - 14
3.3 - 12

7.0
7.5

SG 3 Hot Leg
Cold Leg

2.5 - 7.0
2.2 - 8.8

4.3
5.0

SG 1 Initial Field
Final Field

20 - 40 R/h
2 - 7 R/h

SG 3 Initial Field
Final Field

20 - 45 R/h
3 - 1 3 R/h

Visual Inspection
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Abstract
The Gentilly-2 plant is a CANDU 600 operating in the province of Quebec.
For the past two years the feedwater and steam generators have been
operating with all volatile treatment using morphoiine and has operated
without hydrazine addition. This paper reviews the operating experience
of the Gentilly 2 feedwater system and the steam generators.
The Gentilly-2 steam and feedwater system has an all ferrous feedtrain
which includes a deaerator but has admiralty brass condenser tubes. The
operating staff became concerned about decomposition of the hydrazine to
ammonia and attack of ammonia on the condenser tubes. As a result of
this the operating staff decided to halt hydrazine addition and to
determine if the system experienced any problem due to the lack of
hydrazine.
After 2 years of operation it has been seen that the system continues to
operate within the specified chemistry limits. In addition, inspection
of the system shows that there has been no evidence of increased
corrosion product transport and that the deaerator storage tank and the
steam generators have not had any significant crud buildup.
This experience indicates that an all ferrous system may operate without
hydrazine addition without experiencing deleterious effects. However,
this does not imply that hydrazine addition is without benefit.
The
system performance will continue to be monitored and attempts will be
made to determine whether the corrosion products being produced at
Gentilly 2 are significantly different from other plants operating with
hydrazine.

Introduction
The Gentilly-2 station is designed for commercial case load operation.
It contains a turbine generator set delivering a net electrical output of
638 MW(e), with steam supply from a CANDU-PHW (pressurized heavy water)
type nuclear reactor.
Figure 1.
This design has been used in all
Canadian designed nuclear power stations built to date, with the
exception of Gentilly-1.
This type of reactor uses heavy water as a moderator and as a coolant.
The fuel is natural uranium supplied in the form of bundles loaded into
and removed from the reactor during "on-power" operation. A closed-loop
cooling circuit is provided to transfer the heat from the fuel and to
produce light water steam in the steam generators. Figure 2 gives the
summary data for the plant.
The turbine generator system consists of a turbine generator unit and
associated condensing and feedwater systems. The unit is a single shaft
machine with a rated gross output of 685 MW(e). The steam conditions at
full load are A.5 MPa (absolute) (660 psia) and 258°C (496.6°F) at the
high pressure turbine stop valves with moisture separation and live steam
reheating of the high pressure turbine exhaust. The heat balance at full
power is shown in Figure 3.
During startup or partial load rejection, excess live steam may be
discharged to the condenser through a turbine bypass system. The turbine
bypass capacity is sufficient to avoid a reactor trip on a large load
rejection.
The condensing system includes two separate condenser shells, one for
each of the two low pressure turbine cylinders, interconnected at the
discharge level by a pressure balancing line.
The single pass type
condensers are located under the low pressure turbine with the tubes
transverse to the axis of the turbine.
The condensing system is designed to accept turbine bypass steam up to 80
percent of the main steam flow.
A possible power supply failure would cause a reactor trip with the
residual heat discharging to atmosphere through atmospheric discharge
valves. These valves are located on the live steam piping. An auxiliary
feed pump draws water from the deaerator tank thereby providing makeup
for the steam generators.
The deaerator level is maintained by an
auxiliary extraction pump that draws water from the condenser. Both of
the above mentioned pumps are connected to reliable power supplies.
Three condensate extraction pumps are provided, two of 100 percent
maximum continuous rating capacity, and one of five percent maximum
continuous rating capacity. Both 100 percent pump motors are connected
to the regular power supply. The motor for the five percent auxiliary
pumps is connected to a reliable power supply, since this pump is
required in the event of a loss of regular power.
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FIGURE 1 CANDU NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEM
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Number of reactor units
Net power output

638 MW(e)

NUCLEAR STEAM PLANT:
Reactor type

Pressurized heavy water (PHW),
Horizontal pressure tube

Moderator & Reflector

D2O

Coolant
Fuel
Refuelling method

Pressurized D2O
Natural UO 2
On-power, bi-directional in
adjacent channels
Once through

Fuel cycle
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE:
Construction

Prestressed concrete

BALANCE OF PLANT:
Type

Single shaft, tandem compound turbine
generator with external steam
separators and live steam reheaters
between the high and low pressure
cylinders.

FIGURE 2 SUMMARY DATA FOR THE GENTILLY-2 CANDU 600 PLANT
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Five steam generator feedwater pumps are provided: three of 5U percent
maximum continuous rating capacity and one of two percent maximum
continuous rating capacity. The three main pump motors are connected to
the regular power supply. The motors for the two four percent auxiliary
pumps are connected to a reliable power supply to provide the feedwater
to the steam generators in the event of a loss of regular power.
Five feedwater heating stages are provided, including three low pressure
heaters, one high level heater-deaerator and one high pressure heater.
The moisture separators and reheaters drain to the No. 5 high pressure
heaters. The No. 5 high pressure heater drains are cascaded into heater
No. 4 (Deaerator).
Drains from the low pressure heaters are cascaded
from No. 3 to No. 2, to No. 1 and finally to the condenser through the
drains cooler.
Two streams of low pressure closed feedwater heaters and two streams of
high pressure closed feedwater heaters are provided. Each heater can be
isolated in the event of a high level in the heater shell.
By pass
heater drain lines are also provided to direct the drains from each
heater to the condenser under abnormal or partial load conditions.
There are A steam generators which provide the steam for the turbine. A
typical steam generator is pictured in Figure A.
The primary side of the steam generator consists of the steam generator
head or channel cover, the primary side of the tube sheet and the tube
bundle. A baffle separates the inlet half of the steam generator head
from the outlet half. The Incoloy 800 (Tri) U-tubes are welded to the
primary side of the clad carbon steel tube sheet and rolled into the tube
sheet. The steam generator shell is carbon steel. Each half of the head
is provided with a manway.
At full power, reactor coolant enters the steam generator inlet head as a
low quality steam-liquid D2O mixture; as the flow passes through the
tubes, the D2O steam is condensed and the D2O is cooled so tnat the D2O
leaving the steam generator is subcooled.
The secondary side of the steam generator consists of the shell, the
steam separating equipment, the tube bundle shroud, the secondary side of
the tube sheet, the secondary side of the tube bundle, the preheater
baffles and the tube support plates. Carbon and stainless steel are the
principal materials of construction. The shell is provided with a manway
and connection for chemical addition, water blowdown and water level
control.
Incoming feedwater is pumped into the baffled preheater section at the
tubesheet face and flows over the D2O outlet portion of the U-tube bundle
in a cross flow pattern.
The feedwater emerges from the preheater
section at saturation temperature and mixes with the recirculated
saturated water flowing upward from the other half of the U-tube bundle.
The steam-water mixture rising from the upper end of the U-tube bundle
then passes through the steam separators.
The separated water
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FIGURE 4 HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM STEAM GENERATOR

recirculates to the tube bundle and tne steam leaves the steam generator
through the outlet nozzle.
The water level at the separators is
controlled by a combination of level measurement, steam flow measurement
and feedwater flow measurements.
Steam and Feedwater System Materials
In setting the steam and feedwater chemistry soecifications special
attention has been given to the system materials.
The materials are
given in Figure 5. The materials in part determine the preferred range
for some specifications and may determine the use of a particular
chemical control agent.
It is seen that the critical components for the steam and feedwater cycle
are the condenser with its admiralty brass condenser tubes and the
Incoloy 800 (TM) steam generator tubes. Care must be taken to maintain
the integrity of both these critical components.
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Condenser Tubes

Admiralty
Stajniess Steel in Air Extraction and
High Velocity Impingement Zones
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Feedwater
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FIGURE 5 STEAM AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM MATERIALS AT GENTILLY-2

Gentilly-2 Steam Generator Chemistry Specification
The Gentilly-2 plant uses All Volatile Treatment (AVT) for its steam
generators.
Morpholine is used for pH control and the original
specification required a small excess of hydrazine for dissolved oxygen
control. The purpose was to remove the residual dissolved oxygen at the
hot end of the feedwater system and to maintain a residual hydrazine
throughout the steam, condensate and feedwater systems.
Contaminants
were to be maintained as low as possible.
The makeup water has to be of high purity. The chemistry specification
calls for the water to contain less than 15 ppb of sodium, less than
20 ppb of chloride, less than 20 ppb total silica and to have a
conductivity of less than 0.02 mS/m.
The pH of the feedwater system has been specified at pH 9 or greater.
This is to minimize the transfer of non-soluble materials (crud) into the
steam generators. At the same time the pH must not be elevated too much
since the copper alloy in the condenser will experience accelerated
corrosion at pH's much above 9. The actual feedwater and steam generator
chemistry specifications are given in Figures 6 and 7.
Operation With Hydrazine
As stated previously the original intention for the steam and feedwater
system of the Gentilly-2 reactor was to operate with between 0.05 and
0.1 mg/kg of hydrazine. It was found though that the pH and hydrazine
control were not working effectively. The hydrazine was breaking down
into ammonia at a rapid rate and as a result the pH would be typically
9.5 to 9.8 and that the ammonia concentration was maintained in the range
of 0.5 to 4.2 mg/kg depending on the hydrazine addition rate.
The
ammonia and high pH became a concern for the copper alloy tubes in the
condenser. Typical chemistry conditions over this period are given in
Figure 8.
It is seen that the pH was generally higher during operation with
hydrazine addition. It was however the high ammonia concentration and
its possible deleterious effect on the copper alloy condenser tubes that
caused the major concern.
Attempts were made to reduce the hydrazine addition rate with the
objective of reducing both the hydrazine concentration and thereby
reducing the ammonia concentration but as shown in Figure 9A & B no
significant reduction in the ammonia concentration occurred.
Thus in spite of the operation with low hydrazine the concern over the
high ammonia concentration persisted and the operations chemical staff
began a program to stop the use of hydrazine.
A halt to hydrazine
addition took place in the second quarter of 1984.
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Desired or
Permissible
Range

Parameter

Control*
Parameter

Notes

Hydrazine (ug/kg)

50 - 200

Yes

Laboratory measurement. This level
ensures presence of hydrazine
throughout all of the steam, condensate and feedwater systems.

Dissolved Oxygen
(|ag/kg)

<5

Yes

At S.G. inlet. Continuous
measurement.

9.4

pH Value (at 25°C)
pH agent
Morpholine (mg/kg)

15

Total Silica
(Mg^g)

<20

Iron (|jg/kg)

<10

Copper (Mg/kg)

<2

Sodium (^g/kg)

< 1

Specific Conductivity
(mS/m at 25°C)

Yes

Yes

Measure using 0.45 micron millipore
filter and standard comparison charts.

Yes

Continuous measurement at CEP
outlet.
This is a complementary parameter to
pH. Its value changes linearly with OH
ion concentration, but it is also
affected by any other ionizable
material present in the feedwater.

0.6

Cation Conductivity
(mS/m at 25°C)
Normal Operations

Yes

Yes

Between 0.05
and 0.1
Between 0.1
and 0.2
0.2

For less than 24 hours.
For less than 12 hours.
Immediate shutdown

*A control parameter need not be measured continuously but should normally be achieved.

FIGURE 6 ORIGINAL FEEDWATER CHEMISTRY SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE GENTILLY-2 PLANT

Parameter

pH (at 25°C)
Sodium (pg/kg)
Normal Operations

Permissible
Operating
Range
9 to 10

< 70

Notes

Depends on the amine partition coefficient and
on degree of hydrazine thermal decomposition.
Basis is sodium equivalent of 50 ppb
"free hydroxide".

Abnormal Operations
Chloride (|jg/kg)*
Normal Operations
Abnormal Operations

< 700

Acceptable for 24 hours.

> 700

Immediate shutdown

<100

Stoichiometric equivalent to 70 ppb sodium. Also
equivalent to 0.1 mS/m cation conductivity.

<1000

Acceptable on single occasions for up to
24 hours.

>1000

Immediate shutdown
Note: It is extremely important to maintain
dissolved oxygen below 5 ppb at the steam
generator inlet nozzles whenever the chloride
level is above 100 ppb.

Silica (mg/kg)

< 1

Limit set by concerns over the silicic acids forming in the steam generator.

Specific Conductivity
(mS/m at 25°C)

< 2

Morpholine as pH agent

Cation
Conductivity
(mS/m at 25°C)
Normal Operations
Abnormal Operations

Can be a laboratory measurement.

Between 0.1
and 1.0

Acceptable on single occasions for up to
24 hours.

Above 1.0

Immediate shutdown

'Although chloride is mentioned here, the sum of chloride, fluoride and sulphate is not to
exceed the action limits given.

FIGURE 7 ORIGINAL STEAM GENERATOR WATER CHEMISTRY SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE GENTILLY-2 PLANT (BASED ON 0.1% CONTINUOUS SLOWDOWN)
MEASUREMENTS MADE ON SAMPLES TAKEN FROM BLOWDOWN

High Pressure
Heater Outlet

Steam Generator
Blowdown

PH
Hydrazine /ug/kg

9.5 - 9.8
1 0 - 100

Dissolved O2 /ug/kg
Conductivity mS/m
Ammonia mg/kg

<5
0.4 to 0.8
0.5 to 4.2
—

9.3 - 9 . 7
100 - 200
<1

Para motor
• C l l d l IIC71C7I

Crud jug/kg
Copper /ig/kg

<2

0.4 to 0.8
0.1 to 0.5
230 - 6 0 0
2 -9

FIGURE 8 CHEMICAL CONDITIONS IN THE GENTILLY-2 FEEOWATER SYSTEM
AND THE STEAM GENERATORS DURING OPERATION WITH HYDRAZINE
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FIGURE 9-A

GENTILLY 2 FEED WATER HYDRAZINE DURING ATTEMPTS
TO OPERATE WITH LOW HYDRAZINE
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FIGURE 9-B

GENTILLY 2 FEED WATER AMMONIA DURING ATTEMPTS
TO OPERATE WITH LOW HYDRAZINE

Operation Without Hydrazine
With the reduction in the system hydrazine concentration no significant
change in the dissolved oxygen or system crud had been noted. Thus a
halt to the addition of hydrazine was ordered on March 29, 1984.
An extensive monitoring program was then initiated to determine tne
chemical conditions in both the feedwater system and the steam generators
to determine if stopping the hydrazine addition would result in any
increase in the transport of crud, cause the movement of ionic species or
cause an increase in the dissolved oxygen. The monitoring of the system
included the inspection of the steam generator tube sheet and the
inspection of the deaerator storage tank to determine if there was any
visible crud or sludge buildup.
Feedwater Chemistry Without Hydrazine Addition
No hydrazine additions have been made to the feedwater system the second
quarter of 1984. Over this period the feedwater chemistry has remained
stable and well within the accepted target values.
The system pH is shown in Figure 10A. It can be seen that the morpholine
controlled the pH well.
The typical pH remained between 9.4 and 9.5,
which is optimal for this system.
Over the same period the conductivity was found to fluctuate somewhat.
However it also remained within the acceptable limits. See Figure 10-B.
It is the dissolved oxygen concentration which is very much of interest
for the system performance. The dissolved oxygen may be looked at by two
different methods. Figure 10-C shows the dissolved oxygen concentration
at the outlet of the high pressure heater. The specification calls for a
concentration of less than 5 micrograms/kg. It is seen that the dissolved
oxygen only exceeded this value on a few occasions in the 2nd quarter of
1984 and that it has not been exceeded in the remainder of 1984 and 1985.
An alternative method of studying the dissolved oxygen is to look at the
dissolved oxygen concentration along the feedwater - steam generator
system. This is shown in Figure 11. In Figure 11 it can be seen that
the
typical
deaerator
inlet
dissolved
O2 was
about
25
micrograms/kg.
The deaerator effectively removes the dissolved oxygen
and after the deaerator low dissolved oxygen has been maintained. Values
have been below 5 micrograms/kg. with typical values at about
2 micrograms/kg. The steam generator blowdown dissolved oxygen has been
found to be very low with values typically below 1 microgram/kg.
The next major parameter is the crud concentration measured in the
feedwater. The analyses include startup, power changes and other normal
transients. The typical concentration during normal operation would be
almost at the bottom of the range shown.
See Figure 10-D.
Typical
steady state full power operation values are in the range of 1 to
4 micrograms/kg.
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Another parameter monitored was copper. The minimum level of detection
was 2 micrograms/kg. Except for a few readings in the 4th quarter of
1985 all values were below the level of detection. See Figure 10-E.
Steam Gtin..uiv.

As shown previously the feedwater chemistry remained well within the
specifications. However it is the steam generators where the materials
will concentrate and it is here that any deleterious effects will be
seen.
The steam generator pH is seen to be well within the specified range.
See Figure 12-A. However it is noted that the pH is slightly lower than
in the feedwater. Based on available theoretical data it was expected
that the pH of the steam generator would have been slightly higher due to
the partition of the morpholine.
The conductivity is also seen to vary within the normal range see Figure
12-B.
The steam generator dissolved oxygen is shown in Figure 12-C. It is seen
that the dissolved O2 remained low and well below the specification for
most of the period.
A few readings were apparently above
5 micrograms/kg.
It should be noted that at this time the dissolved
oxygen on-line analyzer was not performing well.
When the on-line
monitor was repaired the measured dissolved oxygen levels were seen to
decrease about 1 microgram/kg.
The steam generator crud as measured in the blowdown was found to be in
the normal range. See Figure 12-D.
Some copper transport was seen but normally values were very low.
Figure 12-E.

See

System Inspection
Although the system chemistry specifications may indicate that all is
well it is only by inspecting components that one is able to determine if
a particular chemistry regime is functioning properly. The Gentilly 2
plant had a series of these inspections during their August 1985
maintenance outage. Of these, 2 were particularly aimed at determining
the impact of operating without hydrazine.
The first was an inspection of the deaerator storage tank. The tank has
a large drain pipe which has a weir jutting about 20 cm above the bottom
of the tank. See Figure 13. This arrangement allows the storage tank to
act as a large settling tank for crud. With the August 1985 maintenance
outage the storage tank was opened and inspected.
It was found that
there was little if any crud accumulation. A few kilograms were removed.
This is the typical amount seen in a CANUU operating with hydrazine
addition.
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The other inspection was in the steam generator on the secondary side. A
fibre optics probe was inserted via an opening on the secondary side.
The probe was small enough to move between the steam generator tubes and
to advance about 1/3 of the way into the tube bundle. It was found that
the tubesheet and the tubes were very clean with no evidence of crud
build up. See Figure 14. During the same outage eddy current tests were
performed and gave no indication of any significant build-up in the steam
generators.
As a result of these inspections
build-up of crud in either the
generator.

it is seen that there was no visible
deaerator storage tank or the steam

Comparison of Gentilly-2 with Plants Operating With Hydrazine
Although Gentilly-2 has operated successfully and there is no evidence of
significant crud buildup nor is there any significant change in the
system chemistry it is also useful to compare the operation of this plant
with other plants.
The Point Lepreau station is a CANUU-6OU with an
all-ferrous feedwater with a titanium tubed condenser.
The feedwater
system operates with 100 to 200 ppb of hydrazine.
The Point Lepreau system has been compared to Gentilly 2 with respect to
the dissolved oxygen and the crud.
Figure 15 shows the trend for dissolved oxygen at both Gentilly-2 and
Point Lepreau.
It is seen that the deaerator inlet has typically 25 to
30 micrograms/kg of dissolved O2 and that the high pressure heater outlet
(deaerator outlet) has low values in the range of 2 to 5 micrograms/kg.
The steam generator at Gentilly-2 and Point Lepreau show low
oxygen. All values have been less than 5 micrograms/kg.

dissolved

The system crud and iron transport has also been compared See Figure lb.
The crud concentrations at the high pressure heater drains are fairly
consistent.
The normal Gentilly 2 values were 1 to A micrograms/kg.
This is the same range as Point Lepreau.
The steam generator crud concentrations as measured in
considerably higher at Point Lepreau.
It should be
Lepreau operates with Low Level Congruent Phosphate
steam generator.
It is thought that the phosphate may
the efficiency of the steam generator blowdown.
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IN THE GENTILLY 2 FEED WATER SYSTEM
(PERIOD REVIEWED APRIL - MAY - JUNE 1985)

Conclusions
After operating for about 2 years with no hydrazine addition the Gentilly
2 plant has not shown any symptoms of chemicals problems with corrosion
or corrosion product transport. The system has been inspected and found
to have no indication of additional corrosion product build-up.
The switch to operation without hydrazine did not cause any apparent
change in the system dissolved oxygen concentrations and tne
concentrations measured remained low and within specifications. Over the
period no significant crud transport was measured. The system remained
clean and visual inspections showed no significant accumulation of crud.
The Gentilly-2 plant performance has been compared to the Point Lepreau
CANDU 600 station and again found to be very similar. The Point Lepreau
CANDU 600 has operated with hydrazine addition.
The results of this operating experience are a cause for optimism. They
show that it may be possible to have a simplified chemistry regime.
However chemistry related effects can take years to develop. Thus it is
not recommended that hydrazine addition be stopped at other plants. The
situation will continue to be monitored and every attempt will be made to
determine if the system is undergoing any deleterious effects.
Area which could be of concern are:
i)
the type of oxide which is being transported
ii) the state of the oxide layer on the carbon steel surfaces
iii) the state of the feedwater heater and the steam generator
tubes
The Gentilly-2 operation without hydrazine is unique at CANDU plants and
further reports will be given at future dates.
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Gentilly-2
no hydrazine
High pressure

Heater Outlet
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1 to 4

5 fig/kg

10 to 300 Mg/kg
5 to 40 /ug/kg

Point Lepreau
with 100 to 200
/zg/kg hydrazine

2.5 /zg/kg*
2.8 fig/kg

600 to 2000 /ug/kg
600 to 2000 //g/kg

* Normal operations only. During transient operation values up to
260 jug/kg were recorded.

FIGURE 16 A COMPARISON OF CRUD AND IRON IN THE GENTILLY-2 AND
POINT LEPREAU FEEDWATER AND STEAM GENERATORS
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ABSTRACT
The initial chemistry requirements for CAN'DU PHWR plants were established
about 25 years ago. In this paper two phases of the operation of CAKDU
plants which have had important impacts on the understanding of heat
transport chemistry are reviewed.
In the first case the importance of
proper chemistry control as an aid in controlling radiation fields is
described. The second case looks at the results from a CANDU 600 plant
and demonstrates the benefits of third party reviews of chemistry data.
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INTRODUCTION'
It is almost 25 years since the first prototype CANDU nuclear power
plant, the 25 MWe Nuclear Power Demonstration Plant (KPD), started to
operate.
It was followed some 5 years later by the 200 MWe prototype
power plant at Douglas Point. There are now 27 commercial CANDU plants
operating in the world ranging in electrical output from 150 MWe, to
850 MWe. This paper describes two important phases of the development of
CANDU chemistry control, the first resulting from early Douglas Point
experience and the second based on the recent operation of the
Point Lepreau CANDU 600 plant.
Early Operating Experience and its Impact on CANDU Chemistry
The 200 MWe prototype CANDU plant at Douglas Point achieved criticality
in 1967 and by 1970 was already experiencing unacceptably high radiation
fields in some plant areas (Figure 1). Detailed reviews of the plant
operation, design and chemistry revealed that a lack of adequate control
of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the primary coolant was a major
factor in causing the radiation fields. The situation was brought under
control early in 1972 and the plant continued to operate with acceptable
radiation fields and operator doses until it was shutdown in 1984.
By 1970 the 4 x 540 MWe, Pickering 'A1 plant was in an advanced stage of
construction. The principal materials of construction used in the heat
transport systems were the same as those used for Douglas Point. So the
emphasis at Pickering was to avoid the chemistry control problems which
had occurred at Douglas Point. The first of the Pickering units achieved
criticality in 1971 February and was declared "in-service" in 1971 July.
The results of applying the lessons learned at Douglas Point to Pickering
can be seen by comparing the radiation fields in the vicinity of the
steam generators (Figure 1). Those at Pickering have remained at about
10 percent of those achieved at Douglas Point. This reduction results
from a combination of better primary coolant chemistry control and an
increase in the self shielding for gamma radiation due to the Pickering
steam generators having a larger diameter.
The Bruce 'A' reactors were only being designed at the time of the
Douglas Point high radiation fields. Thus, in addition to the benefits
of good chemistry control and even larger steam generators, Bruce G S 1 . '
and subsequent CANDU plants have also had the benefit of reduced cobalt

concentrations in their primary system materials. The Bruce 'A' steam
generator radiation fields are again about a factor of ten below the
Pickering 'A' steam generator radiation fields.
(Figure 1).
These
reduced radiation fields have also resulted in significant reductions in
the occupational radiation doses at CANDU plants. The occupational doses
for the CANDU reactors have decreased in moving from Douglas Point
through Pickering 'A1 to Bruce 'A' and the CANDU 600's. Figure 2 shows
how the control of all radiation sources from those commercial CANDU
plants of 500 MWe and greater has led to occupational doses that are
among the lowest recorded for water cooled reactors, averaging
0.3 rem/MWe in 1984 and 0.2 rem/MWe in 1985.
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During this first phase of chemistry control the motivation for improving
our understanding of the primary circuit chemistry was to achieve
radiation fields and operator doses which at worst would be comparable to
those of other nuclear power systems and would hopefully be among the
better ones.
This objective has now been achieved by a combination of
better chemistry control and improved system materials.
Recent Developments in Primary Coolant Chemistry Control
Preamble
In the intervening years there have been a number of improvements to the
understanding of CANDU primary coolant chemistry control. Research and
development work, based on the work of Sweeton and Baes, which drew
attention to the relationship of alkalinity and temperature to iron
solubility, has led to a recommended minimum alkalinity for the coolant.
More recently the relationships among alkalinity, concentration of the
alkali and conduct' ity of light and heavy water solutions have been
reviewed and refiner.
In the station laboratories quality control and
quality assurance programs have been implemented.
These programs have
involved not only the chemistry laboratory staff and plant chemists but
also the plant management, plant operators and independent third party
reviewers .
The Plant Chemistry Activities
During the course of a year at a single unit nuclear power plant the
chemistry laboratory staff will analyze about 7000 samples and produce
about 35 000 analytical results.
It is therefore essential for the
laboratory staff to produce accurate results; results in which both the
station operations staff and management have confidence. It is for this
reason that, in recent years, quality assurance programs have been
implemented in the site chemistry laboratories.
These programs start
with the laboratory staff with the preparation of proper analytical
procedures, procedures for instrument calibration and maintenance,
preparation of calibration standards and they include inter-staff and
intra-laboratory cross checking. The main function of the plant chemists
and operations staff, as their part of the quality assurance program, is
to review the day-to-day results, to take note of any individual out of
specification numbers and to ensure that timely corrective action is
taken.
These three activities represent the essential "front line"
activities and are the essential first stage of the quality assurance
program.
The second stage of the program is a detailed review of the data to check
for consistency among the results obtained for the inter-related
parameters from the same sample, consistency among a series of results
for the same parameter and to establish if there is a long term trend of
any results. In this way potential problem areas can be identified and,
hopefully, corrective actions taken before a serious situation can
develop.
In most systems, chemistry is a factor which can be
out-of-specification for short periods of time without having any
immediate effect on the operation of the plant.
However if such
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out-of-specification operation is not curtailed, major deterioration of
equipment
can
result, leading ultimately
to costly
shutdowns and
outages.
It is in this second stage review that a third party reviewer can play an
important
role by providing timely and adequate warning of those
chemistry conditions which can result in a future problem.
Such a third
party review does take time and the third party reviewer can do this
effectively as he is not usually faced with having to solve today's
immediate problems, though on occasions he may well become involved in
them.
Interdependent Parameters
In many of the water filled systems in a nuclear power plant there are
groups of interdependent chemical parameters.
In the CANDU PHWRs one
very important group of interdependent parameters is the pH, conductivity
and the concentration of lithium in the primary coolant. The values for
these are set, initially, during the design process.
The basis for determining the lower and upper values for all three
parameters is the pH value.
From this the lower and upper values for
conductivity and lithium concentration are derived to give a set of
consistent lower limit values and a set of consistent upper limit valuesTable 1 gives the current specification values for these three parameters
for the primary coolant of a CANDU 600 PHWR plant.
TABLE 1
CANDU 600
Primary Coolant Chemistry Specifications
for
p H A , Conductivity and Lithium Concentration

Parameter

PHA

(1)

Conductivity
Lithium as Li

(1)

Preferred Range
10.2 to 10.8
0.9 to 3.6 mS/m
0.35 to l.A mg/kg D^.0

pH« is the reading obtained when the alkalinity of a heavy water
solution is measured using a pH meter which has been calibrated
using ordinary (light) water solutions.
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Figure 3 shows the results for a one year period for the monthly minimum,
average and maximum value for each parameter. It can be seen that the
majority of the values for each parameter are within its specified range
and so the first conclusion is that these chemistry parameters, all being
within specification, must be acceptable.
This however is not
necessarily the case and that, in fact, a correlation of these
interdependent parameters will not only show the presence of some
contaminants in the system but that their concentration may be quite
high.
Theoretical Considerations
In pure light water (Hz0) solutions the theoretical relationship between
pH and conductivity for acids and bases have been very well defined.
Similar relationships have been derived for pure heavy (D20) solutions.
The relationships, for fully ionized pH additives to light and heavy
water at 25°C, are shown in Figure 4. The neutral point for H 2 0 occurs
at pH7, that for D 2 0 at pH A 7.024. In the pH A region of interest, the
specific conductivity changes by a factor of 10 for a change of one unit
in the pH« value.
For the essentially pure alkaline solution used as the primary coolant in
CANDU-PHWRs the concentration of lithium hydroxide in the coolant should
determine both the pH. value and the conductivity provided there is a
complete absence of all materials which react with lithium hydroxide.
For the theoretical calculations, which form the basis of the
specification values, it has been assumed that the lithium hydroxide is
completely ionized.
Two wgys of presenting these theoretical relationships for heavy water
solutions are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
In Figure 6 a perfect
correlation among lithium concentration, conductivity and pH A results in
a horizontal line. Figures 7 and 8 show the same correlations for light
water solutions of lithium hydroxide. These same relationshipr of pH and
pH^ to conductivity apply for weak bases when allowance is made for their
degree ionization. Similar relationships of pH and pH A to conductivity
apply for both strong and weak acids.
Comparison of Theoretical to Actual Values
The data shown in Figure 3 can now be used with Figures 5 and 6 to
compare the actual values from a plant with the theoretical predictions.
The results of plotting the values from Figure 3 on Figure 5 are shown on
Figure 9.
When some of the mean values from Figure 3 are plotted on
Figure 6 the result is Figure 10. Figure 9 shows the presence of some
impurity, particularly at the lower pH^ values, as more than the
theoretical concentration of lithium is required.
Also the ratio of
conductivity to lithium concentration is below the theoretical value
of 2.64:1. Figure 10, which only shows some of the monthly mean values,
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also shows the actual lithium concentrations are generally above those
required for the measured pH A and the measured conductivities are
generally below the theoretical values when compared to the lithium
concentration.
An interesting feature is the relationship between
specific conductivity and pH A . Three of these, lines number 1, 4 and 7,
show a horizontal or slightly rising line whereas in 10 and 12 the line
falls. The numbers refer to the in-service life of the purification ion
exchangers in months and the slope of the lines in the later months
indicates a loss of ion exchanger performance. The replacement of the
ion exchange resin led to horizontal lines in subsequent months.
The presence of lithium concentrations generally above those needed to
give the measured pH* value and the low values for the ratio of
conductivity to lithium concentration indicates the presence of some
anionic impurity. This impurity may be being produced continuously in
the coolant, but is not being removed very efficiently by the
purification system or it may originate in the purification ion exchange
resins or its presence could be a combination of both. Depending on the
chemical nature of the contaminant it may, in addition to neutralizing
some of the lithium hydroxide, also result in some buffering of the
solution.
Figure 11 is a correlation of lithium concentration with conductivity
which again shows the presence of a neutralizing impurity.
Table 2 shows the results of calculations whose objective was to indicate
the percentage of the lithium which was present as deuteroxide and how
much was present as a neutral salt. The results also show the presence
of an anionic impurity.
TABLE 2
Estimated Percentage of Lithium as LiOD
in Typical Heat Transport System Samples

Reported Mean
Monthly Values

Li

°K

(mg/Kg) (mS/m)
1.17
1.17
1.33
1.49
1.44

2.48
2.56
2.80
3.43
3.18

Expected Conductivity
if all Li were
LiOD
LiCl
(mS/m)
(tnS/m)
3.09
3.09
3.51
3.93
3.80

1.78
1.78
2.02
2.27
2.19
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Ratio of LiOD:LiCl
to give reported °K

(X)
53:47
60:40
52:48
70:30
61.5:38.5

These results of a third party review, as a component of the quality
assurance program, show how a potential problem has been detected.
The
next step is to transmit the information to the plant chemist who then
has the responsibility to initiate the appropriate corrective action.
This corrective action may take one or more of a variety of forms
including
identification
of the impurity, a review of
laboratory
procedures, a check on calibration methods, a check on standards, looking
for interferences in the analytical methods and reviewing plant operating
procedures.
If any source of the contamination is found then corrective
action can be taken at that point.
At the particular plant a series of actions were taken.
First it was
shown that under good laboratory conditions there was good agreement
between the laboratory test solutions and the theoretical predictions as
is shown in Figure 12.
In some of the systems which were subjected to
the third party review there has been a general move towards the expected
theoretical values.
Other systems have always shown good chemistry
control. In the particular case of the heat transport system a method of
identifying the exhaustion of the purification exchange resins has been
identified, but there has not been too much success in identifying the
contaminant. Work in this area is continuing.
CONCLUSION
The importance
of proper control of system chemistry has been
demonstrated, using the example of CAKDU PHWR heat transport system
chemistry and its effect on radiation fields and operator doses at each
succeeding generation of CANDU plant.
Using a third party review of heat transport system chemistry data for a
one year period from an operating CANDU 600 plant, it has been shown how
the results can alert the station staff to potential problem areas and so
assist t'- :m in their efforts to improve the day-tc-day plant chemistry
operatic
Similar third party reviews have been done on all the process
systems which are part of or interface with the nuclear steam supply
system.
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